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Enclosed for your use is the AASHTOWare Standards & Guidelines Notebook. This notebook contains all currently approved standards and guidelines which are effective September 1, 2019. Please refer to the notebook’s Overview section for explanations of its content, organization, scope, maintenance, and compliance requirements. The latter of these, because of its importance, bears restatement.

**Compliance with the approved AASHTOWare standards is required from their effective date. Any exception to the application of approved standards requires the approval of the Special Committee on AASHTOWare (SCOA).**

All new contracts should include the approved standards and guidelines in this notebook.

These standards are living documents. They should be expected to change along with AASHTOWare development practices and technology. User input will be appreciated to ensure that these documents always reflect these changing circumstances.

Refer to the Summary of Changes for a list of the changes made to the notebook since the previous approved release of the notebook.

Questions concerning application for exceptions should be directed to your SCOA or AASHTO staff liaison. Technical questions about the notebook and its contents may be directed to the members of the T&AA Task Force.

cc: AASHTO Staff and T&AA Task Force members
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Standards and Guidelines Notebook
Summary of Changes
September 1, 2019

The following summarizes the changes that have been made to this version of Standards and Guidelines Notebook since the previous approved release of the notebook.

- The effective date was changed to September 1, 2019.
- The Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard (1.005.02.6S) had minor updates made regarding hosted applications.
- The Security Standard (2.020.01.7S) was updated to remove the bold font from requirements newly introduced in 2018.
- The Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard (2.030.03.2S) was updated to make all fields on the Application Infrastructure Component List required.
- The Spatial Standard was updated with examples and to improve clarity.
- The Backup and Disaster Recovery Standard (2.070.04.3S) was updated to address cloud services backups, backup media, and the use of AASHTO's online system to submit backups.
- The Hosted Services Standard (2.095.01.1S) was updated to add new sections for security scanning and change control and remove bold font from requirements newly introduced in 2018.
- The AASHTOWare Standards and Guideline Definition Standard (3.015.03.1S) was updated to clarify that T&AA will include contractors in the notification that a new Standards and Guidelines Notebook is available.
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Standards & Guidelines Notebook Overview

1. Introduction

The Special Committee on AASHTOWare (SCOA) formed the Technical & Application Architecture (T&AA) Task Force to provide standards and technical guidance for the development of AASHTOWare software products. The Standards and Guidelines Notebook, also referred to as the S&G Notebook, is the published repository that contains all current AASHTOWare standards and guidelines. These standards and guidelines apply to all software analysis, design, development, maintenance, testing, implementation, and related work performed for AASHTOWare projects and for annual product maintenance, support, and enhancement (MSE) work. Projects and MSE work are defined and described in the Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard of the S&G Notebook. The purpose of these standards and guidelines was and is to maximize the return on investment, improve the quality, and increase the usefulness of the products. The following principles are emphasized.

- Standards are created and implemented to ensure a consistent approach is used to develop, change, maintain, and deliver software products.
- Guidelines are created to communicate suggestions, recommendations, and best practices that are considered useful or beneficial, but are not binding.
- Standards should be adaptable to changing technological and procedural circumstances so as not to hamper product growth or viability. They should not be viewed as static, but rather as dynamic specifications which can be easily revised whenever circumstances change and be retired whenever they no longer achieve their objectives.
- Standards should not be developed or implemented for their own sake, but only where there are apparent opportunities for benefiting AASHTOWare.
- Standards should be designed to avoid, as far as possible, increasing the administrative burdens of the project and product task forces.
- The development and implementation of standards should be a cooperative effort. All participants in the AASHTOWare development process should be included in the formulation, review, and implementation of standards and their perspectives and requirements should be respected.
- Standards include an effective date and should not ordinarily be applied retroactively. Their application should be coordinated with product contracts to avoid any unnecessary disruptions in service or inefficient use of resources.

The T&AA Task Force is responsible for the development and maintenance of the S&G Notebook and the standards, guidelines, and other documents contained in the notebook. The T&AA Task Force also provides guidance to the project and product tasks in the use and application the standards and guidelines.

Only approved standards and guidelines are included in the notebook. Each standard must be approved by SCOA. The S&G Notebook is reviewed each year, standards and guidelines are created and/or updated as needed, and a new version is normally published each year. The current version of the notebook is effective as of September 1, 2018.

2. Notebook Organization

The following includes the organization and order of the S&G Notebooks and provides a brief description of the sections, documents, standards and guideline.
● **Cover Letter** – S&G Notebook cover letter.

● **Summary of Changes** – Summarizes all changes that have been made to this version of S&G Notebook since the previous approved release of the notebook.

● **Table of Contents** – S&G Notebook table of contents with hyperlinks to each section, standard, guideline, and document.

● **S&G Notebook Overview** – The introduction and overview of the S&G Notebook.

● **1 - Project Management and Software Engineering**
  This standards in this section define the required methods, practices, deliverables, and artifacts for project management and software engineering.
  
  ■ **Software Development and Maintenance Process (SDMP) Standard** – Defines the standard processes for both AASHTOWare software projects and for maintenance, enhancement and support (MSE) efforts of an existing product. The SDMP standard is the hub and starting point of the notebook and can be used to navigate to all other standards and guidelines in the notebook.
  
  ■ **Quality Assurance (QA) Standard** – Defines the standards process for AASHTOWare quality assurance, including those QA practices that must be performed by the task forces and contractors.

● **2 – Technical Standards and Guidelines**
  The standards in this section define the required methods, practices, technologies, deliverables, and artifacts for various certain technical areas.
  
  ■ **Security Standard** – Defines the security requirements and responsibilities that shall be met when developing AASHTOWare products.
  
  ■ **Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard** – Describes the requirements needed to ensure AASHTOWare products maintain compatibility with updated technology and drop support for outdated technology.
  
  ■ **Database Selection and Use Standard** – Defines requirements and best practices for the use of databases in AASHTOWare product development.
  
  ■ **Spatial Standard** – Defines requirements and best practices to assure proper capture of location and its effective use in AASHTOWare products in both the mobile and office environments.
  
  ■ **Product Naming Conventions Standard** – Assists AASHTOWare contractors and users in proper use of AASHTOWare terminology for product nomenclature and identification.
  
  ■ **Backup and Disaster Recovery Standard** – Defines the actions that AASHTOWare contractors shall take to safeguard AASHTO’s development investment in a project or product should a disaster occur.
  
  ■ **Mobile Application Development Guideline** – Defines an initial set of practices and technologies that should be used when developing AASHTOWare mobile applications.
  
  ■ **Web Application Development Guideline and Architecture Goals** – This guideline promotes approaches and practices for developing web-based applications (i.e. - web application) for AASHTOWare. The establishes a consistent high-level approach for contractors such that existing AASHTOWare software products evolve in a consistent and recognizable fashion which will help to align product architecture over time.
  
  ■ **Web & Mobile Data Exchange Guideline** – Promotes approaches and practices for developing web and mobile device data exchanges for AASHTOWare.
- **Hosted Services Standard** – Provides details for service providers to deliver applications as a hosted service to customers. The standard requires service providers to develop a technical architecture document for the hosted solution and to establish a service level agreement with customers.

- **3 – Appendices**
  
  This section includes documents that support the standards and guidelines included the sections 2 and 3.

  - **AASHTOWare Standards and Guidelines Definition Standard** – Defines AASHTOWare’s process for developing and maintaining standards and guidelines and the S&G Notebook. This standard applies to the T&AA Task Force and is not used by the product contractors and task forces

  - **Standards and Guidelines Glossary** – Includes a glossary of all terms used throughout the S&G Notebook.

The S&G Notebook is formatted for both printing and electronic use; however, recent improvements have been added to improve viewing and navigating the electronic version.

### 3. Numbering System

The standards and guidelines are numbered to correspond to the sections to which they belong and are ordered sequentially by number in their respective sections followed by a version number. Standards include an “S” suffix following the S&G number, where guidelines include “G” suffix. Reference or informational documents, such as the glossary, include an “R” suffix. Templates and forms include a “T” suffix. For a more detailed description of the numerical format refer to the **AASHTOWare Standards and Guidelines Definition Standard** in this notebook.

### 4. Format

Each standard and guideline use a consistent style and format, beginning with a cover page, table of contents and standard sections. The cover page includes the title, S&G number, version, date, and document history. For standards, the date on the cover page is the effective date for the standard.

### 5. Requirements & Exemptions

Each standard includes requirements that must be met to comply with the standard. These requirements are shown in red italicized text and include procedures that must be followed, deliverables and artifacts that must be produced, and required submittals and approvals. New requirements that were not in the previous version of the S&G Notebook are shown in red bold italicized text.

All standards are in force from their effective date, which is normally the same as the effective date of the S&G Notebook. Since guidelines are not binding, they do not include an effective date.

If a requirement of the standard cannot be complied with, a request for an exception, including a justification, must be sent SCOA.

Approval of exceptions to the standards is under the purview of the SCOA. The most common method of requesting an exception is to include the exception request and justification in the work plan for which the exception applies. In such a case, approval of the work plan by SCOA also includes approval of the exception request.
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1. Overview

1.1. Introduction

The Software Development and Maintenance Process (SDMP) Standard defines the software development and management processes that shall be used by task forces, contractors, and other AASHTOWare stakeholders when planning and executing an AASHTOWare project or an annual Product Maintenance, Support, and Enhancement (MSE) work effort for an existing project. These processes describe the following types of activities:

- Planning and preparing the work plan for an AASHTOWare project or MSE work effort;
- Executing, managing, monitoring, and controlling the project or Product MSE work effort;
- Performing the system analysis, design, construction, and testing for the project’s or MSE work effort’s desired product; and
- Delivering, supporting, and maintaining the product.

The SDMP includes separate processes for project development and MSE work, which are organized around the lifecycle of a project and the lifecycle of an MSE work effort. Those activities that are unique to a single phase of the lifecycle are documented in a section that describes the activities for that phase and the deliverables and artifacts that shall be produced during that phase. Other standards used during the phase are noted with a hyperlink to that standard.

Duplicate activities that are used in a specific phase of both the project and MSE process are normally listed or summarized in the MSE process and include a hyperlink to a more detailed description in the project process. In addition, common features in both processes and common activities that are used in multiple phases are described later in this Overview chapter. When referenced in the project and MSE processes, a hyperlink is included to the description of the feature or activity. Additional information on SDMP’s organization is described in the Document Organization section of this chapter.

1.1.1 Applicability and Requirements

The Software Development and Maintenance Process (SDMP) was initially published as a guideline on July 1, 2012. Effective July 1, 2013, the SDMP became a standard and the following standards were eliminated:

- Deliverable Planning and Acceptance Standard
- Requirements Standard
- Design and Construction Standard
- Testing Standard
- Implementation and Closeout Standard

The SDMP standard applies to all AASHTOWare projects and all annual MSE work efforts. All requirements for compliance with this standard are shown in red italicized text. New requirements that were not in the previous version of the Standards and Guidelines are shown in red bold italicized text.

Refer to the Requirements & Exceptions section in the Standards and Guidelines Notebook Overview for a description of the procedure used to request an exception to this standard.

Most of the non-required portions of the SDMP are considered best practices and should be followed, when applicable, to ensure that AASHTOWare product development uses quality processes that can be measured and subsequently improved.

The project development and MSE process defined in the SDMP are both standard processes; however, the SDMP allows certain customizations to be made these processes. In addition, the SDMP includes two predefined adaptions to standard project process.
1.1.2 Project/Product Determination

As noted in the prior section, the SDMP standard includes separate processes for project development and for annual MSE work. In most cases, it is clear when to use each process; however, there are times when using the project development process for work on an existing product may be preferred. This section provides guidelines for making that determination.

1.1.2.1 Projects

In the context of the AASHTOWare technical service program, a project refers to work that meets one or more of the following:

♦ Performed under the auspice of a solicitation with funds collected one-time up-front;
♦ Performed to develop a new AASHTOWare product or a new module for an existing product;
♦ Performed to develop a redesigned or re-architected version of an existing product;
♦ Performed to develop one or more enhancements for an existing product where the cost, effort, timeframe, complexity, methodology, and/or beta testing meets the criteria shown in the table below; and/or
♦ Performed to develop requirements and/or design specifications for future development work where the cost, effort, timeframe meets the criteria shown in the table below.

1.1.2.2 MSE Work Effort

An MSE work effort refers to the annual maintenance, support, and enhancement work performed for an existing AASHTOWare product during a single fiscal year. The following definitions and characteristics apply to MSE work:

♦ The work performed under an MSE work effort is funded by annual license fee revenue.
♦ Maintenance is the technical activity to correct errors and other problems that cause an existing product to operate incorrectly.
♦ An enhancement is a development effort to add new features to an existing AASHTOWare product that is licensed annually; or an effort to modify an existing product.
♦ Enhancements are typically classified as small, medium or large; where
  ▶ A small enhancement is not complex; requires minimum funding, effort and/or resources to implement; and requires minimum planning, analysis and design.
  ▶ A medium enhancement is more complex than a small enhancement; requires a moderate amount of funding, effort and/or resources; and requires more planning, analysis and design than a small enhancement.
  ▶ A large enhancement is complex; requires significant funding, effort and/or resources to implement; and requires significant planning, analysis, and design.
♦ An MSE work effort should normally not include the development of very large enhancements or specifications or major changes to the existing product’s application or technical architecture.

Previous versions of the S&G Notebook referred to enhancements as minor and major, where a minor enhancement was small, and a major enhancement included both medium and large. Small, medium and large was determined to be more straightforward and is now used is lieu of minor and major.
1.1.2.3 Work Plans

Separate work plans are created for each project and MSE work effort. The work plan is the formal document that describes the scope and objectives of the work to be performed by the contractor during a specific contract period, requirements or specifications to be met, tasks to be performed, deliverables to be produced, schedule to be met, cost of the effort, required staffing and resources, the technical approach for accomplishing the work, and the approach for managing, monitoring, and controlling the work.

A project work plan should be created for each development effort that meets the criteria for a project; where a product work plan (or MSE work plan) should be created for the annual MSE work effort for an existing product. The term “work plan” by itself refers to the either type of work plan (project or MSE) and is used in discussions that apply to both types of work plan.

The following table is used to help determine when a project work plan should be used and when a product work plan should be used. It also shows when enhancement and specification work for an existing product should be performed under a project work plan. If one or more of the criteria in the “Project Work Plan” column is met, it is recommended, but not required, that a project work plan be used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project/Product Criteria</th>
<th>Project Work Plan</th>
<th>Product (MSE) Work Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solicitation of funds</td>
<td>Work performed with funds from a one-time solicitation is performed under a project work plan.</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New product</td>
<td>New products are developed, tested, and completed under a project work plan.</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redesigned or re-architected version of product</td>
<td>A redesigned product is normally developed, tested, and completed under a project work plan. Major changes to a product’s application or technical architecture are also normally performed under a project.</td>
<td>Not recommend due to the complexity, cost, effort and resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New module</td>
<td>Most new modules are normally developed, tested, and completed under a project work plan.</td>
<td>A new module may be developed under a product (MSE) work plan when supported by the criteria below for enhancements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of time estimated to complete all work described in the work plan</td>
<td>The development of an enhancement for an existing product or the development of a set of specifications should be performed under a project work plan; if all work on the enhancement or specifications cannot be completed in a single fiscal year MSE work plan.</td>
<td>A product (MSE) work plan is used when it is estimated that all work can be completed within a single fiscal year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The estimated cost to complete all work on an enhancement or specification</td>
<td>Work requiring $250,000 or more to complete should be performed under a project work plan.</td>
<td>Work requiring less than $250,000 to complete may be performed under a product work plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project/Product Criteria</td>
<td>Project Work Plan</td>
<td>Product (MSE) Work Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The amount of effort (hours) estimated to complete all work on an enhancement or specification</td>
<td>Work requiring 2000 or more person-hours of effort to complete should be performed under a project work plan.</td>
<td>Work requiring less than 2000 person-hours of effort to complete may be performed under a product work plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The development work warrants a more rigorous development or project management methodology</td>
<td>If yes, the work should be performed under a project work plan.</td>
<td>If no, the work may be performed under a product work plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of beta testing for the enhancement or component</td>
<td>The software created or revised in projects will normally require multiple beta test sites and a rigorous beta testing effort.</td>
<td>If fewer sites or a shorter timeframe is required for beta testing, the work may be performed under a product work plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The complexity of an enhancement’s development or implementation work</td>
<td>The contractor should estimate the complexity of each enhancement. Enhancements with a high complexity introduce more risk in not being completed on time or on budget. It is recommended that highly complex enhancements be performed under a project work plan when the estimate for cost or effort approaches the above maximums.</td>
<td>Enhancements that are not estimated to be highly complex introduce less risk and may be performed under a product work plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other project/product criteria</td>
<td>As defined by task force and/or SCOA.</td>
<td>As defined by task force and/or SCOA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The contractor should estimate the cost, effort, duration, and complexity of each enhancement or specification and provide to the task force. These estimates should cover all work required to complete an enhancement; including the analysis, development, integration, testing, documentation, presentation, and approval work. For those efforts limited to the development of specifications, the estimates should cover all work required to complete, document, present, and approve the specifications.

The T&AA liaison, SCOA liaison, and contractor should provide guidance in making the determination regarding the use of a project work plan or MSE work plan for an enhancement. The task force and AASHTO Project Manager (PM) will make the final decision.

### 1.1.3 Document Organization

The SDMP standard is organized differently from the other standards in the S&G Notebook. Where the other standards include a common set of sections, the SDMP standard is divided into the following Chapters:

- **1. Overview** – Includes an introduction to standard, provides guidance in the use of projects versus MSE work plans, and includes *Common Features and Activities* that apply to both projects and MSE work efforts. The processes in Chapters 2-4 include hyperlinks to items in Chapter 1 rather than repeating definitions and descriptions, such those for lifecycle phases, review gates, approvals, and status reporting

- **2. Project Development Process** – Defines the standard process for planning an AASHTOWare project and for developing and delivering the project’s desired product.
The standard process is described as a waterfall development methodology; however, Chapter 4 provides options for adapting the process to other methodologies.

- **3. Maintenance, Support and Enhancement Process** – Defines the standard process for planning an MSE work effort, performing maintenance work and developing enhancements for the existing product, and for delivering the modified product. This process is written as a companion process to the Project Development Process and primarily focuses on those areas were the two processes differ. When an activity in the MSE process is the same or very similar to an activity in the project process, the duplicate activity will normally include a hyperlink to the more detailed description in Chapter 2.

- **4. Adapting the Lifecycle and Process** – Defines methods to adapt the standard project development process to work with projects that use other development methodologies and defines methods to adjust the project or MSE process to work with small projects/MSE efforts. Standard adaptions are included for the following variations of the project development process.
  - *Requirements/Design Development Process* – for projects that are limited to the development of requirements and/or design specifications.

- **5. Deliverable and Artifact Definitions** – Describes each required deliverable and artifact defined in this guideline and defines the required content for each

- **6. Forms and Templates** – Includes forms and templates referenced in the body of the standard.
1.2. Common Features and Activities

This section describes features that are included in both the project and MSE processes, such as lifecycles, phases, review gates, and deliverables. This section also describes common activities that occur in multiple phases of both processes.

1.2.1 Lifecycle Model

The life cycle model partitions a project or an MSE work effort into major phases. Each phase of the lifecycle is normally divided into activities and tasks; with milestones at the completion of a group of key activities or tasks or the completion or approval of key deliverable(s). Some phases in the standard AASHTOWare lifecycles are also partitioned into sub-phases or segments between the phase and activity levels.

As described earlier in this document, projects and MSE work efforts use different work plans and development processes. The lifecycle models for projects and MSE work are also different as described below.

1.2.1.1 Project Lifecycle

The standard project lifecycle is shown below with six phases in a waterfall sequence, with four of the phases partitioned into sub-phases. Each phase and sub-phase shown in the diagram is described in Chapter 2. The lifecycle is shown in a waterfall sequence; however, variations to this lifecycle allow several phases and sub-phases to overlap. For example, the Functional Design sub-phase typically begins before the end of the System Requirements sub-phase. Also, the Technical Design sub-phase typically overlaps with the Construction Phase.

![Project Lifecycle Diagram](image)

The SDMP standard also includes two standard adaptions of the project lifecycle that were created to address types of projects that occur frequently within AASHTOWare. Where other adaptions to the lifecycle require an exception to standards to be approved, the Iterative Project Lifecycle and the Requirements/Design Development Project Lifecycle may be used without requesting an exception. Both lifecycles also allow flexibility for further adaption to fit the scope of each project and/or the development methodology being used.

1.2.1.2 MSE Lifecycle

Since maintenance work and enhancement development do not normally require the same level of analysis and design as the development of new software, the standard MSE lifecycle combines the Requirements & Analysis, Design, and Construction activities into a single phase with three sub-phases. The Requirements & Functional Design and Construction sub-phases are normally repeated for each enhancement or each group of related enhancements as shown in the example below. These sub-phases may also be performed in a waterfall sequence where the Requirements & Functional Design is completed for all enhancements before beginning Construction. Both approaches end with a successful system test of all enhancements. Either method is considered standard and can be used without requesting an exception. The Testing and Delivery & Closeout Phases are performed for the complete scope of the MSE effort (inclusive of all enhancements, maintenance work, and upgrades). The specific development approach for each MSE effort is defined in the work plan.
Refer to **Chapter 3** for additional details on the use and requirements of the MSE lifecycle.

### 1.2.1.3 Iterative Project Lifecycle

In this adaption of the standard project lifecycle, the project is divided into functional segments or software development timebox segments; and the key activities in the Requirements & Analysis, Design, and/or Construction Phases are completed by repeating these activities in cycles (iterations) for each segment. The phases and sub-phases from the standard project lifecycle are typically combined to form one or more iterative phases. The Iterative Project Lifecycle allows flexibility to customize the Requirements & Analysis, Design, and/or Construction Phases of the standard lifecycle (above) to fit most iterative development methodologies. The work plan should define the specific development approach and lifecycle that will be used for each project.

In the example shown below, the Technical Design, Construction, and System Testing activities for each segment are completed in iterations during a Design and Construction Phase. The User Requirements, Systems Requirements and Functional Design are prepared for the complete scope of the project (inclusive of all segments) prior to beginning the Technical Design, Construction and System Test iterations. After the iterations are completed, the lifecycle returns to the standard project lifecycle.

The iterative lifecycle shown in the above example plus two other variations of the iterative lifecycle are described in the **Iterative Project Development Process** section of Chapter 4 with the requirements for using these lifecycle and options for additional adaptions.

### 1.2.1.4 Requirements/Design Development Project Lifecycle

This adaption of the standard lifecycle is used for projects that are limited to the development of requirements and/or design specifications. Since this type of project includes no software development, testing and implementation activities; the phases for those activities have been eliminated. Depending on the objectives of the project, the
lifecycle model may include both the Requirements & Analysis and the Functional Design Phases as shown in the example below or include a single phase/sub-phase or combination of sub-phases.

**Example - Requirements and Design Development Project**

Other examples of this lifecycle and the requirements for using and adapting the lifecycle are described in the *Requirements/Design Development Process* section in Chapter 4. As with other projects, the work plan should define the specific development approach and lifecycle that will be used for each project.

### 1.2.1.5 Other Adapations of the Lifecycle

In addition to the standard adaptions described above for the project and MSE lifecycle, other adaptions may be made when approved. The options for adapting the lifecycle and other components of the project or MSE process are described in *Chapter 4*.

### 1.2.2 Review Gates

Review gates are specific milestones in the lifecycle of both projects and MSE work that are achieved when the task force and contractor reach a common agreement on the completion and status of the key activities and deliverables that were planned in the work plan. When all work activities and deliverables for a review gate are completed, the contractor submits an approval request that acknowledges the completion, status of open issues, level of compliance with standards, and implementation of user requirements. Task force approval of the review gate request authorizes the contractor to proceed with the next phase or sub-phase of the project or MSE work effort.

The diagram below shows the standard project review gates relative to the phases of the project lifecycle. Work Plan Approval, which is not a review gate but represents an important approval point for a project, is also shown in the diagram. Most of the review gates are required; however, the Planning and User Requirements review gate is labelled “conditional” since it is only required under certain conditions. Also, the Development review gate is optional. Each of the standard review gates are described below in the *Review Gate Descriptions* section.

**Project Lifecycle and Review Gates**

- **The Iterative Project Development Process** includes the same review gates as the standard project lifecycle. The location of the Functional Design Review varies based on the iterative lifecycle used. Additional approval points are included at the end of each iteration and/or for certain iteration deliverables. See *Additional Iterative Approval Points* for more information.
The Maintenance, Support and Enhancement Process includes the same review gates except for the Functional Design review gate. When enhancements are designed and construction iteratively, additional approval points are included to approve each functional design. See Additional Iterative Approval Points for more information. A single approval point is used to approve the functional design when using a waterfall process.

The Requirements/Design Specifications lifecycle does not include the Functional Design, Development, Alpha Test Acceptance and Beta Test Acceptance review gates.

### 1.2.3 Required Deliverables and Artifacts

The S&G Notebook describes two types of output, artifacts and deliverables, where

- An artifact is defined as a tangible by-product of a software development, maintenance, or project management activity; and
- A deliverable is an artifact that shall be delivered to the task force and approved.

*Each deliverable described in this standard, as well as any other standard, is required for compliance with the standard. In addition, there are some artifacts that are not deliverables but are also required by a standard.*

The following rules and guidelines apply to preparation of each required deliverable and artifact.

- **Each required deliverable and artifact is associated with a specific review gate and shall be prepared and completed by the end of its review gate period.** A review gate period refers to the time period between review gates.
- **Each required deliverable shall be reviewed and approved by the task force prior to its associated review gate or approved with the review gate.**
- When resources are available, each required deliverable should be reviewed by a stakeholder group made up of subject matter experts, such as a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) or Technical Review Team (TRT).
- **Each required deliverable shall be planned in the work plan, tracked and monitored.** Required artifacts should also be tracked and monitored.
- **Each required deliverable and artifact shall include the required content defined in the Deliverable and Artifact Definitions chapter (Chapter 5) of this standard or the same named section of a referenced standard.**

General activities for preparing most of the required deliverables and artifacts are described in Chapters 2-4 or another standard referenced in these chapters.

A summary view of required deliverables and artifacts for the standard project lifecycle is shown in the Project Review Gate Diagram in Chapter 2. This diagram shows the standard project review gates and the required deliverables and artifacts associated with each review gate in relationship to the standard project lifecycle.

Chapter 3 includes an MSE summary view in the MSE Review Gate Diagram and Chapter 4 includes an iterative project summary view in the Iterative Review Gate Diagram.

### 1.2.4 Review Gate Descriptions

The standard review gates are described in this section. Other review gates that may occur are also described. The deliverables and artifacts associated with each review gate are referenced but are not described in this section. Refer to Chapter 5 for a description of each deliverable and artifact. Additional information is provided in Chapters 2-4 during the description of the phase where each deliverable and artifact is prepared and approved.
1.2.4.1 Work Plan Approval

Work plan approval is not a standard review gate; however, it is an important approval point that is required for each project or MSE work effort. This approval occurs at the end of the Work Plan Development sub-phase of the Planning phase when both the task force and SCOA have approved the work plan. The approved work plan is the primary deliverable that is produced at this approval point.

Approval of the work plan authorizes the contractor to formally start-up the project or MSE work effort as defined in the work plan and contract.

1.2.4.2 Planning & User Requirements Review Gate

This is a conditional review gate, which is required when any of the following components are not included or referenced in the work plan, and/or are not complete when the work plan is approved. In this case the update or the initial definition of the missing or incomplete component(s) should be planned during the execution of the work plan. A valid justification (exception) must be submitted for any of these components to be excluded from the work plan with no plan to complete them during the execution of the work plan.

♦ Application Infrastructure Upgrade Services (normally for MSE work)
♦ Technical Process and Technologies
♦ Management, Monitoring, and Control Procedures/Plans (The Project/Product Test Plan may be approved with the next review gate; however, it is recommended that it be approved with this review gate.)
♦ Backup and Recovery Plan
♦ User Requirements Specification (URS)
♦ List of Enhancements (normally for MSE work)

The Planning & User Requirements Review Gate should be planned and scheduled as described below:

♦ The review gate should be scheduled when significant changes are made to any of the above items other than the URS during the Project/MSE Start sub-phase. The review gate is also scheduled when the URS is revised/defined during the User Requirements sub-phase. For example:
  ▶ If the list of enhancements to be implemented for an MSE effort is revised, this review gate is required to approve the updated list of enhancements.
  ▶ If significant changes are made to the planned Application Infrastructure Upgrade Services in the work plan, this review gate is required to approve these changes.
  ▶ If no Disaster Recovery (DR) Plan is included in the work plan, a DR must be developed during Project/MSE Start-Up and approved with this review gate.
  ▶ If the existing user requirements are revised and/or new requirements or added during the User Requirements sub-phase, this review gate is required to approve the updated URS.

♦ The review gate is not required for minor changes that do not change the intent of these items.
♦ When the completion of the items is planned to occur during the execution the work plan; the work plan should include this review gate and each incomplete item should be planned as a deliverable for this review gate.
♦ The review gate occurs after all work on these items is completed.
Approval of this review gate authorizes the contractor to proceed with the project or MSE work and begin developing the system requirements and functional design. If the above items have been finalized in the work plan and no additional work is planned:

- This review gate is not scheduled; and
- The Functional Design, Development, or Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate will be the first review gate scheduled depending on the type of project or MSE effort.

### 1.2.4.3 Functional Design Review Gate

This is a required review gate for waterfall development projects that occurs after the Functional Design sub-phase has been completed and the following deliverables and artifacts have been completed:

- System Requirements Specification (SRS)
- Functional Design Specification (FDS)
- Preliminary Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)
- Project Test Plan (May be approved with this review gate or the Planning & User Requirements Review Gate)

Approval of this review gate for waterfall development projects authorizes the contractor to proceed with the technical design and construction activities.

This is also a required review gate for iterative development when the SRS and/or FDS are developed prior to the beginning of the iterative Design and Construction Phase. In this case, the same deliverables and artifacts listed above for waterfall (SRS, FDS, Preliminary RTM, and Project Test Plan) are approved with this review gate; and approval authorizes the contractor to proceed with Design and Construction phase.

The review gate is also required when preliminary (high level) SRS and/or FDS deliverables are prepared prior to beginning the iterative Design and Construction Phase. In this case, these deliverables, the Preliminary RTM and Project Test Plan are approved with this review gate; and approval authorizes the contractor to proceed with the Design and Construction Phase.

The review gate is also required for when a separate iterative phase is used to create the SRS and FDS prior to beginning the iterative Design and Construction phase. In this case, an iteration FDS (with the iteration system requirements, functional design and test procedures) is created for each iteration and must be approved as described in the Additional Iterative Approval Points section. The Functional Design Review Gate is submitted after the last iteration, and, as with the above cases, approval authorizes the contractor to proceed with the Design and Construction Phase.

The Functional Design Review Gate is not used for MSE work efforts where a separate functional design deliverable (FDS or SRDS) is created for each enhancement. These deliverables are approved as completed by the MSE’s deliverable approval procedure as described in the Additional MSE Approval Points section.

The Functional Design Review Gate is recommended as the approval method for MSE efforts using a waterfall approach where all FDS and SRDS deliverables are approved at the same time.

This review gate is not normally used for requirements/design specification projects. The projects normally end with the Closeout Review Gate after completing the development and review of specifications.
1.2.4.4 Development Review Gate
This is an optional review gate for waterfall development projects which occurs at the end of the Construction Phase after a successful system test has been completed. The review gate is scheduled when the task force requests the contractor to formally acknowledge that a system test has been completed successfully, meeting all user requirements in the URS, and the product is ready for Alpha Testing. The review gate may also be scheduled to review and approve the Alpha Test Plan. In addition to a successful system test, the following deliverables have been completed at this review gate.

♦ Alpha Test Plan
♦ Preliminary RTM - At this point the Preliminary RTM has been updated since submitted with the prior review gates and includes references to test scripts.

This an optional review gate for MSE work and, if scheduled, would occur after the Requirements, Design, and Construction Phase.

The Development Review Gate is also optional for iterative projects; however, it is the recommended method for approving the last iteration in the iterative Design and Construction phase.

This review gate is not applicable for requirements/design specification projects.

1.2.4.5 Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate
This is a required review gate for software development projects (both waterfall and iterative) and for MSE work that occurs at the end of the Alpha Testing sub-phase. By this review gate; alpha testing has been completed, issues from alpha test have been resolved, and the following deliverables and artifacts have been completed.

♦ Alpha Test Results Report
♦ Beta Test Materials (Not included when beta testing will be omitted, due to an approved exception or in those cases where the work plan includes no enhancements).
♦ Final Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) – not required for MSE work

For MSE work, the formal submission of the Product Test Plan may be delayed until this review gate; however, it should be completed and reviewed by the task force prior beginning construction of the first enhancement.

Approval of this review gate represents the acceptance of alpha testing and authorizes the contractor to proceed with the project and begin beta testing.

This review gate is not applicable for requirements/design specification projects.

1.2.4.6 Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate
This is a required review gate for software development projects (both waterfall and iterative) and MSE work that occurs at the end of the Beta Testing sub-phase. By this review gate; beta testing has been completed, issues from beta test have been resolved, and the following deliverables and artifacts have been completed.

♦ Beta Test Results Report
♦ Product Installation Package

Approval of this review gate represents the acceptance of beta testing and authorizes the contractor to proceed with the project and begin product distribution.

This review gate is not applicable for requirements/design specification projects.
This review gate is also not applicable to MSE efforts where no beta testing is performed due to an approved exception or in those cases where the work plan includes no enhancements.

1.2.4.7 Closeout Review Gate

This is a required review gate for all projects (including requirements/design specification projects) and all MSE work that occurs at the formal closeout of the project/MSE work effort. All deliverables and artifacts shall be completed at this time, including the following.

♦ Project or MSE Archive Package
♦ Technical Design Specification (TDS) – not required for MSE work.
♦ Development and Maintenance Document - not required for MSE work.
♦ Updated or New Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT)
♦ Updated or New Application Infrastructure Component List

The Project/MSE Archive Package is the only deliverable that is applicable to requirements/design specifications projects.

Approval of this review gate represents an agreement between the contractor and task force to formally close of the project.

1.2.4.8 Other Review Gates

The task force may also request the contractor to add other review gates to the work plan in addition to the standard review gates. If additional review gates are used, the work plan should define when the review gates occur and what deliverables are associated with each review gate.

1.2.4.9 Additional Iterative Approval Points

In most cases, iterative development projects include additional task force approval points that align with the incremental nature of the development methodology used as described below.

♦ At the conclusion of each iteration in the Design and Construction Phase.
  ► An Iteration Test Results Report is prepared after the system testing of each iteration.
  ► Each Iteration Test Results Report must be approved by the project’s Review Gate Approval Procedure or Deliverable Review and Approval procedure.

♦ At the conclusion of each iteration in the Requirements & Functional Design phase:
  ► URS, SRS, and/or FDS deliverables (or a combined deliverable) are prepared for each iteration.
  ► The iteration deliverable(s) must be approved by the project’s Review Gate Approval Procedure or Deliverable Review and Approval procedure.

The iteration approvals and review gates should be planned and documented in the approved work plan. Refer to the Iterative Project Development Process section in Chapter 4 for additional details on iterative development.

1.2.4.10 Additional MSE Approval Points

If enhancements are designed and constructed by repeating the requirements, design and construction activities in an iterative, non-waterfall approach; deliverable approval points occur between the design and contraction of each enhancement.
1.2.5 Identify Stakeholders to Review Deliverables

As previously noted, each deliverable shall be approved by the task force. It is also recommended that a stakeholder group, such as a Technical Review Team (TRT) or Technical Advisory Group (TAG), review and comment on each deliverable prior to the task force review. If the appropriate resources are available for stakeholder review:

- The task force should review each planned deliverable and identify a stakeholder group to review each deliverable.
- The task force should also determine if they want an approval recommendation from the stakeholder group for each deliverable.
- The stakeholders to review and approve deliverables should be identified early in the project/MSE lifecycle, documented, and communicated to the contractor.

1.2.6 Deliverable Review and Approval

After each deliverable is completed during the execution of the project or MSE work effort, the contractor should provide the deliverable to the task force for review, comment, and approval. As described above, stakeholder review is also recommended. This section describes a typical procedure used for deliverable review and approval beginning with stakeholder review and ending with task force approval. *The specific Deliverable Approval Procedure used in a project or MSE work effort is defined in the work plan.*

1.2.6.1 Obtain Stakeholder Review and Approval

If a stakeholder group has been identified to review the deliverable, the contractor should:

- Provide the completed deliverable to the stakeholder group and solicit comments and issues;
- If needed, schedule a meeting, conference call, or online conference for the contractor to walk through the deliverable with the stakeholder group;
- Ensure that all stakeholder comments and issues are documented;
- Resolve important issues prior to submitting the deliverable for task force review and approval;
- Maintain a log of issues and actions taken;
- If needed, repeat the review; and
- Copy the task force chair and the AASHTO PM on all correspondence to the stakeholder group regarding this review.

If the task force requests an approval recommendation from the stakeholder group, the contractor should solicit an approval recommendation for the deliverable after the stakeholder review and modification process has been completed. The recommendation should be documented and communicated to the contractor, AASHTO PM and task force.

1.2.6.2 Obtain Task Force Review and Approval

After stakeholder review on the deliverable is completed, the contractor should:
♦ Provide the deliverable to the task force for review and solicit comments and issues;
♦ Provide the approval recommendation from the stakeholders (if available) along with any unresolved issues regarding the deliverable;
♦ Include the AASHTO PM in the review process;
♦ If needed, schedule a walkthrough of the deliverable with the task force;
♦ Ensure that task force comments and issues are collected and documented;
♦ Make corrections to the deliverable as directed by the task force;
♦ Update the log of issues and actions taken; and
♦ If needed, repeat the review.

After the task force review and follow-up corrections have been completed, the task force may elect to approve the deliverable prior to the review gate. If an approval decision is made at this time, the decision should be documented and communicated to the contractor and the AASHTO PM. The approval method used should be consistent with the Deliverable Approval Procedure in the work plan.

If the deliverable is not approved at this time; it shall be submitted and approved with its’ associated review gate.

1.2.7 Review Gate Approval Procedure

After completing the stakeholder and task force reviews, making needed corrections, and completing all other activities and tasks planned for the current review gate period; the contractor shall prepare a review gate approval request and submit it to the task force for approval. Task force approval is required to proceed to the next review gate period.

This section describes the typical procedure that should be used for preparing, submitting, and approving review gates for both projects and MSE work efforts. The specific Review Gate Approval Procedure used in a project or MSE work effort is defined in the work plan. The method used for signatures should also be defined in this procedure, as should the responsibilities of designees (refer to Review Gate Signatures and Designees).

The order and schedule of the review gates should also be defined in the work plan.

1.2.7.1 Review Issues

Prior to submitting each review gate request for task force approval, the contractor shall review all open issues associated with the deliverables, artifacts, and activities for the current review gate period. All unresolved issues shall be reported with the review gate approval request along with the plan for resolution of each open issue.

1.2.7.2 Review for Compliance with Standards

The contractor shall also review the deliverables and required artifacts and determine if each deliverable/artifact complies with the applicable AASHTOWare standard(s). Any area of noncompliance shall be reported with the review gate approval request with the justification for the noncompliance.

1.2.7.3 Review User Requirements Implementation

In addition to the above review for issues and compliance, the contractor shall determine if each deliverable implements or supports all user requirements and enhancements in the URS. Each requirement and enhancement that is not implemented or supported in one of the deliverables shall be reported with the review gate approval request.

1.2.7.4 Prepare and Submit Review Gate Approval Request

The contractor shall prepare and submit a Review Gate Approval Request as follows:
The Review Gate Approval Request Form or an equivalent document with the same content is used for preparing review gate approval requests.

The completed form is signed by the contractor project manager and submitted to the task force chair and the AASHTO PM.

Any unapproved deliverables for the review gate are submitted with and referenced on the form.

If the task force has already approved a deliverable prior to the review gate, the prior approval is documented on the review gate approval request along with the location of the deliverable.

Answer the checklist questions on the form regarding compliance with standards, open issues, and implemented user requirements.

If the answer to any of the checklist questions is “no”, additional information shall be provided to support the “no” answers. The checklist answers shall address all deliverables for the review gate period regardless of prior approval.

Any other useful information, such as documentation of stakeholder approval recommendations should be submitted with the request, as deemed appropriate.

1.2.7.5 Approve Review Gate

After receiving each review gate approval request, the task force shall review the request and make an approval decision as follows:

- Review the deliverables submitted, the answers to each question with the request, and the additional information provided to support the deliverables and/or questions.
- Make an approval decision regarding the request.
- If approved, the task force chair signs the review gate approval request, includes the approval decision, and returns the document to the contractor project manager.
- If the task force decides not to approve the review gate request:
  - The task force chair may decide to request additional information from the contractor regarding the request; or
  - The chair may sign and return the request to the contractor and provide the reason for the denial and directions to the contractor regarding correction and resubmission of the request.
- The task force may also provide directions to the contractor with an approval decision. This could include conditions regarding the approval, next steps, or other information the task force needs to communicate regarding the approval decision.

After the review gate approval request is approved, the AASHTO PM also signs the review gate approval request.

The approved request with signatures by the contractor project manager, the task force chair and the AASHTO PM represents a common agreement between all parties that:

- All planned activities, deliverables, and artifacts for the review gate period have been completed;
- All user requirements have been implemented and/or tested in each deliverable, or an acceptable justification has been provided for requirements that have not been implemented/tested;
- AASHTOware standards have been complied with or acceptable justification has been provided for noncompliance with the standards;
- All issues have been resolved or acceptable plans have been provided for resolving open issues; and
The project is ready to proceed to the next review gate period (next phase or sub-phase in the project lifecycle following the review gate).

### 1.2.8 Review Gate Signatures and Designees

Signatures on the review gate approval request may be in any form agreed upon by both the task force and contractor, such as written signatures, electronic images of signatures, or a note in signature block referencing an email approval. The method of signature should be documented in the [Review Gate Approval Procedure](#) or another document and communicated to all parties involved.

The task force chair and/or the contractor project manager may also assign designees to sign the review gate approval request. For example, the task force chair may assign another task force member to sign the request; and the contractor project manager may assign a lead for a specific product or module within the family of products to sign a request that is associated with that product or module. The task force chair and/or contractor project manager may also assign a designee as sender or recipient of the review gate approval.

When designees are assigned, their responsibility should be documented in the [Review Gate Approval Procedure](#) or another document, communicated to all parties involved, and agreed to by both the task force chair and contractor project manager.

Designees may also be assigned responsibilities regarding the procedures for [Deliverable Review and Approval](#). These responsibilities should also be documented, communicated, and agreed to by the task force chair and contractor project manager.

### 1.2.9 Status Reporting

As described in the [Work Plan Templates](#) section, the contractor shall prepare a status report and provide to the task force at least once a month for projects and once a quarter for each MSE efforts. The status reporting process for each project and MSE work effort shall be defined in the work plan or shall be defined later in the project or MSE effort during Project Start-up. The process shall describe the frequency of status reports, the distribution of the status reports, and the content that will be provided in each status report or reference example report.

The status reports shall include but are not be limited to the following content: Date of Report, Dates of Reporting Period, Summary View, Accomplishments for this Period, Planned Activities for Next Reporting Period, Budget Status, Milestones/Deliverables, Changes Requests, Risks, and Issues.

The intent of the Summary View is to provide a quick view of the status of key areas such as schedule, scope, budget, deliverables, changes, risks and issues. Green, Yellow, and Red or another similar method should be used in the Summary View.

The Appendices include an [Example Status Report](#) that meets the content requirements.

### 1.2.10 Project Repository

A project repository shall be established and maintained for each project and MSE work effort as described below.

#### 1.2.10.1 Establish Repository

The project repository shall be established before or during the Project Start-up sub-phase of the Planning Phase for both projects and MSE work. Microsoft SharePoint is the preferred tool for creating, maintaining, and accessing the repository; however, other tools may be used if approved by the task force and SCOA.
AASHTO Staff is responsible for creating all SharePoint workspaces. The content stored in the repository shall be accessible to the contractor, task force, AASHTO PM, SCOA and T&AA liaisons, and other stakeholders designated by the task force.

The organization of the repository is left up to the task force, the AASHTO PM, and the contractor. The technology used for the project repository and the procedures for naming, versioning, storing and revising deliverables and artifacts shall be defined in the work plan or shall be defined later during Project Start-up.

1.2.10.2 Store and Update Files in Repository

Each document-based deliverable and artifact prepared or updated during the project/MSE shall be stored in the repository. All documentation related to the review, feedback, submission, approval, rejection, or changes of review gates and deliverables shall also be stored in a project repository. The repository should also be used to store other project documentation that will need to be accessed by the project participants.

After a deliverable is approved by the task force, TRT, or TAG, it should be stored in the project repository. Each time a deliverable is changed and reapproved, the revised deliverable should be stored in the repository as a new file with a new version and date. Required artifacts should also be stored and updated using similar conventions.
2. Project Development Process

2.1. Introduction
The Project Development Process defines the standard process that shall be used by task forces, contractors, and other AASHTOWare stakeholders when planning and executing an AASHTOWare software development project. The process is described for projects using a waterfall development methodology or a variation of waterfall; however, it may be adapted to other software development lifecycle methodologies and limited scope projects as described in the Adapting the Lifecycle and Process chapter.

2.1.1 Chapter Organization
This chapter is organized around the standard project lifecycle model shown below.

Following this Introduction section is a section for each phase of the project lifecycle model. Each of the phase sections includes:

- The deliverables and artifacts that are prepared during the phase;
- The deliverables and review gates that are approved during the phase;
- The other standards that are used during this phase; and
- The procedures to be followed during the phase.

2.1.2 Review Gates, Deliverables and Artifacts
The following diagram provides a summary view of the standard project review gates and the required deliverables and artifacts associated with each review gate in relationship to the standard project lifecycle.
Each review gate is required, with the exception of the Planning & User Requirements Review Gate and the Development Review Gate. The Planning & User Requirements Review Gate is conditional and must be planned when any of the items listed below the review gate are not included or not completed in the work plan. ++This does not apply to the project schedule; however, an initial project schedule is created during Project Start-up as shown above. The Development Review Gate is optional and is planned when the task force requests the contractor to formally acknowledge that a system test has been completed successfully or the task force wants to review the Alpha Test Plan prior to Alpha Testing. If not submitted with the Development Review Gate, the Alpha Test Plan is submitted with the Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate. **The RTM is developed in stages. A Preliminary RTM is submitted with the Functional Design Review Gate and the optional Development Review Gate. The Final RTM is submitted is submitted with the Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate. #The Project Test Plan describes the testing methodology, test phases and test deliverables. It is recommended to complete the Project Test Plan during Project Start-up, but it may be delayed until the Functional Design Review Gate. The deliverables with each review gates are required and must be approved prior to, or with, their review gate. •The artifacts with each review gate are also required; however, approval is not required. Additional review gates may be used as agreed upon by the task force and contractor.
2.2. Planning Phase

Project Lifecycle and Review Gates

2.2.1 Phase Overview

The Planning Phase is the first phase in the lifecycle of an AASHTOWare project and is divided into two segments or sub-phases, Work Plan Development and Project Start-Up.

- During the Work Plan Development sub-phase, the project is planned, the work plan is prepared by the contractor, the work plan is reviewed and refined, and the final work plan is approved by the task force and SCOA.
- During Project Start-Up, the project is formally started, and all planning and mobilization activities needed to move forward with the development activities are completed. These activities include, but are not limited to, reviewing the work plan, refining the components of the work plan and obtaining task force approval, and establishing the procedures and technologies for the project.

The SDMP standard addresses the content of the work plan, the preparation and content of the project user requirements, and the planning activities that occur during the Project Start-Up sub-phase. The procedures to review and approve the work plan are briefly described but are outside the scope of this document. Pre-work plan development activities, such as preparing solicitations and RFPs, selecting a contractor, and forming the task force are also outside the scope of this standard. These out of scope activities are accomplished using internal AASHTOWare procedures.

2.2.2 Input to the Planning Phase

The primary deliverables and artifacts that will be used or referenced in this phase are:

- AASHTOWare Project Work Plan Template;
- Request for Proposal (RPF)
- Vendor response to the RPF
- User Requirements

Other key items used in this phase are the AASHTOWare Policies, Guidelines, and Procedures (PG&P), AASHTOWare Project/Product Task Force Handbook, and internal AASHTOWare procedures. The PG&P and Task Force Handbook are available for download on the AASHTOWare web server at:


In some cases, the System Requirement Specifications (SRS) and/or Functional Design Specifications (FDS) are created during a prior project or MSE effort and will be included as input to the current project in the User Requirements and Specifications section of the work plan.

Also, there may be cases where one or more large or complex enhancements are implemented in a project in lieu of an MSE effort. The description of each enhancement will be included as input to the project in the User Requirements and Specifications section of the work plan along with any previously defined requirements and design specifications.

### 2.2.3 Output from the Planning Phase

The following artifacts and deliverables are created or updated during this phase of the project.

- **Project Work Plan**
  - Work Plan Components – The work plan includes sections and sub-sections that shall be completed in the approved work plan, and it also includes other parts that may be completed after the project is formally started. **If any of the following work plan components are not included or are not complete in the work plan, the work plan shall define the plan to prepare or revise and approve the incomplete components as deliverables during the execution of the work plan.**
  - User Requirements and Specifications
  - Technical Process and Technologies
  - Project Management, Monitoring and Control Procedures
  - Communication Management Approach
  - Configuration Management and Project Repository Approach
  - Risk Management Approach
  - Backup and Disaster Recovery
  - Planned Deliverables, Review Gates and Milestones
- **Project Schedule/Work Breakdown Structure**
- **Project Repository**
  - If a project includes enhancements to an existing product, any changes to the planned enhancements should be made during Project Start-Up.

### 2.2.4 Standards Used/Referenced in this Phase

- **Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard**
- **Quality Assurance Standard** – Used when developing the Quality Assurance Reviews section of the work plan and planning QA work activities, including participating in the annual QA meeting.
- **Backup and Disaster Recovery Standard** – Used when developing the Backup and Disaster Recovery Plans for the work plan and planning backup and disaster recovery activities.

### 2.2.5 Procedures

This section defines the project planning and project management activities that are to be followed by the task force and/or contractor during the Planning Phase and the results of those activities.
2.2.5.1 Develop and Approve Work Plan

The Work Plan Development sub-phase includes those planning activities associated with the work plan that occur prior to the formal start-up of the project. Those planning activities that occur prior to work plan development, such as preparing a solicitation or RFP or the initial development of the user requirements, are not addressed.

2.2.5.1.1. Review and Approve User Requirements for Inclusion in Work Plan

The user requirements for a software development project are normally developed prior to the beginning the project and will likely have been developed in one of the following scenarios.

► Developed as a deliverable from a previous AASHTOWare project, as described in the Requirements/Design Development Process section of Chapter 4.
► Developed as a deliverable from a previous MSE work effort; or
► Developed as part of a work effort to prepare a project solicitation and the subsequent Request for Proposal.

This process assumes that an initial set of user requirements exist when the work plan is prepared; therefore, when developing work plan, the user requirements work activities are normally limited to the following:

► Review of the previously defined user requirements by the current project organization (task force, contractor, AASHTO PM, and/or others).
► Agreeing on the final set of user requirements to be included in the work plan.
► Documenting the requirements in the form of a User Requirements Specification (URS), as described in Chapter 5.
► Planning and estimating additional work activities regarding the user requirements that will occur after the project has formally started. This could include a more detailed review and validation, potential revisions or additions to the user requirements, and task force approval of the revised URS.

Similar planning and review activities occur for those projects that implement enhancements for an existing product.

If the project is to define the user requirements, the planning is limited to the initial estimation of those work activities required to solicit, document, review, validate and approve the user requirements.

2.2.5.1.2. Review and Approve Other Specifications for Inclusion in Work Plan

If the work plan includes a set of system requirements and/or functional design specifications that shall be met by the project’s proposed product or product component, these should be reviewed at this point. As with the user requirements, these specifications should be reviewed and agreed upon before they are included in a new project work plan. Also, if any additional work on these specifications will be performed after the project is started, this work should be planned and estimated.

2.2.5.1.3. Prepare Project Work Plan

The AASHTOWare Project Work Plan Template is a Microsoft Word template that is used to create a project work plan. The template includes all the required information that shall be included for each project work plan and contains instructions on how the template is to be used and completed. The URL for downloading both the template is included in the Work Plan Templates section of Chapter 6.

Each section of the template shall be completed unless it will be completed after the project is started or the section is not applicable due to the scope of the project.
If a section is not applicable, this should be noted in the work plan. An explanation as to why the section is not applicable may be needed to obtain work plan approval.

*When estimating the work effort and cost for the project, the contractor shall include the work activities to prepare and approve each required deliverable, artifact and review gate defined in the Project Development Process. This shall include any revisions to the URS and other specifications, as described above. Also, if any other required components of the work plan are not complete or not included in the work plan, these components shall also be included as planned deliverables and the work to revise/develop and approve these as deliverables shall be planned and estimated in the work plan.*

Any known exceptions to AASHTOWare standards shall be described in the work plan with the justification for each exception.

### 2.2.5.1.4. Approve Work Plan

The completed work plan (with attachments or references) is reviewed and approved by the task force. Approval of the work plan represents approval of the plan for the project and all methods, tools, technologies, procedures, and plans documented in the work plan. Approval also indicates the commitment to the work plan by both the task force and contractor.

*SCOA also approves the work plan and any planned exceptions to standards.* If exceptions to standards are included in the work plan, these are subsequently approved or rejected with the work plan approval. Exceptions may also be submitted to SCOA for approval in writing from the task force chair to the SCOA chair at a later date.

The specific procedures used to approve the work plan are outside the scope of this standard.

### 2.2.5.2 Perform Project Start-Up Activities

The Project Start-Up sub-phase begins with the formal start-up of the project and includes the planning and mobilization activities that occur prior to beginning the analysis, development, testing, and implementation activities of the project. The project is started as defined in the project contract; executed as defined by the work activities and tasks in the work plan and project schedule; and managed as defined by the project’s management, monitoring, and control procedures.

#### 2.2.5.2.1. Review Work Plan

One of the first activities the contractor should perform is a review of the work plan and project schedule to ensure the appropriate level of understanding of the work to be completed during the first month, remainder of this phase, remainder of the first review gate period, and the remainder of the project.

#### 2.2.5.2.2. Plan Work for First Month

After the review is complete, the contractor should define the detailed activities, tasks, deliverables, and milestones, with target dates, projected to be completed during the first month or thirty-day period. The level of detail should be adequate to:

- Determine the amount of effort required;
- Assign the appropriate technical resources to the activities and tasks;
- Determine issues, concerns, and/or risks;
- Track progress; and
- Prepare status reports.
2.2.5.2.3. Plan Work through Current Phase and First Review Gate
After planning the first month of work, the contractor should plan or validate the work for the remainder of the phase and the first review gate period. Where monthly planning should be detailed, this planning should be at a higher level of detail.

If any of the required work plan components (technical process, technology, or procedure) were not included or completed in the approved work plan, the Project Planning & User Requirements Review Gate will be the first review gate. The Project Planning & User Requirements Review Gate must also be the first review gate when significant revisions are made to the URS/Enhancement List and when a new URS is prepared. If the Project Planning & User Requirements Review Gate is not required, the first review gate will be Functional Design Review Gate. In either case, the contractor should ensure that the first review gate is planned and verify or update the target date for this review gate.

2.2.5.2.4. Prepare Project Schedule
After the current phase and first review gate are planned, the contractor should estimate the target dates of all planned deliverables and review gates other key milestones for the remainder of the project.

The contractor shall then prepare an initial project schedule or work breakdown structure that includes the estimated completion/approval date of all deliverables, review gates, and key milestones for the project. The more detailed activities, tasks, milestones, and deliverables estimated in the previous steps should also be included in the schedule.

The project schedule should be provided to the task force and AASHTO PM for review and approval. Any issues and concerns and new risks found should also be provided.

2.2.5.2.5. Identify Stakeholders
In addition to the above activities, the task force should Identify Stakeholders to Review Deliverables and provide to the contractor as discussed in Chapter 1.

2.2.5.2.6. Execute Plan for First Month and Remainder of Project-Start-Up
After the project schedule is updated and approved, the contractor, task force, and AASHTO PM should begin executing the activities and tasks defined for the first month of the project and the remainder of the Project Start-Up sub-phase. These will normally include the following:

► Prepare and/or revise any of the required work plan components that were not included or completed in the approved work plan, with the exception of the URS and Project Test Plan, which are normally prepared or revised in later phases.
► Review and approve the new/revised work plan components as deliverables or as a revision to the work plan. If a component is not approved here, it shall be approved with the Project Planning & User Requirements Review Gate.
► Implement and setup the technologies required for the project, including establishing the project repository.
► Store the work plan, components of the work plan, project schedule, and all documentation created to date in the repository.

2.2.5.2.7. Report Status and Plan Next Month
As described in the Status Reporting section of Chapter 1, a status report shall be submitted to the task force at least once a month. At the end of the first month and at the end of each month thereafter, the contractor should:
► Review the project schedule and the progress made during this period.
► After the first month, review the information reported in previous status report.
► Review the status of open issues, high level risks, change requests, and project budget.
► Define the detailed activities, tasks, deliverables, and milestones, with target dates, projected to be completed during the next month in the same manner described above for planning the work for the first month.
► If needed, revise the high-level target dates for deliverables, milestones, and review gates for the remainder of the current phase, the next phase, and the remainder of the project.
► Prepare and submit the status report as required by the project’s Status Reporting procedure.
► Update the project schedule, as required, and provide to the task force and AASHTO PM with the status report.

If the status reporting period is more frequent than once a month, the above activities should be adjusted appropriately.

2.2.5.3 Plan and Execute the Next Phase of the Project

At the end of the Project-Start-Up sub-phase, the contractor should:
♦ Review the planned work for the next phase of work, Requirements and Analysis Phase, as well as any detailed work planned for the next month.
♦ Perform additional planning for the next phase and update the project schedule, as required.
♦ Execute the next phase as defined by the activities, tasks, and milestones in the project schedule and the development methodology.

2.2.5.4 Manage, Monitor, and Control the Project

In parallel to executing the specific activities and tasks for each phase, there are certain activities that are repeated throughout the lifecycle of the project. The occurrence of these activities and the specific actions and methods used are defined by the management, monitoring, and control procedures that were documented in the work plan or defined or updated during project Start-Up. These activities include:
♦ Submitting, reviewing and approving deliverables as they are completed.
♦ Submitting, reviewing and approving review gate approval requests at the end of each review gate period.
♦ Storing new and revised deliverables, artifacts, and other documentation in the project repository.
♦ Monitoring and tracking progress.
♦ Identifying and managing issues as they are encountered.
♦ Submitting, reviewing, approving, and implementing changes to deliverables, requirements, scope, schedule, budget, etc.
♦ Identifying and managing potential risks.
♦ Reporting the project status each month and planning the next month’s activities.
♦ Performing quality assurance activities.
♦ Performing testing activities.
♦ Managing configuration items.
♦ Communicating project information between stakeholders.
♦ Performing backups and restores of the development and maintenance environment.
• Restoring the development or maintenance environment at an alternate location if an emergency occurs.
2.3. Requirements & Analysis Phase

2.3.1 Phase Overview

The Requirements and Analysis Phase is divided into two segments or sub-phases, User Requirements and System Requirements.

- The User Requirements sub-phase typically involves the review, validation, update and/or definition of user requirements.
  - User requirements (or user stories) define what the users and other business stakeholders need and expect from the product or product component that will be developed.
  - Most user requirements define functions that the product/component must do or perform, data needs, and known business and technical constraints.
  - The user requirements for the project are documented in the form of a User Requirements Specification (URS).
  - In most cases, the URS is developed in a prior project or MSE work effort or developed in conjunction with a solicitation and is included or referenced in the current project’s work plan.

- During the System Requirements sub-phase, the system requirements are defined, or existing system requirements are reviewed and validated, and, if needed, updated.
  - System requirements are derived by reviewing, analyzing and decomposing the user requirements and normally provide the additional detail and clarification needed for the design of the product.
  - System requirements are typically in the form of functional, data and non-functional requirements.
  - The system requirements are documented in one or more documents that are referred to as the System Requirements Specification (SRS).
  - The SRS must be approved by the task force.
  - The approved SRS is considered the final set of requirements and is the basis for developing the Functional Design Specification (FDS) for the proposed product, which is described in the next section, Design Phase.

The Requirements and Analysis Phase also includes preparing and submitting the initial versions (preliminary) of the Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM). The RTM is described later in this chapter.
2.3.2 Input to the Requirements and Analysis Phase  
- The primary deliverables and artifacts that will be used or referenced in this phase are:
  - User Requirements Specification (URS) – except when project will define the URS
  - Description of enhancements to be implemented during the project. These may be accompanied by previously defined requirements for the enhancements.
  - Previously defined System Requirements Specification (SRS) – if included in work plan
  - Other key items used in this phase are the Project Work Plan; Project Schedule; the work plan procedures, processes and technologies; and Section 508/Accessibility web sites.

2.3.3 Output from the Requirements and Analysis Phase  
The following artifacts and deliverables are created or updated during this phase of the project.
- User Requirements Specification (URS) – if revised or created during this phase.
- The Planning and User Requirements Review Gate Approval Request – If the URS is revised/created during this phase, or if any of the required work plan components (technical process, technology, and procedure) or enhancement list were revised during Project-Start-Up, this review gate is required.
  - System Requirements Specification (SRS) – initial or revised
  - Preliminary Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) - initial
  - Project Schedule – if revised
  - Project Repository - updated

2.3.4 Standards Used/Referenced in this Phase  
- Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard
- Security Standard - Used when developing security requirements for the SRS.

2.3.5 Procedures  
This section defines the major activities that are to be followed by the task force and/or contractor during the Requirements and Analysis Phase and the results of those activities.

2.3.5.1 Maintain Bi-Directional Traceability  
During this phase of the project, the contractor shall create the initial Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM). The RTM is a tool used to assist in maintaining the traceability between user requirements, systems requirements, and elements in other deliverables. The RTM includes:
- All user requirements from the approved URS with the same Requirement ID used in the URS.
- Backwards reference from each user requirement to its source or origin. The source of most user requirements will be the URS in the work plan, updated URS, or a change request. Other sources such as an RFP may also be used.
- All system requirements from the approved SRS with backwards traceability reference to a source user requirement. System requirements are identified by their ID in the SRS.
- Forward traceability from each system requirement to design element in the Functional Design Specification (FDS).
♦ Forward traceability from each system requirement to test procedures in the Alpha Test Plan.

♦ Content listed for the Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) in Chapter 5.

If a user requirement is of sufficient detail that no further detail and clarification is required, the user requirement should be repeated in the SRS as a system requirement to ensure traceability. Refer to the Define System Requirements section for additional information.

The RTM is created in phases as the project progresses. The initial version of the RTM is created after the user requirements are reviewed and validated. The RTM is updated and maintained as the user and system requirements are defined and revised and as the requirements are implemented in design and testing deliverables.

Until all elements are added to the RTM, it is considered preliminary and is referred to as the Preliminary RTM. The Preliminary RTM is submitted to stakeholders and the task force when reviewing and approving the SRS, FDS, the Functional Design Review Gate, and the optional Development Review Gate. The final version of the RTM is submitted for approval with the Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate. The RTM may be created as a document, spread sheet, or another type of digital file or repository.

2.3.5.2 Review, Analyze and Validate User Requirements

In most cases, an initial set of user requirements is included in the work plan, so the initial user requirements activity described below addresses the review, analysis and validation of the existing URS.

If no user requirements exist, the activities in Define and Approve User Requirements in the Requirements/Design Development Process section should be used to define requirements and prepare the URS. After defining the URS, the following review, analysis and validation activity is performed on the new URS.

The contractor staff and the task force should both review the URS and ensure that:

♦ All parties have a common understanding of the intent of each user requirement,
♦ Each user requirement is uniquely-identified, clear and complete, needed, appropriate to implement, and capable of being testing and accepted.
♦ There are no conflicts between user requirements.
♦ For existing applications, the analysis should also:
  ♦ Ensure that new requirements do not conflict with or “undo” previous requirements or enhancements, and
  ♦ Determine if the requirements would have an adverse impact on the application’s current processes and logic; and determine if any existing interfaces will require modifications based on the proposed requirements.

The AASHTO PM and a stakeholder group (TAG or TRT) normally assist in the review as described in Deliverable Review and Approval section of Chapter 1.

2.3.5.3 Revise URS

If the review and analysis of the URS reveals any conflicts or problems, the contractor and task force should make the appropriate resolutions; which may include the following.

♦ Modifying the description of certain requirements to clarify the meaning of those requirements and/or to remove conflicts;
♦ Removing requirements from the URS that are not needed, introduce a serious impact, or cannot be justified;
♦ Adding requirements to the URS to help resolve a conflict or clarify an issue; and
Justifying requirements that were added or revised to the URS since the work plan.

2.3.5.4 Review and Approve Final URS

If the URS is revised, the contractor determines the impact of the revisions and both the task force and the contractor shall approve the revisions using a process similar to that described below.

- The contractor reviews the revised URS and determines if any of the changes will have an impact on the cost, effort, or schedule of the work plan.
- Any significant impact is documented by the contractor and submitted to the task force as a change request.
- The task force approves the change request prior to, or with the approval of the URS.
- If needed, a contract change is submitted and approved by the task force and SCOA.
- The revised URS is reviewed and approved by the task force and, if needed, by a stakeholder group. Refer to the Deliverable Review and Approval section in Chapter 1.
- The task force documents and communicates the approval decision of the change request and URS to the contractor.
- The task force may also decide to wait and approve the URS with the Planning and User Requirements Review Gate, which is described next.

The approval of the URS acknowledges:

- That task force or its designee has reviewed, analyzed, and accepted each requirement in the URS, and
- The commitment of both the task force and contractor to implementing all requirements in the URS.

2.3.5.5 Create Initial Preliminary Requirements Traceability Matrix

After the task force and contractor have approved the revised URS, the contractor shall create the initial version of the Preliminary Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM). All user requirements from the URS are included with backwards references to a source as described above.

2.3.5.6 Submit Planning and User Requirements Review Gate

If the URS was revised during this phase or if any required components of the work plan were revised or defined during the Project Start-Up sub-phase, the Planning and User Requirements Review Gate is scheduled and initiated as described below:

- The review gate is scheduled after revisions to the work plan components and URS have been completed.
- The review gate is initiated by the contractor by preparing a Review Gate Approval Request Form and submitting the form to the task force chair (or designee) and AASHTO PM.
- If the URS and work plan components have not been approved by the task force prior to the review gate, these are submitted and approved with the review gate approval request.
- If this review gate is not scheduled, the contractor continues the project with the development of the system requirements.
2.3.5.7 Approve Planning and User Requirements Review Gate

The task force reviews the review gate approval request and the deliverables submitted and determines if they are satisfied that:

♦ All required work, deliverables and artifacts for this review gate period are complete and; if not, acceptable plans have been provided for incomplete items and for resolving open issues;
♦ Acceptable justification has been provided for noncompliance with standards; and
♦ The contractor may proceed with developing the system requirements and functional design.

If satisfied with the above, the task force approves the review gate and the contractor is authorized to proceed with developing the system requirements. If not approved, the contractor shall address task force issues, and resubmit the review gate approval request and the unapproved deliverables.

Refer to the Review Gate Approval Procedure section in Chapter 1 for additional information on submitting and approving review gates.

2.3.5.8 Define System Requirements

After the URS is revised and approved, the contractor begins or continues to define the system requirements. The system requirements are documented in one or more documents that are referred to as the System Requirements Specification (SRS). The completed SRS shall be submitted to and approved by the task force. In a strict waterfall environment, work begins on the systems requirements at this point; however, in many cases, work on the system requirements has already begun.

While the user requirements should define the requirements from a business perspective, the system requirements should define the requirements from a software perspective. The system requirements are derived from the user requirements and define what the proposed product must do to fulfill the user requirements. A system analyst, software developer or integrator typically prepares the system requirements by reviewing, analyzing and decomposing the user requirements into additional requirements that provide additional detail and clarification needed for the design of the proposed product.

Each system requirement must be traceable to a source user requirement. In many cases a single user requirement is broken down into multiple system requirements to better understand and/or estimate the implementation of the original requirement. Some user requirements may define software requirements and/or may be of sufficient detail that no further clarification or expansion is required. In this case, a system requirement should be defined in the SRS that is identical or near identical to its source user requirement in the URS to ensure traceability. The Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) documents the traceability between the original (source) user requirements and the derived system requirements.

The SRS should be considered as the final set of requirements and the source of requirements for the functional and technical design.

As with user requirements, each system requirement shall be understandable, clear, concise, testable; include a unique ID, and have no conflicts with other requirements. Each system requirement shall also be traceable to one or more user requirements in the approved URS.

The SRS shall include functional, non-functional, technical architecture, preliminary data, and interface requirements for the proposed system in sufficient detail to support the design of the proposed product. The non-functional requirements of the SRS shall
include security, accessibility, user interface, and performance requirements. Other
types of non-functional requirements may also be included in the SRS. The SRS also
includes system roles which are normally defined in conjunction with the security
requirements.

The approach for preparing and completing the SRS varies based on the type of
development methodology used. For projects using a waterfall methodology or a
variation of waterfall; the SRS should be detailed, cover the full scope of the project, and
support all user requirements in the URS. The Iterative Project Development Process
describes a Preliminary SRS where an initial set of broad, high level requirements are
defined as the first step in developing the system requirements incrementally.

The following subsections describe typical activities used to define the required
components of the SRS.

If the SRS was developed in a prior project or MSE effort, these activities are skipped or
replaced by a more limited set of activities where the SRS is reviewed and validated,
and, if needed, updated using the appropriate activities listed below. If this activity is
skipped, the project continues with the update of the preliminary RTM and the review
and approval of the SRS. These activities are both described below beginning with the
Update Preliminary RTM section.

2.3.5.8.1. Define Functional Requirements
The functional requirements for the proposed product should answer the following
questions.

► How are inputs transformed into outputs?
► Who initiates and receives specific information?
► What information must be available for each function to be performed?

Functional requirements are defined for all functions (tasks, calculations, services,
data manipulations, etc.) that will be automated the system (proposed product). A
function is described as a set of inputs, the behavior, and outputs. A functional
model or domain model is normally developed to depict each function that needs to
be included in the product. The goal of this model is to represent a complete top-
down picture of the product.

The behavior of the functions is normally described by use cases. Use cases
describe how actors (users, other systems, or devices) and the system interact. The
development of functional requirements, the functional model, and use cases will
normally overlap. The functional or domain model is a component of the FDS and is
described in the Design Phase section.

2.3.5.8.2. Define Preliminary Data Requirements
Preliminary data requirements are defined by identifying input and output
requirements. All manual and automated input requirements for the product such as
data entry from source documents and data extracts from other applications should
be identified. In addition, all output requirements for the product are identified such
as printed reports, display screens, files, and other applications. Where the inputs
are obtained and who or what is to receive the output should also be identified.

Data requirements identify the data elements and logical data groupings that will be
stored and processed by the product. The identification and grouping of data begins
during this activity and is expanded in subsequent phases as more information about
the data is known.
2.3.5.8.3. Define System Interface Requirements
System interface requirements specify hardware and software interfaces required to support the implementation or operation of the proposed or revised product. When defining the system interface requirements, the contractor should consider:

► Existing or planned software that will provide data to or accept data from the product.
► Access needed by the user organizations to the product or by their business partners.
► Common users, data elements, reports, and sources for forms/events/outputs.
► Timing considerations that will influence sharing of data, direction of data exchange, and security constraints.
► Constraints imposed by the proposed development, implementation, and/or operational environments.

2.3.5.8.4. Define User Interface Requirements
The system requirements shall include user interface requirements that describe how the user will access and interact with the product, and how information will flow between the user and the product. The following are some of the items that should be considered when identifying user interface requirements.

► User requirements or project objectives that address the look and feel, navigation, and/or help information.
► Industry standards for user interfaces, existing user interface standards for the specific AASHTOWare product, the user interface used by another product overseen by the same task force, or the user interface used by a product overseen by another task force.
► The types of the users who will access and use the product and the range of work that the users will be performing with the product.

2.3.5.8.5. Define Security Requirements
Security requirements define the extent to which access to the product or data is provided or restricted to various groups of users. These requirements support access requirements defined in the user requirements or those derived during analysis. System roles are defined in conjunction with the security requirements. The proposed or revised product shall also meet the security requirements defined in the Security Standard.

2.3.5.8.6. Define Accessibility Requirements
Accessibility requirements define the requirements for access to the product for users with physical disabilities, such as vision and hearing disabilities. The accessibility requirements shall define the approach for compliance with Section 508 of the U.S. Rehabilitation Act and the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) of the World Wide Web Consortium Web Accessibility Initiative (W3C WAI). Refer to the following URLs:
http://www.section508.gov
http://www.w3.org/WAI

2.3.5.8.7. Define Performance Requirements
Performance requirements define the required time to perform a specific process or the required volumes of various items that the product must be able to input, output,
process, use, etc. Examples are response time, number of concurrent users, amount of data, and hours of operation.

2.3.5.8.8. Define Technical Architecture Requirements
The technical architecture requirements define specific technical requirements or constraints that the proposed or revised product must conform to during development, implementation or operation. These technologies include, but are not limited to, integrated development environments, development languages, run time environments, configuration management and version control software, browser, desktop and server operating systems, testing software, database engines, networking software, and utilities.

2.3.5.8.9. Define Other Non-Functional Requirements
The contractor should define other non-functional requirements as required to support the functional requirements of the proposed or revised product. Non-functional requirements such as communications, disaster recovery, maintainability, portability, reliability, and scalability impose constraints on the design or implementation.

2.3.5.9 Prepare SRS
After the initial definition of the system requirements, the contractor should prepare a draft of the SRS deliverable by compiling the functional, preliminary data, system interface, user interface, security, accessibility, performance, technical architecture, and other non-functional requirements. The required content of the System Requirements Specification (SRS) is described in Chapter 5 of this document. The SRS may be created as a document, spreadsheet, or other type of digital file as long as the required content is included. The contractor may also choose to combine the content of the SRS with the Functional Design Specification (FDS).

2.3.5.10 Update Preliminary RTM
After preparing the draft SRS, the contractor shall update the preliminary RTM. Each system requirement is entered into the RTM and referenced to its source user requirement. Multiple system requirements may trace to a single user requirement.

2.3.5.11 Review and Approve System Requirements
This section describes the procedure used to review, analyze, and validate the SRS. The SRS may be reviewed separately, as described here, or may be reviewed with the FDS after both deliverables have been completed. Except in the case of a strict waterfall methodology, the development of the SRS and FDS will normally overlap.

2.3.5.11.1. Review and Analyze System Requirements
Before the SRS is completed, the task force and contractor should review and analyze the SRS in the same manner that was used for the URS. As with the URS, the task force may assign a stakeholder group to assist in the review. The current version of the preliminary RTM should also be provided to the task force and stakeholders when reviewing the SRS.

The contractor should conduct facilitated reviews of the system requirements with the task force and/or stakeholder groups to help validate the system requirements. Product representations, such as prototypes, mock-ups, simulations, or storyboards, should be used to assist in the analysis or validation of the system requirements.

Any issues or new requirements discovered during the analysis or validation of the SRS should be documented and reviewed by the task force or stakeholder group and contractor. If the SRS is reworked and resubmitted, the analysis and validation
procedures should be repeated. The RTM should be updated to reflect any changes to the SRS.

2.3.5.11.2. Approve SRS

After the task force and stakeholder reviews are completed, the contractor should analyze the impact of the system requirements against the work plan, tasks, deliverables, and other planned artifacts; and report the impact to the task force. The task force may elect to approve the SRS at this time as described in the Deliverable Review and Approval section in Chapter 1; or wait to approve the SRS with the Submit Functional Design Review Gate.

2.3.5.12 Manage Changes to Requirements

Any addition, modification or deletion of a requirement after approval of the URS and SRS should be accomplished and approved following the project’s change control procedure. This should include analyzing and reporting the impact of the changes against other requirements, work plan, tasks, deliverables, and other planned artifacts. The Project Work Plan Template describes the requirements of the change control procedure. The template may be downloaded in the Work Plan Templates section of Chapter 6.

2.3.5.13 Identify Inconsistencies

The contractor and task force should review the work plan and planned deliverables at key points during the project lifecycle and ensure that there are no inconsistencies with the user or system requirements. Review for inconsistencies should occur with the following occurrences:

♦ Approval of the User Requirements Specification (URS).
♦ Approval of the System Requirements Specification (SRS).
♦ Approval of a change request that adds, modifies, or deletes requirements.
♦ Work plan changes.

If inconsistencies are found, proposed changes to the work plan, URS, or SRS should be submitted to the task force to address the inconsistencies.

2.3.5.14 Continue to Plan, Manage, Monitor and Control

As the Requirements and Analysis Phase is executed and completed; the contractor, task force and AASHTO PM should continue to Manage, Monitor, and Control the Project. Key activities involve status reporting, planning activities for next reporting period, issue management, and storing deliverables and artifacts in the project repository.

At the end of this phase, the contractor should review the planned work for the next phase; perform additional planning and revise the project schedule, as required, and begin executing the Design Phase.
2.4. Design Phase

2.4.1 Phase Overview

The primary objective of the Design Phase is to translate the requirements in the User Requirements Specification (URS) and System Requirements Specification (SRS) into design specifications for the proposed product or product component. Where the requirements define “what the product will do”, the design of the product defines “how it will be done.”

The Design Phase is divided into two segments or sub-phases; Functional Design and Technical Design.

- During the Functional Design sub-phase, the user and system requirements are translated into a functional design that describes the design of the proposed product or product component using terminology that can be readily reviewed and understood by the task force, technical review teams (TRTs), technical advisory groups (TAGs), and other stakeholders. The functional design is documented in one or more documents referred to as the Functional Design Specification (FDS). In addition, the SRS is normally revised during this sub-phase.

- During the second sub-phase, the design specifications in the FDS are expanded and finalized and the Technical Design Specification (TDS) is created. The TDS represents the final system design and includes precise descriptions of the components, interfaces, and data necessary before coding and testing can begin.

2.4.2 Input to the Design Phase

The primary deliverables and artifacts that will be used or referenced in this phase are:

- User Requirements Specification (URS)
- System Requirements Specification (SRS)
- Preliminary Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)
- Previously defined Functional Design Specification (FDS) – if included in work plan

Other key items used in this phase are the Project Work Plan; Project Schedule; the work plan procedures, processes and technologies; and Section 508/Accessibility web sites.

2.4.3 Output from the Design Phase

The following deliverables and artifacts shall be planned, prepared or updated, submitted, and approved to comply with this standard or the referenced standard.

- System Requirements Specification (SRS) – if revised
- Preliminary Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) - revised
- Project Test Plan – If not already completed, the Project Test Plan shall be completed by the end of this phase.
- Functional Design Specification (FDS) – initial or revised
- Technical Design Specification (TDS) - initial
- Function Design Review Gate Approval Request
- Project Schedule – if revised
- Project Repository - updated

2.4.4 Standards Used/Referenced in this Phase
- Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard
- Security Standard - Used when designing security controls.
- Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard – Used when upgrading technologies included in an existing product.

2.4.5 Procedures
This section defines the major activities that are to be followed by the task force and/or contractor during the Design Phase and the results of those activities.

2.4.5.1 Update and Refine the SRS
The development of the SRS normally continues as the contractor develops the functional design. As the requirements are analyzed and functional design decisions are made, the contractor normally defines additional system requirements and/or modifies existing system requirements. Activities such as preparing and demonstrating prototypes, screen mock-ups, and process diagrams typically lead to new or revised system requirements.

Since the development and refinement of the SRS normally overlaps with the development of the FDS, both are typically completed in the same general time frame. The SRS and FDS shall both be approved prior to, or with, the Functional Design Review Gate.

The URS is normally not modified at this point in the lifecycle; however, if user requirements are added or revised; these shall be included and approved in a revised URS or change request, and a contract modification may be required.

2.4.5.2 Develop the Functional Design
During the functional design sub-phase, the user and system requirements are translated into design specifications that define “how the requirements will be implemented” from a user or business perspective. The end result of functional design is the Functional Design Specification (FDS).

The FDS documents the design of the proposed product using terminology that can be readily reviewed and understood by the task force, technical review teams (TRTs), technical advisory groups (TAGs), and other stakeholders; and should clearly demonstrate that all user and system requirements will be implemented.

The FDS does not need to define the design at the level of detail required for construction and coding of the proposed product. A separate Technical Design Specification (TDS) is created after the FDS is approved. The TDS represents the final system design of the proposed product and includes design specifications that are used by the programmers and system integrators to construct the product.

The next group of subsections describes typical activities performed during functional design. The FDS is prepared by compiling the results of these activities.
If the FDS was developed in a prior project or MSE effort, these activities are skipped or replaced by a more limited set of activities where the FDS is reviewed and validated, and, if needed, the FDS is updated using the appropriate activities listed below. If this activity is skipped, the project continues with the update of the preliminary RTM and the review and approval of the FDS. These activities are described below beginning with the Update the Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) section.

2.4.5.2.1. Determine the System Structure

The contractor normally begins the design process by performing functional analysis to transform the system requirements into a description of entities or objects. A hierarchical approach is useful for determining the structure and components of the product. System decomposition is one hierarchical approach that divides the system into different levels of abstraction. Decomposition is an iterative process that continues until single purpose components (design entities or objects) can be identified. Decomposition is used to understand how the product will be structured, and the purpose and function of each entity or object.

Several reliable methods exist for performing system decomposition. A method that enables the design of simple, independent entities should be selected. Functional and object-oriented designs are two common approaches to decomposition.

2.4.5.2.2. Identify Design Entities

As described above, design entities result from the decomposition of the system requirements. A design entity is an element or object of the design that is structurally and functionally distinct from other elements and is separately named and referenced. The number and type of entities required to partition the design are dependent on a number of factors, such as the complexity of the product, the design method used, and the development environment. The objective of design entities is to divide the product into separate components that can be coded, implemented, changed, and tested with minimal effect on other entities.

The contractor should perform decomposition activities and identify and document each design entity. Each entity should be described by attributes that define characteristics of the entity such as name, purpose, type, input, output, and transformation rules.

2.4.5.2.3. Identify Design Dependencies

Design dependencies describe the relationships or interactions between design entities at the module, process, and data levels. These interactions may involve the initiation, order of execution, data sharing, creation, duplication, use, storage, or destruction of entities.

The contractor should identify the dependent entities, describe their coupling, and identify the resources required for the entities to perform their function. In addition, the strategies for interactions among design entities should be defined and the information needed to determine how, why, where, and at what level actions occur should be defined.

Dependency descriptions should provide an overall picture of how the product will work. Graphical representations such as data flow diagrams and structure charts are useful for showing the relationship among design entities. The dependency descriptions and diagrams should be useful in planning system integration by identifying the entities that are needed by other entities and that must be developed first.
2.4.5.2.4. Design Content of System Inputs and Outputs

This activity involves identifying and documenting all input data that will be accepted by the proposed product and all output that will be produced. The contractor should involve the task force, TRTs, TAGs and/or other stakeholders in this activity to ensure that their needs and expectations are met.

All types of input that will be accepted by the product should be identified, such as data entered manually into the product, data from documents, records and files, and data that will be imported from other systems. All types of electronic and printed output that will be produced by the product should also be identified; such as records, files, screen displays, printed reports, and data that will be exported to other systems.

In addition, each input and output data element should be documented in the data dictionary described below.

2.4.5.2.5. Design User Interface and Reports

During this activity the contractor should define and document the application user interface and report design. The design should include application menus/User Interface (UI) navigation, input and output screens, reports, system messages, and online help. The contractor should work closely with the task force and/or stakeholders while designing the user interface and reports and should consider the use of prototypes and mock-ups to help communicate the design.

2.4.5.2.5.1. Design Application Menus/UI Navigation

The menu/UI navigation design should describe the look and feel of the application menus or equivalent method used for the user interface navigation; and describe the hierarchy and the navigation through menus and display screens. The design documentation should include tables, diagrams and/or charts to describe the menu hierarchy and the navigation.

2.4.5.2.5.2. Design Display Screens

The display screen design should describe the look and feel and content for the user interface screens for the proposed product. The screen design documentation should also reference the data elements from the data dictionary that are input and output to each display screen. The design should include additional information, as required, to help communicate the screen design to the task force and stakeholders.

2.4.5.2.5.3. Design Reports

Report design should describe the layout and content of each report, data elements in the report, format of the data elements, and any other information needed to help communicate the report design to the task force and stakeholders.

2.4.5.2.5.4. Design System Messages

System messages are the various types of messages that are displayed to users during the use of the proposed system, such as error messages, status messages, and prompt messages. The contractor should define and document the messages for the proposed product, the type and text of each message, and the condition that triggers each message to be displayed.

2.4.5.2.5.5. Design Online Help

The contractor should define and document the online help design to explain the concepts, procedures, messages, menu choices, commands, words, function keys, formats, and other information, as needed. Effective online help information communicates to the users what the product is doing, where they are
2.4.5.2.6. Design System Interfaces
The interface design describes how the product will interface with other systems based on the system interface requirements identified in the SRS. The contractor should define and document each interface considering the following issues:

► System inputs and outputs
► Method of interface
► Volume and frequency of data
► Platform of interfacing system
► Format of data
► Automatic or manual initiation of interface
► Need for polling device(s)
► Verification of data exchange
► Validation of data

The interface design should be coordinated with the data identified for import and export in the design of system inputs and outputs and reference data elements in the data dictionary.

2.4.5.2.7. Design System Security Controls
This activity involves designing security controls for the proposed product that support the security and access requirements identified in the SRS. The contractor should perform the following or similar activities when designing the security controls and document the results.

► Identify the types of users that will have access to the product and define the access restrictions for each type of user.
► Identify controls for the product, such as the user identification code for system access and the network access code for the network on which the product will reside.
► Identify whether access restrictions will be applied at the system, subsystem, transaction, record, or data element levels.
► Identify physical safeguards required to protect hardware, software, or information from natural hazards and malicious acts.
► Identify communications security requirements.

The design of the proposed or revised product shall also meet the security requirements defined in the Security Standard.

2.4.5.2.8. Develop Logical Process Model
This activity involves the development of a logical process model that describes the flow of data through the proposed system and determines a logically consistent structure for the system. Each module that defines a function is identified, interfaces between modules are established, and design constraints and limitations are described.

A logical process model has the following characteristics:

► Describes the final sources and destinations of data and control flows crossing the system boundary rather than intermediate handlers of the flows.
Describes the net transfer of data across the system boundary rather than the details of the data transfer.

Provides for data stores only when required by an externally imposed time delay.

The logical process model should be documented in user terminology and contain sufficient detail to ensure that it is understood by the task force and stakeholders. The contractor should use data flow diagrams or another type of diagram to show the levels of detail necessary to reach a clear, complete picture of the product processes, data flow, and data stores.

2.4.5.2.9. Develop Data Model and Data Dictionary

During this activity the contractor should develop the data model and data dictionary. The data model is a representation of a collection of data objects and the relationships among these objects and is used to provide the following functions:

- Transform the business entities into data entities.
- Transform the business rules into data relationships.
- Resolve the many-to-many relationships as intersecting data entities.
- Determine a unique identifier for each data entity.
- Add the attributes for each data entity.
- Document the integrity rules required in the model.
- Determine the data accesses (navigation) of the model.

The data dictionary should include all data elements in the logical process model and data model and any other data input, created, or output by the proposed system.

The data model and data dictionary should be updated and finalized during the technical design sub-phase.

2.4.5.3 Select and Document Initial Technical Architecture

During the development of the functional design, the contractor should begin to identify and analyze alternative technical architectural solutions for developing and implementing the proposed product. When analyzing alternatives, the contractor should review technical architecture solutions that satisfy the technical architecture requirements and constraints in the SRS. These requirements and constraints are typically based on current and planned customer technical environments.

The contractor should also consider current or emerging technologies that may benefit the development, implementation, operation, and/or maintenance of the proposed product. Technologies that could impact the development, implementation, operation or maintenance should also be considered as additional constraints. When considering technologies to include in the technical architecture, the contractor should consider new versions of technology components and be aware of technology that will soon be outdated, as described in the Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard. In addition, the existing skills of the development team and the availability of reusable components and open source tools should be considered when analyzing technical architecture solutions.

Based on the above analysis, the contractor should recommend the most cost effective technical architectural solution that best satisfies the technical requirements and constraints, supports the user requirements and other system requirements, and satisfies the additional criteria defined by the contractor.

The contractor should document the technical architecture solutions considered, the recommended solution, and the rationale for why the recommended solution was selected. Diagrams are normally used to depict the overall technical architecture, including the system components (software, hardware, networks, databases, operating
systems, etc.) that support the proposed product. Interfaces between components should also be shown in the diagrams.

The recommended development tools and other technical tools used for analysis, design, construction and implementation should be identified early in the project lifecycle. These tools should be included in the technical architecture documentation. Applicable development standards should also be referenced in the technical architecture documentation.

The technical architecture is updated and finalized during the Technical Design sub-phase and Construction Phase.

2.4.5.4 Prepare Functional Design Specification (FDS)

After the above functional design activities are completed and the initial technical architecture recommendations are made, the contractor shall prepare the Functional Design Specification (FDS). The draft FDS is prepared using the functional design information developed for input and output, user interface and reports, system interfaces, security controls, system structure, process model, data dictionary, and data model. The FDS also includes the initial technical architecture recommendations, or the contractor may choose to document the initial technical architecture in a separate document.

The FDS is developed for the full scope of the project addressing all requirements in the URS and SRS. The level of detail for the FDS shall be sufficient to provide the task force and stakeholders with a clear understanding of how the proposed system will work and ensure that all user and system requirements will be implemented. The required content for the Functional Design Specification (FDS), including the initial technical architecture, is defined in Chapter 5.

2.4.5.5 Update the Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)

After the draft FDS is prepared, the contractor shall update the Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) and add references to the design elements in the FDS. Each system requirement shall reference the design element in the FDS that implements the requirement, such as, function, sub function, screen, or report.

At this point the RTM shall include (1) all user requirements from the URS with a reference to the source of each requirement; (2) all system requirements from the SRS with a reference to the source user requirement; and (3) references from each system requirement to the design element that implements the requirement. If no system requirements are defined for a user requirement, the user requirement shall reference a design element.

2.4.5.6 Obtain Stakeholder/Task Force Review & Approval of FDS

The FDS should be reviewed by both a stakeholder group (TRT or TAG) and the task force. The Preliminary RTM should be provided with the FDS. Comments and approval recommendations from the reviews should be documented; corrections should be made as required; and, if needed, additional reviews should be scheduled. After the task force completes the review of the FDS, the task force may elect to approve the FDS at this time or wait to approve with the Functional Design Review Gate.

Refer to the Deliverable Review and Approval section in Chapter 1 for additional information.

2.4.5.7 Submit Functional Design Review Gate

After the SRS and FDS have been reviewed and completed, the contractor shall prepare the Functional Design Review Gate approval request. The request form shall be
completed as described in the Prepare and Submit Review Gate Approval Request section of Chapter 1.

If the SRS or FDS have not been approved by the task force prior to the review gate, these shall be submitted and approved with the review gate approval request along with stakeholder recommendation documentation. If already approved, the approval documentation for these deliverables shall be submitted along with the location of the approved deliverables. The Preliminary RTM shall also be provided with this request.

The completed and signed review gate approval request and attachments are submitted to the task force chair (or designee) and copied to the AASHTO PM.

2.4.5.8 Approve Functional Design Review Gate

The task force reviews the information provided with the review gate approval request and the deliverables submitted, and determines if they are satisfied that:

♦ All work activities needed to proceed with the technical design and construction have been completed; and the content in the SRS, FDS preliminary RTM deliverables is complete;
♦ Each system requirement supports one or more user requirements;
♦ All user and system requirements have been implemented in the FDS; or an acceptable justification has been provided for requirements that have not been implemented;
♦ Acceptable justification has been provided for noncompliance with standards; and
♦ Acceptable plans have been provided for resolving open issues, incomplete tasks or incomplete deliverables.

The preliminary RTM is used to assist in the approval decision. The RTM should show that each system requirement has a source user requirement, and that each user and system requirement is implemented in one or more functional design elements.

After the review is complete, the task force shall approve or reject the review gate. If the review gate is approved, the contractor is authorized to proceed with the technical design. If rejected, the contractor shall address task force issues, and resubmit the review gate approval request and the unapproved deliverables.

Refer to the Review Gate Approval Procedure section in Chapter 1 for additional information on submitting and approving review gates.

2.4.5.9 Develop and Document Technical Design

During the Technical Design sub-phase, a final set of design specifications are prepared, that are referred to as the Technical Design Specification (TDS). Where the FDS is documented in a functional level of detail that is appropriate to obtain stakeholder and task force understanding and approval of the design for the proposed product, the TDS is documented at the appropriate detail and terminology for the contractor’s development staff to construct the proposed product.

Since the TDS is used by the contractor staff, the TDS may be produced and packaged in any format acceptable to the contractor. The goal should be to finalize the system design and produce an end product of design specifications that represent the blueprint for the Construction Phase.

2.4.5.9.1. Prepare Technical Design Specification (TDS)

The primary users of the TDS are the contractor’s project manager, designers, integrators, developers, and testers; therefore, the TDS should describe and document the design in the adequate level of detail and terminology to code,
configure, build, integrate, and test the proposed product and all components, programs, databases, files, interfaces, security controls, screens, and reports.

The TDS should also be defined in the appropriate detail and terminology for use by technical personnel outside the development team. These uses include future maintenance and enhancement activities and product customization and integration activities at customer sites.

The content requirements for the TDS are limited and generally left up to the contractor. The required content for the Technical Design Specification (TDS) is defined in Chapter 5. The TDS shall include the physical file and database structures, final data dictionary, final technical architecture, and any other design specifications or updated specifications created by the contractor that were not included in the approved FDS.

When considering technologies to include in the technical architecture, the contractor shall consider new versions of technology components and be aware of technology that will soon be outdated, as described in the Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard.

As noted above, the TDS may be produced and packaged in any format acceptable to the contractor, as long as the required content is included. For example, the TDS may be created by:

- Updating the FDS with the required TDS content;
- Creating a supplemental set of design specifications that is used in conjunction with the existing FDS; or
- Creating a complete set of design specifications that is independent of the FDS.

Regardless of the format and the number of documents, the end product shall include all required content for the TDS and all other design documentation that was created by the contractor after the approval of the FDS.

The contractor may also choose to document and maintain some of the final specifications in the Development and Maintenance Documentation or the Systems Documentation. This documentation is described in the Delivery and Closeout Phase section.

2.4.5.9.2. Complete and Submit TDS

The TDS is not a deliverable and does not require task force approval; however, the TDS is a required artifact. The TDS should normally be completed by the end of the Design Phase; however, updates may occur during the Construction Phase. The progress and completion of the TDS should be reported in status reports to the task force.

The TDS shall also be included in the Product Archive Package that is sent to AASHTO at the conclusion of the project. The Product Archive Package is described in the Delivery and Closeout Phase section.

2.4.5.10 Continue to Plan, Manage, Monitor and Control

As the Design Phase is executed and completed; the contractor, task force and AASHTO PM should continue to Manage, Monitor, and Control the Project. Key activities involve status reporting, planning activities for next reporting period, issue management, and storing deliverables and artifacts in the project repository.

At the end of this phase, the contractor should review the planned work for the next phase (Construction); perform additional planning and revise the project schedule, as required, and begin executing the Construction Phase.
2.5. Construction Phase

2.5.1 Phase Overview

The goal of the Construction Phase of the project/product release is to develop or build the proposed product using the TDS, supplemented by the FDS, as a blueprint.

Construction involves coding, building data bases and interfaces, validation and unit testing by a developer. Any hardware or software procured to support the construction effort is installed. Plans are developed for the installation of the operating environment hardware and software. In addition, the TDS is normally revised during this phase. No standards have been defined for the construction phase and the process used for construction is left up to the contractor.

The Construction Phase ends after a successful System Test. System testing tests the complete system, ensures that integration is complete, and the system performs as required. System testing ensures the product is complete and ready for formal alpha testing and subsequent acceptance. All test procedures used for alpha testing should be executed to ensure that all user and system requirements are met.

2.5.2 Input to the Construction Phase

The primary deliverables and artifacts that will be used or referenced in this phase are:

- User Requirements Specification (SRS)
- System Requirements Specification (SRS)
- Preliminary Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)
- Functional Design Specification (FDS)
- Technical Design Specification (TDS)
- Project Test Plan
- Test Procedures

Other key items used in this phase are the Project Work Plan; Project Schedule; and the work plan procedures, processes and technologies.

2.5.3 Output from the Construction Phase

The following deliverables and artifacts shall be planned, prepared or updated, submitted, and approved in order to comply with this standard or the referenced standard.

- System Requirements Specification (SRS) – if revised
- Preliminary Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) – if revised
- Functional Design Specification (FDS) – if revised
- Technical Design Specification (TDS) – revised
- Test Procedures – revised
■ **Successful System Test**
- Alpha Test Plan – initial
- The Development Review Gate Approval (Optional) – Submission of this review gate approval request occurs in those cases when the task force requests the contractor to formally acknowledge that a system test has been completed successfully and the product is ready for Alpha Testing and/or when the task wants to review the Alpha Test plan prior to beginning Alpha Testing.
- Project Schedule – if revised
- Project Repository – updated

### 2.5.4 Standards Used/Referenced in this Phase
Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard

### 2.5.5 Procedures
This section defines the major activities that are to be followed by the task force and/or contractor during the Construction Phase and the results of those activities.

#### 2.5.5.1 Construct the Product

*The only requirements for construction are completing the construction of the product and completing and verifying a successful system.* Otherwise, the process used for construction is left up to the contractor. Typical construction activities include the following:

- Establish the development technical environment;
- Revise/finalize the TDS;
- If needed, update previously approved deliverables (SRS and TDS) and obtain task force approval;
- Update or complete test procedures;
- Code, validate, and test the individual units of code (routine, function, procedure, etc.);
- Create and test databases;
- If applicable, install, configure, customize, and test off-the-shelf (COTS) applications;
- Build and test interfaces with external systems;
- Integrate developed units, reusable code units, open source programs, COTS applications, etc.; and perform build/integration testing;
- **Build and test the entire system (product);**
- **Evaluate system test results and determine if system is complete and ready for alpha testing;**
- Establish development baselines prior to each system test; and
- Begin developing the Alpha Test Plan.

Unit, build, and system testing are performed and documented as described in the Test Strategy. System testing tests the complete system, ensures integration is complete, and the system performs as required. System testing also ensures the product is complete and ready for formal alpha testing and subsequent acceptance. All test procedures used for alpha testing should be executed to ensure that all user and system requirements are met.
2.5.5.2 Submit and Approve Development Review Gate (Optional)

If the task force and contractor have planned the Development Review Gate, the contractor should submit the review gate approval request after completing a successful system test. This is an optional review gate that is planned when the task force requests the contractor to formally acknowledge that a system test has been completed successfully, meeting all user requirements in the URS, and the product is ready for Alpha Testing. The task force may also schedule the review to review the Alpha Test Plan.

When the Development Review Gate is planned, the contractor shall complete the Alpha Test Plan as described in the Testing Phase, obtain stakeholder and task force review and approval of the plan, and submit the plan with the review gate approval request. The current version of the Preliminary RTM is also submitted with this review gate.

Refer to the Deliverable Review and Approval section and the Review Gate Approval Procedure section in Chapter 1 for additional information on submitting and approving deliverables and review gates.

If this review gate is not planned, the Alpha Test Plan is completed during the Testing Phase and submitted with the Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate.

2.5.5.3 Continue to Plan, Manage, Monitor and Control

As the Construction Phase is executed and completed, the contractor, task force and AASHTO PM should continue to Manage, Monitor, and Control the Project. Key activities involve status reporting, planning activities for next reporting period, issue management, and storing deliverables and artifacts in the project repository.

At the end of this phase, the contractor should review the planned work for the next phase (Testing); perform additional planning and revise the project schedule, as required, and then begin executing the Testing Phase.
2.6. Testing Phase

2.6.1 Phase Overview
The Testing Phase is subdivided into two sub-phases, Alpha Testing and Beta Testing.

- During the first sub-phase, alpha testing is performed which covers the same scope as system testing and uses the same test procedures. The emphasis is on breaking the system, checking user and system requirements, and reviewing all documentation for completeness by using the application as if it were in production.
- During the second sub-phase, beta testing is performed. The purpose of beta testing is to confirm to the user/tester that all functionality and operability requirements are satisfied, the system will operate correctly in the user's environment, and the system is ready for delivery and implementation. Beta testing also includes the review and validation of all documentation and procedures.

2.6.2 Input to the Testing Phase
The primary deliverables and artifacts that will be used in this phase are:

- System/Alpha Test Procedures
- Alpha Test Plan
- User Requirements Specification (URS)
- Systems Requirements Specification (SRS)
- Preliminary Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)

Other key items used in this phase are the Project Work Plan; Project Schedule; and the work plan procedures, processes and technologies.

2.6.3 Output from the Testing Phase
The following deliverables and artifacts shall be planned, prepared or updated, submitted, and approved in order to comply with this standard or the referenced standard.

- Alpha Test Plan - revised
- Alpha Test Results
- Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) - final
- Beta Test Materials – Includes the Beta Test Plan and Beta Test Installation Package
- Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate Approval Request
- Agency Beta Test Results Report(s)
- Beta Test Results Report
- Product Installation Package
- Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate Approval Request
2.6.4 Standards Used/Referenced in this Phase
Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard

2.6.5 Procedures
The procedures described below define the activities that are to be followed by the task force and/or contractor during this phase.

2.6.5.1 Prepare Alpha Test Plan
Prior to beginning alpha testing, the contractor shall complete the Alpha Test Plan. This plan includes:

♦ The test procedures that will be used during Alpha Testing. Each test procedure should include references to the user and system requirement(s) that are tested by the procedure, and the expected results for the procedure.
♦ The format for recording the test results, exceptions discovered, and the resolution to exceptions.
♦ Activities to validate installation at user sites or hardware outside of the contractor development environment. The intent of this requirement is to include sufficient platform/environment installation testing to minimize the chance of installation errors during beta testing.

The complete content of the Alpha Test Plan is described in Chapter 5. The Alpha Test Plan is referred to in this checklist as a distinct document; however, the required content may also be included in another deliverable, such as the Project/Product Test Plan.

Alpha testing shall be performed in a similar test environment to the technical environment that will be used in production. If possible, alpha testing should be performed all approved platforms for the product. Planning for alpha testing includes establishing the technical environment for alpha testing. The contractor is responsible for establishing and maintaining the appropriate testing environment.

The scope of alpha testing (complete system, specific components, specific enhancements, etc.) and the Alpha Test Plan is defined in the Project Test Plan and/or the “Test Plan” section of the project work plan.

2.6.5.2 Update Requirements Traceability Matrix
After completing the Alpha Test Plan, the contractor shall update the Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) and include a reference to all alpha test procedures. Each system requirement shall reference the test procedure that is used to test and accept the requirement. Each user requirement should trace forward to one or more system requirements in the RTM; however, if no system requirements are defined for a user requirement, that user requirement shall reference a test procedure in the RTM.

2.6.5.3 Obtain Stakeholder/Task Force Review of Alpha Test Plan
The Alpha Test Plan does not require formal task force approval; however, it is recommended that the task force or stakeholder group review the plan and provide informal approval to the contractor prior to alpha testing.

The Alpha Test Plan shall be included or referenced in the submission of the Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate. If the Development Review Gate is scheduled, as described
in the Construction Phase, the Alpha Test Plan is included with the submission for this review gate.

### 2.6.5.4 Perform Alpha Testing and Review Test Results

**During alpha testing, the contractor and/or stakeholder group runs each test procedure in the Alpha Test Plan, documents the test results in the Alpha Test Results Report, compares the results with the expected results, and notes the problems found.**

After completing alpha testing and documenting the results, the contractor analyzes the problems found, determines which problems are valid, determines a recommended resolution for each valid problem, and notes the reason that the other problems are not considered valid or critical. The valid problems are corrected and retested; and the Alpha Test Results Report is updated appropriately. “To Be Determined” may be used for proposed resolution, if the resolution/action is not known at the time of the report submittal. In this case, a timeframe for resolution should be provided.

*The required content for the Alpha Test Results Report is defined in Chapter 5.*

The Alpha Test Results Report should be reviewed by both a stakeholder group (TRT or TAG) and the task force. The primary focus of the task force and TAG/TRT reviews should be on the problems found during testing, the resolution to the problem, and the problems determined not to require resolution. Follow-up corrections and retesting may result from these reviews.

After reviews and follow-up corrections have been completed, the task force may choose to approve the Alpha Test Results Report at this time or wait to approve the report with the Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate.

### 2.6.5.5 Prepare and Review Beta Test Materials

**Prior to submitting the Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate form, the contractor shall prepare for Beta Testing. The contractor begins by preparing the Beta Test Materials, which includes two component deliverables, the Beta Test Plan and the Beta Test Installation Package.**

The Beta Test Plan includes all procedures and instructions needed to plan, prepare, execute, and report progress for beta testing. The Beta Test Installation Package contains all procedures, scripts, executables, and documentation needed to install, implement, and operate the beta product at the beta test site.

The scope of beta testing (complete system, specific components, specific enhancements, etc.) and the Beta Test Materials is defined in the Project Test Plan and/or the “Test Plan” section of the project work plan.

*The required content of the Beta Test Materials is described in Chapter 5.*

The contractor should also recommend potential agency testers for beta testing and prepare an invitation to send to the testing agencies. A primary goal of the selection of test agencies is to validate the system in all intended environments.

After the contractor has completed the Beta Test Materials, the stakeholder group (TAG or TRT) and the task force should review and comment on the materials. The list of candidate agency testers and the invitation should also be provided for review.

After the reviews and follow-up corrections have been completed, the task force may choose to approve the Beta Test Materials at this time or wait to approve the materials with the Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate.

The task force may also choose to approve and send out the Beta Test Plan earlier than the Beta Test Installation Package to allow the beta test sites to plan and prepare for beta testing.
2.6.5.6 Submit Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate

After the Alpha Test Results Report and the Beta Test Materials are both reviewed and completed, the contractor shall prepare the Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate approval request.

If the Alpha Test Results Report and Beta Test Materials have not been approved by the task force prior to the review gate, these are submitted and approved with the review gate approval request along with stakeholder recommendation documentation. If already approved, the approval documentation for these deliverables is submitted along with the location of the approved deliverables.

The final version of the RTM is also submitted with the review gate approval request. In addition, the beta test invitation and list of candidate beta testers are included or referenced.

The completed and signed review gate approval request and attachments are submitted to both the task force chair (or designee) and the AASHTO PM.

2.6.5.7 Approve Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate

The task force reviews the review gate approval request and the deliverables and information provided, and determines if they are satisfied that:

♦ Construction has been completed;
♦ Alpha testing has been completed and the content in the Alpha Test Results Report and RTM are complete;
♦ Acceptable plans have been provided for resolving open issues, incomplete tasks or incomplete deliverables.
♦ All requirements have been implemented in the product and tested; or an acceptable justification has been provided. (The RTM should provide a link between each requirement and the test procedure used to validate the requirement.);
♦ Acceptable justification has been provided for noncompliance with standards;
♦ The Beta Test Materials have been completed and the product is ready for beta testing.
♦ The appropriate user platforms will be included in the beta test.

After the review is complete, the task force approves or rejects the review gate. If the review gate is approved, the contractor is authorized to proceed with the beta testing. If rejected, the contractor addresses task force issues, and resubmits the review gate approval request and the unapproved deliverables.

Refer to the Review Gate Approval Procedure section in Chapter 1 for additional information on submitting and approving review gates.

2.6.5.8 Perform Beta Testing and Review Results

Beta Testing occurs during the Beta sub-phase of the Testing Phase. The purpose of beta testing is to confirm to the user/tester that all functionality and operability requirements are satisfied, the system will operate correctly in the user's environment, and the system is ready for delivery and implementation. Beta testing also includes the review and validation of all documentation and procedures.

After the Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate is approved, the contractor or task force sends the beta test invitations to the agencies requesting their participation in beta testing. Each agency tester assesses the invitation and decides whether to commit to beta test participation. The contractor then determines whether all the intended environments are represented. If not, the contractor confers with the task force to determine if additional sites are needed or whether to proceed with the existing sites.
When the selection of sites is complete, the contractor or task force distributes the Beta Installation Package or hosted beta site authentication credentials to the beta test participants. The Beta Test Plan is sent, if not sent previously or if changes have been made.

After receiving the Beta Test Plan, which may have occurred earlier, each beta test agency staff should begin by preparing a local beta test plan following the instructions in the documentation. The initial tasks in the local test plan should include planning and establishing the required technical infrastructure; and identifying and obtaining a commitment from the business and technical staff required to setup and support the beta test environment and execute the beta test.

After establishing the technical environment, the beta test agency staff installs the system using the Beta Test Installation Package and reports any installation problems to the contractor. The contractor shall resolve any installation problems and redistribute all materials if necessary.

After the successful completion of the installation, the beta tester(s) performs each of the beta test procedures that were included in the Beta Test Plan. The beta tester(s) should then perform additional test procedures defined by the testing agency. These normally include “Day-in-the-Life” tests that simulate normal business activities using the beta system. These test procedures, expected results, and the results of testing should be documented in the Agency Beta Test Results Report.

The beta tester(s) then compare the test results of the performed procedures with the expected results and records exceptions found during testing. Any other results that appear to be errors or inconsistencies should also be noted.

After beta testing is complete, each agency returns the Agency Beta Test Results Report to the contractor. Exceptions and errors may also be reported to the contractor as they are discovered to expedite their correction.

When the contractor receives the results, exceptions, and errors from an agency beta tester, the following activities are performed:

- Validate the problems and errors reported; and remove or note those that are determined not to be problems or errors based on the requirements of the system.
- Discover any additional problems missed by the beta tester and record these in the Agency Beta Test Results Report.
- Combine all Agency Beta Test Results Reports into a single report, which contains all results and validated problems and errors. The required content of the Beta Test Results Report is described in Chapter 5.

After the contractor has reviewed all beta test results and the exceptions and errors are validated, the contractor makes the appropriate corrections and adds a brief description of each resolution to the Beta Test Results Report. “To Be Determined” may be used, if the resolution/action is not known at the time of the report submittal. In this case, a timeframe for resolution should be provided.

After the Beta Test Results Report has been completed, the stakeholder group (TAG or TRT) and task force should review and comment on the report. The primary focus of these reviews is to determine if:

- The product has been thoroughly tested in the appropriate user environments,
- All problems found have been resolved, and
- The product is ready for implementation.
After the reviews and follow-up corrections have been completed, the task force may choose to approve the Beta Test Results Report at this time or wait to approve the materials with the Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate.

### 2.6.5.9 Finalize Product Installation Package

*Prior to submitting the Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate approval request, the contractor completes the Product Installation Package. The Product Installation Package contains all procedures, executables, and documentation needed to install, implement, and operate the product at the customer site. Refer to the Product Installation Package in Chapter 5 for the required content of this deliverable.*

The Product Installation Package is initially created as the Beta Test Installation Package and is normally corrected or refined during and/or after beta testing. After beta testing is completed, the contractor makes the final adjustments to the Product Installation Package. The task force group may choose to approve this deliverable at this time or wait to approve the deliverable with the Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate.

### 2.6.5.10 Submit Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate

*After the Beta Test Results Report and Product Installation Package have been reviewed and completed, the contractor prepares the Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate Approval Request. At this point, the product has been successfully beta tested and the product is ready for distribution to the user organizations.*

*If the Beta Test Results Report and Product Installation Package have not been approved by the task force prior to the review gate, these are submitted and approved with the review gate approval request along with stakeholder recommendation documentation. If already approved, the approval documentation for these deliverables is submitted along with the location of the approved deliverables.*

*The contractor also drafts the cover letter that will be used to transmit the package to all licensees and provide the letter to the task force with the review gate approval. The completed and signed review gate approval request and attachments are submitted to both the task force chair (or designee) and the AASHTO PM.*

### 2.6.5.11 Approve Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate

The task force reviews the information provided with the review gate form and the deliverables submitted, and determines if they are satisfied that:

♦ All beta testing activities have been completed;
♦ The Beta Test Results Report and Product Installation Package have been completed;
♦ All requirements have been tested and implemented in the final product; or an acceptable justification has been provided for requirements that have not been tested or implemented;
♦ Acceptable justifications have been provided for areas of noncompliance with standards;
♦ Acceptable plans have been provided for resolving open issues; and
♦ The product is ready for delivery to the licensees and no further beta testing is needed.

*After the review is complete, the task force approves or rejects the review gate. If the review gate is approved, the contractor is authorized to proceed with the distribution of the product. If rejected, the contractor addresses task force issues, and resubmits the review gate approval request and the unapproved deliverables.*
Refer to the Review Gate Approval Procedure section in Chapter 1 for additional information on submitting and approving review gates.

2.6.5.12 Continue to Plan, Manage, Monitor and Control

As the Testing Phase is executed and completed, the contractor, task force and AASHTO PM should Manage, Monitor, and Control the Project. Key activities involve status reporting, planning activities for next reporting period, issue management, and storing deliverables and artifacts in the project repository.

At the end of this phase, the contractor should review the planned work for the next phase; perform additional planning and revise the project schedule, as required, and then begin executing the Delivery and Closeout Phase.
2.7. Delivery and Closeout Phase

2.7.1 Phase Overview

The goal of this phase is to deliver the product to the customer sites for implementation and to formally close out the project.

2.7.2 Input to the Delivery and Closeout Phase

The primary deliverables and artifacts that will be used in this phase are:

- Product Installation Package (or Beta Installation Package)
- VPAT (if existing)
- Application Infrastructure Component List (if exists)
- All deliverables and artifacts prepared during the project

Other key items used in this phase are the Project Work Plan; Project Schedule; and the work plan procedures, processes and technologies.

2.7.3 Output from the Delivery and Closeout Phase

The following deliverables and artifacts shall be planned, prepared or updated, submitted, and approved to comply with this standard or the referenced standard.

- Completed product - final
- Product Installation Package – final
- Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT) - final
- Application Infrastructure Component List - final
- Development and Maintenance Document (if created updated)
- Technical Design Specification (TDS) - final
- Project Archive Package
- Closeout Review Gate Approval Request
- Project Repository - updated

2.7.4 Standards Used/Referenced in this Phase

- Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard
- Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard – Used when preparing or updating the Application Infrastructure Component List.
- Product Naming Conventions Standard – Used to ensure that product names, terminology, branding, icons, release numbers, and splash screens are correct.
2.7.5 Procedures

The procedures described below define the activities that are to be followed by the task force and/or contractor during this phase.

2.7.5.1 Distribute the Product and Provide Support

After the Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate is approved, the contractor begins distributing the Product Installation Package or hosted site authentication credentials to all licensed customer sites and begins providing production support.

After receiving the installation package, each customer site should install the product and report to the contractor any problems encountered. The contractor and representatives from the customer organizations should work to resolve these problems. The contractor provides routine status reports to the task force regarding the status of customer implementations, any installation problems reported, and the efforts taken by the contractor to resolve the problems. Any other problems reported are also included in the status reports. Serious problems shall be reported to the task force immediately.

2.7.5.2 Prepare/Update VPAT

The Voluntary Product Accessibility Template® or VPAT® is a tool used to document a product's conformance with the accessibility standards under Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act. Refer to the following link for information on the VPAT.

http://www.itic.org/policy/accessibility/vpat

When a new product is developed or an existing product is redeveloped, the contractor prepares a VPAT prior to closing the project. The completed VPAT is sent to the AASHTO PM for publishing on the AASHTOWare web site.

All existing AASHTOWare products currently have a VPAT published on the AASHTOWare web site. When the user interface of an existing product is revised, the contractor shall consider further compliance with Section 508. If the accessibility functions of an existing product are revised, the contractor shall determine if the VPAT needs to be updated, make the appropriate modifications, and send the modified VPAT to the AASHTO PM for publishing. If the existing VPAT did not change, this step is not required.

After the VPAT has been completed, contractor should provide the VPAT to the stakeholder group and/or task force for review and comment.

2.7.5.3 Prepare/Update Application Infrastructure Component List

The Application Infrastructure Component List includes the name of each application infrastructure component, the version of the component, and the owner/vendor of the component. Refer to the Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard for the required content of this list.

For a new product or a redeveloped product, the contractor prepares the Application Infrastructure Component List before closing the project. For existing products, the contractor reviews the existing Application Infrastructure Component List and makes the appropriate revisions to the list.

After the list has been completed, the contractor should provide the list to the stakeholder group and/or task force for review and comment.

2.7.5.4 Prepare/Update Development and Maintenance Document

For projects that develop a new product or redevelop an existing product, the contractor shall prepare Development and Maintenance Documentation. This documentation,
supplemented by the Technical Design Specification, represents the internal
documentation for the product, and describes the logic used in developing the product
and the system flow to help the development and maintenance staffs understand how
the programs fit together. The documentation also provides instructions for establishing
the development environment and should enable a developer to determine which
programs or data may need to be modified to change a system function or to fix an error.

If the project revises an existing product, and Development and Maintenance
Documentation exists, the existing documentation shall be updated.

2.7.5.5 Prepare Project Archive Package

After the product is distributed, the above deliverables and artifacts are completed, and
all installation problems have been resolved satisfactorily; the task force notifies the
contractor to begin closeout.

After the contractor is notified to begin closeout, the contractor shall prepare the Project
Archive Package. This deliverable is an archive of the final product, project materials,
and development artifacts. The required content of the archive is listed with the
Project/MSE Archive Package in Chapter 5.

2.7.5.6 Submit Closeout Review Gate

After the Project Archive Package has been completed, the contractor prepares the
Closeout Review Gate approval request. At this point, all activities associated with the
project have been completed (other than warranty work) and the Project Archive
Package and VPAT are ready to send to AASHTO. New and updated versions of the
VPAT and Application Infrastructure Component List are submitted with the request or
the location is included in the request. The request also includes the location of the
Product Archive Package and TDS. Areas where these deliverables and artifacts do not
comply with AASHTOWare standards, planned resolutions to open issues, and any
requirement not implemented in the final product are also reported with the approval
request.

2.7.5.7 Approve Closeout Review Gate

The task force reviews the information provided with the review gate form and
determines if they are satisfied that:

♦ The Product Archive Package, VPAT, Application Infrastructure Component List, and
  TDS have been completed;
♦ All other required deliverables and artifacts have for the project are complete;
♦ All requirements in the URS have been implemented in the final product; or an
  acceptable justification has been provided for requirements that have not been
  implemented;
♦ Acceptable justifications have been provided for areas of noncompliance with
  standards; and
♦ Acceptable plans have been provided for resolving open issues.
♦ All project activities other than warranty work have been completed; and project is
  ready to be closed.

After the review is complete, the task force approves or rejects the review gate. If the
review gate is approved, the contractor ships the archive package and the approved
review gate approval request to the AASHTO PM and terminates all project activities. If
rejected, the contractor addresses the reasons and task force directions and resubmits
the review gate approval request and the unapproved deliverables.
Refer to the Review Gate Approval Procedure section in Chapter 1 for additional information on submitting and approving review gates.

With the approval of the Closeout Review Gate, the product warranty period will begin. The product released at closeout is the initial release and may be replaced later by a warranty release following the completion of warranty work. Other than warranty work, all other revisions and additions to the product will occur under annual MSE work or a new project.
3. Maintenance, Support and Enhancement Process

3.1. Introduction
The Maintenance, Support and Enhancement (MSE) Process defines the standard process that shall be used by task forces, contractors, and other AASHTOWare stakeholders when planning and executing the annual Maintenance, Support and Enhancement (MSE) work on an existing AASHTOWare product.

The volume and complexity of the work effort in an MSE work plan should not be so great or complex that all work cannot be completed within the applicable fiscal year. As a guideline, the majority of the enhancements in a work plan should be of a small or medium size and the number of large enhancements should be limited. In addition, major changes to the existing product’s application or technical architecture should not normally occur during an MSE work effort. The Project/Product Determination section in Chapter 1 provides guidance for determining when a project should be used for work on an existing product.

3.1.1 Chapter Organization
This process only applies to MSE work and is written as a companion process to the Project Development Process described in Chapter 2. To minimize duplication, this chapter primarily focuses on the differences between MSE work and projects. As with the project development process, this chapter is organized around the phases of the lifecycle model and includes a section for each phase.

Since maintenance work and enhancement development do not normally require the same level of analysis and design as the development of new software, the standard MSE lifecycle combines the Requirements & Analysis, Design, and Construction activities into a single Requirements, Design and Construction Phase with three sub-phases. The first two sub-phases may be executed in a series of repetitions (iterations) or in waterfall sequence.

Following this Introduction section is a section for each phase of the MSE lifecycle model. Each of the phase sections includes:

- The deliverables and artifacts that are prepared during the phase;
- The deliverables and review gates that are approved during the phase;
- The other standards that are used during this phase; and
- The procedures to be followed during the phase.

3.1.2 Review Gates, Deliverables and Artifacts
In addition to the lifecycle model, an MSE work effort also includes differences in the review gates, deliverables, and artifacts. The key differences are summarized below:

- The MSE work plan has much of the same content; however, there is specific content that is unique to MSE work. The work plan differences are summarized below:
- The work plan is prepared with a different work plan template.
The URS for the work plan is normally defined as a list of requested enhancements.

Maintenance services and minor technology upgrade services that will be performed to address defects, problems, out-of-date components and minor improvements with the existing product(s) are included.

Planned upgrades and testing of application infrastructure components are included and the current Application Infrastructure Component List is included.

Sections describing time and materials work, service unit work, and other type of work to be performed on the existing product(s) are included.

In most cases, the majority of the information in the Technical Process and Technologies, Monitoring and Control, Quality Management, Communication Management, Configuration Management and Project Repository, Risk Management, and Backup and Recovery sections is initially defined in a prior project or MSE work plan. These will normally be referenced in the current work plan or may be included with revisions.

The system requirements and functional design specifications for MSE work are normally documented together in one or more enhancement system requirements and design deliverables where a deliverable is created for each medium and large enhancement or a group of enhancements, or all enhancements. This type of deliverable is referred to as an Enhancement FDS or Enhancement System Requirements and Design Specification (SRDS).

The FDS/SRDS deliverables are created during Requirements & Functional Design sub-phase of the Requirements, Design and Construction Phase.

The Requirements & Functional Design and Construction sub-phases may be executed iteratively in a series of repetitions or as single sub-phases in a waterfall sequence.

Each FDS or SRDS deliverable must be approved prior to construction of the enhancements covered by the FDS or SRDS by deliverable approval or by review gate approval.

The options for executing the Requirements, Design and Construction Phase or described in the Requirements, Design & Construction Phase section of this chapter.

The specific development approach for each MSE effort is defined in the work plan.

No system requirements and design deliverable is required for small enhancements (those requiring little effort) and maintenance work.

MSE work does not require an RTM, TDS, or new Development and Maintenance Documentation to be prepared.

The following diagram provides a summary view of the standard MSE review gates and the required deliverables and artifacts associated with each review gate in relationship to the MSE lifecycle.
MSE Lifecycle Phases and Review Gates with Required Deliverables and Artifacts

**Phases**
- Planning
- Requirements, Design and Construction
- Testing
- Delivery & Closeout
- Warranty

**Review Gates**
- Work Plan Approval
- Planning & User Requirements Review Gate
- FDS/SRDS Approval @ Development Review Gate
- Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate
- Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate
- Closeout Review Gate

**Deliverables and Artifacts**
- Work Plan
- URS/List of Enhancements#
- Technical Processes and Technologies
- Management, Monitoring and Control Procedures
- Backup and Recovery Plan
- Product Test Plan#
- MSE Schedule
- Requirements & Func. Design
- Construction
- System Testing
- Alpha Testing
- Beta Testing
- Alpha Test Results Report
- Beta Test Results Report
- Product Installation Package
- MSE Archive Package
- VPAT
- Application Infrastructure Component List*

**Notes**
- The Planning & User Requirements, Development, Alpha Test Acceptance Testing, Beta Test Acceptance, and Closeout review gates are the same as for projects.
- Each FDS or SRDS contains the system requirements and functional design for one or more of the enhancements (medium and large enhancements).
- @The Function Design review gate is not required but is the recommended approval method for the single waterfall sequence FDS/SRDS approval.
- The Alpha Test Plan may be included as a section in the Product Test Plan.
- No FDS/SRDS is required for small enhancements or maintenance activities; however, some level of type of design may be required by the task force.
- No RTM, TDS, or Development and Maintenance Documentation are required for MSE work efforts.
- The current Application Infrastructure Component List is included in the work plan and is updated at the end of the work effort.
- #The Product Test Plan describes the testing methodology, test phases and test deliverables. It is recommended to complete the Product Test Plan during MSE Start-up but may be delayed until prior to the first Construction sub-phase and formally submitted the next review gate.
3.2. Planning Phase

3.2.1 Phase Overview
As with the project lifecycle, the Planning Phase is the first phase in the lifecycle of an MSE work effort and is divided into two sub-phases; with work plan preparation and approval in the first sub-phase; and formal start-up, planning and mobilization in the second sub-phase.

3.2.2 Input to the Planning Phase
The primary deliverables and artifacts that will be used or referenced in this phase are:
- AASHTOWare MSE Work Plan Template;
- Prioritized lists of requested enhancements, existing problems, and technology upgrades needed; and
- Existing task force/product management, monitoring and control procedures.

Other key items used in this phase are the AASHTOWare Policies, Guidelines, and Procedures (PG&P), AASHTOWare Project/Product Task Force Handbook, and internal AASHTOWare procedures. The PG&P and Task Force Handbook are available for download on the AASHTOWare web server at:


In some cases, there may also be existing user requirements, system requirements, and/or functional design specifications that will be used to develop one or more requested enhancements.

3.2.3 Output from the Planning Phase
The following artifacts and deliverables are created or updated during this phase of the MSE work effort.
- **MSE (Product) Work Plan**
- Work Plan Components – The work plan includes sections and sub-sections that shall be completed in the approved work plan, and it also includes other parts that may be completed after the project is formally started. If any of the following work plan components are not included or not complete in the work plan, the work plan shall define
the plan to prepare or revise and approve the incomplete components as deliverables during the execution of the work plan.

- Enhancements to be implemented, problems to be corrected, and technology upgrades to be performed.
- Requirements and specifications for enhancements
- Application Infrastructure Upgrade Services
- Technical Process and Technologies
- Project Management, Monitoring and Control Procedures
- Communication Management Approach
- Configuration Management and Project Repository Approach
- Risk Management Approach
- Backup and Disaster Recovery
- Planned Deliverables, Review Gates and Milestones

- Planning and User Requirements Review Gate Approval Request – Required when the enhancements or another component of the work plan is revised during Project-Start-Up.
- MSE Schedule/Work Breakdown Structure - initial
- Project Repository

### 3.2.4 Standards Used/Referenced in this Phase

- Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard
- Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard – Used when developing the Application Infrastructure Upgrade Services section of the work plan, planning upgrade work activities for an existing product, and planning work to develop or update the Application Infrastructure Component List.
- Quality Assurance Standard – Used when developing the Quality Assurance Reviews section of the work plan and planning QA work activities, including participating in the annual QA meeting.
- Backup and Disaster Recovery Standard – Used when developing the Backup and Disaster Recovery Plans for the work plan and planning backup and disaster recovery activities.

### 3.2.5 Procedures

This section defines the project planning and project management activities that are to be followed by the task force and/or contractor during the Planning Phase and the results of those activities.

#### 3.2.5.1 Develop and Approve Work Plan

During the Work Plan Development sub-phase, the MSE work plan is prepared and approved. The AASHTOWare MSE Work Plan Template is a Microsoft Word template that is used to create an MSE work plan. The template includes all the required information that shall be included for each MSE work plan and contains instructions on how the template is to be used and completed. The URL for downloading both the template is included in the Work Plan Templates section of Chapter 6.

As described above, the MSE work plan has several sections that are specific to MSE work efforts. The template includes instructions on how the MSE-specific sections are to be completed, as well as, those sections which are the same as those for projects.
After the contractor prepares all sections of the work plan, the completed work plan is reviewed and approved by both the task force and SCOA. The work plan is approved in the same manner as described in the Approve Work Plan section in Chapter 2.

3.2.5.2 Perform MSE Start-Up Activities

The Project Start-Up sub-phase begins with the formal start-up of the contract work for the MSE work effort; and includes the planning and mobilization activities that occur prior to beginning the analysis, development, testing, and implementation activities for the MSE work. The contractor performs the following activities in the same manner as described in the Perform Project Start-Up Activities section projects in Chapter 2.

- Review work plan
- Plan work for first month
- Plan work through current phase and first review gate
- Prepare MSE schedule
- Execute plan for first month and remainder of Project-Start-Up – This step is the execution of the work planned in the prior activities which should include:
  - Prepare or revise any of the required work plan components that were not included or completed in the approved work plan. The Product Test Plan is recommended to be completed during this phase; however, it may also be completed in the next phase prior to construction.
  - Review and approve the new/revised work plan components as deliverables or as a revision to the work plan.
  - Implement and set up the technologies and procedures. Establish the project repository and store work plan and all documentation created to date.
  - Review and validate the existing list of enhancements to be implemented planned maintenance activities, and planned application infrastructure upgrade services. Make needed clarifications.
  - If needed and agreed to by both the task force and contractor, update the list of enhancements to be implemented, maintenance activities and application infrastructure upgrade services. These changes will require additional planning and update to the schedule during the next activity.
- Report Status and Plan Next Month

In addition to the above, the task force should Identify Stakeholders to Review Deliverables and provide to the contractor as discussed in Chapter 1.

3.2.5.3 Plan the Next Phase of the MSE Work Effort

At the end of the Project-Start-Up sub-phase, the contractor should review the planned work for the next phase; perform additional planning and update the MSE schedule, as required; and begin executing the Requirements, Design and Construction Phase.

This process of reviewing the work for the next phase should be repeated at the end of each phase; except for the Delivery and Closeout Phase.

3.2.5.4 Submit and Approve Planning & User Requirements Gate

If the enhancements, technology upgrades or other components of the work plan were revised or defined during the Project Start-Up sub-phase, the Planning and User Requirements Review Gate is scheduled, initiated, and approved at the end of the Project-Start-Up phase. The review gate approval request is submitted and approved as described in the Submit Planning and User Requirements Review Gate and Approve Planning and User Requirements Review Gate sections in Chapter 2.
If this review gate is not scheduled, the contractor should begin executing the next phase.

### 3.2.5.5 Manage, Monitor, and Control MSE Work Effort

In parallel to executing the planned activities and tasks, the MSE work effort should be managed, monitored, and controlled as defined by the procedures from the work plan or those revised during project Start-Up. These activities continue with each phase throughout the lifecycle of the MSE work effort. Refer to the *Manage, Monitor, and Control the Project* section in Chapter 2 for additional information.

### 3.3. Requirements, Design & Construction Phase

#### MSE Lifecycle and Review Gates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planning</th>
<th>Requirements, Design and Construction</th>
<th>Testing</th>
<th>Delivery &amp; Closeout</th>
<th>Warranty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work Plan Develop.</td>
<td>Requirements &amp; Func. Design</td>
<td>Alpha Testing</td>
<td>Closeout Review Gate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE Start-up</td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Beta Testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements &amp; Func. Design</td>
<td>System Test</td>
<td>Alpha Test Acceptance Gate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Beta Test Acceptance Gate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closeout Review Gate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May be executed in a series of repetitions or in waterfall sequence.

#### 3.3.1 Phase Overview

Where the project lifecycle includes three phases (Requirements & Analysis, Design, and Construction) between the Planning and Testing Phases; the MSE lifecycle combines the functions of these phases into a single phase with three sub-phases.

- During first sub-phase (Requirements & Functional Design), each enhancement is analyzed and the system requirements and design specifications for each enhancement are developed, documented, and approved.
- During the second sub-phase, each enhancement is constructed and tested (unit/build).
- During the third sub-phase all enhancements are system tested.

Two options are provided for executing the sub-phases as described below.

- In most cases an iterative approach is used, where the Requirements & Functional Design and Construction sub-phases are repeated for each enhancement or each group of related enhancements as shown in the example 1 diagram and described below.
  - An FDS or SRDS deliverable is created for each repetition of the Requirements & Functional Design sub-phase.
  - Each FDS/SRDS is approved prior to the beginning the construction sub-phase for the applicable enhancement(s) by deliverable approval or by review gate.
  - The repetitions of the Requirements & Functional Design and Construction sub-phases may be executed sequentially, overlapping or concurrently.
  - The last Construction sub-phase is followed by a single System Test sub-phase with all enhancements included in the system test.
The Requirements & Functional Design and Construction sub-phases may also be performed in a waterfall sequence as shown in the example 2 diagram and described below.

- The FDS/SRDS deliverables for all enhancements are completed in a single Requirements & Functional Design sub-phase.
- The FDS/SRDS may be prepared as a single deliverable for all enhancements or as multiple deliverables like that used in the iterative approach.
- All FDS/SRDS deliverable(s) must be approved prior to beginning the development of all enhancements in a single Construction sub-phase by deliverable approval or by review gate. The Functional Design Review Gate is the recommend method for approval when using a waterfall sequence as shown in the following diagram.
- The Construction sub-phase is followed by a single System Test sub-phase with all enhancements included in the system test.

In both of the above options, the Requirements, Design and Construction Phase ends with a successful system test of all enhancements.

The Testing and Delivery & Closeout Phases are performed for the complete scope of the MSE effort (inclusive of all enhancements, maintenance work, and upgrades).

Either option is considered standard and can be used without requesting an exception.

Regardless of what method is used, the approach should be agreed upon by the both contractor and task force and documented in the MSE work plan and reflected in the MSE schedule.

This standard does not specifically address the analysis, design and construction work associated maintenance activities and technology upgrades; however, it is assumed that these activities are completed during this phase and the results are included in the product that will be alpha tested in the next phase.
3.3.2 Input to the Requirements, Design & Construction Phase
The primary deliverables and artifacts that will be used or referenced in this phase are:

- The enhancements to be implemented, the problems to be corrected, and the technology upgrades to be performed.
- In some cases, there may also be existing user requirements, system requirements, and/or functional design specifications that will be used to develop one or more requested enhancements.

Other key items used in this phase are the MSE Work Plan; MSE Schedule; the work plan procedures, processes and technologies; and Section 508/Accessibility web sites.

3.3.3 Output from the Requirements, Design & Construction Phase
The following artifacts and deliverables are created or updated during this phase of the MSE work effort.

- Lists of enhancements to be implemented and problems to be corrected – if revised during this phase
- Enhancement system requirements and design specifications in the form of one or more FDS or SRDS deliverable(s).
- Approval documentation for SRDS deliverables.
- Product Test Plan - if revised during this phase
- Test procedures for enhancements – initial or revised
- Successful System Test
- Alpha Test Plan – initial or revised
- Development Review Gate Approval Request (Optional) – Submission of this review gate approval request occurs in those cases when the task force requests the contractor to formally acknowledge that a system test has been completed successfully and the product is ready for Alpha Testing and/or when the task wants to review the Alpha Test plan prior to beginning Alpha Testing.
- MSE Schedule – if revised
- Project Repository - updated

3.3.4 Standards Used/Referenced in this Phase
- Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard
- Security Standard - Used when developing the requirements and design for the system security.

3.3.5 Procedures
This section defines the analysis, design, and construction activities that are to be followed by the task force and/or contractor during this phase and the results of those activities.

3.3.5.1 Develop System Requirements
During this phase, the contractor analyzes each enhancement and determines if the description of each enhancement is clear and concise. At this point, the contractor should also determine which enhancements (if any) should be grouped together for system requirements, design, documentation, and construction purposes.

The contractor develops and documents system requirements to expand and clarify what is needed to meet the intent of each enhancement. A system requirement may also define what needs to be done to implement an enhancement.
The number of system requirements and the level of detail will vary based on the size and complexity of each enhancement. Typically, system requirements are only created for the medium and large size enhancements in an MSE work effort and are not normally needed for small enhancements or maintenance work. When analyzing enhancements, each of the following type of system requirements should be considered during this activity.

- Functional Requirements
- Preliminary Data Requirements
- System Interface Requirements
- User Interface Requirements
- Security Requirements
- Accessibility Requirements
- Performance Requirements
- Technical Architecture Requirements
- Other Non-Functional Requirements (such as communications, disaster recovery, maintainability, portability, reliability, and scalability impose constraints on the design or implementation)

Each of the above types of system requirements is described in the Define System Requirements section in Chapter 2.

In some cases, the contractor may have developed partial system requirements prior to beginning the project and included these in the work plan. In these cases, the number of system requirements developed in this phase will be limited. The goal should be to have the appropriate detail in the system requirements to design each enhancement and to adequately test and accept each completed enhancement.

The system requirements for an enhancement or group of enhancements are normally documented with the functional design specifications for the enhancement(s) in FDS or SRDS (System Requirements and Design Specifications) deliverables, as described below. The system requirements may also be documented separately in a spread sheet or other type of document as long as the deliverable has the required content and is reviewed and approved by the task force. The content requirements for an enhancement SRS are defined in the System Requirements Specification (SRS) section in Chapter 5.

3.3.5.2 Develop the Functional Design

During this activity, the enhancements and their system requirements are translated into functional design specifications that define “how the requirements will be implemented” from a user or business perspective. The functional design specifications should be documented using terminology that can be readily reviewed and understood by the task force, technical review teams (TRTs), technical advisory groups (TAGs), and other stakeholders; and should demonstrate that the enhancement(s) and associated system requirements will be implemented.

As with the system requirements; the level of detail of the functional design will vary based on the size and complexity of each enhancement. Technical design specifications (TDS) are not required for MSE work; however, if needed, the contractor should develop additional specifications at the appropriate level of detail required to construct the enhancements. This may include updating the TDS from a prior project or MSE effort.

When designing the enhancements, each of the following type of design elements should be considered for inclusion in the functional design specifications.

- System Structure Diagram
In many cases, the above design elements will normally be documented as revisions or additions to the design elements that were developed during the initial development of the existing product or prior enhancements. Each of the above types of design elements is described in Develop the Functional Design section in Chapter 2.

As with the system requirements, contractor may have developed partial functional design specifications prior to beginning the project and included these in the work plan. In these cases, functional design activities will normally include revisions or additions to the design specifications provided in the work plan.

As described above, the design specifications for each enhancement or group of related enhancements are normally documented in an enhancement FDS or SRDS deliverable along with the systems requirements. The content requirement for these deliverables is defined in the Functional Design Specification (FDS) section of Chapter 5. As noted in this chapter, these deliverables are not required to be named enhancement FDS or SRDS.

Design specifications are not required for small enhancements unless requested by the task force. Also, no design specifications are required for maintenance work.

3.3.5.3 Review and Approve the FDS/SRDS Deliverables

Regardless of the development approach used, each FDS or SRDS deliverable must be approved by the task force prior to the construction of the enhancements covered by the FDS/SRDS. These deliverables will normally be submitted to a stakeholder group (TAG or TRT) for review prior to task force review.

Iterative Approach (Repeating Requirements & Functional Design and Construction Sub-Phases)

After both the system requirements and functional design activities are completed and documented for an enhancement or a group of related enhancements, the contractor submits the FDS/SRDS deliverable for the enhancement(s) to the task force for review and approval.

When approved, the contractor is authorized to begin construction of the enhancement(s) covered by the approved FDS/SRDS deliverable.

Each FDS/SRDS deliverable shall be approved by the MSE’s Deliverable Review and Approval procedure or the Review Gate Approval Procedure.

The contractor and task force may choose to submit and approve each FDS/SRDS deliverable as completed or submit and approve multiple FDS/SRDS deliverables in a single submission.

Waterfall Approach (One Requirements & Functional Design Sub-Phase and One Construction Sub-Phase)

After the system requirements and functional design activities are completed and documented for all enhancements, the contractor submits all FDS/SRDS deliverables to the task force for approval.

When approved, the contractor is authorized to begin construction of all enhancements.
As with the iterative approach, each FDS/SRDS deliverable shall be approved by the MSE’s Deliverable Review and Approval procedure or the Review Gate Approval Procedure. Submission of the Functional Design Review Gate approval request is the recommended method for approval.

3.3.5.4 Develop Test Procedures

Prior to or with the development of each enhancement, the contractor shall develop the appropriate test procedures for unit testing, build and system testing. In most cases, new test procedures are created to support the enhancements and are added to existing test procedures created for the product during a previous project or MSE work effort. Existing test procedures may also be revised to support the enhancements for the MSE work.

3.3.5.5 Construct Enhancements

As described in the Project Development Process; construction involves coding, creating databases, integration, unit testing and build testing. All hardware or software needed to support the construction effort should be installed and setup by the time construction begins.

The design specifications for the current enhancements (FDS/SRDS) and existing FDS, SRDS, and TDS deliverables from prior projects and MSE efforts are used as a design blueprint. Each enhancement or group of enhancements is constructed after the system requirements and design specifications are approved and the test procedures for the enhancement(s) are completed.

The process used for construction is left up to the contractor. Construction of the various enhancements for the MSE work effort should normally occur in the order defined in the MSE work effort’s schedule. The contractor is authorized to begin construction of an enhancement, after the task force approves the FDS/SRDS for the enhancement. Since all FDS/SRDS deliverables are approved together when using a waterfall sequence, all enhancements are authorized for construction after a single approval.

Once approved, some enhancements may be developed concurrently while others may be developed sequentially. With the iterative approach, one or more enhancements may be in design while other enhancements are being constructed and tested, and while additional enhancements may be completed or not started. Construction and testing for small enhancements and maintenance work are also completed during this phase.

3.3.5.6 Perform System Test

After all construction is completed for all enhancements, the contractor shall perform a system test. System testing tests all system components constructed during the MSE effort and ensures that integration is complete with existing components and the system performs as required. All test procedures that will be used for alpha testing should be executed to ensure that all user and system requirements are met. The scope of system testing is the same as that of alpha testing (complete system, specific components, specific enhancements, etc.) and is defined the Product Test Plan or the “Test Plan” section of work plan.

The Requirements, Design and Construction phase ends with a successful system test and with the product ready for alpha testing.
3.3.5.7 Submit and Approve Development Review Gate (Optional)

If the task force and contractor have planned the optional Development Review Gate, the contractor should submit the review gate approval request after completing a successful system test. In this case, the Alpha Test Plan, which is described in the Testing Phase, is completed and approved prior to, or with, this review gate.

If this review gate is not planned, the Alpha Test Plan is completed prior to beginning Alpha Testing in next phase and is submitted prior to, or with, the Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate.

3.3.5.8 Continue to Plan, Manage, Monitor and Control

As the Requirements, Design and Construction Phase is executed and completed, the contractor, task force and AASHTO PM should continue to manage, monitor, and control the project.

At the end of this phase, the contractor should review the planned work for the next phase (Testing); perform additional planning and update the MSE schedule, as required; and then begin executing the Testing Phase.
3.4. Testing Phase

3.4.1 Phase Overview

The Testing phase for MSE work is the same as that for projects and is subdivided into two sub-phases, Alpha Testing and Beta Testing. The Testing Phase ends after approval of the Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate.

There are certain cases where beta testing is not performed during an MSE work effort. Exclusion of beta testing may occur in MSE work plans with only minor or limited enhancements; and in work plans where an exception to omit beta testing is included in the approved work plan or approved by SCOA in a separate request. In both cases, the “Scope” and/or “Test Plan” sections of the work plan should state that no beta testing will be performed.

3.4.2 Input to the Testing Phase

The primary deliverables and artifacts that will be used in this phase are:

- The enhancements to be implemented, user requirements, the problems to be corrected, and the technology upgrades to be performed
- Enhancement system requirements and functional design specifications (SRDS)
- Product Test Plan
- Test procedures for enhancements
- Alpha Test Plan (if completed in previous phase) or Existing Alpha Test from previous project or MSE
- Existing Beta Test Plan and Product Installation Package from previous project or MSE

Other key items used in this phase are the MSE Work Plan; MSE Schedule; and the work plan procedures, processes and technologies.

3.4.3 Output from the Testing Phase

The following deliverables and artifacts shall be planned, prepared or updated, submitted, and approved to comply with this standard or the referenced standard.

- Alpha Test Plan - revised
- Alpha Test Results
- Beta Test Materials* (Beta Test Plan and Beta Installation Package) initial or revised
- Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate Approval Request
- Agency Beta Test Results Report(s)*
- Beta Test Results Report*
3.4.4 Standards Used/Referenced in this Phase
Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard

3.4.5 Procedures
This section defines the alpha and beta testing activities that are to be followed by the task force and/or contractor during this phase and the results of those activities.

3.4.5.1 Perform Alpha and Beta Testing
Alpha and Beta Testing are planned, performed, documented, and approved executing the same activities as those used for projects. In most cases the Alpha Test Plan and the Beta Test Materials (Beta Test Plan and Beta Installation Package) are prepared by updating existing deliverables that were prepared during a previous project or MSE work effort.

The following list summarizes the key testing activities. Each of these is described in the Procedures section of the Testing Phase section in Chapter 2.

- Prepare/update Alpha Test Plan
- Review Alpha Test Plan
- Perform Alpha Testing and prepare Alpha Test Results Report
- Review and approve Alpha Test Results Report
- Prepare/update Beta Test Materials* (Beta Test Plan and Beta Test Installation Package)
- Review Beta Test Materials*
- Submit Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate
- Approve Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate
- Perform Beta Testing and prepare the Beta Test Results Report*
- Review Beta Test Results Report*
- Repeat Beta Testing as required*
- Finalize Product Installation Package
- Draft the cover letter for Product Installation Package distribution
- Submit Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate*
- Approve the Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate*

*The beta testing activities listed above will not occur in those cases where beta testing is excluded in the approved MSE work plan or an exception to exclude beta testing has been approved.

3.4.5.2 Continue to Plan, Manage, Monitor and Control
As the Testing is executed and completed, the contractor, task force and AASHTO PM should continue to Manage, Monitor, and Control the Project.
At the end of this phase, the contractor should review the planned work for the next phase; perform additional planning and update MSE schedule, as required; and then begin executing the Delivery and Closeout Phase.
3.5. Delivery and Closeout Phase

3.5.1 Phase Overview

The Delivery and Closeout phase for MSE work is the same as that for project with the primary activities of distributing the completed product to the customer sites and formally closing the MSE work effort.

3.5.2 Input to the Delivery and Closeout Phase

The primary deliverables and artifacts that will be used in this phase are:

- Product Installation Package (or Beta Installation Package)
- Existing VPAT
- Existing Application Infrastructure Component List
- All deliverables and artifacts completed during the MSE effort

Other key items used in this phase are the MSE Work Plan; MSE Schedule; and the work plan procedures, processes and technologies.

3.5.3 Output from the Delivery and Closeout Phase

The following deliverables and artifacts shall be planned, prepared or updated, submitted, and approved to comply with this standard or the referenced standard.

- Completed product - final
- Product Installation Package - final
- Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT) – final (if updated)
- Application Infrastructure Component List – final (if updated)
- Development and Maintenance Document (if updated)
- MSE Archive Package
- Closeout Review Gate Approval Request
- Project Repository - updated

3.5.4 Standards Used/Referenced in this Phase

- Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard
- Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard – Used when preparing or updating the Application Infrastructure Component List.
- Product Naming Conventions Standard – Used to ensure that product names, terminology, branding, icons, release numbers, and splash screens are correct.
3.5.5 Procedures

The procedures described below define the activities that are to be followed by the task force and/or contractor during this phase.

3.5.5.1 Distribute Product and Complete MSE Work

The product is distributed and the MSE work effort is completed, performing the same activities as those used for projects. In most cases these activities involve updating deliverables and artifacts that were originally prepared during a previous project or MSE work effort.

The following list summarizes the key activities of the Delivery and Closeout Phase. Each of these is described in the Procedures section of the Delivery and Closeout Phase of Chapter 2.

- Distribute the product and begin providing support
- Update the Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT) – If the accessibility functions of the product are modified, the contractor shall determine if the existing VPAT needs to be updated and make the appropriate modifications.
- Update the Application Infrastructure Component List – The contractor shall update the existing Application Infrastructure Component List for the product(s) when a new version of an existing component is implemented, a new component is implemented, and/or an existing component deleted. Refer to the Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard.
- Update Development and Maintenance Documentation – If this documentation exists, it should be updated prior to closing the MSE work effort. If there is no existing documentation, no new documentation is required.
- Prepare MSE Archive Package
- Review above deliverables and artifacts
- Resolve installation and other critical problems
- Update and redistribute Product Installation Package or login credentials for hosted applications as needed
- Report installation status to the task force.
- Submit Closeout Review Gate.
- Approve Closeout Review Gate.

3.5.5.2 Closeout MSE Work Effort

After the Closeout Review Gate is approved, the contractor sends the VPAT and MSE Archive to AASHTO PM. Other than warranty work, all other work on the MSE work effort shall be terminated.
4. Adapting the Lifecycle and Process

4.1. Introduction

Although the project lifecycle has been described and depicted in Chapter 2 as a waterfall process, where the phases and sub-phases are accomplished sequentially; the lifecycle may also be adapted to accomplish the phases and sub-phases concurrently or cyclically. The lifecycle and the development process are meant to be flexible to address the scope, size, and complexity of specific projects. The MSE lifecycle and process are also meant to be flexible.

The phases and sub-phases of the project and MSE lifecycles are meant to provide a uniform approach to AASHTOWare software development and maintenance; however, there are cases where modification is required. For example, a project that is limited to the development of requirements and/or design specifications will require fewer phases; and a project using an iterative development methodology will typically repeat certain phases. Other modifications may be needed for a large complex project, a small MSE effort with limited enhancements, or for a contractor’s specific development methodology.

The required review gates, deliverables and artifacts described in both Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are the least flexible part of the development process; however, there will be cases when certain items may be eliminated or accomplished in a different manner. For example, a project limited to the development of requirements and/or design specifications will not include the Construction or Testing Phases and the deliverables and review gates associated with these phases. An iterative development project normally combines the Design and Construction Phases into a single phase which includes a series of design, construction, and system testing sub-phases for each development iteration.

Since iterative development projects and projects that develop requirements and design specifications occur regularly, a standard adaption has been created for each of these types of projects. These standard adaptions, which are included in the next two sections, provide modifications that may be made to applicable projects without an exception to this standard.

The last section in this chapter includes some other adaptions that may be made to any project or MSE work effort. Some of these adaptions will require an exception which must be approved by SCOA. All adaptations to the standard lifecycle and process should be described in the work plan.
4.2. Iterative Project Development Process

This section describes a standard adaption of the project lifecycle and development process for projects using an iterative development methodology. An iterative development project breaks the proposed application into smaller chunks or segments and the design, construction and testing activities are completed in repeated cycles or iterations. For AASHTOWare, the project is typically divided into functional segments or software development time box segments. Any of the key activities (sub-phases) in the Requirements & Analysis, Design, and/or Construction Phases may be completed in iterations. One or more iterative phases are created by combining sub-phases from the standard project lifecycle.

The iterative project development process described in this section allows flexibility to customize the standard project lifecycle (refer to Project Development Process) to fit most iterative development methodologies. Three iterative lifecycle example adaptions of the standard project development process are described in this section. Each adaption is briefly discussed below followed by a lifecycle diagram. Additional details on each lifecycle are provided later in this section. If these lifecycles are used as described in this section, no exception is required.

Iterative Lifecycle 1 – In this lifecycle, the Technical Design, Construction, and System Testing activities for each segment are completed in iterations during a Design and Construction Phase. Prior to beginning the iterations; the user requirements, system requirements and functional design specifications are developed in two non-iterative phases. This lifecycle provides the flexibility to define the pre-iteration requirements and functional design specifications at either a broad, preliminary level (high level) or a more granular, detailed level; depending on the project objectives. The lifecycle also allows the requirements to be defined at a detailed level and the functional design to be defined at a high level, as well as, allowing the user requirements to be detailed, while the system requirements and functional design are defined at a high level. When the requirements and/or functional design are defined at a high level, these will normally be refined during the Design and Construction iterations. After the iterations are completed, the project lifecycle returns to the standard lifecycle with the Testing and Delivery & Closeout Phases completed for the complete scope of the project.
Iterative Lifecycle 2 – In this lifecycle, preliminary (high level) User Requirements, System Requirements and Functional Design specifications are defined in a single Preliminary Requirements and Functional Design phase prior to beginning an iterative Design and Construction Phase. This lifecycle uses a more incremental approach for developing the requirements and function design than that of Lifecycle 1.

- Only a limited number of broad, high level, preliminary requirements and functional design specifications are defined before beginning the iterative Design and Construction phase;
- The preliminary user and system requirements will be refined, and additional requirements will be discovered while iteratively developing the detailed Functional Design specifications for each segment; and
- Additional refinement may occur again during the Technical Design, Construction and System Test activities for each segment.

As with Lifecycle 1, the project returns to the standard lifecycle with the Testing and Delivery & Closeout Phases completed for the complete scope of the project.

Iterative Lifecycle 3 – This lifecycle includes two iterative phases. The User Requirements, Systems Requirements and Functional Design activities for each segment are completed iteratively during the Requirements and Functional Design Phase. The first phase produces the same deliverables as the first two phases in Lifecycle 2 using an iterative approach is lieu of a waterfall approach. The second iterative phase (Design and Construction) is the same as that used in Lifecycle 2. As with Lifecycles 1 and 2, the project returns to the standard lifecycle with the Testing and Delivery & Closeout Phases completed for the complete scope of the project.

This section is written similar to Chapter 3 and primarily focuses on the differences between projects using the standard project development process (waterfall) and projects using an iterative development methodology. When an activity in the Iterative Project Development...
Process is the same or very similar to an activity in the standard project process, the duplicate activity will normally include a hyperlink to the more detailed description in Chapter 2. Each iterative lifecycle includes a section organized by lifecycle phase. After Iterative Lifecycle1 is described, Iterative Lifecycle 2 primarily focuses on the differences with Lifecycle 1. Lifecycle 3 then focuses on the differences with Lifecycle 2 and 3.

The next section summarizes the differences between the iterative and waterfall project development processes.

### 4.2.1 Phases, Review Gates, Deliverables and Artifacts

The section summarizes the differences in phases, review gates, deliverable and artifacts between an iterative development project and a waterfall development project; and the allowable customizations.

- The work plan for an iterative development project has the same sections and uses the same template as a standard project. The work plan should define the typical information in each section plus the specific iterative development and testing approaches, lifecycle, review gates, and deliverables that are unique to the project. Refer to the Planning Phase for additional information.

- One or more iterative phases are created by combining the key activities (sub-phases) shown below of the following standard project lifecycle phases.
  - Requirements & Analysis Phase
    - User Requirements
    - System Requirements
  - Design Phase
    - Functional Design
    - Technical Design
  - Construction Phase
    - Construct (or Build)
    - System Testing

- Examples of iterative phases are provided in the three iterative lifecycles in the previous section.
  - Lifecycle 1, 2 and 3 – The Technical Design, Construction, and System Testing sub-phases are combined to form an iterative Design and Construction Phase.
  - Lifecycle 3 - The User Requirements, Systems Requirements and Functional Design sub-phases are combined to form an iterative Requirements and Functional Design Phase.

- Examples of other possible iterative phases not shown in the three iterative lifecycles are listed below.
  - An iterative phase may combine the Construction and System Testing sub-phase to form an iterative Construction Phase.
  - An iterative phase may combine the System Requirements and Functional Design sub-phases to form an iterative System Requirements and Functional Design Phase.

- All other standard project phases (Planning, Testing and Delivery and Closeout) are executed in waterfall sequence as described in the Project Development Process section.
Required deliverables, review gates and other deliverable approvals will normally influence the number of iterative phases and the execution of those phases, as described below.

**An Iteration FDS shall be prepared for each iteration in an iterative phase that includes a sub-phase for developing or significant refining the functional design.**

- An Iteration FDS includes the system requirements, functional design specifications and test procedures for the iteration. Refer to Functional Design Specification (FDS) for the content of the Iteration FDS.
- Each iteration FDS shall be approved by the task force using the project’s Deliverable Review and Approval procedure or Review Gate Approval Procedure.
- Approval authorizes the contractor to begin the construction of the iteration.

**An Iteration Test Results Report shall be prepared after the system test for each iteration in an iterative Design and Construction phase or an iterative Construction phase.**

- An Iteration Test Results Report includes similar content to that of an Alpha Test Results Report.
- Each iteration Test Results Report shall be approved by the task force using the project’s Deliverable Review and Approval procedure or Review Gate Approval Procedure.
- Approval represents completion and acceptance of the iteration.

As with waterfall projects, the Planning and User Requirements review gate is conditional, and the Alpha Test Acceptance, Beta Test Acceptance, and Closeout review gates are required. The required deliverables and artifacts for these review gates are the same as that for waterfall projects.

**The Functional Design Review Gate is required in the following cases for iterative projects.**

- **Following an iterative Functional Design phase or sub-phase.**
  - The Functional Design Review Gate is required after the last iteration of an iterative functional design phase or sub-phase. For example, in Lifecycle 3, the Functional Design Review Gate occurs after the last iteration in the Requirements and Functional Design phase.
  - This review gate will normally replace the Iteration FDS approval for the last iteration.
  - The current versions of the URS, RTM, SRS and FDS shall be submitted with the review gate.

- **Following a non-iterative Functional Design phase or sub-phase.**
  - The Functional Design Review Gate is required after all functional design activities for a non-iterative phase or sub-phase are completed.
    - In Lifecycle 1, the Functional Design Review Gate occurs after the Functional Design phase.
    - In Lifecycle 2, the Functional Design Review Gate occurs after the Preliminary Requirements and Functional Design Phase.
  - The current versions of the RTM, SRS and FDS (preliminary or detailed) shall be submitted with, or prior to the review gate.
Refer to the **Functional Design Review Gate**, **Submit Functional Design Review Gate** and **Approve Functional Design Review Gate** sections for additional information on this review gate.

- **The Development Review Gate is optional, as with waterfall development projects; however, it is recommended that this review gate be scheduled at the completion of an iterative Design and Construction phase or an iterative Construction phase.**
- For example, in Lifecycle 1, the Development Review Gate would occur after the last iteration in the Design and Construction phase.
- When scheduled, this review gate will normally replace the Iteration Test Results Report approval for the last iteration.
- Refer to the **Development Review Gate** and **Submit and Approve Development Review Gate (Optional)** sections for additional information on this review gate.

As with waterfall projects, the User Requirements Specification (URS) is normally defined in the work plan and is reviewed, validated, and, if needed, revised during the execution project. If no URS exists, the project will normally define the URS during the execution of the project.

- A URS may be defined at the normal, detailed level as used with waterfall projects.
- A Preliminary URS with high level user requirements is defined as the initial URS when the user requirements are developed incrementally as the lifecycle of the project progresses. A Preliminary URS is defined during the Preliminary Requirements and Functional Design Phase of Lifecycle 2. A Preliminary URS may be optionally defined during the Requirements and Analysis Phase of Lifecycle 1.
- The User requirements may be defined iteratively as in in Lifecycle 3.
- **If the URS (preliminary or detailed) is defined or updated in a non-iterative phase, the URS is approved with the Planning and User Requirements Review Gate.**
- **If the URS is defined or updated in an iterative phase, the required content of the URS is included in an iteration deliverable (such as an Iteration FDS) and approved with that deliverable.**

As with waterfall projects, both the System Requirements Specification (SRS) and the Functional Design Specification (FDS) are normally defined during the execution of the project. An existing SRS or FDS may also be included in the work plan and reviewed, validated, and revised (if needed) during the execution of the project.

- If the SRS is developed or updated prior to an iterative phase, this normally occurs in a System Requirements sub-phase that follows or overlaps with the User Requirements sub-phase as in Lifecycle 1.
- If the FDS is developed or updated prior to an iterative phase, this normally occurs in a Functional Design Phase or sub-phase which follows or overlaps with the System Requirements sub-phase as in Lifecycle 1.
- A Preliminary SRS is defined as the initial SRS when the system requirements are developed incrementally as the lifecycle of the project progresses. A Preliminary FDS is defined when the functional specifications are developed incrementally. A Preliminary SRS and FDS are refined during the Preliminary Requirements and Functional Design Phase of Lifecycle 2. A Preliminary SRS and/or FDS may be optionally defined during the Requirements and Analysis Phase of Lifecycle 1.
- The SRS and/or FDS are defined iteratively as shown in Lifecycle 3.
- If the SRS and/or FDS (preliminary or detailed) are defined or updated in a non-iterative phase, both are approved with the Functional Design Review Gate.
- If SRS and FDS are defined or updated in an iterative phase, both are documented in an Iteration FDS and approved with that Iteration FDS.

- The RTM is created and updated as the project progresses during the various User Requirements, System Requirements, Functional Design, and Construction phases/sub-phases of an iterative project.
- Any phase that defines preliminary, high level versions of deliverables (URS, SRS and/or FSD) should be prefixed with “Preliminary”. The deliverables should also be prefixed. This strictly a recommendation to help clarify the scope and content of these deliverables.
- The TDS is created incrementally as the iterations are designed and constructed.

The following diagram provides a summary view of the iterative project review gates and required deliverables and artifacts in relationship to iterative project development lifecycle approach shown in Lifecycle 1.
The following apply to Iterative Lifecycle 1 shown in the above diagram:

- The Planning & User Requirements, Alpha Test Acceptance, Beta Test Acceptance, and Closeout review gates are the same as that of the standard waterfall project for all iterative projects.
- The following apply to Iterative Lifecycle 1 shown in the above diagram.
  - The Functional Design Review Gate occurs after the Functional Design Phase.
  - The URS, SRS and FDS may be developed at a broad, preliminary level or a detailed level prior to beginning the iterations. In most cases, the FDS is developed at a preliminary level.
  - An iteration SRS is prepared and approved for each iteration.
  - An iteration FDS is prepared and approved for each iteration.
  - Each iteration is accepted by review gate approval or by the project’s deliverable approval procedure.
  - The development & maintenance document is updated with each iteration.
  - The Preliminary RTM is updated with each iteration. The Final RTM is submitted with the Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate.
  - The Requirements & Analysis and Functional Design Phases or the sub-phases should be prefixed with “Preliminary” when the URS, SRS or FDS is created with a broad level of detail.
4.2.2 Iterative Lifecycle 1

The development approach used in this lifecycle is a hybrid type of iterative development approach that uses both waterfall and iterative methods across the Requirements, Design, Construction, and System Testing activities. The lifecycle includes a non-iterative Requirements & Analysis Phase and a non-iterative Functional Design Phase followed by an iterative Design and Construction Phase. The lifecycle allows the requirements and functional design to be defined at preliminary level or a detailed level prior to beginning the Design and Construction iterations.

4.2.2.1 Planning Phase

As with a water fall development project, the Planning Phase is divided into two sub-phases; with work plan preparation and approval in the Work Plan Development sub-phase; and formal start-up, planning and mobilization in the Project Start-Up sub-phase.

The standard AASHTOWare Project Work Plan Template is used to develop the work plan. The work plan should describe the specific iterative development approach, lifecycle with iterative phases, development activities within each iterative phase, number segments/iterations that will be used, the scope of each segment, and test approach that will be used for the project. The type and scope of deliverables that will be created prior to the iterations and the type of deliverables created during the design, development and testing of the iterations is also defined in the work plan. The method for approving the iteration deliverables is also defined.

The Procedures described in the Planning Phase section of Chapter 2 should be used to prepare and approve the work plan; and to plan and execute the project start-up activities, including the update and approval of work plan components, setup activities, and begin management, monitoring and control activities.

4.2.2.2 Requirements and Analysis Phase

Similar to the waterfall project development process, the Requirements and Analysis Phase for this iterative lifecycle is divided into two sub-phases.

4.2.2.2.1. User Requirements Sub-Phase

During this phase, the URS is developed or revised at the normal, detailed level used with waterfall projects or at a preliminary, high level of detail. The preliminary, high
level URS is developed in those cases, where the user requirements are developed incrementally as the project progresses.

If a detailed level of URS is defined or revised, the following activities are performed during the User Requirements sub-phase as described in Chapter 2.

► **Review, Analyze and Validate User Requirements**
► **Revise URS**
► **Review and Approve Final URS**
► **Create Initial Preliminary Requirements Traceability Matrix**

If no user requirements exist, the project will include activities to define and document the URS. In this case, refer to the user requirement activities in the Define and Approve User Requirements section of the Requirements/Design Development Process.

Although the URS is created at a detailed level, the iterative process may still introduce revisions and/or additions during the following phases, including the iterative Design and Construction phase.

If a preliminary, less detailed version of the URS is defined, then the activities in this sub-phase are considered as the first steps in the incremental development of the project’s user requirements. This type of URS is referred to as a Preliminary URS to help clarify the scope and content; however, this naming convention is not required. If needed, the sub-phase may also be referred to as the Preliminary User Requirements sub-phase.

► The Preliminary URS normally has a limited number of high level or broad user requirements.
► The requirements in the Preliminary URS should provide sufficient detail to proceed with the System Requirements sub-phase and the Functional Design Phase.
► When a Preliminary URS is defined, the assumption is that the user requirements will be revised and additional user requirements discovered during the following phases.

The above activities may also be performed when refining a Preliminary URS that was included in the work plan.

### 4.2.2.2.2. Submit and Approve Planning and User Requirements Review Gate

If the URS (or Preliminary URS) is revised or defined during the User Requirements sub-phase phase or if work plan components were modified during the Project Start-Up sub-phase, the Planning and User Requirements Review Gate shall be scheduled, initiated, and approved. This review gate is scheduled at the end of the User Requirements sub-phase when the URS is defined or revised during the execution of the project. The review gate approval request is submitted and approved as described in the Submit Planning and User Requirements Review Gate and Approve Planning and User Requirements Review Gate sections in the Requirements and Analysis Phase of Chapter 2.

If this review gate is not scheduled, the contractor should begin executing the System Requirements sub-phase.

### 4.2.2.2.3. System Requirements Sub-Phase

During this phase, the SRS is developed or revised at the normal, detailed level used with waterfall projects or at a preliminary, high level of detail. As with the URS, the preliminary, high level SRS is developed in those cases where the system requirements are developed incrementally as the project progresses.
If a detailed level of SRS is defined or revised, the following activities are performed during the System Requirements sub-phase as described in Chapter 2.

- **Define System Requirements**
- **Prepare SRS**
- **Update Preliminary RTM**
- **Review and Approve System Requirements**

Although the SRS is created at a detailed level, the iterative process may still introduce revisions and/or additions during the following phases, including the iterative Design and Construction phase.

If a Preliminary SRS is defined during this sub-phase, then the activities in this sub-phase are considered the first steps in the incremental development of the project’s system requirements. As with the Preliminary URS, the “Preliminary” prefix is added for clarification and may also be added to the sub-phase name.

- The requirements in the Preliminary SRS normally focus on high level functionality and on broad requirements that apply to the overall proposed product, such as user interface, security, accessibility, technical architecture, and internal/external software interface requirements.
- Although the level of detail will be less in a Preliminary SRS, each type of system requirement component described for a System Requirements Specification (SRS) in Chapter 5 shall be considered when developing the Preliminary SRS.
- The incremental development of the SRS will continue with revisions and the discovery of additional user requirements during the following Functional Design phase and the Iterative Design and Construction phase.
- A limited version of the above activities may also be performed when refining a Preliminary SRS that was included in the work plan.
- Each system requirement in the Preliminary SRS is entered into the RTM and referenced to its source user requirement.

Regardless if the SRS is developed at a preliminary or at a detailed level, it shall be approved prior to, or with, the Functional Design Review Gate; and prior to beginning the first iteration.

### 4.2.2.2.4. Functional Design Phase

During this phase, the FDS is developed or revised at the normal detailed level used with waterfall projects or at a preliminary, high level of detail. As with the URS and FDS, the preliminary, high level FDS is developed in those cases where the functional design is developed incrementally as the project progresses.

If a detailed level of FDS is defined or revised, the following activities are performed in the same manner as those in the Functional Design sub-phase described in Chapter 2.

- **Update and Refine the SRS**
- **Develop the Functional Design**
- **Select and Document Initial Technical Architecture**
- **Prepare Functional Design Specification (FDS)**
- **Update the Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)**
- **Obtain Stakeholder/Task Force Review & Approval of FDS**

Although the FDS is created at a detailed level, the iterative process may still introduce revisions and/or additions during the iterative Design and Construction phase.
If a Preliminary FDS is defined during this sub-phase, then the activities in this sub-phase are considered the first steps in the incremental development of the project's functional design. As with the Preliminary URS and SRS, the “Preliminary” prefix is added for clarification and may also be added to the sub-phase name.

► The Preliminary FDS should address the overall proposed product and only provide limited details on areas of the design that are specific to a single iteration.
► The level of detail in the Preliminary FDS should be sufficient to provide the task force and stakeholders with a preliminary understanding of how the system will work.
► Although the level of detail is less than that of the normal FDS, the contractor shall consider each of the required FDS content areas listed with the Functional Design Specification (FDS) in Chapter 5 when developing the Preliminary FDS.
► Example content of a Preliminary FDS includes a preliminary domain diagram; process diagrams that describe the proposed system down to the level of the iterations, internal and external interfaces, data stores; an initial data dictionary; example screens, menus/UI navigation and reports; high level descriptions of the security and interface designs; and high level technical architecture diagrams.
► If a Preliminary SRS is created, the Preliminary FDS will primarily focus on design specifications that support the system requirements in the Preliminary SRS.
► The incremental development of the FDS will continue with revisions and additions to functional design specifications during the Iterative Design and Construction phase.
► A limited version of the above activities may also be performed when refining a Preliminary FDS that was included in the work plan.
► References to each design element in the Preliminary FDS are added RTM with traceability to the source system requirement.

Regardless if the FDS is developed at a preliminary or at a detailed level, it shall be approved prior to, or with, the Functional Design Review Gate; and prior to beginning the first iteration. In most cases, a stakeholder group (TAG/TRT) will review the FDS prior to the task force review.

4.2.2.2.5. Submit and Approve Functional Design Review Gate

The Functional Design Review Gate approval request is submitted after the SRS (preliminary or detailed) and FDS (preliminary or detailed) are completed and prior to beginning the Iterative Design and Construction phase. The review gate approval request is submitted and approved as described in the Submit Functional Design Review Gate and Approve Functional Design Review Gate sections in the Design Phase of Chapter 2.

As with waterfall projects, the Preliminary RTM and Project Test Plan are submitted with this review gate.

4.2.2.2.6. Design and Construction Phase

After the Functional Design Review Gate has been approved, the contractor begins the iterative Design and Construction Phase, which normally includes the detailed design, construction, and system testing of each iteration.
4.2.2.6.1. Design Iteration

The design of each iteration begins by reviewing and analyzing the existing requirements in the URS and SRS (preliminary or detailed), and the existing design specifications in the FDS (preliminary or detailed). As each iteration is designed, existing requirements are revised, and new requirements are discovered. The new and revised requirements may be defined specific to the iteration, as well as those that apply the overall system. If detailed requirements were defined prior to the iterations in lieu of preliminary versions, the updates to the requirements will normally be more limited.

The design of each iteration supports the requirements discovered and revised during the design process, as well as, the requirements and functional design specifications that were defined in prior phases. Where the Preliminary FDS is broad or applies to the entire project, the design specifications created during the iterations shall be detailed and specifically addresses the scope, objectives, and requirements for that iteration, as well addressing gaps in the design of the overall system. If a detailed FDS was prepared prior to the iterations in lieu of a Preliminary FDS, the updates to the functional design specifications will normally be more limited.

The test procedures that will be used as the basis for accepting each iteration, are also developed during the design of the iteration. The Preliminary RTM is updated with the iteration test procedures, system requirements, and design elements. In addition, the overall SRS (preliminary or detailed) should be updated with the new or revised iteration system requirements.

The detailed iteration functional design specifications are documented in an Iteration FDS document. The system requirements and test procedures for the iteration are also included in or attached to the Iteration FDS. The required content for the Iteration FDS is defined with the Functional Design Specification (FDS) in Chapter 5. As noted in this section, the deliverable is not required to be titled or named Iteration FDS.

4.2.2.6.2. Review and Approve Iteration Design

As each Iteration FDS is completed, it should be reviewed by the task force, and if available, by a stakeholder group (TAG or TRT). After these reviews, each Iteration FDS is approved by the task force using the project’s Deliverable Review and Approval procedure or Review Gate Approval Procedure. The approval authorizes the contractor to proceed with the construction and testing of the iteration.

The TDS is also developed during this phase and is normally created incrementally as the iterations are designed and constructed. As described in Chapter 5, the required content of the Technical Design Specification (TDS) includes the physical file and database structures, final data dictionary, final technical architecture, and any other design specifications or updated specifications created by the contractor that were not included in an approved FDS (preliminary, detailed or iteration).

4.2.2.6.3. Construct and System Test Iteration

After each Iteration FDS is approved, the contractor proceeds with the construction of the iteration. Following the construction, the contractor performs a system test using the test procedures in the Iteration FDS. The process used for iteration testing is documented in the Project Test Plan.

The results of the iteration test are documented in an Iteration Test Results Report. The required content for the Iteration Test Results Report is defined in
Chapter 5. As noted in this section, the deliverable is not required to be titled or named Iteration Test Results Report.

4.2.2.6.4. Approve Iteration

After each iteration is completed and tested, the Iteration Test Results Report should be reviewed by the task force, and if available, by a stakeholder group (TAG or TRT). After these reviews, the iteration is approved by the task force using the project’s Deliverable Review and Approval procedure or Review Gate Approval Procedure.

4.2.2.7. Submit and Approve Development Review Gate (Optional)

The Development Review Gate is optional as with waterfall development projects; however, it is recommended that this review gate be scheduled at the completion of an iterative Design and Construction phase or iterative Construction phase to acknowledge the completion of all iterations and a successful system test. In this case, the Development Review Gate would occur after the last iteration in the Design and Construction phase. Approval authorizes the contractor to begin Alpha Testing.

When this review gate is scheduled, the Approve Iteration activity for the last iteration may not be needed if agreed to by both the contractor and task force.

Refer to the Development Review Gate and Submit and Approve Development Review Gate (Optional) sections for additional information on this review gate.

4.2.2.3 Testing Phase

After all iterations are tested and approved, the remainder of the project lifecycle, beginning with the Testing Phase, is the same as a waterfall development project. An alpha test shall be performed on the complete product from the test procedures in the Alpha Test Plan. The Alpha Test Plan includes a composite of all test procedures that were used during the testing of the iterations. The Procedures described in the Testing Phase section of Chapter 2 are used to complete the Testing Phase, including preparing the Beta Test Materials, approving the Alpha Test Acceptance Review Gate, performing Beta Testing, preparing the Beta Test Results Report, and approving the Beta Test Acceptance Review Gate.

4.2.2.4 Delivery and Closeout Phase

The Delivery and Closeout Phase is the same for projects using an iterative development methodology as those using a waterfall development methodology. The Procedures described in the Delivery and Closeout Phase section of Chapter 2 are used to complete this phase and closeout the project, including distributing the Product Installation Package, preparing or updating the VPAT and Application Infrastructure Component List, preparing the Project Archive Package, approving the Closeout Review Gate, and sending the VPAT and Project Archive Package to AASHTO.

4.2.3 Iterative Lifecycle 2

The development approach used is this lifecycle follows a more traditional approach to iterative development than that of Lifecycle 1, where only a limited number of broad, high level, preliminary requirements and functional design specifications are defined before beginning the iterative Design and Construction Phase.
4.2.3.1 Planning Phase

The Planning Phase for Iterative Lifecycle 2 is the same as the Planning Phase that for Iterative Lifecycle 1.

4.2.3.2 Preliminary Requirements and Functional Design Phase

This phase is similar to the Requirements & Analysis and Functional Design Phases in Iterative Lifecycle 1; however, in this phase the URS, SRS and FDS are always created at preliminary level.

♦ Only a limited number of broad, high level, preliminary requirements and functional design specifications are defined before beginning the iterative phase;
♦ The preliminary user and system requirements will be refined, and additional requirements will be discovered while iteratively developing the detailed Functional Design specifications for each iteration; and
♦ Additional refinement may also occur again during the Technical Design, Construction and System Test activities for each segment.

The same basic activities should be followed for defining the Preliminary URS, SRS and FDS as those used in Lifecycle 1. The preliminary requirements and functional design development activities are described in the following sections in Lifecycle 1.

♦ User Requirements Sub-Phase
♦ System Requirements Sub-Phase
♦ Functional Design Phase

The Preliminary URS, SRS and FDS is be documented in the same manner as the detailed versions described in Chapter 2; however, the content should be adjusted appropriately for the scope and type of requirements and functional design specifications defined. The contractor may also choose to combine these three preliminary deliverables into a single deliverable.
The RTM is defined and updated in the same manner as other projects with entries for each user requirement, system requirement and FDS design element. These activities are defined in the following sections of Chapter 2.

- Create Initial Preliminary Requirements Traceability Matrix
- Update Preliminary RTM
- Update the Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)

The Planning and User Requirements Phase is not needed for approving the Preliminary URS, however, it should be scheduled when needed to approve work plan elements that were defined or revised during Project Start-Up.

The Functional Design Review Gate approval request is required and should be submitted after the Preliminary URS, SRS and FDS are all completed and the SRS and prior to beginning the iterative Design and Construction phase. The review gate approval request is submitted and approved as described in the Submit Functional Design Review Gate and Approve Functional Design Review Gate sections in the Design Phase of Chapter 2.

### 4.2.3.3 Design and Construction Phase

The Design and Construction phase is executed in a similar manner to that described in Lifecycle 1. Since no detailed requirements are created prior to this phase, the first sub-phase is referred to as the Requirements and Design sub-phase, where Lifecycle 1 refers to this sub-phase as the Design sub-phase.

The Requirements and Design sub-phase in Lifecycle 2 focuses on revising and refining the preliminary requirements and discovering new requirements as each iteration is designed. Also, since the FDS is also only defined at a preliminary level prior to the iteration, this sub-phase also focuses on the detailed functional design of each iteration. The same basic activities listed below from Lifecycle 1 are performed to produce a detailed functional design for each iteration using the Preliminary URS, SRS, and FDS, develop an Iteration FDS for each iteration, and obtain task force approval of each iteration functional design.

- Design Iteration
- Review and Approve Iteration Design

While the Requirements and Design sub-phase for each iteration are executed in more detail than that of Lifecycle 1, the Construction and System Testing sub-phase for each iteration are executed the same as those in Lifecycle 1 following the activities listed below.

- Construct and System Test Iteration
- Approve Iteration
- Submit and Approve Development Review Gate (Optional)

As a result of the above activities, each iteration is constructed and system tested, an Iteration Test Results Report is created for the iteration, and the constructed and tested iteration is approved by the task force.

### 4.2.3.4 Testing Phase

The Testing Phase for Iterative Lifecycle 2 is the same as the Testing Phase for Lifecycle 2.
4.2.3.5 Delivery and Closeout Phase
The Delivery and Closeout Phase for Iterative Lifecycle 2 is the same as the Delivery and Closeout Phase for Lifecycle 2.

4.2.4 Iterative Lifecycle 3

Iterative Lifecycle 3 - Iterative Requirements & Functional Design Phase and Iterative Design & Construction Phase

4.2.4.1 Planning Phase
The Planning Phase for Iterative Lifecycle 2 is the same as the Planning Phase that for Iterative Lifecycle 1.

4.2.4.2 Requirements and Functional Design Phase
This phase is different from the Requirements and Functional Design Phases used in Lifecycle 1 and 2. During this phase the user requirements, system requirements and functional design specification are all created incrementally by iteration using the same basic activities described in Lifecycle 1.

♦ User Requirements Sub-Phase
♦ System Requirements Sub-Phase
♦ Functional Design Phase

An Iteration FDS is created with each iteration which includes the system requirements, functional design specifications and test procedures for the iteration. Refer to Functional Design Specification (FDS) for the content requirements of the Iteration FDS.

The URS and Preliminary RTM are to be updated incrementally as each iteration is completed. Refer to the User Requirements Specification (URS) and the Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) for the content requirements of these deliverables. The contractor and task force may also choose to document the user requirements in the Iteration FDS.
After each iteration is completed, the Iteration FDS is approved by the task force using the project’s Deliverable Review and Approval procedure or Review Gate Approval Procedure. The current version of the URS and Preliminary RTM are included or referenced with the approval request. This approval is not needed with the last iteration since Functional Design Review Gate approval is required after the last iteration as described below.

The Functional Design Review Gate is required after the last iteration of this phase. The contractor must submit the Functional Design Review Gate approval request and include or reference the URS, Preliminary RTM, and the Iteration FDS for the last iteration. If not previously submitted, the Project Test Plan is also submitted or referenced with the review gate request. The review gate approval request is submitted and approved as described in the Submit Functional Design Review Gate and Approve Functional Design Review Gate sections in the Design Phase of Chapter 2.

4.2.4.3 Design and Construction Phase
The Design and Construction Phase for Iterative Lifecycle 2 is generally the same as the Design and Construction Phase for Lifecycle 1.

♦ An Iteration FDS is created for each iteration and approved by the task force.
♦ An Iteration Test Results Report is created for each iteration, and the constructed and tested iteration is approved by the task force.

4.2.4.4 Testing Phase
The Testing Phase for Iterative Lifecycle 3 is the same as the Testing Phase for Lifecycle 1.

4.2.4.5 Delivery and Closeout Phase
The Delivery and Closeout Phase for Iterative Lifecycle 3 is the same as the Delivery and Closeout Phase for Lifecycle 1.
4.3. Requirements/Design Development Process

This section describes a standard adaption of the project lifecycle and development process for projects that are limited to the development of requirements and/or design specifications. This type of project includes no software development and, subsequently, includes no testing and implementation activities. The lifecycle includes the Planning Phase and, depending on the objectives of the project, the Requirements & Analysis Phase or the Design Phase, or both phases, as depicted in the diagrams below.

4.3.1 Review Gates, Deliverables and Artifacts

In most cases, there will be no review gates other than the conditional Planning and User Requirements Review Gate and the Closeout Review Gate as shown below.

The deliverables will also be limited by the project objectives, to a URS, SRS, and/or FDS, plus any work plan components modified during Project-Start-up. In addition, the work plan will not include the components normally associated with software development.

4.3.2 Planning Phase

The Planning Phase is similar to other projects with work plan preparation and approval in the first sub-phase; and formal start-up, planning and mobilization in the second sub-phase. Since this type of project does not include construction, testing, and implementation; the scope of the work plan is limited when compared to that of a software development work plan. The work plan for this type of project should be condensed and adjusted to fit the specific goals and objectives of the project. For example:

- If the goal of the work plan is to develop a set of user requirements for a future project; no user requirements will be included in the work plan and the URS may be the only deliverable planned.
If the goal of the work plan is to develop a set of system requirements for a future project; user requirements would be defined in the work plan and the SRS may be the only deliverable planned.

If the goal of the project is to develop functional design specifications; user requirements and system requirements would be defined in the work plan, and the FDS may be the only deliverables planned.

If the goal of the project is to develop system requirements and functional design specifications; user requirements would be defined in the work plan and the SRS and FDS may be the only deliverables planned.

In all the above scenarios, the Closeout is the only review gate required; and the work plan will only need to define those technologies and procedures applicable to the scope of the project and the amount of project management, monitoring, and control required. The AASHTO PM will provide guidance on the level of project management, monitoring, and control needed for this type of project.

As with all other projects, the Project Start-Up sub-phase may include planned activities to define or revise a component of the work plan. In this case, the Planning and User Requirements Review Gate is scheduled, initiated, and approved.

4.3.3 Requirements & Analysis Phase

Depending on the goals of the project; this phase may not exist; it may exist with both the User Requirements and System Requirements sub-phases, or it may exist with only one of these sub-phases.

4.3.3.1 Define and Approve User Requirements

If the project is to define user requirements, the AASHTO PM, the contractor project manager, or a task force member should facilitate the collection, analysis, documentation, and approval of user requirements. Since the previous chapters have only defined activities for reviewing and updating previously defined user requirements, the following activities are provided as a guide.

4.3.3.1.1. Elicit Business and User Needs and Expectations

Normally the first step in developing user requirements is to collect a list of prioritized business/user needs and expectations for the proposed product. High level security/access requirements, known constraints, reporting requirements, and required interfaces with other business processes or systems should be also be identified and documented.

These items should be collected by direct requests to the user and business participants of the project, as well as, using eliciting techniques to proactively identify additional needs and other items not explicitly provided by user/business participants. Many of these items may also be captured by reviewing and analyzing existing business processes and systems of the user/business participants.

4.3.3.1.2. Prepare URS

After documenting the initial list of needs, expectations, constraints, security requirements, and report and interface requirements, these items should be compiled into a set of user requirements into the form of a User Requirements Specification (URS) as defined in Chapter 5.

4.3.3.1.3. Review, Analyze and Validate URS

After the initial URS is created, all project participants should review and analyze the requirements and determine if any conflicts exist and verify the need and priority of each requirement. As a result of this above analysis, all conflicts and invalid
requirements should be eliminated, existing requirements may need to be revised, new requirements may need to be added, and the priority of each requirement should be verified or updated. All participants should also have common understanding of the intent of each user requirement. Refer to the Review, Analyze and Validate User Requirements and Revise URS sections for additional details.

4.3.3.2 Review and Approve URS
After the above activities are completed the completed URS should be reviewed and approved by the project task force. If a group of stakeholders, such as a TRT or TAG, is available, it is recommended that this group participate in the above review and analysis of the URS prior to the task force review. Refer to the Review and Approve Final URS section for additional details on these activities.

4.3.3.3 Define and Approve System Requirements
If the project is to define system requirements, the contractor staff should define and document the System Requirements Specification (SRS) and facilitate the review and approval of the SRS deliverable using the activities described in the Requirements & Analysis Phase section of Chapter 2.

4.3.3.4 Develop and Approve Functional Design
If the project is to develop the functional design, the contractor staff should develop and document the Functional Design Specification (FDS) and facilitate the review and approval of the FDS using the activities described the Design Phase section of Chapter 2.

4.3.4 Closeout
After the planned deliverables have been completed and approved, the project is closed with the submission and approval of the Closeout Review Gate Approval Request. The requirements and design deliverables (URS, SRS, and/or FDS) are submitted with this review gate if not approved during the previous phase(s). Although limited in comparison to a software development project or MSE work, a Project Archive Package is prepared and submitted to AASHTO. The Project Archive Package includes all deliverables, artifacts, and documentation produced during the project.
4.4. Other Adaptions

Other adaptations to the process, lifecycle, review gates, deliverable and artifacts may be made if an exception is documented in the project or MSE work plan and approved by the task force and SCOA. The work plan shall describe the elements of the planned work that will not be compliant with this standard and should include a justification for the exception. Some possible exceptions to this standard are listed below:

- Eliminating required deliverable or artifact
- Eliminating required content on a deliverable or artifact
- Eliminating or combining required approvals or review gates

There may also be adaptations that do not require an exception to be approved, but still need to be clearly documented in the approved work plan. This could include using a lifecycle model or software development methodology that does not fit the development processes defined in this standard; yet still includes the required review gates, deliverables and artifacts.

There also may be minor adaptations such as planned overlapping of lifecycle phases or sub-phases. This type of adaption does not need an exception and may not need to be documented in the work plan; however, the overlaps should be depicted in the project schedule.
5. Deliverable and Artifact Definitions

5.1. Introduction
This chapter includes a description and the required content for each required deliverable and artifact defined in the Software Development and Maintenance Standard. The deliverables and artifacts listed are in the order they are prepared during the project and MSE lifecycles.

In addition to the content listed below, each deliverable and artifact shall include the appropriate document identification information including the Project/Product Name, Contract Period, Version Number, and Date. If needed, an introduction section that explains the purpose of the deliverable or artifact should be included.

5.2. Work Plan

5.2.1 Description
The work plan is the formal document that describes the scope and objectives of the work to be performed by the contractor during a specific contract period, requirements or specifications to be met, tasks to be performed, deliverables to be produced, schedule to be met, cost of the effort, required staffing and resources, the technical approach for accomplishing the work, and the approach for managing, monitoring, and controlling the work.

5.2.2 Content
Two Microsoft Word templates are available for preparing project and MSE work plans. The Project Work Plan Template is used to prepare the work plan for an AASHTOWare project, and the MSE Work Plan Template is used to prepare the work plan for an annual Maintenance, Support and Enhancement (MSE) work effort of an existing AASHTOWare product. These templates include all the required information that shall be included for each project or MSE work effort.

All sections of the selected template shall be completed unless noted as optional. If a section is not applicable, note that the section is “Not Applicable” instead of removing the section. Additional information may be included in the work plan as deemed necessary by the contractor or task force.

The URLs for downloading both work plan templates are included in the Work Plan Templates section of Chapter 6.

5.3. Review Gate Approval Request

5.3.1 Description
A Review Gate Approval Request is prepared by the contractor project manager and submitted to the task force chair and the AASHTO PM at each review gate. This document is also used to document and communicate the task force decision regarding the approval or denial of the review gate.

5.3.2 Content
The Review Gate Approval Request Form or an equivalent document with the same content is used for preparing all review gate approval requests. The URL for downloading the form is included in the Review Gate Approval Request Form section of Chapter 6.
The required content is defined below:

- **Title and Header Information** - Each review gate approval request includes the following title and header information: name of the review gate, project/product name, task force chairperson name, contractor project manager name, submission date, requested approval date, and a summary of the request.

- **Deliverables** – All unapproved deliverables for each review gate period are submitted with the review gate approval request. The request includes the following information for each deliverable: deliverable name, file name, version number, location of each unapproved deliverables (if not attached), and documentation on prior task force approval of deliverables and the location of the approved deliverables.

  - Required artifacts associated with the review gate are also submitted or the location of each artifact is provided.

  - When available, the request form should also include recommendations for approval by stakeholders; and any other information that would assist with the approval. Any change requests that were approved since the previous review gate should be also referenced.

- **Checklist/Questions** - The following checklist questions shall be answered “yes” or “no”:

  - Is each major deliverable compliant with AASHTOWare standards?
  - Have all issues regarding the deliverables or other work associated with the review gate been resolved?
  - Does each major deliverable implement or support all user requirements in the URS?

  - The purpose of this question is to ensure that all user requirements have been implemented in these deliverables; and to ensure that all system requirements, design elements, and test procedures support one or more of the user requirements in the URS.

  - The RTM should be used to demonstrate this support in certain deliverables by including all user requirements, system requirements, design elements, and test procedures; and providing links between the user requirements and these other items.

- **Noncompliance, Issues, and Non-implemented User Requirements** - If the answer to any of the above questions is “no”, then a response shall be included or attached that addresses the following:

  - Each area of noncompliance to standards is identified and a justification for the noncompliance provided. This should reference any prior approvals for exceptions to standards.

  - Each unresolved issue is described with the plan for resolution of each issue.

  - Each user requirement that is not implemented or supported in one of the major deliverables is be listed with an explanation.

- **Contractor Acknowledgement** - The contractor project manager’s name and signature, and the date of signature shall be provided with each review gate approval request. The signature acknowledges that the project manager approves and agrees with all information submitted.

- **Task Force Approval** - The task force chair’s name and signature shall also be provided, along with the date and approval decision. The reason for not approving should be provided when applicable. Also, if needed, directions or notes to the contractor should be provided.
The chair’s signature is provided on behalf of the entire task force and acknowledges the task force approval or denial of the review gate approval request and the submitted deliverables.

- **AASHTO PM Acknowledgement** - The AASHTO PM also signs and dates each review gate approval request after the task force approval decision is made. The signature acknowledges that the AASHTO PM has reviewed the submission material and the approval decision.

Note: Signatures may be in any form agreed upon by both the task force and contractor, such as written signatures, electronic images of signatures, or a note in signature block referencing an email approval.

### 5.4. User Requirements Specification (URS)

#### 5.4.1 Description:

The User Requirements Specification (URS) is a required deliverable that contains all the user requirements that are approved by the task force to be accomplished in a specified contract period. The user requirements define what the users and other business stakeholders expect from the proposed product and primary acceptance criteria for the project. For MSE work efforts, the URS normally contains descriptions of enhancements to an existing product. In most cases, the URS is included or referenced in the work plan; however, there are also cases where the URS is revised or fully created as a deliverable of a project or MSE work effort.

#### 5.4.2 Content

The primary content of the URS should be the information that describes the user requirements and/or enhancements. Each requirement or enhancement in the URS shall include the content listed below. Additional information may be included as required.

- **Requirement ID**: The number or tag that uniquely identifies each requirement or enhancement.
- **Description**: The full description of the requirement or enhancement.
- **Short Description**: An optional short description which describes the content of the requirement or enhancement but is short enough to use in tables and listings.
- **Priority**: An optional field for defining the business priority for implementing the requirement or enhancement (example - Critical, Urgent, High, Medium, Low).
- **Cost**: An optional field for defining the estimated cost to implement the requirement or an enhancement or a group of related requirements or enhancements. For enhancements, the task force will typically request a cost to be defined for each enhancement or group of related enhancements. When the cost applies to a group of requirements or enhancements, a method for grouping should also be included.
5.5. System Requirements Specification (SRS)

5.5.1 Description

The System Requirements Specification (SRS) is a required deliverable that contains the system requirements for software development projects and for the medium and large size enhancements in an MSE work effort. The system requirements describe what the proposed product must do to support or implement the user requirements. System requirements may describe functionality or impose constraints on the design or implementation (such as accessibility, performance, interface, security, and user interface requirements).

Each system requirement shall be traceable to one or more user requirements. Multiple system requirements may be created to support and/or clarify each user requirement. There also may be some cases where a system requirement is identical or near identical to its source user requirement.

The SRS is created differently for waterfall projects, iterative development projects and MSE work. In some of these cases the system requirements are documented with the functional design specifications in an FDS or SRDS deliverable. Each type of system requirements deliverable/documentation is described below. The names used for each type describe the purpose of the deliverable and are not required; however, in most cases the titles and file names should include “SRS” or “Systems Requirements”.

- **SRS (detailed, full scope)** – This is the basic SRS that is created for projects that use the standard Project Development Process. The SRS includes detailed system requirements that address the full scope of the project and support all the project’s user requirements. This type of SRS shall include all the required content in the Content section below. This is also the normal type of SRS created for a Requirements and Design Development Project.

  In some cases, a detailed, full scale SRS is created for iterative projects as described below.

- **Preliminary SRS** – This type of SRS may be created for an iterative development project prior to the design and construction of the development iterations. When created, the Preliminary SRS is the first set of system requirements created in the iterative development process. These requirements are normally high-level and are not specific to a single iteration. The detailed, iteration specific, requirements are created during the design and construction of the iterations. This deliverable includes the applicable SRS content listed below.

- **Iteration SRS** – This type of SRS documentation is created for each iteration of an iterative development project. The system requirements for an iteration should be detailed and should focus on the specific scope, objectives, and user requirements of the proposed iteration. In most cases, the system requirements for an iteration are documented in the Iteration FDS deliverable with the functional design specifications and test procedures for the iteration. The system requirements may also be documented independent of the Iteration FDS as a separate SRS deliverable. The system requirements for each iteration includes the applicable SRS content listed below.

- **Enhancement SRS** - This type of SRS documentation is created for each medium and large size enhancement in an MSE work effort or for a group of related enhancements. These system requirements expand and clarify what is needed to meet the intent of each enhancement and/or define what needs to be done to implement an enhancement. The system requirements are normally documented with the functional design in an
Enhancement FDS or SRDS, as described with the Functional Design Specification (FDS) deliverable; however, they may also be documented as a separate SRS deliverable. Enhancement system requirements include the applicable SRS content listed below.

5.5.2 Content

A detailed, full scope SRS shall include all the following content. The other types of SRS should include the type of content that is applicable and adjust the detail for the purpose of the deliverable.

- **Requirement ID:** Each requirement included in the SRS shall be identified by a unique number or tag.
- **Description:** The full description of the requirement.
- **Short Description:** An optional short description which describes the content of the requirement but is short enough to use in tables and listings.
- **Technical Requirements:** The SRS shall contain requirements that define what technical environment are to be supported by the proposed product. These typically address technical constraints. (Examples are requirements which define platforms, databases, etc.).
- **Functional Requirements:** The SRS shall contain functional requirements that describe what the proposed product must do to fulfil the user requirements. Functional requirements should be identified for all functions that will be automated by the proposed product. A function is described as a set of inputs, the behavior, and outputs. The behavior of the functions is normally described by use cases.
- **Preliminary Data Requirements:** The preliminary data requirements include the input and output data requirements for the proposed product.
- **System Interface Requirements:** The system interface requirements describe hardware and software interfaces required to support the implementation or operation of the proposed product.
- **Non-functional requirements** should be broken down into types such as reliability, accuracy, performance, scalability, testability, maintainability, security, usability, interface, user interface, design constraints, and implementation constraints. **Security, accessibility, user interface, and performance requirements shall always be included in the SRS.**

- Refer to the Security Standard for additional information regarding security requirements. The roles of the various stakeholders that use and support the system are defined in conjunction with security requirements.
- The accessibility requirements shall describe the approach for compliance with Section 508 of the U.S. Rehabilitation Act and the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) of the World Wide Web Consortium Web Accessibility Initiative (W3C WAI). Refer to the following URLs:
  - http://www.section508.gov
  - http://www.w3.org/WAI
5.6. Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)  
(Preliminary and Final RTM)

5.6.1 Description
The Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) is a required deliverable for all projects. The RTM describes the backward traceability and forward traceability of the requirements in the URS and SRS. The RTM also includes traceability of each requirement to elements in the functional design and to testing procedures.

The RTM is created in phases as the project progresses. Until all required elements are added to the RTM, it is referred to as the Preliminary RTM. When completed, the RTM is referred to as the Final RTM.

Note: An RTM is not required for MSE work efforts.

5.6.2 Content
The RTM shall contain the following content.

- **User Requirement ID**: The number or tag that uniquely identifies a user requirement. All requirements from the approved URS shall be included in the RTM and use the same IDs used in the URS.
- **User Requirement Source**: A reference or link to the source of the user requirement, such as the work plan, RFP, or user group enhancement list.
- **System Requirement ID**: The number or tag that uniquely identifies a system requirement. Each system requirement in the approved SRS shall be entered in the RTM, and each system requirement shall trace to a source user requirement.
- **Design Element Reference**: A reference or link to an element in the FDS that was derived from a system requirement. Multiple design elements may be traced to a source system requirement.
- **Test Reference**: A reference or link to the alpha or beta test procedure used to test and accept a user or system requirement. Multiple tests references may be traced to a source requirement.

The RTM is normally created as a grid with one or more rows for each user requirement and columns for each of the other items. Other items may be added as required.

The reference of system requirements to design elements and test procedures may be documented in other artifacts that are reviewed and approved by the task force. In this case, a document shall be prepared that describes where the components of the RTM are located and how they are used to define traceability. Each document shall use the same Requirement IDs that are used in the URS, SRS, and RTM.

5.7. Functional Design Specification (FDS)

5.7.1 Description
The Functional Design Specification (FDS) is a required deliverable for projects and MSE work. The FDS documents the design of the proposed product using terminology that can be readily reviewed and understood by the task force, technical review teams (TRTs), technical advisory groups (TAGs), and other business stakeholders.

The FDS is created differently for waterfall projects, iterative development projects and MSE work. Certain types FDS deliverables include other information in addition to the design specifications. Each type of FDS deliverable is described below. The names used for each
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The purpose of the deliverable and are not required; however, in most cases the titles and file names should include “FDS”, “Functional Design” or “Design”.

- **FDS (detailed, full-scope)** – This type is the basic FDS that is created for projects that use the standard Project Development Process. The FDS includes detailed design specifications that address the full scope of the project and support all the project’s user and system requirements. This type of FDS shall include all the required content in the Content section below.

- **Preliminary FDS** – This type of FDS is created for an iterative development project prior to the design and construction of the development iterations. The preliminary FDS is created in lieu of the detailed, full scope FDS. The design specifications in this FDS address the overall proposed product and only provide limited details on areas of the design that are specific to a single iteration. This deliverable includes the applicable FDS content listed below; however, the specifications are created at a higher level of detail and/or for a broader scope.

- **Iteration FDS** – A FDS deliverable of this type is created for each iteration of an iterative development project. In addition to the functional design specifications, this type of FDS deliverable contains the system requirements and test procedures for the iteration.
  - Each iteration FDS focuses on the specific scope, objectives, and user requirements for the proposed iteration. The iteration FDS refines and expands the design specifications included in the Preliminary FDS that apply to the iteration.
  - Each iteration FDS includes the applicable content in the Content section below, excluding the technical architecture requirements which are normally not applicable to a single iteration. Some of the other FDS content may also not be applicable to specific iterations and should be skipped or noted as “not applicable”.
  - The system requirements for each iteration include the applicable content listed with the System Requirements Specification (SRS) deliverable.
  - The test procedures include the same content listed above for the test procedures in the Alpha Test Plan deliverable.
  - If system requirements and test procedures are documented in separate documents, these shall be referenced and attached to the iteration FDS.

- **Enhancement FDS (or SRDS)** – This type of functional design document is created for the medium and large enhancements in an MSE work effort. Each enhancement FDS contains the functional design specifications for one or more enhancements and includes the system requirements for the enhancement(s). Since both the system requirements and functional design are normally included in the same deliverable, this deliverable may also be referred to as a System Requirements and Design Specification (SRDS).
  - The amount of detail in each enhancement FDS/SRDS will vary based on the size and complexity of the applicable enhancement(s). The detail should be adequate to construct the enhancements that are addressed by the FDS/SRDS, since a TDS is not required for MSE work.
  - Each enhancement FDS/SRDS includes the applicable FDS content listed below in the Content section.
  - The system requirements in the enhancement FDS/SRDS include the applicable content list with the System Requirements Specification (SRS) deliverable.
  - If the system requirements are documented in a separate document, this document should be referenced and attached to the enhancement FDS.
5.7.2 Content

A detailed, full scope FDS includes all the following content. The other types of FDS should include the type of content that is applicable and adjust the detail for the purpose of the deliverable.

- **System Structure Diagram** – Include a preliminary diagram of the system structure, such as a domain diagram or functional diagram.
- **Logical Process Model** – Include a process diagram, data flow diagram or another equivalent model that shows the levels of detail necessary to detail a clear, complete picture of the product processes, data flow, workflow, input/output sources, relationships between processes, and interfaces.
- **Preliminary Data dictionary** – Define all known data elements that will be input to and output by the system through user input, displays, reports, imports, exports, and application interfaces.
- If directed by the task force, the data model shall also be included with the FDS.
- **User Interface and Report Design** – Include definitions of the standard format and methods that will be used for the user interface, menus, reports, system messages, and online help throughout the proposed system. In addition, the design includes sufficient mock-ups of display screens, menus, reports, messages, and online help to provide the task force with an understanding of how the user interface/report standards will be applied for implementing the project’s user and system requirements.
- **Preliminary System Interface Design** – Describe how the product will interface with other systems.
- **Preliminary Security Design** – Describe the types of users that will have access to the product, the access restrictions for each type of user, and other preliminary security design information.
- **Preliminary Technical Architecture** – Describe the preliminary technical architecture solution selected for the production environment. Diagrams are normally used to depict the overall technical architecture, including the system components (software, hardware, networks, databases, operating systems, etc.) that support the proposed product. Interfaces between components are also shown in the diagrams. In addition, the recommended development tools and standards are described.

Any other information useful to the task force or contractor may also be added to the FDS. The FDS may be created as a single document or as multiple documents, where a master document references the other documents. For existing systems, required FDS content that has not changed, such as the technical architecture, may be referenced.

Some of the required content may be satisfied by including references to existing standards or documentation from existing products. The referenced information shall be readily available and its use in the design shall be clear and easy to understand by the task force, TRTs, TAGs, AASHTO PM, and other reviewers.

5.8. Technical Design Specification (TDS)

5.8.1 Description

The Technical Design Specification (TDS) is the final set of design specifications that are used by the contractor’s technical staff to code, configure, build, integrate, and test the proposed product and all components, programs, databases, files, interfaces, security controls, screens, and reports. Since the TDS is used by the contractor staff, the TDS may
be produced and packaged in any format acceptable to the contractor, as long as the required content is included. For example, the TDS may be created by:

- Updating the FDS with the required TDS content;
- Creating a supplemental set of design specifications that is used in conjunction with the existing FDS; or
- Creating a complete set of design specifications that is independent of the FDS.

The TDS is created for all projects but is not required for MSE work. For project work plans that modify or extend an existing product, the minimum requirements are the applicable updates to the above artifact.

5.8.2 Content
The following is the required content of the TDS:

- Physical File and Database Structures
- Final Data Dictionary
- Final Technical Architecture

The TDS also includes or references all other design specifications or updated specifications for program, modules, interfaces, etc. that were created by the contractor staff and were not included in the approved FDS.

The contractor may also choose to document and maintain some of the final specifications in the Development and Maintenance Documentation or the System Documentation portion of the Product Installation Package.

5.9. Project/Product Test Plan

5.9.1 Description
The Project/Product Test Plan is a required deliverable that defines the test approach that will be used to test the product during construction and to accept the product during alpha and beta testing. The test deliverables that will be produced during the project and the target schedule for the deliverables are also defined. The Project/Product Test Plan may be incorporated or referenced in the work plan or it may be prepared as a deliverable during the execution of the project or MSE work effort.

5.9.2 Content
The Project/Product Test Plan contains the following content.

- System and system components to be tested.
- Description of the testing methods to be used, including the testing activities (unit, build, system, alpha, and beta).
- List and description of each testing deliverable
- Schedule (end date and duration) of each testing activity.
- Schedule for submission of each testing deliverable.

5.10. Alpha Test Plan

5.10.1 Description
The Alpha Test Plan is a required deliverable that includes all the materials needed to perform alpha testing and to document the results of alpha testing. The materials identify the system and system components that will be tested, include the requirements that will be
tested; and the test procedures and expected results used to perform and measure the test. A format to document the results of the test, discovered exceptions, proposed resolutions, and actual resolutions is provided.

The test procedures are the primary components of the Alpha Test Plan. A test procedure, also called a test script or test scenario, is a sequence of steps that are executed to test a component or major function of the system for compliance with one or more requirements in the URS and SRS. More complex test procedures may be divided into sub-procedures each with a sequence of steps to be executed. Successful testing of all test procedures against the product is a minimum requirement before a product can be released for beta testing and production. The test procedures used for Alpha Testing are also used in system testing and be used in Beta Testing.

The Alpha Test Plan is referred to as a distinct document; however, the required content may also be included in another deliverable, and in many cases is included as a section of the Project/Product Test Plan.

5.10.2 Content
A form or spreadsheet is normally used for documenting testing procedures, expected results, and the results of testing. Any method for documenting the test procedures and capturing the results, which includes all the following information, is acceptable.

- **Test Procedures** – The test materials contain all test procedures that will be used to test the complete system. Each test procedure contains the following items:
  - **Test Procedure ID**: Unique ID of the test procedure.
  - **Test Procedure Description**: Brief description of the test procedure.
  - **Steps**: Description of the steps of each test procedure; or describe sub-procedures for each test procedure and the steps for each sub-procedure.
  - **Test Data**: Description of the files, databases, input data, or other data needed to execute the test procedure, sub-procedure or a step within the procedure or sub-procedure.
  - **Requirement IDs**: IDs of the requirements in the URS and SRS to be tested by the test procedure, sub-procedure, or step within the procedure or sub-procedure.
  - **Requirement Short Descriptions**: An optional item that provides the short descriptions, from the URS and SRS, of the requirements to be tested.
  - **Expected Results**: Description of the expected results from the test procedure, sub-procedure or step within the procedure or sub-procedure.
  - **Setup/Instructions**: Description of the setup and initialization information for hardware, software, and/or tools that support testing; or special instructions for the tester.
  - **Activities to validate installation at user sites or hardware outside of the contractor development environment**. The intent is to include sufficient platform/environment installation testing to minimize the chance of installation errors during testing.

- **Alpha Test Results Report Format** - The Alpha Test Plan provides a format or form for recording the test results of each test procedure. The following content is included:
  - **Tester Name for each test**
  - **Test Date of each test**
  - **Test Procedure Reference**: Include or reference the test procedure, sub-procedure, step, and/or expected results to guide the tester through the test procedures.
  - **Results of each test procedure, sub-procedure or step**.
Exceptions found for each test: This item is provided when the test results conflict with the expected results.

Resolutions for each exception: The developer records the following items when an exception is found.

> Proposed Resolution: The proposed resolution or resolutions recommended following the analysis of the exception.

> Actual Resolution Performed: Describes the actual resolution or correction made to address the exception.

5.11. Iteration Test Results Report

5.11.1 Description

*When an iterative development methodology is used, an Iteration Test Results Report is created after the testing of each development iteration. The report includes the results recorded during the execution of testing.*

As with the Iteration FDS deliverable, this name describes the purpose of the deliverable. The deliverables produced may be titled and named differently.

5.11.2 Content

*The Iteration Test Results Report includes the same content as the Alpha Test Results Report listed below.*

5.12. Alpha Test Results Report

5.12.1 Description

*The Alpha Test Results Report is a required deliverable that is prepared after all alpha testing and exception resolution is complete. The report includes all alpha test results, validated exceptions, and the resolutions performed to correct the exceptions; and references the test procedures and related deliverables.*

5.12.2 Content

*The Alpha Test Results Report includes the following content:*

- All completed information from the Alpha Test Results Report Format (refer to Alpha Test Plan above)
- Reference to the test procedures and expected results.
- Reference to the URS, SRS, and RTM.
- “To Be Determined” may be used for proposed resolution, if the resolution/action is not known at the time of the report submittal. In this case, a timeframe for resolution should be provided.

5.13. Beta Test Materials

*(Beta Test Plan and Beta Installation Package)*

5.13.1 Description

*The Beta Test Materials is a required deliverable that is comprised of two component deliverables, the Beta Test Plan and the Beta Test Installation Package. The Beta Test Plan includes all procedures and instructions needed to plan, prepare, execute, and report*
progress for beta testing. The Beta Test Installation Package contains all procedures, scripts, executables, and documentation needed to install, implement, and operate the beta product at the beta test site.

5.13.2 Content

The Beta Test Plan includes the following content:

- Test procedures (see Alpha Test Plan).
- Test Instructions
  - Purpose of the test.
  - Description and use of test materials.
  - Method for reporting problems and getting help with the test.
  - Test schedule.
  - Method for reporting product acceptance.
  - Technical infrastructure requirements
  - Typical business and technical staffing requirements
  - Typical issues or barriers that may impact beta testing
  - Example work breakdown structure/schedule including tasks for:
    - Planning the technical infrastructure
    - Establishing the infrastructure
    - Identifying and obtaining commitments from business and technical staff
    - Planning testing tasks
    - Performing beta testing and recording results
    - Analyzing test results
    - Returning test results to contractor

The Beta Test Installation Package includes the following content:

- The product and all components and utilities.
- Procedures for the installation, implementation, and operation of the product in the beta test environment. Since there may be disparate environments for which the system is to be tested, there may be a need for multiple versions of the Beta Test Installation Package.
- The complete content is described below with the Product Installation Package.

5.14. Beta Test Results Report

5.14.1 Description

The Beta Test Results Report is a required deliverable that documents the combined beta testing results of all testing agencies, exceptions discovered, and resolutions to the exceptions.

5.14.2 Content

The Beta Test Results Report includes the following content:

- The combined test results of all beta testing agencies.
- Exceptions found during beta testing.
- Resolutions for each exception. “To Be Determined” may be used, if the resolution/action is not known at the time of the report submittal. In this case, a timeframe for resolution should be provided.
5.15. Product Installation Package

5.15.1 Description
The Product Installation Package is a required deliverable that contains all procedures, executables, and documentation needed to implement and operate the product at the production site.

The product installation package may include components, if not all, that may be delivered electronically. The fact that an item has been electronically delivered should be noted on the checklist that is included in the package. If the entire package is delivered electronically, it shall still include all items (electronic checklist, contents list, etc.).

5.15.2 Content
There is no rigid format required for the Product Installation Package; however, the content listed below shall be included.

5.15.2.1 Name of Product being shipped
The complete name of the product shall be clearly stated on all items in the installation package.

5.15.2.2 Cover Letter
The cover letter shall include information such as: whom the installation package is being delivered to, who is sending the package, what is included in the package, and for what reason.

5.15.2.3 Checklist
The Installation Package Checklist is used to assist in preparing the Product Installation Package and the completed checklist shall be included with the package. This checklist is provided in Chapter 6.

5.15.2.4 Contents List
A contents list is included with the installation package showing what content is being shipped. The content list shall clearly state what platform (computing environment) the installation package was prepared for. An example Installation Package Contents List is provided in Appendices.

5.15.2.5 Summary of CD, Tape, or Cartridge Contents
The electronic medium used to distribute the software and machine readable components of the Product Installation Package is identified in the contents list. In addition, the installation package shall include a summary of contents of the medium and the platform requirements for reading the electronic medium should be specified. If a tape is being delivered, a tape map shall be included in the delivery package. The tape map should include information such as: the number of files, how the tape was created, and its density.

5.15.2.6 User Documentation
The purpose of user documentation is to provide sufficient information to facilitate the unassisted and correct use of the software product.

User documentation is required for new applications. For existing applications, the user documentation may be provided as updates to existing documentation or as a complete replacement for existing user documentation. If updates are provided, clear instructions for updating existing documentation shall be included.
5.15.2.7 System Documentation

The purpose of system documentation is to provide installers and product managers with sufficient information to safely integrate the software product into their computing environment and to understand the consequences of such integration. This documentation should be distributed to all licensees.

System documentation is required for all new releases of AASHTOWare products. For existing products, the system documentation may be provided as an update to existing documentation or as a complete replacement for existing system documentation. If updates are provided, clear instructions for updating existing documentation shall be included.

This documentation should be written to satisfy the needs of product installers, managers, and administrators. Because the system documentation may contain sensitive information such as security administration, it should be structured such that the sensitive material can be distributed only to those persons authorized to use it.

System documentation should be divided into the functions described below.

5.15.2.7.1. Implementation Documentation

Implementation documentation is provided to assist customer support staff in the installation, setup, configuration, customization, maintenance, and de-installation of the AASHTOWare product in the customer’s IT environment. The following are recommended components of the implementation documentation.

- Differences - Provide brief descriptions of the differences (deltas) between the current version of the product and the previous version. Release level, maintenance level, fixes applied, and testing level information should also be supplied in this section.
- Environment - Provide descriptions of environment and resource requirements. These descriptions should include documentation of interactions with systems and communications software, dependencies on interfaces with other products, resource requirements, hardware feature or device requirements, and performance characteristics.
- Warnings - Provide warning messages with clear descriptions of any potential for destroying or corrupting data as well as any irreversible actions.
- De-installation - Provide instructions for de-installing or removing the product.
- Installation - Provide instructions for installation of the complete product, maintenance, and fixes.
- Problem Resolution - Describe the methods and procedures that should be employed for isolating, identifying, documenting, and reporting errors.
- Interfaces to Systems and Other Applications Software - Describe data formats and method of interaction.
- Required Maintenance (system care and feeding, not changes)
- Customization Features - Describe customization features such as generation or installation parameters. Explain implications of choosing different options.
- User maintainable system parameters such as initialization files, account profiles, performance parameters, or configuration definitions should be documented.
  - User exits, hooks, and replaceable modules should be documented along with the processes and procedures necessary to activate them.
  - A data dictionary defining the data elements required for the implementation of the exits, hooks, and replaceable modules described above should be
provided. This dictionary should also define those data elements input from and output to external files which the user is permitted to access.

5.15.2.7.2. Security Management

This component of the system documentation contains information appropriate for distribution to installation security managers. This component should be separately packaged.

5.15.2.7.3. Administration Documentation

This component of the system documentation is prepared when the product will require management or administration by personnel separate from the installers or maintenance personnel. This component should be separately packaged. Some examples of such management are data file maintenance, performance monitoring, problem resolution, resource allocation, account management, database maintenance, work scheduling, and report distribution.

5.15.2.7.4. Operator Documentation

Operator documentation, where separate from user documentation as in the case of shared use systems (mainframes, servers), should be separately packaged. This documentation contains all operator messages. These messages should be segregated by severity and by whether they require responses.

5.15.2.7.5. Platform Specific Installation Instructions

Any instructions specific to the platform this installation package is to be installed on should be included.

5.15.2.7.6. Special Instructions

Any special instructions unique to the customer should be included in the shipment. All known malfunctions shall also be clearly noted with the appropriate workarounds documented.

5.15.2.7.7. Summary of Changes in the Release

A summary of new, changed, or removed features shall be included in the shipment.

5.15.2.8 Software

All software included in the Product Installation Package shall be shipped on extended life media that provides ease of installation and use to the recipient. A duplicate copy of the software, also on extended life media, shall be supplied to assist in archival processes.

The following software items shall be included with the installation package.

5.15.2.8.1. Product Software

All software that the licensees are entitled to shall be included in the product installation package.

5.15.2.8.2. Command Language Procedures

Command language procedures needed to install or run the product shall be included.

5.15.2.8.3. Database Definition Procedures

The necessary procedures and schema needed to setup the customer chosen (and supported) database shall be included.
5.15.2.8.4. Installation Jobs

Installation jobs and procedures to install the product on the platform the installation package is being prepared for shall be included.

5.15.2.8.5. Third Party Software

If the AASHTOWare software requires third party software, the following should be considered. If the third party software is distributed with the AASHTOWare software, the latest release of the third party software that has been tested should be included. If the third party software is not included, it should be clearly stated in the install document what third party software is needed and what release it should be.

5.15.2.9 Hardware

5.15.2.9.1. Hardware Security Device or Software Security Key

If the product requires a hardware security device or software security key to operate, this device/key shall be included in a shipment to a first time recipient. In the case of first time shipments, arrangements shall be made to provide this device/key to the recipient. If this installation package is an update of the software and the update does not require a change in the hardware security device or software security key, a new one need not be shipped.

5.15.2.10 Virus-Scan has been passed

Before the Product Installation Package is shipped, the media containing all or parts of the package shall be scanned for viruses if a commonly used virus-scanning product is available for that media. The virus-scan software shall be of current release and an industry leader. The scan shall show no viruses on the media.

5.16. Application Infrastructure Component List

5.16.1 Description

The Application Infrastructure Component List is a required artifact that contains the application infrastructure components, which support the development, maintenance, or operation of the application. Refer to the Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard for additional information.

5.17. Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT)

5.17.1 Description

The Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT) details how the AASHTOWare product complies with the federal Section 508 standards. A VPAT shall be prepared and submitted to AASHTO for each project where a new software product is developed and when a product is redeveloped.

In addition, projects or MSE work that include modifications to an existing product’s user interface shall consider further implementation of 508 standards. If the 508 accessibility functions are modified, an updated VPAT shall be prepared and submitted to the AASHTO PM.

5.17.2 Content

Additional information on the Voluntary Product Accessibility Template, including a VPAT word template, is available on the Information Technology Industry Council web site at:

http://www.itic.org/policy/accessibility/vpat
5.18. Project/MSE Archive Package

5.18.1 Description
The Project/MSE Archive Package is an archive of the final product, project materials, and development artifacts. A Project Archive Package shall be prepared and submitted to AASTHO at the closeout of each project, and an MSE Archive Package is prepared and submitted at the closeout of each MSE work effort.

5.18.2 Content
This project archive package includes the Product Installation Package, VPAT, plus all approved and unapproved deliverables and review gate approval requests approved and rejected during the lifecycle of the project. In addition, the required artifacts for a project shall be included in the project archive package, including the Application Infrastructure Component List, Technical Design Specification (TDS), Development and Maintenance Documentation, other artifacts created during the life of the project including the source code, build procedures, and any other information or documentation needed to setup, configure, change, and rebuild the final product.

An MSE archive package includes the same content with the exception of the RTM, Technical Design Specification (TDS), and the Development and Maintenance Documentation, which are not required for MSE work.

5.19. Development and Maintenance Documentation

5.19.1 Description
The Development and Maintenance Documentation is a required artifact for new development projects. This documentation, supplemented by the Technical Design Specification, represents the internal documentation for the product, and should describe the logic used in developing the product and the system flow to help the development and maintenance staffs understand how the programs fit together. The documentation should provide instructions for establishing the development environment and should enable a developer to determine which programs or data may need to be modified to change a system function or to fix an error.

Once created, the Development and Maintenance Documentation should be updated, as required, when the existing product is revised by a project or MSE work effort.

5.19.2 Content
The content of the Development and Maintenance Documentation is left up to the contractor.
6. Forms and Templates

6.1. Work Plan Templates

Two Microsoft Word templates are available for preparing project and MSE work plans. These templates include all the required information that shall be included for each project and MSE work plan.

Both templates are available for download on the AASHTOWare SharePoint workspace and on the AASHTOWare web server at the URLs listed below:

Project Work Plan Template

MSE Work Plan Template

6.2. Review Gate Approval Request Form

The following form or an equivalent form with the same content shall be used for submitting review gate approval requests by the contractor and for documenting the approval decision by the task force.

This form is available for download on the AASHTOWare SharePoint workspace and on the AASHTOWare web server at:

https://www.aashtoware.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/AASHTOWare_Review_Gate_Approval_Request_Form_05282010.docx
AASHTOWare
XXXXX Review Gate
Approval Request

To: Task Force Chairperson
From: Contractor Project Manager
Project/Product Name: nnnnnn
Submission Date: mm/dd/yyyy  Requested Approval Date: mm/dd/yyyy

Provide summary or comments regarding the review gate approval request.

Deliverables
The following deliverables are attached and submitted for approval with the review gate approval. Reference materials regarding prior stakeholder review and approval are also noted and attached.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deliverable Name</th>
<th>Document/File Name</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Reference Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Checklist
Answer “yes” or “no” to each of the following questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is each major deliverable compliant with AASHTOWare Standards?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have all issues regarding the major deliverables or other work associated with the review gate been resolved?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does each major deliverable implement or support all user requirements in the URS?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Noncompliance/Open Issues/Non Supported Requirement
If “no” is answered to any of the above questions: (1) Describe any areas of noncompliance with existing standards and include the justification, (2) Describe all open issues and the planned resolution for each, and/or (3) Explain why any user requirement(s) are not implemented or supported in a major deliverable. If needed, include an attachment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noncompliance/Issue/Requirement</th>
<th>Planned Resolution/Justification/Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contractor Acknowledgement

Acknowledged by: __________________________ on behalf of __________________________

Signature: __________________________ Date: ________________

Task Force Approval

Approved (Yes or No): _____

Reasons for Rejection and/or Directions to the Contractor

Approved by: __________________________ on behalf of __________________________

Signature: __________________________ Date: ________________

AASHTO Project Manager Review

Reviewed by: __________________________ on behalf of __________________________

Signature: __________________________ Date: ________________

AASHTO Project Manager Comments
6.3. Example Status Report

The following example status report satisfies the status reporting requirements described in this standard and the Project and MSE Work Plan Templates. Any other report format may with the same content. Additional content may be added as deemed appropriate by the task force or contractor.

This document is available for download on the AASHTOWare SharePoint workspace and on the AASHTOWare web server at:

[Product/Project Name]  
Status Report

Project Manager:                  Date: 
Reporting Period: 
Project Stage: 

Summary View

*Indicate the red, green, yellow status of each key status area of the project/work effort.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>This Period</th>
<th>Last Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliverables</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Force Communication</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk/Issue Management</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Management</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accomplishments for This Period

*List the major accomplishments completed in this period from the project/work effort schedule.*

Planned Activities for Next Reporting Period

*List the activities from the project/work effort schedule that are planned for the next reporting period.*

Budget Status

*Identify the current budget status, including the initial budget from the work plan, last approved budget, current estimate, reason for new estimate, and cost expenditures to date.*

Milestones/Deliverables

*List the major milestones and deliverables (including project closeout), the planned and actual start dates, planned and actual end dates, and the percent complete for each milestone/deliverable.*

Changes Requests

*Identify change requests that occurred during this reporting period. Provide the status of the new change requests and all open change requests.*

Risks

*List the current highest risk factors for the project/work effort and any actions taken to mitigate the risk.*

Issues

*List all open issues, the actions taken to address each issue, and the status of the actions.*
6.4. Installation Package Checklist
This checklist is for the vendor to use in preparing the Product Installation Package. Each item should be checked as the item is completed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEMS</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Documentation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Name of product is included on all items in the installation package</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cover Letter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Contents List</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Content List states the platform (computing environment) the installation package is for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Summary of CD, Tape, or cartridge contents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• User documentation or updates for existing documentation (including update instructions)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• System documentation or updates for existing documentation (including update instructions)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Platform specific installation instructions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Special instructions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Summary of changes in this release</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Checklist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Software</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Appropriate media used</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Product software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command Language Procedures (Scripts, JCL, EXECs, EXEs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Database Definition Procedures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Installation jobs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Third party software at appropriate release (if applicable)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Virus scan has been passed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hardware</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hardware security device (if applicable)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This document is available for download on the AASHTOWare SharePoint workspace and on the AASHTOWare web server at:

# 6.5. Installation Package Contents List

This is an example of a contents list which is shipped as part of the Product Installation Package.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shipped From:</th>
<th>Shipped To:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shipment Date</th>
<th>Release Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong><strong>/</strong></strong>/____</td>
<td>-- &gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform / Version (computing environment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape / Cartridge / Diskette / CD-ROM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware Security Device or Software Security Key (if applicable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Documentation</th>
<th>Documentation Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Documentation</td>
<td>( ) New Manual / ( ) Updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation Documentation</td>
<td>( ) New Manual / ( ) Updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Management Documentation</td>
<td>( ) New Manual / ( ) Updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager or Administration Documentation</td>
<td>( ) New Manual / ( ) Updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator Documentation</td>
<td>( ) New Manual / ( ) Updates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This document is available for download on the AASHTOWare SharePoint workspace and on the AASHTOWare web server at:
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1. Purpose

The purpose of the Quality Assurance (QA) Standard is to define the responsibilities of the project/product task forces and contractors in ensuring that products are being developed and implemented in compliance with AASHTOWare Standards. The activities in the standard focus on evaluating if required deliverables and artifacts are created in compliance with standards; and if required processes in the standards are being followed.

The activities do not address whether a deliverable or artifact meets its intent or purpose. Review and acceptance are the responsibility of the task force and should be completed prior to submission for QA evaluation. The activities also do not require areas of non-compliance to be resolved; however, recommendations for resolution and common problems found will be used for process improvement within the applicable standards and within the internal procedures used by each task force and contractor.

This standard applies to both AASHTOWare projects and annual MSE work efforts and the required deliverables and artifacts that are required by all AASHTOWare standards. The requirements for compliance with this standard are shown in red italicized text. New requirements that were not in the prior version are shown in bold italicized text.

An artifact is defined as a tangible by-product of a software development, maintenance, or project management activity; a deliverable is an artifact that shall be delivered to the task force and approved.

Examples of deliverables include the System Requirements Specification (SRS), Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM), and Beta Test Results Report. Examples of required artifacts are Review Gate Approval Requests, Application Infrastructure Component List, and Technical Design Specification (TDS).

2. Task Force/Contractor Responsibilities

The project/product task force and contractor responsibilities in regards to the AASHTOWare Quality Assurance (QA) Standard are summarized below. Additional details on these responsibilities are provided in the Procedures section of this document.

- Plan the QA activities defined in this standard in all project and MSE work plans, including the annual QA meeting.
- Provide a list of completed deliverables and required artifacts once a year as requested by the QA analyst.
- Participate in conference call with the AASHTOWare QA Analyst prior to the annual QA meeting to review the meeting agenda and discuss deliverables and artifacts to be reviewed and any concerns with the Standards and Guidelines Notebook.
- Submit requested deliverables, artifacts, and supporting information to the AASHTOWare QA Analyst.
- Meet with the QA Analyst once a year. Lead a discussion on the deliverables and artifacts produced and any concerns encountered during the year. The contractor work site is the preferred location for the QA meetings.
- Provide the QA Analyst with access to deliverables and artifacts as requested.
- Review evaluation reports and provide comments.

3. Required Deliverables and Artifacts

The following summarizes the required deliverables and artifacts that shall be created and/or delivered to comply with the Quality Assurance Standard.
● Email a list of deliverables and artifacts completed during the fiscal year to the QA analyst.

4. Procedures

The following provides detailed descriptions of quality assurance procedures that involve the project/product task force and/or contractor.

All correspondence sent regarding the QA procedures should be sent or copied to the task force chair, AASHTO Project Manager (PM), SCOA liaison, T&AA liaison, and QA analyst.

4.1 Plan QA Activities

Each task force shall plan the QA activities by the task force and contractor in the appropriate project or MSE work plan. This includes preparing the list of completed deliverables and artifacts, submitting selected items to the QA analyst, meeting once a year with the QA analyst, and reviewing and responding to evaluation reports.

4.2 Schedule QA Meeting

The task force chair or AASHTO project manager (PM) shall schedule a QA meeting once a year at the contractor work site or an alternate site selected by the chair or AASHTO PM. This visit will normally be scheduled after the end of the fiscal year between August 1 and November 30.

The meeting may be scheduled in conjunction with a planned task force meeting or as a separate meeting. The minimum attendees shall be the contractor project manager or designee, task force chair or designee, AASHTO project manager, and the QA analyst. It is also recommended that the T&AA liaison, SCOA liaison, and other contractor staff attend.

The QA analyst will send a reminder message to the task force chairs and AASHTO PMs regarding the scheduling of the QA meeting by the end of the current fiscal year.

4.3 Request List of Completed Deliverables and Artifacts

The QA analyst will send an email message to each task force chair and AASHTO PM approximately two months before the QA meeting, requesting the list of all deliverables and artifacts completed in the prior fiscal year and those to be completed by the QA meeting. This should include deliverables and artifacts for the annual MSE effort and any project that was active during the prior fiscal year. The email will also request the location of the deliverables and artifacts on SharePoint.

4.4 Submit List of Completed Deliverables and Artifacts

The task force chair shall create the list and send to the QA analyst by email or letter. If a task force is responsible for multiple AASHTOWare products or projects, a separate list may be submitted for each product/project or a combined list can be submitted for all. Also, if the task force uses multiple contractors with specifically defined individual deliverables and artifacts, a separate list may be submitted for each contractor.

4.5 Schedule QA Conference Call

The QA analyst will work with the AASHTO PM to schedule a conference call approximately one month before the QA meeting. The contractor project manager or designee, task force chair or designee, AASHTO project manager, and the QA analyst shall participate in the call. The T&AA and SCOA liaisons and other personnel are also welcome to attend. The purpose will be to review the draft agenda for the meeting and finalize the list of deliverables and artifacts that will be included in the QA review.
4.6 Conduct QA Conference Call and Select Deliverables and Artifacts for QA Evaluation

If there are a large number of deliverables and artifacts, the QA analyst will request assistance from the AASHTO PM liaison to select a sampling of the completed deliverables and artifacts for evaluation. The items will be selected using the following criteria:

- The item is important in determining if the processes in a standard are being followed.
- The content of the item is required to comply with a standard.
- A type of item has not been evaluated recently.
- The evaluation of a specific item is important to the product task force.

After the items are selected for evaluation, the AASHTO PM will notify the task force chair of the items selected for evaluation. This will include the selected deliverables and artifacts, and submission and approval documentation or emails.

4.7 Submit Deliverables and Artifacts for Evaluation

After receiving the list of selected deliverables, artifacts and submission/approval documentation, the task force chair shall send the selected items to the QA analyst electronically prior to the scheduled QA meeting. If an exception was approved regarding a standard applicable to the deliverable or artifact, the exception approval letter from SCOA should also be included with the submission.

The QA analyst will perform a preliminary review of the deliverables and artifacts prior to the meeting. These items should be sent 2-4 weeks before the scheduled QA meeting.

4.8 Meet with QA Analyst at Contractor Work Site

As discussed above, the QA analyst will meet with the contractor project manager, task force chair, and AASHTO PM at the contractor work site or other location once a year between August 1 and November 30. As noted above, it is also recommended that other contractor staff, the T&AA liaison and the SCOA liaison attend. The purpose of the meeting will be to:

- Review deliverables, artifacts, emails, and other items that help determine compliance with standards; and document review findings;
- Solicit feedback from the contractor staff and task force representatives on the current QA process and other existing standards;
- Collect suggestions for improving the QA process and other existing standards;
- Discuss and obtain feedback on new standards currently under development and existing standards currently being revised; and
- Discuss standards, processes, new technologies used in or planned for the product, and other related items.

4.9 Review Deliverables and Artifacts

After the meeting, the QA analyst will begin evaluating each selected item for compliance against the applicable standard(s). The results of each evaluation are documented in a preliminary QA evaluation report. The report will document where the items are not in compliance with the applicable standards and will reference any exceptions that have been granted. The report also includes recommended actions to address the areas of non-compliance. When completed, the preliminary evaluation report is sent to the task force chair and AASHTO PM with a request for comments and feedback.

4.10 Review Evaluation Reports and Provide Comments

After receiving the preliminary evaluation report, the task force chair should distribute the report to the task force members and contractor. The QA analyst will follow up with the task
force chair, AASHTO PM and contractor representatives, as needed, to review the evaluation results and noncompliance issues and answer questions.

4.11 Resolve Issues and Provide Comments
The task force shall review the preliminary evaluation report and decide if any corrective actions will be taken to resolve the noncompliance issues. The task force chair shall then prepare a response to the evaluation report and send the response to QA analyst and copy the task force members, contractor, AASHTO PM, and T&AA and SCOA liaisons. If the task force or contractor has any suggestions to improve the QA process and/or to minimize non-compliance, these suggestions should also be included in the response.

The decision to resolve or not resolve noncompliance issues should be included in the response. If a major deliverable or artifact will be updated, a target date should be provided for the revised deliverable. Revised deliverables and artifacts should be submitted through the task force chairperson to the QA analyst for re-evaluation.

4.12 Prepare and Distribute Final Evaluation Reports
After receiving the task force response, the QA analyst will prepare a final QA evaluation report, which includes the task force response. If an item was resubmitted and re-evaluated, these results/actions are included in the final report.

A cover letter or email to the task force chairperson will be prepared and sent with the final QA evaluation report. A copy is provided to the T&AA liaison and AASHTO PM. The task force chairperson distributes the reports to the task force members and contractor representatives. Any additional distribution should be handled by the recipients.

4.13 Prepare and Review Annual QA Summary Report
Following the completion of all QA evaluations, the QA analyst will produce a QA Summary Report that summarizes the results, findings and recommendation of all evaluations performed during the fiscal year. If any trends are observed, the report will also document these along with any recommended actions to address the trends.

The QA analyst will provide the report to the T&AA task force for review and comment and make appropriate updates. After the T&AA review, the T&AA chair will send the QA Summary Report to SCOA and AASHTO staff.

4.14 Recommend Improvements
Based on comments and recommendations received from the review of the QA Summary Reports, trends found, and findings from the QA meetings; SCOA and T&AA will determine if changes are needed to the QA standard, changes are needed to other existing standards, or new standards are needed.

If changes or new standards are needed, SCOA will provide direction to T&AA regarding the time frames for planning and implementation new and revised standards.

5. Technical Requirements
There are no technical requirements for this standard.

6. Deliverable and Artifact Definitions

6.1 List of Major Deliverables and Artifacts Completed

6.1.1 Description
This list is prepared once a year at the end of the fiscal year; and should be submitted to the QA analyst. The list may be sent by email or by letter.
6.1.2 Content
No specific content other than the names of the deliverables is required.

6.2 QA Evaluation Report

6.2.1 Description
This report is not prepared by the task force or contractor; however, the task force and contractor should review the report and provide a response to the findings.

6.2.2 Content
The results of the QA evaluation will be provided in this report. The report will include the following content. Other content may also be added.

- The date the report was prepared.
- Name of the project or product reviewed.
- Meeting overview, date, location, and attendees.
- Deliverables, artifacts reviewed
- Approval documentation reviewed
- Findings and recommendations from the QA review including any area of non-compliance.
- Recommended actions to address non compliance.
- Summary of other agenda items from the QA review meeting (reviewed of existing standards, planned standards, suggestions, etc.)

6.3 QA Summary Report

6.3.1 Description
This report is prepared by the QA analyst and summarizes QA results for the fiscal year.

6.3.2 Content
The report is prepared for SCOA and includes the date, location and attendees for all QA meetings held during the fiscal year. The report also summarizes all QA evaluation results and findings and may include recommended for changes to the standards and guidelines.
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1. Purpose
AASHTOWare recognizes its responsibility for providing secure applications. Further, AASHTOWare endorses and demands that applications delivered meet user needs and maintain the highest level of application, data, and infrastructure security as practical. This standard defines the security requirements and responsibilities that shall be met when developing AASHTOWare products.

This standard applies to all new development and major security related enhancement projects. The standard does not normally apply to small enhancements and software maintenance efforts; however, it should be reviewed when these efforts involve security. In addition, the standard primarily addresses multi-user applications except where noted otherwise.

The requirements for compliance with this standard are shown in red italicized text. New requirements that were not in the previous version of the Standards and Guidelines are shown in red bold italicized text.

2. Task Force/Contractor Responsibilities
The product task force and contractor responsibilities for the Security Standard are summarized below:

- Ensure that business specific security requirements are defined and implemented.
- Ensure that the security technical requirements defined in this standard are implemented in the product when applicable.
- Ensure that industry best security practices and emerging security trends are considered and implemented appropriately.

3. Required Deliverables and Artifacts
The following summarizes the required deliverables and artifacts that shall be created and/or delivered in order to comply with the Security Standard. Definitions and content requirements are provided in the Deliverable and Artifact Definitions section of this document.

- Security Requirements – shall be included in the System Requirements Specification (SRS).
- System Roles – shall be included in the SRS.

4. Procedures

4.1 Establish Security Requirements
For each new development or major enhancement effort, the task force and/or contractor should:

- Analyze the business needs, expectations, and constraints that impact the data, application, and system security,
- Define the applicable security requirements and system roles for the effort and include in the System Requirements Specification (SRS).

4.2 Include AASHTOWare Security Technical Requirements
Where applicable, the task force and/or contractor shall ensure that the technical requirements listed below are included in the SRS.

4.3 Review Impact to Existing Security
For each enhancement or modification to an existing application, the task force and/or contractor should ensure that there is no impact to the existing security introduced by the implementation of the enhancement or modification.
4.4 Test and Implement the Security Requirements
The task force and contractor should ensure that all security requirements in the approved System Requirements Specification are tested and implemented.

5. Technical Requirements
Research performed by T&AA reveals that there is a wide variety of tools, products, and computer environments in use at member agencies. Such variety exists that identifying detailed security requirements is not practical. Therefore, the following high-level security requirements are identified.

In addition to the standards listed below, product contractors and task forces are responsible for ensuring that industry best security practices and emerging security trends are considered and implemented appropriately.

5.1 Authentication
User authentication routines shall support one or more of the following.
- Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
- Integrated Windows Authentication (IWA)
- WS-Federation (e.g. Active Directory Federated Services)
- OAuth 2.0
- OpenID 2.0
- OpenID Connect
- SAML 2.0

Internal application user authentication is allowed, but should not be promoted as the primary authentication method for AASTHOWare products.

References:
- OAuth 2: https://oauth.net/2/
- OpenID: http://openid.net/developers/specs/
- SAML 2: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAML_2.0

5.2 Encryption of Sensitive Data
User accounts, passwords, and any other data identified as being sensitive shall be encrypted while in transit or at rest using methods and techniques accepted by the industry as being reliable and secure. This includes, but is not limited to, data transmitted on internal, external, public, or private networks and data stored in a database management system such as Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, etc.

References:
5.2.1 Transport Layer Security (TLS)

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol provides secure communications on the Internet for such things as e-mail, Internet faxing, and other data transfers. The primary benefit of TLS is the protection of web application data from unauthorized disclosure and modification when it is transmitted between clients (web browsers) and the web application server, and between the web application server and back end and other non-browser based enterprise components.

Any AASHTOWare-related web site for customer access, including web applications and support sites, shall use TLS 1.2 or higher.

5.2.2 Secure Hash Algorithm 2 (SHA-2)

SHA-2 (Secure Hash Algorithm 2) is a set of cryptographic hash functions designed by the United States National Security Agency (NSA). Security certificates issued by a trusted certificate authority should be using the SHA-2 cryptography.

Any AASHTOWare-related web site for customer access, including web applications and support sites, shall use SHA-2 based security certificates.

5.3 Role Based Security

Applications shall use role based security. Roles shall be defined within the application, and controlled by either the application or groups in a common directory service (e.g. Active Directory Security Groups). Applications should not require users to have accounts that access databases directly. Instead, applications should use a proxy account to perform database create, read, update, and delete actions.

5.4 Industry Standard Passwords

Passwords shall follow industry recognized standards for minimum length, makeup (i.e., characters, numbers, or symbols), and change frequency.

References:

Digital Identity Guidelines, Appendix A
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST_SP_800-63b.pdf#page=76

Digital Identity Guideline Document Suite

US Agency of International Development password creation standards
https://www.usaid.gov/ads/policy/500/545mau
5.5 Appropriate Levels of Hardening

Hardware and software provided to AASHTOWare customers that is exposed to external network users, including Internet users, shall be hardened to levels accepted by the industry as appropriate and effective for the hardware and software being used.

References:

- World Wide Web Consortium Security
  https://www.w3.org/Security/
- CERT
  http://www.cert.org/information-for/system-administrators/
- SANS Institute
  http://www.sans.org/
  http://isc.sans.org/diary.html?storyid=1615&rss
- Windows hardening guidelines
  http://www.first.org/resources/guides/#bp11
- US Security Awareness
  http://www.ussecurityawareness.org/highres/infosec-program.html
- Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)
  http://www.owasp.org/index.php/Main_Page

5.6 Security Patches

AASHTOWare contractors should assist in identifying and monitoring security patches for third-party components used in AASHTOWare products. In addition, contractors should notify the licensees of the location where the patches may be obtained and provide any specific instructions needed to incorporate the patches into AASHTOWare products within a reasonable timeframe from when the manufacturer of the third-party component makes patches available.

6. Deliverable and Artifact Definitions

6.1 Security Requirements

6.1.1 Description

The security requirements of the proposed application, system, database, or enhancement shall be included in the System Requirements Specification (SRS). In addition, the security requirements shall be included in the appropriate test procedures for alpha and best testing.

6.1.2 Content

The SRS shall include a section where all security requirements are documented. Other methods that allow all security requirements to be easily identified may be used in lieu of this method.

The security requirements should define:

- Privacy concerns associated with the application or data;
- The types of users that have access to the applications, systems, databases, and data (see system roles below);
- What each type of user has access to and the type of access allowed;
6.2 System Roles

6.2.1 Description

The SRS shall define the roles of the various stakeholders that use and support the system.

6.2.2 Content

The roles may be provided in any format that identifies the groups of users and stakeholders along with their roles and responsibilities regarding the proposed system. Example roles include users, managers, executives, system administrators, security administrators, database administrators, and application support personnel.
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1. Purpose
This document describes the requirements needed to ensure AASHTOWare products maintain compatibility with updated technology and drop support for outdated technology. Task forces and contractors shall ensure AASHTOWare products are tested with new versions of development tools, operating systems, utilities, databases, and other related infrastructure components. Changes to AASHTOWare products needed due to updated versions of critical infrastructure components shall also be planned and implemented in a timely manner. In addition, each critical infrastructure component used in AASHTOWare products shall be supported by the component’s vendor.

The actions included in this standard will ensure AASHTOWare products are compatible with updated critical infrastructure components without forcing customers to immediately upgrade their environments.

This standard applies to both AASHTOWare projects and annual MSE work efforts. The requirements for compliance with this standard are shown in red italicized text. New requirements that were not in the previous version of the Standards and Guidelines are shown in red bold italicized text.

2. Task Force/Contractor Responsibilities
The product task force and contractor responsibilities for this standard are summarized below:

- Each task force and/or their contractor shall maintain a list of application infrastructure component products for each their AASHTOWare product(s). These are those component products required to support the development, maintenance, or operation of each AASHTOWare product; such as browsers, database management systems, operating system and development tools.
- Task forces and contractors shall ensure that their product(s) support are compatible with at least the most recent release of application infrastructure component products and the release immediately prior to the most recent release, often respectively referred to as N and N-1.
- At least once a year, the task force or the contractor shall review the list of application infrastructure components supported in each AASHTOWare product and identify the components that have been upgraded and those that will lose vendor support.
- Plans shall be created and executed to test each AASHTOWare product with updated application infrastructure component versions.
- Plans shall be created and executed to support new versions of the application infrastructure components in each AASHTOWare product in the time frames discussed below in the Determine Which Components Need to be Updated section.
- When a vendor announces the discontinuation of support for a specific version of an application infrastructure component, a plan shall be created and executed to migrate the product away from that version as discussed below in the Determine Which Components Need to be Dropped section.
- The current version of the application infrastructure component list shall be included or referenced in each product or product work plan for an existing AASHTOWare product.
- All work activities associated with this standard shall be planned in both project and MSE work plans.

3. Required Deliverables and Artifacts
The following summarizes the required deliverables and artifacts that shall be created and/or delivered in order to comply with the Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard.
• **Application Infrastructure Component List:** This is list of all application infrastructure components, or those required to support the development, maintenance, or operation of their product(s). Application infrastructure component examples include integrated development environments, development languages, run time environments, configuration management and version control software, browser, desktop and server operating systems, testing software, and database engines. This list includes the component name; version level the product uses, supports, or depends on; and the owner/vendor of the component. If the component is open source, the license information shall also be included.

If available, the list should also include the next version, availability date of next version, and discontinuation of support date of the current version. Refer to [Deliverable and Artifact Definitions](#) section for the required content of the lists.

4. **Procedures**

4.1 **Prepare the Application Infrastructure Component List**

The initial activity is for the contractor to prepare the Application Infrastructure Component List. The contractor shall include all application infrastructure components in the list that are used to develop, support, or execute each AASHTOWare product. The components should be categorized to clearly identify components that are supported by the client organizations (e.g., database, server operating system, and workstation operating system), third-party components the application relies on to operate (e.g., controls, communication protocols, and XML schemas), and components needed to develop, test, and support the application (e.g., integrated development environments, testing tools, and other items not needed in the application users’ organizations).

4.2 **Maintain the Application Infrastructure Component List**

The contractor shall maintain the Application Infrastructure Component List by updating the list when the components needed to develop, support, or execute the application change. New components will be added and new versions for existing components will be updated as needed. Other components or component versions will be removed from the list when the AASHTOWare product drops support for a component or a specific version of a component.

4.3 **Review Application Infrastructure Component Available Releases**

At least once a year, the contractor shall review versions of the most recent generally available production or stable releases (referred to as the N versions) of application infrastructure components used by or relied on by the application and their associated release history. The anticipated release dates of new versions of application infrastructure components should also be reviewed so the task force and contractor are aware of planned updates and their scheduled release dates. The contractor should also make note of any version of an application infrastructure component that the component vendor has announced a planned date when support will be discontinued and add the date to the list.

4.4 **Determine Which Components Need to be Updated**

The results of the previous step should be compared to the Application Infrastructure Component List. If a newer version of an application infrastructure component is available, the contractor shall develop a plan to complete the development and testing to support the new version of the application infrastructure component in each AASHTOWare product within 24 months after each new component version achieves general availability status. The production support for the new version of an application infrastructure component shall be included in the next planned release of the AASHTOWare product after the 24 month date.
Browsers are an exception to this requirement. New versions of browsers shall be tested and implemented within 12 months after the date of general availability and supported in the next planned release after the 12 month date.

General availability is a term used by Microsoft and other vendors that is defined as that stage of the product life cycle when the product is stable, having successfully passed through all earlier release stages (such as beta and candidate releases) and is believed to be reliable, free of serious bugs, and suitable for use in production systems. The general availability date is announced by the vendor of each component product and is typically posted on the vendor’s web site.

The plan to implement the new versions shall be included in the appropriate upcoming work plan as discussed in the Prepare the Work Plan section.

The following includes examples of the 24 and 12 month requirements.

- If a new version of the SQL Server database management system reaches general availability status on March 15, 2015, this new version of SQL Server shall be supported in each AASHTOWare product in the next planned release after March 15, 2017.

- If a new version of the Internet Explorer (IE) browser reaches general availability status on May 10, 2015, this new version of IE shall be supported in each AASHTOWare product in the next planned release after May 10, 2016.

This timeline may require AASHTOWare products to support more than the N and N-1 versions of application infrastructure components, depending on the upgrade schedule of the components’ manufacturers. In these situations, task forces may accelerate product updates so that products only support N and N-1 versions of application infrastructure components.

When the availability date of the next version of an application infrastructure component is known, these should be added to the Application Infrastructure Component List.

4.5 Determine Which Components Need to be Dropped

When a vendor announces the discontinuation of support for a specific version of an application infrastructure component, the contractor shall develop a plan to migrate each AASHTOWare product away from that version by the time the vendor drops support for the component. The plan shall be included in the appropriate upcoming work plan as discussed in the Prepare the Work Plan section.

At this point, the contractor should also add the planned date for discontinuation of support to the Application Infrastructure Component List.

4.6 Prepare the Work Plan

When developing the next project or MSE work plan for an existing AASHTOWare product, the contractor shall include or reference the current version of the application infrastructure component list in the work plan, and include the planned activities in the work plan to test new versions of components; review the current list and make necessary updates; prepare the list if none exists; modify the product as required to implement new versions of components and to discontinue outdated versions of components.

Activities shall be included in the work plan to ensure that:

- New versions of critical application infrastructure components are:
  - Tested and ready to implement in each AASHTOWare product within 24 months after the component reaches general availability status.
  - Implemented and fully supported in the next planned release of the AASHTOWare product after the 24 month date.
New versions of browsers are:

- Tested and ready to implement in each AASHTOWare product within 12 months after the version reaches general availability status.
- Implemented and fully supported in the next planned release of the AASHTOWare product after the 12 month date.

Versions of critical application infrastructure components that will be no longer supported by the vendor will be discontinued in each AASHTOWare product by the date that the vendor drops support for the component.

- The current version of the application infrastructure component list is included or referenced in all work plans for an existing AASHTOWare product.
- The current version of the list is reviewed and kept up to date during the execution of the work plan. A list is prepared if none exists.
- The new or most recent version of the application infrastructure component list is submitted at the Closeout Review Gate. (Refer to the Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard for additional information).

These activities are included in the Application Infrastructure Upgrade Services section of an MSE work plan. The current application infrastructure component list is included or referenced in this section or the Tools and Technologies section.

If a project includes these type of upgrade services, these activities are included in the Work Activities section of the project work plan. The current application infrastructure component list is included or referenced in this section or the Tools and Technologies section.

For projects developing a new product or redeveloping an existing product, a new application infrastructure component list shall be created and submitted at the Closeout Review Gate.

5. Technical Requirements

There are no technical requirements for this standard.

6. Deliverable and Artifact Definitions

6.1 Application Infrastructure Component List

6.1.1 Description

The Application Infrastructure Component List is a required artifact that contains the application infrastructure components, which support the development, maintenance, or operation of the application. It is used to document the components associated with an application and to help determine when components need to be updated or dropped.

6.1.2 Content

The Application Infrastructure Component List shall contain the following items:

- Component Name
- Component Category
  - External - Components that are supported by client organizations (e.g., database, server operating system, and workstation operating system),
  - Internal - Components the application relies on to operate (e.g., controls, communication protocols, and XML schemas)
Support - Components needed to develop, test, and support the application (e.g., integrated development environments, testing tools, and other items not needed in the application users’ organizations)

- Component Version
- Owner/Vendor Name of Component
- License Information (for open source components)
- Next Available Version (when known)
- Date When Next Version is Available (when known)
- Date When Support is Discontinued for Current Version (when known)
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1. Purpose

Relational databases are the preferred method of data storage for application programs. This is especially true for multi-user applications, where data update coordination between many users is essential. Databases provide built-in functions that lend themselves to performance, security, and multi-user access.

It is the purpose of this standard to define requirements and best practices for the use of databases in AASHTOWare product development. In addition, the standard provides information and recommendations which promote the preservation, sharing, and exchange of data supported by AASHTOWare products. This standard applies to new development projects and projects and MSE work that make major changes to an existing product’s data storage repository.

All requirements for compliance with this standard are shown in red italicized text. Although this is a new standard for FY 2014, some requirements were required by other standards. The new requirements that were not in the previous version of the Standards and Guidelines are shown in red bold italicized text.

2. Task Force/Contractor Responsibilities

The project/product task force and contractor responsibilities regarding this guideline are summarized below:

- Ensure the AASHTOWare standard database platforms are supported in all development of new products and development efforts that include the establishment or replacement of an existing application’s data storage repository. Refer to the Technical Requirements section in this standard for a description of the standard database platforms.

- Consider supporting the standard database platforms when developing enhancements that make major changes to an existing product’s data storage repository.

- Routinely survey the current and potential user base to determine what databases are supported, planned, being eliminated, and regarded as the preferred databases.

- Participate in research and testing new database platforms.

- Recommend new database platforms to be supported in specific products.

- Notify the T&AA Task Force when new database platforms are planned.

- Include supported database platforms and versions in the product catalog and on applicable product web sites.

- Since database management systems are considered as application infrastructure components, the contractor and task force shall also comply with the requirements of the Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard. These requirements include maintaining supported database platforms and versions in the product Application Infrastructure Component List, testing new releases of database platforms, dropping support for outdated versions, and planning the implementation of new versions.

- Ensure compliance with all license requirements and report potential issues to AASHTO.

3. Required Deliverables and Artifacts

The standard does not require any deliverables or artifacts to be created and/or delivered; however, the following shall be maintained with the database platforms and versions of those platforms supported by each product.

- Application Infrastructure Component List

- Product catalog
4. Procedures

4.1 New Database Notification
When a project/product task force is making plans to add support for a new database platform, the task force chair person should advise the T&AA liaison or T&AA task force chair person. This is strictly a courtesy notification and may be communicated verbally, by phone, or email. This will allow T&AA to communicate any concerns to the project/product task force and contractor early in the product development life cycle.

4.2 Maintain Database Platform Currency
As noted above, database platforms are considered application infrastructure components and shall be included in the activities and artifacts required to comply with the Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard. These include, but are not limited to the following.

- Include each database platform and the specific version supported in Application Infrastructure Component List for each product.
- Each product shall support the most recent release of each supported database platform and the release immediately prior to that release (N and N-1).
- New versions of database platforms shall be supported in each product within 24 months after the new version reaches general availability status.
- Products shall not support versions of database platforms that are no longer supported by the vendor.
- Plan and execute the work activities in the appropriate work plan to test, evaluate and implement new versions of database platforms and to eliminate non-supported versions.

4.3 Database Selection
When new database software is selected for use in AASHTOWare products, the following selection criteria and additional consideration should be used.

4.3.1 Database Selection Criteria
The following selection criteria are used as a basis for evaluation of database products and for their recommended use in the development of AASHTOWare products.

4.3.1.1 Standards Conformance
The products recommended are chosen on the basis of their conformance with industry standards such as SQL and connectivity.

4.3.1.2 Platform Support
The products recommended are chosen because of their support of a broad range of development and operational platforms (operating software/hardware). Special attention is given to those platforms which are currently employed by AASHTOWare products. Consideration is also given to those products which are current industry leaders.

4.3.1.3 Scalability
The products recommended are highly scalable within their product family.

4.3.1.4 Security
The product recommended should have adequate security features for database administration.
4.3.1.5 Development Tools
The products recommended are accessible and usable by a broad range of development tools which are suitable for the development of AASHTOWare products.

4.3.1.6 Middleware and Gateway
The recommended database product families provide middleware and gateways which permit access to and from other manufacturers’ database products over a variety of networking types (differing network protocols).

4.3.1.7 Replication
The products chosen support replicating data across a network and to different server environments.

4.3.1.8 Product Viability
All products recommended are well established in the market place and/or the user community.

4.3.2 Additional Considerations
New AASHTOWare product development should also consider the items listed below when determining which new database(s) to support. It is also suggested that existing products utilize the items to determine if the list of currently supported databases can be reduced.

4.3.2.1 Use of the Latest ODBC and JDBC Client Drivers
Software database drivers are available for most database platforms so that application software can use a common Application Programming Interface (API) to retrieve the information stored in a database. AASHTOWare product development should ensure that the latest stable ODBC and JDBC client drivers are used when developing and maintaining AASHTOWare products.

4.3.2.2 Surveying User base
In order to stay abreast of database platforms being used in the current and potential user base, AASHTOWare management should routinely survey the member departments to determine what databases are: preferred, currently supported, not used, planned for future use, and planned for retirement.

☐ The project/product task force should routinely solicit this information when surveying the current organizations licensing their products, as well as potential new users.

☐ The SCOA and the T&AA Task Force should routinely include questions regarding database platforms in the AASHTO Annual IT survey, which is sent to the Chief Information Officer in each of the AASHTO member departments.

4.3.2.3 Maintain the Minimum Number of Databases
AASHTOWare should select and maintain support for the minimum number of database platforms required to meet the user and organizational requirements for new and existing product development.

4.4 Update Product Catalog and Public Web Site
In addition, to maintaining the Application Infrastructure Component List, the supported database platforms shall be updated in the next release of the AASHTOWare product catalog. If a public web site exists for the product, the supported database platforms with version numbers shall also be kept up-to-date with all other published application infrastructure components for the product.
5. Technical Requirements

5.1 Enterprise (Multi-User) User Databases

The following enterprise databases shall be supported for all new development of AASHTOWare products and development efforts that include the establishment or replacement of an existing application’s data storage repository.

- Oracle
- Microsoft SQL Server

5.2 Standalone (Single User) Databases

When using standalone databases the following recommendations should be considered:

- Use a single standalone database engine within the application.
- Licenses should be included and distributed with the AASHTOWare product.
- Functionality to transfer of data to and from the enterprise database should be included in the application.
6. Deliverable and Artifact Definitions

The content of the following deliverable and artifacts shall be maintained with the database platforms and versions of those platforms supported by each product.

- **Application Infrastructure Component List** – Refer to the [Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard](#) for the required content of this artifact.

- **Product catalog**

- **Product web site (if applicable)**
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1. Purpose

A wise man once said, “To solve real world problems, you need to know where you are in the real world and understand a ‘Thing’s’ place in the real world.”

The purpose of this standard is to help (1) protect and preserve the DOTs’ information investment, (2) assure that individual assets are distinguished from one another, (3) improve data quality within AASHTOWare software, and (4) to increase each product’s value to its customers. To support these goals, this standard provides specifications to uniquely identify and locate assets to ensure the asset and its information remain correctly associated and a recommended workflow to improve spatial data quality within AASHTOWare software.

This standard supports improving the ability of AASHTOWare products to integrate with one another and with DOTs’ programs and data and delivering the right information at the point of need. Additionally, this standard advocates leveraging the significant GIS investments DOTs have made over the last 30 years to better integrate public services.

Discussion

Spatially-enabled data provides the foundation for effective data exchanges between agencies. Emergency events ignore borders, boundaries and what agency has decision authority over people and assets. Spatially-enabled data and tools allow agencies to easily coordinate efforts and work from a common operating picture to solve problems regardless if they are adjacent state DOTs or DOTs working with emergency operation centers or other government organizations.

Further, customer expectations have changed. People are evolving to a mobile, “anytime/anywhere” culture and expect to be connected and have information at their fingertips. Consider how people use their phones to find a new restaurant, hail a ride share, evaluate entertainment options, etc.

All this convenience is driven by location aware databases focusing on answering a person’s current needs. AASHTOWare software should drive similar answers to customers’ questions. In the field, relevant (local) bridge or project information should be offered first. An inspector evaluating a newly built asset should see that asset’s location and specs to then verify it was built as designed. Location based services are fundamental to delivering the right information focused to a customer’s current needs.

Mobile solutions leverage location to focus information to what is relevant to the user. Projects, assets, and other elements of interest are influenced by the things around them. Location based evaluation of information is a natural method for finding and identifying important patterns in order to make business decisions.

Location acts as a “super key” to unlock data sharing for traditional data systems that don’t easily connect. Consider the following example. New regulations are announced about pedestrian safety, and agency leadership needs to know what highway projects fall within a newly defined 10,000-foot zone around all public schools. If the data is spatially enabled, this can take seconds to perform in a GIS but could take weeks to develop the project list if performed manually.

This power is only available if location is captured correctly. If poor methods are used, the cliché is realized: “garbage in/garbage out” (GIGO). Every member in the chain of AASHTOWare data creation, management, and use, from the software developer to the data consumer, has an important role to play in developing the best information that is necessary to make decisions that can save lives, stimulate the economy, improve efficiency, and help the traveling public.
This Spatial Standard helps protect DOT information investments from loss. Real-world coordinates “anchor” the information to the Earth (where the asset is located), so that it can consistently be searched for, found, retrieved, and used correctly in analysis regardless of what other reference keys get lost or change.

Traditional location descriptions in DOT systems (linear reference systems [LRS] such as route-milepoint or station-offset) and road name-cross street references often develop errors over time and require increased maintenance to keep current. Beginning points for station-offset and other station markers get destroyed. The locations described by them often cannot be relocated years later. Road network changes force linear referencing shifts over time. Road names and route names change.

For example, a school pedestrian crossing is located at “US-123, milepoint 7.258” in a DOT’s database. No location maintenance is performed. Five years later, after a new bypass is built, the crossing “jumps” many miles away when new network infrastructure is brought into the LRS. See Figure 1.

How did this happen? A bypass is built to improve traffic on the US highway. The “old” section of the US highway is re-designated to a state road with a new route number (SR-6789), and milepoint (2.123). While the asset (school crossing) hasn’t changed, its LRS designation has.

What this means for AASHTOWare is if a bridge, pavement, project, or other data asset is similarly referenced with an LRS, each DOT must invest staff time in maintenance work to recalibrate the data to correct errors. If LRS changes are ignored, analysis and reporting will deliver incorrect information to the customers, who depend on AASHTOWare to be the record of truth.

In another example from Kentucky, surveyors, engineers, and other customers would come to the DOT office because they needed to find out information about a location, and the historical project as-builts held that valuable information. In the past, they would come to the DOT and search by the modern name of the road or project number through more than 200,000 project microfilm cards trying to find the data. These searches often took days or even weeks. Often the road names changed. A US highway in 1931 becomes a local road off the improved highway built in 1962. The project number’s meaning is lost to time as are the station and offsets, but the
reference map on the plan title page still connects the project details (parcel boundaries, owner names, etc.) to the Earth and has value to people today. By (1) building the spatial index of all these projects, (2) connecting it to scans of the microfilms, and (3) publishing an interactive map of them to the web, customers find what they are looking for in seconds or minutes rather than hours or days. This information is one of the most popular map pages for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet. Accurate location is continuing to deliver ROI on projects built 75 or more years ago.

Lack of location accuracy also increases the risk for decision errors. This standard provides specifications to assure that individual assets are uniquely identified and located to assure an asset’s information remains correctly associated. Figure 2 (below), shows two real world examples where simple rounding errors of the latitude and longitude would result in the erroneous association of bridge data. The green labels show how information gathered about a state road bridge would flip to a US highway. The yellow labels provide an example of a county bridge being assigned to a US highway.

![Figure 2: Rounding Error](image)

One might argue that having the road name would prevent such events from occurring. However, road names, route designations, and milepoints change over time, as the road example (Figure 1) above highlighted. Real-world coordinates with the proper accuracy and precision assure long term that the information gathered for an asset stays associated with that asset.

Ignoring these problems is reminiscent of the following quote, “… right now, someone in your organization is about to make a poor decision based on data that you have paid enormous amounts to gather and assemble.” (from CEB article[CIO3072112SYN-CEB]: *From Big Data to Better Decisions*, p.4). DOTs have invested millions to gather and analyze AASHTOWare-based information and location is a key element of that data.
This standard also provides a recommended workflow to improve spatial data quality within AASHTOWare software. Figure 3 highlights a real-world example of Kentucky Transportation Cabinet project location data stored in AASHTOWare PROJECT prior to manual cleanup. At the time the sample was gathered, there was not any validation on the latitude and longitude columns. Since users were not presented with the results of what they entered in a meaningful way to evaluate, they accidentally stored gross errors. PROJECT data shows Kentucky working in Georgia, the Arctic Ocean north of Greenland, and in western Chad.

Section 4.1.1 of this standard covers the “search, place, and confirm” workflow to minimize these types of GIGO problems so data quality is naturally improved, and customers can have confidence in their data driven decision making.

Spatially enabling and opening an AASHTOWare product’s data for integration into the larger DOT data ecosystem increases each product’s value to its DOT customers. By making AASHTOWare data easily accessible to GIS software, the data can easily be merged with data from completely different systems that share no traditional database connections. Using location information, a DOT staff member can quickly evaluate a broad range of potential threats to the bridge program, all active road projects, etc.

In Example 4 (below) a scenario was posed, “FHWA has new guidelines that all bridges 100 feet or longer must address runoff impact to wetlands designated as wooded within 500 feet of the bridge.” The DOT’s bridge management team can leverage BrM data fused with environmental wetland data to quickly define the answer.

Figure 3: QA Testing via map visualization.

Figure 4a: STEP 1-- Pull All Kentucky Bridges into GIS (Count = 18,422)
The analysis can be performed across the *entire* database of bridges rather than researching each individual bridge. This saves weeks of staff time that would be consumed determining whether there was a correlation using traditional paper map methods. The step by step example above took 15 minutes since the data was already easily accessible. The spatial search results can be folded into traditional reporting the way customers are accustomed to reading. In this example, staff now know the scale of the problem in their respective districts by referencing the table and map together. It could easily be broken down to county summaries and bridge lists provided to allow action.

A recommended AASHTOWare software enhancement would be to allow ingesting results like this and flag records for special instructions to prompt the next inspector or whoever gets assigned to work that asset, guidance on actions to take using the system, rather than having independent processes outside the system. Again, the goal is to facilitate AASHTOWare being integrated into the dynamic flow of work (and data) within DOTs to assure that AASHTOWare is irreplaceable as it serves our customers’ needs.
Part of “locating” includes describing the quality of the location description (metadata) to let users know how accurate the location description is. For example, in developing a billboard application, a general location accurate to 50 feet would be acceptable for many purposes, and depending on the particular DOT, this level of accuracy might be sufficient since visual sighting of a billboard should be easily achieved within 50 feet. The database table might store latitude/longitude. But for underground gas lines, the same DOT might require a sub-foot level of accuracy to avoid impacts since the risks and consequences if impacted are much higher. The Spatial Standard accommodates that flexibility while communicating the differences.

The technology environment has changed radically over the last decade. Systems today are built on a mobile and web friendly, service-based architecture. Consuming and sharing data from and to external systems are now normal processes. Additionally, location based analysis and reporting are normal elements within applications DOTs use regularly as well as individuals in their private lives. The Spatial Standard helps task forces prepare applications and data for the needs embedded within the DOTs today as well as future needs yet to be identified. Those needs often are not the direct user of the AASHTOWare application screens, but DOTs are compelled to blend data from many different sources to answer today’s pressing problems. By opening the applications’ information up to a larger customer base, DOTs realize a much higher value for their investment in AASHTOWare.

**What this standard does not do.**

*This standard does not force DOTs to be spatially enabled or aware.* Customers are able to not use spatial functionality if they choose. But just as some members of DOTs thought computers were a fad, spatial analysis is too powerful and the need too great to be ignored long term. Over the last 20 plus years, DOTs have invested significantly in GIS to solve real-world problems and all 50 DOTs have GIS embedded in their agency processes. AASHTOWare must position itself for the norm not the anomaly.

*This standard does not require all task forces to uniquely spatially locate every element, nut, bolt, wire, etc. stored within AASHTOWare applications.* Two key objectives of this standard are to accurately locate assets stored within the applications so that the information can be consistently accessed long term regardless of the name or LRS changes that occur over time and increase the value of AASHTOWare by simplifying the integration of high value data into DOT analyses to solve real world problems.

During the Data Integration Summit held in January 2019, DOT members consistently and clearly communicated the need to locate assets using both LRS and real world location information. Of the 28 respondents to a survey at the end of the summit, 26 said both LRS and “GIS” locations were needed. The remaining two said GIS only. This is a significant shift from traditional approaches within the software and will take time to implement, but the customers are clear on their needs.

*This standard applies to new development projects and work efforts (projects and MSE work) that make major changes to an existing product’s data storage repository.* All requirements for compliance with this standard are shown in red italicized text. The new requirements that were not in the previous version of the Standards and Guidelines are shown in red bold italicized text.

**2. Task Force/Contractor Responsibilities**

The product task force and contractor responsibilities for this are summarized below:
• The contractor shall ensure that the AASHTOWare spatial standard is supported in all development of new products and development efforts that include the establishment of new data structures or mobile solutions. Refer to the Technical Requirements section in this standard

• The contractor and task force should consider supporting the spatial standard when developing enhancements that make major changes to an existing product’s data structure or the addition of a mobile solution.

• The contractor and task force shall evaluate their existing data structures and assure that those spatial elements (like latitude/longitude [lat/long]) currently stored are being collected and stored using methods that assure the data quality that provides the intended value to the user. For example, storing lat/long without performing simple validation checks allows the user to falsely assume spatial accuracy when data entry errors could be recording coordinates on the wrong side of the Earth. Remember GIGO.

• If location data (like lat/long) are being stored without proper validation checks embedded in the software, the developer and task force shall develop alternative guidance workflows to help users test, validate, and correct their spatial data.

• The task force should routinely survey the current and potential user base to determine what interest there is for mobile and location based solutions.

• The contractor and task force should participate in research and testing of new location based data structures.

• The contractor and task force should recommend/provide feedback on location based services that support specific products.

• The task force should collaborate with the T&AA Task Force liaison whenever new mobile applications or location based reporting are discussed.

• If spatial data is being embedded in the database and application, the contractor shall store the data in one of the supported DBMS (Oracle or SQL Server). For point data, simple x and y fields can be stored in traditional tables. For lines and polygons, a spatial repository with spatial data types will need to be developed. Both Oracle and SQL Server have implementations that support the Open Geospatial Consortium’s Simple Feature Access structure. Data for mapping displays shall be delivered via platform independent Open GIS Web Service formats (WMS or WFS). Other semi-standard spatial formats (GeoJson, REST, etc.), and the 3rd party vendor formats listed in Appendix A may be offered as secondary alternates should the customer prefer it.

• The contractor shall research and document any applicable licensing terms and conditions, then provide recommendations to avoid potential issues to the task force and AASHTO Project Manager to ensure compliance with all license requirements.

• The contractor shall provide metadata at the table and record level as appropriate, see details in Section 5.3.

3. Required Deliverables and Work Products

The following summarizes the required deliverables and work products that shall be created and/or delivered in order to comply with this standard.
Table of Spatial Feature Classes: As part of the product documentation, a table shall be provided describing the feature classes (e.g. assets, bridges, projects, etc.) that resides within an application’s database that has been spatially enabled. Each record in the table shall include the feature class name, its spatial representation (point, line, polygon, multipart, and raster), description of what the feature class is, and projection (see example below). This is intended as a high level view of objects. Additional metadata details about these feature classes would be described in their attached metadata.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Class (Table) Name</th>
<th>Spatial Representation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Projection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State Bridges</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>Point location of all bridges within the state.</td>
<td>Decimal Degrees (WGS84: EPSG 4326)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Footprints</td>
<td>Polygon</td>
<td>Project Area for all state projects active in the next two years.</td>
<td>UTM, Zone 16, NAD83, Meters. (EPSG:26916)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 Metadata properly attributed shall be attached to data tables/records (see Section 5.3).

4. Procedures

4.1 Modification of Spatial Data Entry

Correctly locating information is a critical foundation for integrating that information with other systems. Often applications allow users to enter tabular reference location information (what city/county, milepoint, etc.) even as the user is also allowed to put a “pin on the map.” This creates opportunities to have erroneous and conflicting information. When these errors are discovered later, it causes integrity concerns since there is ambiguity about which location information is correct. This data integrity issue can have a snowball effect reducing confidence in other data within the database and increase the users’ maintenance efforts.

4.1.1 Recommended Solution: Refine the User Workflow

- The task force shall define and the developer implement an application workflow that guides the user through a “search, place, and confirm” process. The workflow shall not allow the direct input of location reference information (e.g. inside city limit, linear reference measure [county-route-milepoint], etc.) into the data table. The steps are:

  - Provide search tools for the user to find their location of interest similar to Google or Bing.
  - Display the location (map and LRS/lat/long, etc.) and prompt for user confirmation or placement selection.
  - Store locations in real-world coordinates into appropriate location fields in the correct table(s). Storing locations by linear referencing or other systems that can change over time creates on-going maintenance concerns.
  - Submit the location to web-based services that requests the correct information from authoritative GIS data sources (sourcing will vary from
agency to agency) to return the spatial reference information needed. For example, using the stored lat/long an application can leverage web services to return, milepoint, county, city, state, AADT, functional class, etc. See Figure 5 below.

Figure 5: Example of a user's map-click capturing real-world location and that location via web services returning supplementary information.

- Only store spatial reference information (non-real-world coordinates) in data tables when there are application performance issues.
- Developers shall use web services to return spatial reference information as needed and display reference information as the customer desires it.
- When the user desires to change the location, use the same search/confirm method described above to update location information.
  - When the user only wants to record non-specific location (e.g. city, county, etc.), developers shall use the same search by, then verify on map workflow as above to capture and write to the most precise field and populate other required spatial reference information. For example, if a user chooses “Nashville,” the county would automatically populate and not allow the user to edit it, and would display the county, “Davidson,” and the state, “Tennessee.”

5. Technical Requirements

5.1 Define Coordinate System for all Spatial Feature Classes

All spatially enabled data shall have a coordinate system defined. Coordinate systems are the “fabric” that define how a location on the Earth’s surface is described. This allows features and feature classes to be displayed in relation to one another. Modern software allows feature classes to be displayed together even if they are described with different coordinate projections, but they must be properly defined. Tabular (non-spatial) data stored with linear reference attributes may not have a direct projection defined, but when it is processed as an “event” in GIS, it is draped into the base network’s projection.
The Spatial Reference System Identifier (SRID) shall be used to correctly describe the projection of the data. SRIDs can be found here: http://spatialreference.org/. The International Association of Oil & Gas Producers (IOGP) inherited the maintenance of these from the European Petroleum Survey Group (EPSG). The SRIDs are commonly referenced to assure standard projection descriptions. Modern GIS software and relational database management systems (RDBMs) have tools embedded to define and manage spatial data including projections.

5.1.1 Preferred Coordinate System: Latitude/Longitude Decimal Degrees (WGS84 [EPSG 4326])

GPS units commonly provide coordinates in the 1984 World Geodetic System (WGS84) as a default. Modern mapping packages can re-project and display most projections on the fly. Therefore, for general mapping (non-survey grade) purposes, the key is to correctly define the coordinate system the data is captured and stored in rather than focus on what it is stored in, but having a standard default tied to the base technology default reduces the possibility of error.

A detailed definition of the projection can be found here.

GEODCRS[WGS 84,,
  DATUM["World Geodetic System 1984",
    ELLIPSOID[WGS 84,6378137,298.257223563,LENGTHUNIT["metre",1.0]],
    CS[ellipsoidal,2],
    AXIS["latitude",north,ORDER[1]],
    AXIS["longitude",east,ORDER[2]],
    ANGLEUNIT["degree",0.01745329252],
  ID["EPSG",4326]]

A consistent single projection definition shall be used for each table/feature class. While there have been many refinements with new epochs (datum adjustments) published since its initial definition and any of these may be used, for non-survey purposes, the original definition is the preferred.

5.1.2 Alternate Coordinate System: Latitude/Longitude Decimal Degrees (NAD83-1986 [EPSG 4269])

Many GIS applications use NAD83-1986 coordinates as their default of decimal degree data. Again, modern mapping packages can re-project and display most projections on the fly. This projection provides a reasonable alternative that proficient GIS practitioners can easily integrate with other data. The difference between the two coordinate systems is minor for mapping grade applications (about four feet), but data coordinate systems should not be “mixed and matched” within a single feature class.

A detailed definition of the projection can be found here.

The well-known text version of the definition provided by IOGP’s EPSG is:

GEODCRS[NAD83,,
  DATUM["North American Datum 1983",
    ELLIPSOID["GRS 1980",6378137,298.257222101,LENGTHUNIT["metre",1.0]],
    CS[ellipsoidal,2],
    AXIS["latitude",north,ORDER[1]],
    AXIS["longitude",east,ORDER[2]],
    ANGLEUNIT["degree",0.01745329252],
  ID["EPSG",4269]]
A consistent single projection definition shall be used for each table/feature class. While there have been many refinements with new epochs (datum adjustments) published since its initial definition and any of these may be used, for non-survey purposes, the original definition is the preferred.

5.1.3 Alternate Coordinate System: Web Mercator
This is not a preferred alternate for data capture or more complex analysis. Additional steps must be taken if distance or area measurements are used in an application that uses this projection (see ESRI’s Blog post). It is provided here as reference since Google Maps, Bing Maps, and ESRI maps among others use it for web mapping.

A detailed definition of the projection can be found here.

The well-known text version of the definition provided by IOGP’s EPSG is:

- WGS_1984_Web_Mercator_Auxiliary_Sphere
  - WKID: 3857 Authority: EPSG
  - SRID/EPSG: 3857
  - ESRI WK

5.1.4 Alternate Projection: Local Projection
State transportation agencies and many state GIS entities use a state plane or other local projection as their default coordinate system for storing location coordinates. While this may require more processing to integrate with other external data in a larger geographic integration, it should be accommodated if that is a local business requirement.

AASHTOWare contractors should assure that the local projection is properly defined as described including the SRID by the EPSG.

5.1.5 Linear Referenced Tabular Information
It is very common for transportation agencies to store location information using linear referencing (route and milepoint[s]). Prior to the widespread adoption of GPS and GIS technology, this was probably the most common means of tracking and describing the location of assets within DOTs. With advances in focused GIS-based transportation solutions, the ability to maintain accurate location descriptions with linear referencing has improved dramatically.

However, it has also exposed gross errors between the different information systems storing LRS based information. The limitation is that any information not integrated into
these large scale LRS maintenance systems is prone to synchronization errors or “location dissonance.” Every DOT’s road network and the assets that make them up are changing daily. Bypasses are added and existing route names/numbers are reassigned to it. New route names/numbers are assigned to old, existing pavements. Curves are straightened to improve safety. Bridges are replaced. If one does not adjust the linear reference measures of the network assets as in the bypass example above (Figure 1), then you get assets assigned via LRS to new road sections that can be miles from the actual real-world asset location. For the curve straightening example, “bunching errors” occur where assets shift closer together or stretch farther apart if a road is extended depending on the modification of the network. If one does adjust the network but does not make synchronization adjustments to the other LR data within the DOT, the data when plotted will “jump” to incorrect locations. These errors create false correlations between different sources’ data and hide meaningful data clusters. The result is poor decisions made on bad information.

To protect data integrity and the decisions made with that information, disconnected LRS-referenced data must store not only the LRS information but also the LRS metadata such as the capture time stamp and the source. This information, if consistently sourced could be stored at the table level or if dynamic, can be stored at the record level. See the table below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Length-Precision-Scale</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LRSType</td>
<td>Text (VARCHAR2)</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>Commonly one of three types: (1) Route &amp; Distance measure along centerline, (with optional Offset), (2) Intersection &amp; Offset along route, (3) Station and Offset along centerline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRSSource</td>
<td>Text (VARCHAR2)</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>The source system name of the LRS or web service used to pull the LRS values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRSCreatedDate</td>
<td>Date/Time</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Captures date/time of when the LRS source was pulled. This should be populated by the DB or by a service leveraging those. Note that the time stamp of the true LRS creation may be significantly different than the record creation date stamp. Some DOTs only publish LRS data annually or semi-annually. This date stamp is the best strategy for documenting which published LRS was used in case of a need to reconcile discrepancies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRSLastUpdateDate</td>
<td>Date/Time</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Captures the last date/time when a record’s LRS was modified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRSCComments*</td>
<td>Memo (VARCHAR2)</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>This field captures any other information regarding LRS that would not properly fit within an existing field.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ultimately, it is up to the individual DOTs to implement the maintenance processes to maintain synchronization of LRS information, but AASHTOWare must be capable of facilitating those maintenance processes. Capturing the LRS metadata greatly improves the quality of integration and analysis efforts. LRS-based location analyses should adjust all the different LRS/time combinations to a common LRS-time. This is often ignored, but the shifting LRS causes false correlations, and missing patterns will be delivered to the customer to make bad decisions. Location and temporal integrity are important for truly leveraging the value of the data.

Linear referenced information will never go away, but there are inherent challenges keeping information in sync with a constantly changing network external to the master LR repository. AASHTOWare is not attempting to be the master repository for linear referenced data. There are several existing firmly established vendors. The recommended method is to store real world coordinates and then use spatial tools to “snap” to the network to pull and report the linear description. This assures that the objects being tracked stay where they actually are, provides a LR description that DOTs...
are used to and comfortable working with, and assures a more simplified and accurate integration with other DOT data.

5.1.6 Vertical Projections
For all North American data, any elevations (z) recorded shall use the original NAVD 88 or one of its epochs. NAVD 88 is the official vertical datum in the National Spatial Reference System (NSRS). It is “the official civilian vertical datum for surveying and mapping activities in the United States for the United States performed or financed by the Federal Government.” See the Federal Register and NOAA’s page on datums.

A single vertical datum or epoch shall be used per table or feature class. They shall not be mixed within a table or feature class.

5.1.7 Units of Measure
Both US and metric units of measure are acceptable for area and length measurements. Consistency and conformity to local requirements is the key with appropriate metadata documentation.

5.2 Define the spatial accuracy either at the feature class or record level.
The evolution of mapping and data sourcing integration has resulted in a wide variety of data sets being “mashed together” in most modern GIS environments. Today, an agency’s data is an “ecosystem” with inputs flowing in, through and out of discrete systems and into other systems rather than remaining in a single isolated application/database.

This means that spatially aware field data and other methods and workflows not imagined 20 years ago have emerged. Customers are wanting to blend this dynamic and variable information with data captured and held in traditional workflows as well. This evolution of data opportunity and customer expectations over the past decade, inserts much more variability within the data held within AASHTOWare applications.

To correctly serve as the authoritative repository for transportation information, AASHTO software shall properly capture, store, and report how data presented in its software is gathered, and its accuracy in order to allow customers to make informed decisions. Spatial accuracy is a critical part of that metadata.

5.2.1 Survey Grade Accuracy (under 2 inches)
All capture of location information that is required for survey work or for use in engineering work shall be under the guidance of professional engineers/surveyors and follow the local and state requirements to meet those standards and specifications for accuracy. If information stored in AASHTOWare is going to be reused with survey grade accuracy, then the storage and display of information shall preserve and present location data at the same original quality. Metadata confirming the accuracy shall also be attached and provided to the data consumer.

5.2.2 Mapping/Resource Grade Accuracy (>2 inches [0.0508 Meters])
“Mapping grade” accuracy provides a general purpose location of a feature, feature class, or boundary that is useful for the creation of general maps for conveying information about objects and their general location and their relationships to one another. It is not designed to be used for establishing property rights, or act as the
authoritative location description in a legal proceeding. It can be used for illustrative purposes.

Field work is a critical part of transportation work processes. As applications have moved from the office to the field, location based workflows and the underlying accuracy of available GPS-based technology must be understood.

A GPS-enabled smart phone is typically accurate to within three to five meters, or up to about 16 feet. In 2017, a GPS chip became available to enable mobile devices to improve accuracy to within 30 centimeters, or under one foot. The key is to be aware that accuracy will continue to increase with common hand-held devices.

5.2.2.1 Spatial Accuracy Guidance

Application developers must keep in mind that weather, sun activity, blocked satellites due to line of site limitations, multi-path, etc. decrease the locational accuracy delivered by these devices. While these units will continue to provide a “precise” location (the same number of decimal places as before), the accuracy of the location can vary greatly. This can have a significant impact on the quality of data including placing features on the wrong side of a road or outside of a project boundary.

Awareness and intelligent UI design is needed. Designers must be very clear on how and what they allow users to capture. Designers shall properly capture and communicate location quality within their applications to help users make informed decisions as they use location in their analysis.

5.2.2.2 Feature class accuracy statement

Designers shall guide users to follow accuracy reporting as described by Federal Geographic Data Committee’s Accuracy Standard (FGDC, Pg 3-5&6, 3.2.3). Of particular note, the recommendation to use the “compiled to meet...” statement is very relevant to modern mobile development when multiple devices, with varying user experiences are sourcing the location.

The goal is to give the data consumer an understanding of the quality of the information (location) that they are using to make a decision. A careful description of the methodology and tested accuracy will greatly improve the value of the information. If no documentation is provided the consumer will fill in the blanks, often to their own detriment.

5.2.2.3 Record level accuracy capture

With highly variable means of location capture within a single feature class or table, documenting accuracy at the record level becomes important to help data consumers evaluate the different data elements they are using. It also protects against degrading all records to the least common denominator. See below.

5.3 Properly Document and Attach Metadata to Each Feature Class

Modern GIS tools as well as relational databases provide the means to correctly capture “data about the data.” “Metadata,” the descriptive information about “who, what, when, how and why” of the data is important for the correct use of the data. This supporting information becomes even more important as the data gets consumed by people/groups other than the original creators. In modern technology where “big data” and mashups are the norm, it is
critical that as data travels, descriptive information about its origin, quality, and utility travel with it to help the data consumer to properly understand and use the information.

5.3.1 General Feature Class (Table level) Metadata

Designers shall provide interfaces to allow users to complete metadata attached/linked to the appropriate feature class/database table. This should include the following:

- A full description of the table’s contents (Abstract) and a brief description (Summary) are required. These should capture the: what, why [Purpose], when, where, & who.
- Use complete sentences in sentence case.
- Write out the full phrase that an acronym represents and then follow it with the acronym in parentheses, for example, “the Office of Information Technology” (OIT).
- Specify purpose, source and time range validity of data in the Abstract.
- Provide a list of key words that will assist search functions to quickly surface data during searches.

The Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) provides additional guidance [https://www.fgdc.gov/metadata](https://www.fgdc.gov/metadata).

5.3.2 Specific Feature Class Record Level Metadata

As noted above, record-level metadata provides the data consumer critical information to allow them to make better decisions. Below are the fields needed to capture record level location metadata.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Length-Precision-Scale</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOCMethod</td>
<td>Text (VARCHAR2)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>• F1 – Field Survey Grade GPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• F2 – Field Mapping Grade GPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• F3 – Field Map notation – using a map in the field and selecting a feature location based on other referenced information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• O1 – Office Heads up digitizing from Maps/Imagery in a GIS environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• O2 – Office location recording from web base mapping source (e.g. Google/Bing Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• OO – Office Other – Location recorded from some other source/method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCQuality</td>
<td>Text (VARCHAR2)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>• A – 3D Survey Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• B – 2D Survey Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Name</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Length-Precision-Scale</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCQuality</td>
<td>C – Sub Meter 2D Grade</td>
<td></td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCQuality</td>
<td>D – 1-5 Meter 2D Grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCQuality</td>
<td>E – 6-10 Meter 2D Grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCQuality</td>
<td>F – 10-20 Meter 2D Grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCQuality</td>
<td>G – 20+ Meter 2D Grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCQuality</td>
<td>U – Unknown Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCIssues*</td>
<td>Memo (VARCHAR2)</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>Memo field to capture an issue about the location that needs to be addressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and cannot be by the person performing the data entry. This can then be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>addressed at a later date, but allows for quickly filtering data to focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&amp; correct problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCCreatedDate</td>
<td>Date/Time</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Captures date/time at the point of record location creation. This should be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>populated by the OS or DB or by a service leveraging those.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCCreatedBy</td>
<td>Text (VARCHAR2)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Person that created the record location. This should be populated by the OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>or DB authenticated username or by a service leveraging those.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCLastUpdateDate</td>
<td>Date/Time</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Captures date/time at last point of record location modification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCLastUpdateBy</td>
<td>Text (VARCHAR2)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Person that last updated the record. This should be populated by the OS or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DB authenticated username.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EndActiveDate*</td>
<td>Date/Time</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Captures date/time when record was retired. This allows history to be stored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and temporal analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments*</td>
<td>Memo (VARCHAR2)</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>This is to capture any other non-location based ideas that would not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>properly fit within an existing field.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Fields that can be populated optionally are marked with an asterisk (*). LOCQuality – there are many sources for determining the spatial accuracy of the tools, maps and methods employed. The task force shall develop specific guidance to assist users in properly capturing and recording location information in their respective application.
6. Deliverable and Work Product Definitions

6.1 Application Adjusted to Leverage Location

6.1.1 Description
The first deliverable is an application designed to properly capture, store and use the spatial data within the application.

6.1.2 Content
The application shall leverage spatial information as well as tabular data and associated metadata. It shall allow users to interact with spatial and tabular data to make more informed business decisions.

6.2 Spatially Enabled Database

6.2.1 Description
The second deliverable is a database designed to capture, store and deliver spatial and tabular data as needed to applications and web services.

6.2.2 Content
The database and its tables and/or feature classes shall maintain spatial data at the appropriate accuracy for the business purposes required. The database and tables shall also capture and maintain metadata at the table and record level as appropriate.

6.3 Spatially Enabled REST Web Services

6.3.1 Description
The application should provide secured RESTful web services to allow the proper connection of the application to other external data sources and applications to allow for larger integration to the enterprise. See Web Application Development Guideline and Architecture Goals, Section 14 for a more detailed discussion of REST services.

6.3.2 Content
Depending on customer needs, the web services may provide a read only access to the data, thereby allowing external integration with other systems including the enterprise’s GIS.

It may also be structured to allow 3rd party data submission that should have validation checks prior to integration into the final data tables to assure proper adherence to business & data rules.

Any spatial web services should be offered in an Open Geospatial Consortium compliant format. A proprietary format compatible with a major GIS software vendor can be available as an optional service.

Mobile applications should have a configuration to define device accuracy to record the LOCMethod and LOCQuality information.
7. Appendix A

Appendix A provides a series of links to external reference information relevant to the spatial standards discussed above.

7.1 Standards

7.1.1 Federal Geographic Data Committee Standards
See FGDC [https://www.fgdc.gov/](https://www.fgdc.gov/)
Federal Geographic Data Committee’s Accuracy Standard ([FGDC, Pg 3-5&6, 3.2.3](#)).
Metadata Standard https://www.fgdc.gov/metadata

7.1.2 Open Geographic Data Committee Standards

7.1.2.1 WFS Standard: [http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wfs](http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wfs)

7.1.2.2 WMS Specification: [http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wms](http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wms)

7.2 Terms

GLOSSARY OF COMMON GIS AND GPS TERMS (USDA NRCS)

ESRI’s GIS Dictionary

7.3 GIS Fundamentals


7.4 Major GIS Vendors


7.5 Open Source Web GIS
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1. Introduction
The Product Naming Conventions Standard was established to assist AASHTOWare contractors and users in proper use of the AASHTOWare terminology for product nomenclature and identification. AASHTO reserves the right to change this standard at any time at its discretion. **The AASHTOWare contractors shall comply with this standard as amended from time to time.**

The Product Naming Conventions Standard provides a source for consistent and correct usage for terms and graphics that are specific to the AASHTOWare products. **This standard is applicable to all AASHTOWare documentation and packaging describing the AASHTOWare products and services. The requirements for compliance with this standard are shown in red italicized text.**

To comply with the AASHTOWare Product Naming Conventions standard it is important to understand and differentiate the usage of the term AASHTO and AASHTOWare.

### 1.1. AASHTO
The term AASHTO is the acronym for American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials and is a registered trademark of the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, Inc.

### 1.2. AASHTOWare
The term AASHTOWare is a registered trademark and service mark of AASHTO. It collectively represents all intellectual property including computer software products resulting from the AASHTO Cooperative Software Development Program.

2. AASHTOWare Rebranding
During FY 2013, the AASHTOWare product line underwent a rebranding effort. This affected the basic product identification of all products including their names and accompanying logos. Effectively, AASHTOWare was retained as the master brand for the suite and the new product brand identities are as follows:

- AASHTOWare Project (was previously Trns•port)
- AASHTOWare Right of Way Relocation (was previously Turbo Relocation)
- AASHTOWare Bridge (was previously BRIDGEWare)
- AASHTOWare Pavement ME Design (was previously DARWin-ME)
- AASHTOWare Safety Analyst (was previously Safety Analyst)

The brands are shown below in the “AASHTOWare Product Identification” section.

3. AASHTOWare Product Nomenclature
The AASHTOWare product nomenclature provides definitions of terms specific to the AASHTOWare environment for uniform naming of the AASHTOWare products. AASHTOWare product names based on this nomenclature are generally submitted to the United States Patent and Trademark Office to obtain official trademark registration.

#### 3.1. Owner Name
This term represents the name of the legal owner of the AASHTOWare products. An AASHTOWare product may include intellectual property or components legally licensed by AASHTO for distribution. AASHTO is the designated Owner Name for all AASHTOWare products. AASHTOWare is the designated Master Brand of the software products.

#### 3.2. Family Name
This term designates a group of AASHTOWare products designed for a specific transportation-engineering domain. The use of Family Name for AASHTOWare product
naming is optional. Project and Bridge are examples of the existing AASHTOWare Family Names. The Family Name corresponds to the AASHTOWare Software Brand.

### 3.3. Product Name

This term designates an AASHTOWare product that provides information and functionality for an identifiable or definable segment within a transportation-engineering domain. ME Design, Analyst, and Preconstruction are examples of some of the existing AASHTOWare Product Names.

### 3.4. Module Name (Optional)

The term Module Name designates a portion of an AASHTOWare product that can operate independently but is usually data compatible with the other portions or modules of the product. The use of Module Name for AASHTOWare product naming is optional. Superstructure and Substructure are examples of two modules for the AASHTOWare Bridge Design product.

### 3.5. Version Name

This term Version Name designates the technical architecture of an AASHTOWare family name, product name, or module name. Web-based Project Preconstruction is an example of a version name for the Project Preconstruction web-based product. Client Server SiteManager and Web SiteManager, are not currently used, but represent possible version names for an AASHTOWare product.

### 3.6. Release Number

The Release Number represents a specific designation for each compiled component of an AASHTOWare Product. The Release Number is composed of four distinct numerical terms separated by decimal points (MAJOR.MINOR.MAINT.BUILD) specifying the chronological order of the software productions. The AASHTOWare contractor should maintain a written record of Release Number with description of software changes associated with each release. A complete Release Number shall appear on the About Dialog Box for product identity in each AASHTOWare product. The Release Number can be truncated to the first two terms for display in the AASHTOWare product splash screen and other documentation.

Each component of the four part Release Number (MAJOR.MINOR.MAINT.BUILD) is described below.

#### 3.6.1. Major Release Number

The first term designates the major revisions to the AASHTOWare product, which usually include major functional additions and enhancements. AASHTOWare Task Force approval is required to update this term.

#### 3.6.2. Minor Release Number

The second term designates minor changes to the AASHTOWare product such as minor functional additions, improved performance, and improved user interface. AASHTOWare Task Force approval is required to update this term.

#### 3.6.3. Maintenance Release Number

The third term designates maintenance updates to the AASHTOWare product resulting from software malfunction correction. The AASHTOWare contractor can update this term with every software maintenance release.

#### 3.6.4. Build Release Number

The fourth term designates incremental software build indicator. The AASHTOWare contractor should update this term with every build of the AASHTOWare product.

### 3.7. Platform Name (Optional)

The term Platform Name is an optional naming convention that designates a technology platform for the AASHTOWare product. The technology platform includes the operating
system and any other operating environment software necessary for designed technical use of the AASHTOWare product. The AASHTOWare product naming convention requires the use of the word "for" before the Platform Name.

The syntax for using Platform is Name Owner Name [Family Name] Product Name [Module Name] Release Number for Platform Name, with the brackets representing optional components. Examples of possible Platform Names are listed below (note these are not currently used):

- AASHTOWare Project Preconstruction 3.00 for Microsoft Windows 8.1
- AASHTOWare Bridge Design 6.6 for Microsoft Windows 8.1 and DB2

4. AASHTOWare Product Identification

AASHTOWare product identification using appropriate graphic elements is required. This section provides information of different types of graphic elements recognized for AASHTOWare product identification.

Products identified in the AASHTOWare catalog as having a registered trademark must use logos that include the ® symbol. Products identified in the AASHTOWare catalog as having a trademark must use logos that include the ™ symbol.

Regarding the AASHTOWare product logos, alteration of color and aspect ratio is not allowed. Refer to the AASHTOWare Brands Standard for additional details on the correct usage of the main or master brand logo, product family logos, product logos, and product icons.

4.1. AASHTOWare Main Brand Logo

The AASHTOWare main brand logo is a trademark and service mark of AASHTO. This logo should be used to identify a product as an AASHTOWare product.
4.2. AASHTOWare Family Brand Logo

The AASHTOWare family brand logos should be used to identify a product as a member of an AASHTOWare family of products.

Sample AASHTOWare Family Brand Logos
4.3. AASHTOWare Product Brand Logo
AASHTOWare product brand logos are the most visible form of product identification elements. The product brand logos within an AASHTOWare product family have common graphical elements to allow visual association of individual products within a product family.

Sample AASHTOWare Product Brand Logos

4.4. AASHTOWare Product Icon
AASHTOWare product icons are the most recognizable graphical element for the product user. Consistency should be maintained in updating product icons between major releases of the AASHTOWare products.

Sample AASHTOWare Product Icons
4.5. AASHTOWare Product Splash Screen
The AASHTOWare product splash screen should be used to illustrate product quality and consistency. A splash screen can serve as a strong identification mark for a family of AASHTOWare products. The splash screen should contain the product name and logo or other graphics representing the product. The AASHTOWare product brand logo is suitable for a splash screen.

4.6. AASHTOWare Product About Dialog Box
The AASHTOWare product About Dialog Box is the most significant product identification component. The About Dialog Box shall contain complete product nomenclature, copyright notices, product icon, and information for product registration and support.
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1. Purpose

When a contractor works on an AASHTOWare project or MSE work effort, AASHTO is investing both time and money into this effort. Until a release point is reached, AASHTO has nothing in hand to show for this investment. If a disaster were to happen at the contractor’s site, the work the contractor had done on the project may be lost. This would be a loss to AASHTO in both time and money invested to the point of the disaster.

The purpose of this standard is to make certain that AASHTOWare’s assets (source code, test scripts, tools, etc.) in all active development and maintenance environments are protected and/or could be recovered in the case of an emergency. The standard defines the actions that AASHTOWare contractors shall take to safeguard AASHTO’s development investment in a project or product should a natural or man-made disaster occur.

This standard applies to all AASHTOWare projects and product Maintenance, Support, and Enhancement (MSE) work efforts and, specifically, applies to the software development and maintenance environments, where:

- Development environment describes the operational software development environment for an AASHTOWare project including the software, tools, code, data, deliverables, and documentation; and
- Maintenance environment describes the operational maintenance, development, and support environment for a product MSE work effort.

All requirements for compliance with this standard are shown in red italicized text. New requirements that were not in the previous version of the Standards and Guidelines are shown in red bold italicized text. If any of the requirements defined in this standard cannot be met, an exception to this standard will need to be documented and approved by SCOA.

2. Task Force/Contractor Responsibilities

The responsibilities of the task force and contractor, regarding this standard, are summarized below. Each responsibility is further described in the Procedures section.

- The contractor organization shall have a Disaster Recovery (DR) Plan that is maintained and annually exercised. The DR Plan shall protect the AASHTOWare assets required by this standard, shall be referenced in each MSE and project work plan, and made available on request.
- The contractor shall prepare and maintain a Backup Plan, as required by the standard; and include or reference this plan in each MSE and project work plan.
- The contractor shall execute the Backup Plan during each project or MSE work effort.
- The contractor shall send backup data and checklists to AASHTO headquarters, as defined by this standard.
- If infrastructure services are procured to host or support a product’s development, maintenance and/or production environment, the AASHTOWare contractor must ensure that the service level agreement meets all disaster recovery and backup requirements of this standard.

3. Required Deliverables and Artifacts

The following lists the required deliverables and artifacts that shall be created and delivered to comply with this standard. Each item is described in the section of this standard shown following the item.

- Disaster Recovery (DR) Plan - Prepare and Maintain Disaster Recovery Plan
- Backup Plan - Prepare and Maintain Backup Plan
- Acknowledgement Letter - Restore Exercise Acknowledgement Letter
December and June Backup Data - Send Checklist and Backup Data to AASHTO
Contractor Backup Checklist - Complete Contractor Backup Checklist

4. Procedures
The section defines the procedures and activities for planning and executing backups and restores.

4.1. Prepare and Maintain Disaster Recovery Plan
A Disaster Recovery (DR) Plan includes a comprehensive statement of consistent actions to be taken before, during, and after a natural or human-induced disaster. A DR Plan is required by this standard to support the objective of protecting all AASHTOWare assets associated with each active development and maintenance environment. The contractor organization shall have a documented DR Plan that is in use by the organization by the beginning of contract work on any project or MSE work plan. The intent of this requirement is not for the contractor to create a DR Plan specifically for AASHTOWare. The expectation is that the contractor organization already has a corporate DR Plan that currently protects organizational IT assets, and this same DR Plan will be capable of protecting AASHTOWare assets.

4.1.1. Corporate DR Plan Requirements
The corporate DR Plan must document the actions that will be taken to prepare for a natural or man-made disaster; the actions that will be taken during a disaster; and the specific steps that will be taken after a disaster occurs. The specific actions in the DR Plan are generally left up to the contractor; however, the DR Plan shall include the following AASHTOWare requirements:

♦ Execute a backup plan that meets the requirements of this standard, including the frequency of backup, media, retention and offsite storage requirements.
♦ Perform an annual exercise that ensures the ability to fully restore all systems, applications, data and services from backup data and/or media, including all applicable AASHTOWare environments. The requirements for this exercise are defined below.
♠ The exercise shall include the restore of AASHTOWare backup data from the most active development environment of the current project or MSE effort.
♠ If the exercise does not include a complete restore of the environment, then the subset of backup data selected for the exercise shall be different from that used in the previous year.
♠ The exercise shall include activities to verify that the backup data was successfully restored.
♠ A description of the backup data included in the exercise and the verification activities performed shall be documented and submitted with an acknowledgement letter as described in the Perform and Acknowledge Annual Restore Exercise section.
♦ Define the recovery time for restoring all systems, applications, data and services after a disaster or disruption, including all applicable AASHTOWare development, maintenance and support environments. If the recovery time in the corporate DR Plan is not acceptable to the Task Force or SCOA, an agreed on recovery time, specific to the AASHTOWare environments shall be included in the work plan and/or contract.

A summary of the AASHTOWare requirements for the Disaster Recovery Plan is included in the Deliverable and Artifact Definitions section.
The current version of the corporate Disaster Recovery Plan shall be referenced in all MSE and project work plans; and shall be available on request by the Task Force Chair or AASHTO Project Manager.

If the contractor organization does not have a corporate DR Plan for reference in the work plan, the work plan must include the plan to develop an AASHTOWare specific DR Plan (see below) as a deliverable during the execution of the work plan. The DR Plan must be developed and approved by the task force prior to beginning any software analysis, design or development tasks for the work plan. AASHTOWare will provide no funding toward the development of a corporate DR Plan.

4.1.2. AASHTOWare Specific DR Plan Requirements

If an AASHTOWare specific DR plan is developed this plan shall only address the AASHTOWare environments; and shall include the same basic requirements described above in the Corporate DR Plan Requirements section. These are summarized below.

♦ Include actions that will be taken to prepare for a disaster; during a disaster; and after a disaster occurs.
♦ Execute a backup plan that meets the requirements of this standard.
♦ Perform an annual restore exercise as described above.
♦ Define the recovery time (acceptable to the Task Force and SCOA) for restoring all applicable AASHTOWare environments after a disaster or disruption.

Funding toward the development of an interim plan and funding to perform the annual exercise in an interim plan must be approved by SCOA.

4.2. Prepare and Maintain Backup Plan

The Backup Plan includes what will be backed up, the frequency of backups, type and retention of each backup, offsite storage procedures, type of media and software used for backup and recovery, roles and responsibilities, backup procedures, procedures to recover individual files or the complete development environment; and any specific needs of the project or product.

The contractor shall prepare and maintain one or more Backup Plans that cover each active development and maintenance environment that are under contract for services. Typically, one Backup Plan will cover all on-going projects and MSE efforts; however, the contractor may also choose to have multiple plans.

The current version of the applicable Backup Plan shall be included or referenced in all MSE and project work plans, and the current plan shall be posted in the project repository. If a Backup Plan does not exist when the work plan is prepared, then the tasks to prepare and approve the Backup Plan shall be included in the work plan. In this case, the Backup Plan shall be prepared, submitted and then approved by the task force prior to any software analysis, design or development tasks.

The Backup Plan should be reviewed on an annual basis, modified as required, and the revised version included in the next work plan prepared.

When preparing the Backup Plan, the contractor shall consider and address all the topics in this section; and, if applicable, any specific needs of the project or product. The Compliancy Backup Checklist, which is included in the Appendices, is provided to assist in comparing the Backup Plan with the requirements of this standard.

4.2.1. What Will Be Backed Up

The primary reason for backing up data is to safeguard against loss of data, and to minimize the re-entry of data and/or the redo of tasks when a loss occurs. To fully protect the development or maintenance environment; all development and maintenance related files shall be backed up along with all tools, data, documentation, and other
resources that would be required to restore the complete environment and continue operations at an alternate site.

The data that will be included in each backup shall be identified in the Backup Plan. This shall include, but is not limited to the following:

- Source code
- All deliverables, artifacts, reports, and documentation
- Test scripts and test databases
- Data repositories used for project management and software engineering processes and tools. (Such as a problem/issue database, requirements database, or database of design artifacts.)
- Copy of tools and development software used
- Copy of backup and restore software

Most of the data to be backed up is identified by defining specific computers and servers and the folders and files to be included or excluded in the backups.

4.2.1.1. Hosted Development Tools

Hosted development tools, such as Azure DevOps or Jira Software Cloud, cannot be backed up by the contractor in traditional ways. There is an expectation for all hosted artifacts to be extractable and importable into the hosted tool from which those artifacts came. For example, Git repositories in Azure DevOps can be fully exported and imported into the Azure DevOps platform. Similarly, build and release tasks and backlog items can be exported into machine readable formats.

*Artifacts produced in a hosted development tool must be backed up in machine readable formats.*

4.2.2. Types of Backups

The Backup Plan shall define the type of backups to be used during the backup cycle defined in the next section. The basic types of backups are defined below:

- Full backup – A full backup is the starting point for all other types of backup and contains all the data in the folders and files that are selected to be backed up. Since full backups store all files and folders, frequent full backups result in faster and simpler restore operations; however, the restore process may take longer.
- Differential backup – A differential backup contains all files that have changed since the last full backup. The advantage of a differential backup is that it shortens restore time compared to a full backup or an incremental backup; however, if a differential backup is performed too many times, the size of the differential backup might grow to be larger than the baseline full backup.
- Incremental backup – An incremental backup stores all files that have changed since the last full, differential or incremental backup. The advantage of an incremental backup is that it takes the least time to complete; however, during a restore operation, each incremental backup shall be processed, which could result in a lengthy restore job.
- Hosted services backup – A backup done by a hosted service is semi-transparent to the contractor. If the contractor utilizes hosted services, they must describe how the hosted service is meeting the minimum required backup cycle. If the hosted service provider cannot meet the minimum required backup cycle, the contractor must supplement with their own data extractions.

4.2.3. Frequency and Retention of Backups

The Backup Plan shall define how often backups will be performed (frequency) and how long each backup shall be kept (retention). The minimum required backup cycle is listed below with the type and the retention of each backup.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Retention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Incremental or Full</td>
<td>7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>8 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>12 months or life of the project/MSE if the length of project/MSE extends past two years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Yearly backup is the same as the 12th monthly backup for each year of the project or MSE effort.

4.2.4. Offsite Storage

One of the reasons for doing backups is to safeguard the work and investment that is being done against loss in the event of a disaster. Disasters come in many forms such as hardware failures, fires, floods, or human-induced disasters. Storing copies of the backup media offsite is essential to recovering your systems and data in the case of a natural disaster.

The Backup Plan shall define what backups will be stored offsite, the location of the backup site, the distance from the main site, the environment of the offsite location, and the frequency that the backup media is moved to the offsite storage location. The requirements for offsite storage are listed below:

- Copies of all weekly, monthly, and yearly backup data shall be stored at an offsite location.
- Backup data shall be moved to the offsite storage location weekly.
- Copies of all software and tools (including the backup software) needed to re-establish all systems and data shall also be stored at the offsite location.

Some of the things that should be considered when selecting an offsite location are listed below.

- The offsite storage location should be at a great enough distance from the main site so that any disaster at the main site will not impact the offsite location.
- The environment at the offsite storage location should appropriate for storage of the backup data/media.
- The best type of place to store offsite backup media/data is at a site setup specifically for this function. Another contractor site could be used if the location and environment were adequate.

4.2.5. Backup Media and Backup Software

The Backup Plan shall include the type media used for backups; and the product name, version, and manufacturer of the software that will be used for backups, off-site data transfer and restores.

Magnetic tapes are no longer the most common media used for backups. External hard drives, Blu-ray or DVD discs (M-DISC), and USB thumb drives are media types to be used for backups.

The backup media and the equipment used to read and write the media should be common products that can easily be obtained from a market leader that supplies this type of hardware or media. The software that is used to create, write, access, transfer, and restore the backup data is also important. As with the media, it is best to use backup and restore software that is common to many sites and can easily be obtained from a market leader that supplies this type of software.

One of the best ways to make sure your media is compatible is to perform a test restore at the backup location or a location with the same hardware and software as the backup location. The contractor’s DR Plan (corporate or AASHTOWare specific) shall include
an annual restore exercise as described in the Prepare and Maintain Disaster Recovery Plan section.

4.2.6. Care of Backup Media
Once a backup is performed, the media shall be properly cared for. The manufacturer’s guidelines for the care of the media being used shall be followed to ensure the best chance of having readable media when needed. Some of the things these guidelines will typically cover are environment, handling, age and usage.

4.2.7. Backup Documentation
Documentation is an important part of the Backup Plan. Should a disaster occur at the main site and the development or maintenance environment needs to be restored at another site, it is important to know what is on all backup media. A log that documents each backup media used, what is on each backup media, any excluded files, and the date of the backup is essential to performing an accurate recovery and minimizing the time to perform the recovery.

A log documenting all backups shall be prepared and maintained throughout the project/MSE lifecycle. A copy of the log shall be stored at the offsite location.

4.2.8. Additional Backup Plan Elements
In addition to the above, the Backup Plan should typically define the procedures that will be executed for backups and restores, roles and responsibilities, and any specific needs for the project or product.

4.3. Execute the Backup Plan
After the Backup Plan is prepared and approved, the contractor shall execute the plan as documented; including the following:

- Perform daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly backups
- Log all backups
- Retain backup data/media
- Move data/media, copies of tools and software, and logs to offsite storage
- Use high quality backup media and backup and restore software
- Care for the media and replace as required
- Restore files, systems, data, etc., as required

4.4. Additional Backup and Restore Requirements
In addition to the above activities, the following backup and restore activities shall be performed:

4.4.1. Perform and Acknowledge Annual Restore Exercise
As described in the Prepare and Maintain Disaster Recovery Plan section, the contractor’s Disaster Recovery Plan (corporate or AASHTOWare specific) shall include an annual exercise that ensures the ability to fully restore all systems, applications, data and services from backup data and/or media, including all applicable AASHTOWare environments.

After this annual exercise is performed, the contractor shall send a letter to the Task Force Chair and AASHTO Project Manager that acknowledges the successful completion of the annual exercise (Restore Exercise Acknowledgement Letter). The documentation describing the backup data included in the exercise and the verification activities performed is submitted with the acknowledgement letter.

4.4.2. Complete Contractor Backup Checklist
The contractor shall complete the Contractor Backup Checklist twice a year after completing the December and June monthly backups. The checklist is used to
demonstrate compliance with this standard and the contractors Backup Plan. The Contractor Backup Checklist is shown in the Appendices of this standard and may be downloaded from the AASHTO web site or SharePoint workspace.

The Appendices also includes the Compliancy Backup Checklist which provides the minimum compliance level for the Backup and Disaster Recovery Standard

4.4.3. Send Checklist and Backup Data to AASHTO

The contractor shall send the Contractor Backup Checklist to AASHTO headquarters with a copy of the December and June monthly backup data by the 15th day of the following month. The backup data may be sent to AASHTO on an external hard drive or another type of removable media or submitted via AASHTO’s online system.

The AASHTO Project Manager will review each submitted checklist for consistencies with the documented Backup Plan and report any inconsistencies to the Task Force Chair and contractor. The Backup Plan and Contractor Backup Checklists will also be reviewed during the annual QA review.

The completion of the checklists and the submissions to AASHTO should be planned activities and typically should be included in the Backup Plan.

5. Technical Requirements

There are no technical requirements for this standard.

6. Deliverable and Artifact Definitions

6.1. Disaster Recovery Plan

6.1.1. Description

Disaster Recovery Plan includes a comprehensive statement of consistent actions to be taken before, during, and after a natural or human-induced disaster

6.1.2. Content

The Disaster Recovery Plan shall include, but is not limited to the following content:

♦ Actions that will be taken to prepare for a natural or man-made disaster, actions that will be taken during a disaster, and specific steps that will be taken after a disaster occurs. The actions to prepare for a disaster shall include:
  ▲ Executing a backup plan that meets the requirements of this standard; and
  ▲ Performing, verifying and documenting an annual restore exercise as described in the Prepare and Maintain Disaster Recovery Plan section.

♦ Actions for fully restoring each applicable environment at an alternate site and resuming normal operations within a specified number of days following a disaster event. The specified number of days will be agreed upon by both AASHTO and the contractor organization.

The format of the plan and all other content is left up to the contractor and any product or project specific requirements.

6.2. Backup Plan

6.2.1. Description

The Backup Plan defines plan for backing up the AASHTOWare development or maintenance environments. Typically, one Backup Plan will cover all on-going projects and MSE efforts; however, the contractor may also choose to have multiple plans.
6.2.2. Content

The Backup Plan shall contain the following items and shall conform to the requirements in Prepare and Maintain Backup Plan section of this standard.

- What Will be Backed Up
- Types of Backups
- Frequency and Retention of Backups
- Offsite Storage
- Backup Media and Backup Software
- Care of Backup Media
- Backup Documentation
- Procedures for backups and restores (as required to use the above)
- Responsibilities (as required for the above)
- Any product or project specific requirements.

The format of the plan is left up to the contractor.

6.3. Contractor Backup Checklist

6.3.1. Description

The Contractor Backup Checklist shall be completed by the contractor twice a year after completing the December and June monthly backups. The checklist is sent to AASHTO headquarters with a copy of these backups.

6.3.2. Content

The Contractor Backup Checklist form in the Appendices, or an equivalent form with the same content, shall be used by the contractor. The form is available for download on the AASHTOWare web site or SharePoint workspace.

6.4. Restore Exercise Acknowledgement Letter

6.4.1. Description

This letter is sent to the Task Force Chair and AASHTO Project Manager acknowledging the successful completion of the contractor’s annual restore exercise.

6.4.2. Content

No specific content is required other than a statement that acknowledges the success of the annual restore exercise as documented in the Disaster Recovery Plan. In addition, documentation describing the backup data included in the exercise and the verification activities performed shall be submitted with the letter.
## 7. Appendices

### 7.1. Contractor Backup Checklist

**Contractor Backup Checklist**

| General |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| Is there a written Disaster Recovery Plan? (yes/no), Does it include a minimum recovery time? (yes/no), Does it include an annual restore exercise? (yes/no) | |
| Is there a written Backup Plan? (yes/no) | |
| What is being backed up? | |
| Source code (yes/no) | |
| Product/product deliverables, artifacts, reports, & documentation (yes/no) | |
| Test scripts and test databases | |
| Data used for project management & software eng. processes & tools (yes/no) | |

| Other |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| Has an annual restore exercise been performed? (yes/no), When? | |
| Is the restore exercise planned? (yes/no), When? | |
| Was the restore verified and documented? (yes/no) | |
| Was an acknowledgement letter with exercise documentation sent to the TF Force Chair and AASHTO PM after the exercise was completed? (yes/no), When? | |

| Infrastructure (On-Premise or as a Service) |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| Are daily backups being done? (yes/no), What type of backup? (full/incremental?), What is the retention period? | |
| Are full weekly backups being done? (yes/no), What is the retention period? | |
| Are full monthly backups being done? (yes/no), What is the retention period? | |
| Are full yearly backups being done? (yes/no), What is the retention period? | |
| Is the media and software being used common, a market leader? (yes/no) | |
| List type and brand of media: | |
| Name, version, and manufacturer of backup software: | |
| Is the media being tracked for age and use? (yes/no) | |

| Offsite Storage |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| Which backup media is being stored offsite? (daily, weekly, monthly, yearly) | |
| Distance main site is from offsite storage location | |
| Does offsite storage have a controlled environment for media storage? (yes/no) | |
| Location of offsite storage: | |
| How often is media transmitted to offsite location? | |
| Is the log of what is being stored on each backup media being stored offsite with the media? (yes/no) | |
| Are copies of the software and tools required to restore the files from the backup media and to re-establish the operational environment being stored at the offsite storage? (yes/no) | |

| Hosted Services (e.g. Azure DevOps, AWS, Jira Cloud) |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| Is the configuration and data for the hosted service actively replicated to multiple datacenters or regions? | |
| Does the hosted service provide AASHTOWare sufficient recovery options for data and configuration? | |
If No, are supplemental backups of data and configuration being done by the contractor?

Download at: https://www.aashtoware.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/AASHTOWare_Contractor_Backup_CheckList_07302019.docx.
## 7.2. Compliancy Backup Checklist

The Compliancy Backup Checklist, shown below, provides the minimum compliance level for this standard in *red italic*.

### Compliancy Backup Checklist

*If not performed during the first 6-month period, shall be performed during second 6-month period. In this case, the planned date is provided and other dates are N/A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is there a written Disaster Recovery Plan? (yes/no), Does it include a minimum recovery time? (yes/no), Does it include an annual restore exercise? (yes/no)</td>
<td>Yes, Yes, Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a written Backup Plan? (yes/no)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is being backed up?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source code (yes/no)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product/product deliverables, artifacts, reports, &amp; documentation (yes/no)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test scripts and test databases</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data used for project management &amp; software eng. processes &amp; tools (yes/no)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Has an annual restore exercise been performed? (yes/no), When?</td>
<td>Yes*, Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the restore exercise planned? (yes/no), When?</td>
<td>Yes*, Date*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was the restore verified and documented? (yes/no)</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was an acknowledgement letter with exercise documentation sent to the TF Force Chair and AASHTO PM after the exercise was completed? (yes/no), When?</td>
<td>Yes*, Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Infrastructure (On-Premise or as a Service)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are daily backups being done? (yes/no), What type of backup? (full/incremental?), What is the retention period?</td>
<td>Yes, Incremental or Full, 7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are full weekly backups being done? (yes/no), What is the retention period?</td>
<td>Yes, 8 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are full monthly backups being done? (yes/no), What is the retention period?</td>
<td>Yes, 1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are full yearly backups being done? (yes/no), What is the retention period?</td>
<td>Yes, 1 year or Life of project/MSE if longer than 2 yrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the media and software being used common, a market leader? (yes/no)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List type and brand of media:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name, version, and manufacturer of backup software:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the media being tracked for age and use? (yes/no)</td>
<td>Yes, or redundant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Offsite Storage

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Which backup media is being stored offsite? (daily, weekly, monthly, yearly)</td>
<td>Weekly, Monthly, Yearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance main site is from offsite storage location</td>
<td>Miles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does offsite storage have a controlled environment for media storage? (yes/no)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of offsite storage:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often is media transmitted to offsite location?</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the log of what is being stored on each backup media being stored offsite with the media? (yes/no)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are copies of the software and tools required to restore the files from the backup media and to re-establish the operational environment being stored at the offsite storage? (yes/no)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Hosted Services (e.g. Azure DevOps, AWS, Jira Cloud)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is the configuration and data for the hosted service actively replicated to multiple datacenters or regions?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the hosted service provide AASHTOWare sufficient recovery options for data and configuration?</td>
<td>Yes, No – but supplemental backups are being performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If No, are supplemental backups of data and configuration being done by the contractor?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Purpose

The guideline defines an initial set of practices and technologies that should be used when developing AASHTOWare mobile applications. The expectation is that updates will be made to this guideline as AASHTOWare contractors, task forces, and other joint development stakeholders gain more experience and knowledge in the development of mobile applications. It is also expected that a standard will be published at a later date with mandatory requirements.

The demand for mobile applications in business is increasing exponentially as users discover the benefits during personal use of smart phones and tablets. The ability to leverage the features of a mobile device (phone, camera, video, voice or GPS) makes them ideal for use in the field. The challenge for AASHTOWare and other organizations is the development and maintenance of applications for the different mobile operating system platforms and various types of mobile devices.

Currently there are two leading mobile platforms, Apple iOS and Android; however, there no clear winner to become the industry standard in the short-term. This poses a challenge for organizations that develop and market mobile applications. Unless the customer base standardizes on one platform, most organizations may choose to support both of these platforms and possibly support the third or fourth place platforms, Windows and BlackBerry. Recent AASHTO IT Surveys indicate that supporting iOS and Android appears to be the appropriate approach for AASHTOWare. Since most AASHTOWare is written to operate on existing Windows desktop operating systems, supporting a Windows mobile platform is also recommended.

The practices and technologies described in this guideline provide an initial approach for developing mobile applications that can execute on multiple operating systems platforms and on multiple types and sizes of mobile devices, while attempting to meet the following objectives:

- Minimize the cost and level of effort required for the initial development of mobile applications, as well as for the long term maintenance and enhancements; and
- Avoid long-term vendor dependence or lock-in to specific operating systems, tools and technologies.

The optimal solution to meeting these objectives is to develop cross-functional mobile applications that use a single code base to support all required platforms and devices through the use of open standards and non-proprietary technologies.

2. Types of Mobile Applications and Web Sites

When business needs require an organization to support multiple mobile platforms and devices, the next step is to determine the appropriate development approach for supporting each platform. In many cases, the development approach is initially driven by the decision to create mobile applications (or apps) for users to download and run on their mobile device or to create mobile websites that are accessed from a web server at specific URLs. The look and feel of mobile apps and web sites may be similar at first-glance; however, the difference in features, functionality, and operation can be significant, as can the cost to develop and maintain each type.

Creating a mobile web site is normally the least costly approach for developing a mobile web application and, in most cases, is the best starting point for organizations beginning a mobile development effort. Mobile web sites also tend to be more limited than a mobile app. Access to
most of the native features of a mobile platform or device; such as the camera, geolocation, 
local storage, and gestures normally require a mobile app.

Understanding the differences between mobile apps and web sites is the key to deciding the 
best mobile development approach. The types of mobile apps and web sites that can be 
created are equally important. The following subsections describe four types of mobile 
development, as well as the key differences. These include two categories of mobile apps, 
native and hybrid, and two categories of web sites, mobile web sites and responsive design web 
sites.

The recommended mobile development approaches for AASHTOWare are responsive web 
design and/or creating hybrid apps with Apache Cordova, an open source toolkit. Although not 
recommended, there may also be cases where creating a mobile web site or a native mobile 
app may better fit the business requirements for a new mobile web site or app.

Although this is a guideline, SCOA has requested to be kept aware of mobile development that 
does not follow the recommendations of this guideline. The task force chair should contact 
SCOA early in the project lifecycle when the development approach is not responsive web 
design or a hybrid app.

2.1. Mobile Web Site

A mobile website is similar to any other website in that it consists web pages created using 
the HyperText Markup Language (HTML), uses Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) instructions to 
control the layout and presentation format of the web pages, and is accessed over the 
Internet though a browser. Like other web sites, mobile web sites also typically use 
JavaScript to provide interaction with users and to add behaviour to the web pages.

The main characteristic that distinguishes a mobile website from a standard website is the 
fact that it is designed and optimized for the small screen and touch interface of a mobile 
device. The layout, presentation and navigation of the web pages are normally specifically 
optimized to provide the best viewing and user experience on a smartphone.

Although a mobile site may share many of the back end resources a primary web site (full 
site), a mobile web site is separate and must be developed and maintained in parallel. 
Since, the mobile web site is different from the full site, it must also use a different domain. 
Many companies choose to differentiate their mobile site from the primary web site with an 
“m.” prefix, as in “m.company.com”. Some sites also redirect a user to the mobile site from 
the full site based on the type of device being used to view the site.

In most cases, a tablet will work appropriately with either the mobile web site or full site 
depending on the screen size and resolution the tablet. Additional changes may also be 
required to ensure that a mobile web site displays and navigates pages appropriately with 
both smartphones and tablets and the wide array of screen sizes and resolutions. Without 
these changes, the user may be required to switch back and forth between the mobile site 
and full site for certain pages.

As noted above, mobile web sites run inside a browser and do not require local installation 
on a mobile device. Since a mobile website does not reside on the mobile device, it is much 
more dynamic than a mobile app in terms of flexibility to update content. Once a mobile 
web site is updated on the server, the changes are immediately available to all users.

Most mobile web sites are created with the latest versions of HTML and CSS (HTLM5 and 
CSS3), as well as the latest version of JavaScript (ECMAScript 5.1). Mobile web sites also
typically use pre-prepared open source libraries and frameworks that are compliant with the HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript standards.

The overall development approach for mobile web sites generally allows the code to be written once and run on any mobile device there is a browser that is compliant with the HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript standards.

The downside is that a mobile specific site must be written and maintained in addition to the primary web site, and the mobile web site is normally optimized for smartphones only. Additional development may be needed to support a wide range of tablet and smartphone displays. Mobile web sites also have limited access to native platform and device features, such as the camera, geolocation, and local storage. Broader access to native features requires a native or hybrid mobile app.

Although, mobile web sites are normally cross-functional on multiple platforms and devices, this guideline recommends responsive web design sites in lieu if web sites targeted for specific mobile devices. Responsive web design sites, which are discussed next, are designed to operate on a wide variety of devices.

### 2.2. Responsive Design Web Site

Wikipedia describes Responsive Web Design (RWD) as a web design approach aimed at crafting sites to provide an optimal viewing experience, with easy reading and navigation and minimum of resizing, panning, and scrolling, across a wide range of devices from mobile phones to desktop computer monitors.

A web site designed with RWD adapts the layout to the viewing environment by using fluid, proportion-based grids, flexible images, and CSS3 media queries. Media queries allow the web page to use different CSS style rules to adapt the display and rendering of a web site based on characteristics of the device the web site is being displayed on, including the device display width, height, resolution and aspect ratio. Flexible images and fluid grids size the web content correctly to fit the screen, resolution and orientation.

The advantage of responsive web design is that the content of a web site remains the same from device to device. A website built with a RWD coding techniques is not built for any specific type of device. There is no need for a mobile-only version since all devices use the same site and a single domain name.

A RWD website is completely fluid, scaling on the fly as the site is accessed by different size devices, as well as when a browser window is adjusted to a smaller or larger size. The goal is to provide the users with an optimal viewing experience across a wide range of devices from the largest desktop monitor to the smallest smartphone display. Although it may display differently, the basic content of the web site will be the same for each user accessing the site regardless if they use a smartphone, tablet or desktop device.

This guideline does not go into the details required to develop a RWD web site. As with other web sites, RWD web sites are developed with HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, and predefined libraries and frameworks. The specific tools, libraries and methods used for RWD techniques are left up to the contractor; however, in order to meet the objectives of this guideline, proprietary tools and libraries should be avoided.

Creating responsive design web sites for access with mobile devices is one of two preferred mobile development approaches recommended by the guideline. In order to meet the objectives of this guideline, the contractor should develop the web site using a single set of code for all platforms supported. In addition, the web site should be developed using open
web technologies standards, including the latest versions of HTML, CSS (currently HTML5, CSS3), and JavaScript. Add on libraries and frameworks should be open source; proprietary tools and dependencies should be avoided.

Using this approach, an RWD web site should adapt, display and operate correctly on any device and platform that uses a browser compliant with the HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript standards.

As with mobile specific web sites, responsive design web sites have limited access to native platform and device features, such as the camera, geolocation, and local storage. Access to native features requires a native or hybrid app. When native features are needed, it is recommended that a hybrid mobile app using Apache Cordova be developed in lieu of a native app.

2.3. Native Mobile Applications

Where a mobile web site or a responsive design web site can be run from any device with a browser, a native mobile application (app) can only be run on a single platform. Native mobile applications are typically written in the native language of the device/operating system. For example, applications are written in Java or Dalvik for Android; Objective C for iOS; and C# or C++ for Windows Phone. Each mobile platform provides a different toolset for their native app developers including the tools and materials needed for app store submission.

Native mobile apps are downloaded to each device from an app store, such as the Apple App Store or Google Store, activated through icons on the device’s home screen, and executed locally of the device’s operating system. Since these applications are developed specifically for one platform, native apps and can take full advantage of all the device features, such as the camera, geolocation, accelerometer, and list of contacts, and gestures. The ability to use all native features and functions, typically allows a native to provide to a richer device specific user experience and improved performance from that of a web site. Also, since native apps run locally, they have the ability to run offline.

The downside is that a native app is developed for one platform will not run on another mobile platform. Separate native apps are required for each platform supported. Since different versions of an application are required for each platform; developing, maintaining, and supporting applications for each platform introduces a significant increase in cost and effort than that of a single cross-functional application.

Due to the parallel development and maintenance work, native apps are not currently recommended and should only be considered for specific business processes or user interactions when neither a responsive web design site nor a hybrid mobile app (discussed next) is feasible.

2.4. Hybrid Mobile Applications

Hybrid mobile applications (apps) can be thought of as mobile web sites that have access to certain native features. Hybrid apps are also packaged to download and execute on a mobile device in the same manner as native apps. Hybrid mobile apps are developed using a Mobile Enterprise Application Platform (MEAP). A MEAP solution is a suite of products and services that enable the development of mobile applications that can execute on multiple mobile platforms. MEAP solutions allow hybrid apps to be created using HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript in lieu of the typical languages use for native apps. In addition, MEAP solutions provide a set of device APIs that allow a mobile app developer to access
native device functions from JavaScript. The MEAP solution packages the HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript code; access to the native functions; and an embedded copy of the browser as a native application that can be distributed through an app store.

As with mobile and RWD web sites, hybrid applications can also use pre-prepared libraries and frameworks in addition the MEAP specific libraries that are used to access native device features.

There are many different MEAP solutions available to build hybrid mobile apps; however, many of these use proprietary tools and/or libraries. At this point, Apache Cordova, an open source MEAP solution which was previously referred as PhoneGap, is the only MEAP solution recommended when developing for in AASHTOWare mobile development. Cordova has no cost and Apache’s licensing agreement allows the mobile applications and Cordova to be distributed without any additional costs.

Since hybrid apps are written with HTLM, CSS3, and JavaScript and run within an embedded browser, an assumption could be made that a hybrid app could use responsive web design techniques. The compatibility of RWD techniques and hybrid apps is unknown and not addressed or recommended in this guideline.

### 3. Features

When developing web sites or mobile apps, the following features and functionality should be considered when developing mobile applications:

#### 3.1. Usability

Interface and operational processes need to focus on usability. Focus on delivering relevant information and experience; eliminate every possible click, or tap, from the design. Ask for the minimum amount of information. Consider the need for voice recording, text input, pictures, and positional location as a minimum.

#### 3.2. Speed/Performance

Priority should be given to the speed and execution of the application.

#### 3.3. Security

Include authentication and data security as necessary; consider encryption for transmissions and storage as warranted. Consider privacy needs.

#### 3.4. Offline Capabilities

Build in content, functions and features as needed that do not rely on a connection. Provide offline storage and synchronization with the primary data store when a connection is available. Provide a non-obtrusive indicator showing network connectivity if not otherwise provided for as part of the device.

#### 3.5. Customization

Provide for the adjustment of settings for the app: colors, font sizes, etc.
3.6. Feedback Mechanism

Provide a mechanism for the user to submit feedback. Users feel more involved when they have the capability to offer suggestions, report bugs, and criticisms. The mechanism (email, form submittal, or link) is less important than the capability – and the response to the feedback.

3.7. Keep It Simple

Focus on the basic requirements of the application. Resist the urge to add unneeded features into the mobile app even if easily done. Concentrate on getting the job/task done and ease of use. Remember it is a small form factor mobile device.

3.8. Include Analytics

Incorporate analytics into your mobile application such as location, page visits, download counts and connection activity. The data gathered may be helpful in updating the application.
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1. Introduction

As a guideline this document is intended to promote approaches and practices for developing web-based applications (i.e. - web application) for AASHTOWare. This guideline does not rigidly dictate an application architecture model, although current best practices have defined preferred models. Similarly, this guideline does not dictate a single technology stack, technology platform, or technical architecture since AASHTOWare customers rely on a variety of technology vendors, technical architectures, and have unique and different IT environments.

This guideline is intended to be generally non-technical in the context of Information Technology (IT) and software development. The guideline’s contents should be readily understood by both contractor technical staff, as well as task force members, committee members, project managers, and other AASHTOWare stakeholders.

2. Purpose

This guideline does intend to establish a consistent high-level approach for contractors such that existing AASHTOWare software products evolve in a consistent and recognizable fashion which will help to align product architecture over time.

New products under consideration or just beginning development should adopt the strategies and recommendations of this guideline, the intent being to build and deliver a product with an application architecture that is sustainable, extensible, scalable, adaptable, and capable of future evolution.

3. Web Application Characteristics

Web Applications (Web Apps) have a number of characteristics that are worth identifying for this guideline document:

- Web Apps rely on a commonly available client that is available on mobile devices and workstations, namely, a Web Browser;
- A Web Browser will commonly run on a variety of operating systems and devices, which makes a Web App both device and operating system independent.
- Because devices are of all shapes and sizes, Web Apps must responsively adapt to the device form factor so that the applications are useable no matter which form factor is in front of a user.
- Web Apps rely on a hosting platform for the client device and browser to interact with; a Web App may interact with multiple hosting platforms simultaneously via web services.
- Web Apps typically display data, and also collect and store data, which may require a database platform (e.g. – Database Management System, or DBMS, may be used interchangeable with database platform.)
- Web Apps may interact with multiple database platforms simultaneously.
- Web Apps can be used anywhere and frequently are used anywhere.
- Web Apps may need to be spatially aware and capable of displaying maps and spatially related information.
- Web Apps may interact with client device features, or devices attached to the client device.
• Web Apps rely on web services to implement interfaces to other systems, and to support transactions with platforms both inside and external to their hosting environment; REST (Representational State) services are the preferred web service model used to support web applications. SOAP services can provide a stateful interface between systems, but are not typically used for web-based transactions.

4. Open Standards

This guideline promotes the adoption and use of open standards. Open Standards should be supported to the greatest extent practicable, and adopted widely for AASHTOWare Web Applications, as well as other AASHTOWare products. Open standards are generally recognized as a key factor in a product’s ability to integrate efficiently, and interact easily, with other software products, software libraries (component libraries), and other specialized systems. Web Applications are realistically flawed as-built if they don’t support open standards, which limits their useful life, increases their cost for support, and makes them less likely to work on any device, operating system (OS), or browser.

4.1 Data, Interfaces, Services

Open standards help to support a product’s ability to communicate with other data consumers and data providers, and to support efficient development of interfaces with systems. Open standards provide the foundation for web services, and web service models such as SOAP and REST.

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) relies upon a foundation established by open standards. Open standards provide the underlying mechanisms that allow dissimilar, heterogeneous IT environments to communicate with each other, effectively allowing transparent sharing of information and services.

Information Models such as NIEM (National Information Exchange Model) promote efficient exchange of data that reduces the need for data to be transformed or translated between business systems. Information models are based upon open standards technologies, and they further extend and promote open standards related to data, interfaces, and services.

4.2 OS and Device Independence

Web Apps that adopt open standards (such as HTML5) accommodate an application’s need to run on a variety of Web Browsers, and on any device. Open standards support a Web App’s ability to be substantially operating system and device independent.

4.3 Open Spatial Standards

Open standards such as the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) Standards support the definition and use of spatial web service models that allow a software product to readily interact with a spatial data service or GIS platform.

4.4 Open Communication and Networking Standards

Open standards support the functional specialization of network and system platforms to support networking, security, application hosting, and virtually all functional elements that are the basis of web applications.
5. **Web Browser Agnostic**

Perhaps the greatest value of Web Applications is their ability to use a common client, a web browser, which resides on virtually every modern day device used for business productivity or personal use. This includes modern smart phones, tablets, laptops, desktop computers, and even televisions, stereos, vehicles…the list goes on and on.

For a web application to be of greatest use it should be able to function on any of the web browsers commonly used by AASHTOWare customers. In other words, the application should be browser agnostic, and provide all of its capabilities to the user whether that user prefers Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, or any future Open Standards Based web browser.

Essentially, if a web application is web browser agnostic, it has also made itself device and operating system agnostic. A web application with this characteristic will work on a Windows desktop, a Linux Server, an Apple Laptop, an Android or Apple phone, and so on.

6. **Database Agnostic**

Web Application products should be database agnostic so that they may be readily consumed by AASHTOWare customers.

6.1 **Object Relational Mapping**

The proposed web application architecture promotes the adoption of common object relational mapping (ORM) technologies and approaches, which are functionally implemented within the persistence layer (“persistence” as defined in Figure 1). This strategy allows developers to access and request data from the database, update the database, and generally interact with the data structures supporting the application’s transactions, without using database languages (SQL) within the other layers of the application architecture.

The persistence layer also supports the applications ability to interact with any database provider, including multiple flavors of databases at the same time, without significant custom coding for each deployment of the application.

Prior to common adoption of ORM tools for Web Applications, an application may have required custom coding that limited their ability to easily interact with a variety of database technology providers. Implementing a persistence layer and ORM tools provides better security, speeds development, simplifies maintenance, and generally makes the application more adaptable, and much less brittle.

6.2 **Spatial Databases**

ORM technologies and tools also support Spatial Databases and Spatial Objects. While many GIS platforms will easily support and prefer service level interactions, AASHTOWare customers may have Linear Referencing Systems based upon a spatial database. ORM libraries do interact with Spatial Databases and spatial objects, such that spatial interactions and manipulations can occur via mechanisms established and maintained in the persistence layer similar to any non-spatial database.

7. **Separation of Concerns**

Web Applications require a high level of application architecture abstraction to support commonly used design patterns such as “Model View Controller”. The software engineering
design principal of SoC (Separation of Concerns) is generally accepted as the guiding principal for the Web Application Architecture described below. Both Technical and Application architectures must be adaptable, provide for scalability, availability (fault tolerant), and implement and support open API’s for publishing and consuming services.

7.1 Web Application Architecture

The following example architecture distinguishes between a number of different functions that occur within a web application, and separates those functions into unique domains which are represented by separate layers within the diagram, and typically within the application build itself. The unique domains may also rely on specialized component libraries provided by technology providers.

Example of typical SoC abstraction construct (refer to diagram in Figure 1):

- Presentation (User Interface)
- Business
- Services
- Testing
- Persistence

Testing is represented as a unique layer, and commonly is maintained in the code repository. However when applications are packaged for deployment unit testing and other testing artifacts may be omitted as an option to consume fewer application server resources.

Security is also designed, implemented, and managed as a functionally abstracted element in modern web application architecture. Security impacts each functional element, or layer, of the architecture representation, and has been referred to by a number of technology providers as a cross-cutting architecture element.

7.2 Elements of Application Architecture Functionality Implemented as Unique Platforms and/or Products

Additional application architecture abstraction layers may be defined to support other elements of application functionality, such as reporting, business rules, business intelligence, or spatial/GIS capabilities. In many cases these functions are separated completely from the application and maintained within their own unique technical architecture (separate platforms). When specific application functionality is maintained as its own specialized platform, the capabilities of those platforms may be implemented by adoption of component libraries accessed within the different layers of the application, or via web services.
7.3 Generalized Web Application Architecture Model

The presentation layer exposes the application user interface to the end user.

A business layer where business rules, business functions, and orchestration of domain objects occurs.

The service layer promotes design and reuse of services for external interactions but also for internal inter-layer interactions.

Test layer supports Test-Driven Development and continuous unit testing.

A persistence layer responsible for data access functionality against a database or other data store.

8. Design Patterns

In the context of software engineering a design pattern is a generalized solution or strategy to a commonly occurring problem or design goal. A design pattern is not communicated or distributed as a finished set of software classes, objects, lines of source code or component libraries, but rather a template or pattern developers can use to solve a recognized problem or design goal. Design patterns are generally recognized as a best practice, and should be adopted as a standard design goal for AASHTOWare Web Applications.

One of the most common design patterns in use with modern web applications is the Model, View, Controller pattern, or MVC. There are many other patterns commonly used, but probably none is of greater significance than the MVC pattern when designing and deploying applications for the web. The MVC design pattern separates the internal representations of information from how that information is displayed to a user. Specifically:

- The Model represents the data as stored within the application database. The Model is how data is maintained and managed.
• The View is how that Model data is presented to a user via the presentation layer to interact with the application.
• The Controller handles the user interaction and input, and supports the communication between the View and the Model. Expressed alternatively, Controllers handle events that affect the Model or the View.

The MVC pattern allows developers to develop, test, and manage the user interface separate from the data model (database), as well as separate from the business logic. The MVC pattern makes it easier to test the application continuously, and also simplifies group development and also allows multiple development methodologies.

8.1 Software Design Pattern Retrospective
Design Patterns are a well understood concept by engineers and architects. Patterns for Software Engineering came into play with the advent of Object Oriented Programming. Once reusable software became a reality, software engineers embraced the common patterns that revealed themselves to accelerate development and improve the maintainability of code.

A number of books promoted design patterns for software development, but the most well recognized was published in 1994 and titled “Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented software”. A Java (J2EE) design pattern book was published in 2003 which extended the previous discussion of patterns and best practices and made them relevant for web applications.

Microsoft has promoted similar architecture practices, and in their second guide, “Microsoft Application Architecture Guide 2nd edition, October 2009”, presents a web application architecture model consistent with this AASHTOWare guide. Chapter 10 of Microsoft’s guide lists the common patterns found in the software design pattern book listed above (1994).

8.2 MVC Pattern and Web Request Response Cycle
The MVC Pattern and web request-response cycle is represented in terms of Web Application Architecture Layers in Figure 2 on the follow page.
9. **Responsive Design**

Web applications must support multiple device form factors. This is accomplished by making the application responsive. The presentation layer of the application architecture is responsible for the interaction of the application with the customer on a web browser. All elements of the user interface (UI) live within the presentation layer of the application. Responsive Design is important due to its ability to seamlessly support client devices of any form factor, such as smartphones, tablets, laptops, and desktop workstations. More to the point, Responsive Design is a technique for supporting multiple screen/web page layouts for an application simultaneously.

9.1 **Responsive Technologies**

Responsiveness depends on three technologies for current web applications. Those technologies are:

- HTML5
- CSS3
- JavaScript
9.2 Libraries and Templates
Responsive applications commonly adopt a set of tools and component libraries to simplify and standardize development and which are useful in accelerating development, and delivering a common look and feel to software products. For responsive user interfaces, technologists usually adopt a stylesheet template and JavaScript libraries that will provide the best user experience for their finished product.

- Example CSS3 templates: Bootstrap;
- Example JavaScript libraries: jQuery, AngularJS.

In order to promote alignment of AASTHOWNare products adoption of a CSS3 template such as Bootstrap is encouraged. Adoption of a style sheet library promotes a common look and feel across the AASHTOWNare product line, and promotes the branding efforts of the organization.

9.3 Open standards
The open standards browser markup language promoted by W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) and technology companies alike is HTML5. HTML5 is foundational to responsive user interfaces, and a key element in making web applications function on any web browser and on any device or operating system.

10. Business Rules
Many predecessor client-server applications, (or rich client applications), embedded business processing on the database. This model can inject an unwanted database dependency into the application. Additionally, in terms of the web application model, database execution of business rules will add latency and impact performance.

For web applications the optimal location for execution of business logic is in the business layer of the application on the web application server. This model also supports use of business logic by other layers of the architecture, such as the service layer.

11. Security
Web applications must have the capacity to sustain their customer’s security policies, the customer’s technical environment, and the customer’s data. Web applications that accommodate authentication as well as authorization functionality have the potential of supporting the majority of customer security needs. Adopting a security architecture that sustains transaction security across all levels of the application architecture is fundamental, and supportable for all AASHTOWNare products.

12. Spatial Integration
AASHTOWNare designs delivers software products for transportation entities. As a matter necessity most if not all web application software from AASHTOWNare should have the capability to integrate with spatial systems in use by customers such as:

- Linear Referencing Systems,
- GIS platforms, and
• Spatial databases.

Additionally, AASHTOWare web applications must have the ability to implement a variety of Mapping API’s such as Esri or Google JavaScript Mapping API’s. AASHTOWare Web applications must be able to perform the above independent of the technologies or platforms in use at a specific DOT’s location.

12.1 Spatial Integrations
The web application architecture promoted by this guideline has the intrinsic capability to integrate and interact with spatial technologies, systems, and platforms.

• Service-level integration with a platform or GIS provider is accommodated by consuming or publishing services to interact with that given technology provider’s products. Services would allow data and information sharing, displaying a map within the application with data from a service, or completing a transaction as examples.

• Including a JavaScript library from a Mapping API provider within the presentation layer of the application architecture supports a web application’s ability to present data and information via a mapping presentation.

• The persistence layer and ORM technology promoted by this guideline allows a web application to map to a spatial database and interact with the spatial objects within the application.

12.2 Vendor Agnostic Spatial Capabilities
Spatial and mapping capabilities must be vendor agnostic within the web product, such that products from Google, Esri, Hexagon Geospatial (formerly Intergraph), and other technology vendors may be used that are unique to each AASHTO customer environment.

The application architecture model promoted by this guideline supports technology agnosticism, and continues to promote the use of OGC standards and standards-based approaches to delivering spatial capabilities.

13. Web-Oriented Architecture
Web-Oriented Architecture (WOA) is a substyle of service-oriented architecture (SOA) that leverages Web architecture. WOA focuses on Web services models, primarily RESTful modes of interoperability. These services are frequently exposed through an open API model.

WOA has been heavily used by major Web services providers such as Amazon and Google. WOA is actively being used by architects and developers for delivery of enterprise applications, although adopters don’t readily identify the following interface elements as specific to just WOA. WOA currently emphasizes the following generic interface elements:

13.1 Universal Resource Identification (URI)
A common form of URI is the uniform resource locator or URL. URL’s are referred to informally as an internet (web) address.

13.2 Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP).
HTTP is the common interaction mechanism or language between a web browser and a given web URL. Common HTTP commands are GET and POST.
13.3 Multipurpose Internet Messaging Extensions [MIME] types.
MIME is an Internet standard that extends the format of email to support:

- Text in character sets other than ASCII;
- Non-text attachments such as audio, video, images, etc. …,
- Message bodies with multiple parts, and
- Header information in non-ASCII character sets.

Virtually all human-written Internet email and a fairly large proportion of automated email is transmitted via SMTP in MIME format

13.4 Hypermedia as the engine of application state (Hyperlinks).
Hypermedia, used as an extension of the term hypertext, is a medium of information which includes graphics, audio, video, plain text and hyperlinks.

13.5 Application Neutrality
Application neutrality, which refers to an application being web browser and device independent, requires the implementation and use of open standards-based technologies and architectures. In simple terms, a web application should not require a specific web browser or device manufacturer to be useable.

14. Web Services
Web Services by their definition insulate a web application server and its hosted web applications from another system’s technical dependencies. Services are the preferred mechanism for system to system communication, and provide maximum flexibility to both data providers and data consumers.

14.1 REST
Web applications are typically best served by light-weight REST-based services which do not interfere with a web application’s functioning and are less likely to diminish performance. Representational State Transfer (REST) services are simple to implement for interaction with other platforms and systems that do not require a transaction state be maintained.

REST services were built upon HTTP (and use HTTP constructs) from inception, with the intent that they would be used for the Web. As an example, a REST client sends an HTTP request such as GET, PUT, or POST to a URI to perform a simple action. Web Browsers provide native support for HTTP, and are the ubiquitous client supporting REST-based transactions. Web apps and mobile apps relying on web browsers also use light weight JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), which is native to Java Script, making JSON the preferred “object” relied upon to consume RESTful services through a browser.

REST/JSON

- Smaller message size for improved mobile/web per performance
- Easier to consume in web and mobile applications
• Easier to consume for simple web services (simple Java Script)
• Stateless

### 14.2 SOAP
Back-end processes, some of which will require that transaction state be maintained, are best served by a SOAP-based service. SOAP refers to “Simple Object Access Protocol”. Web Applications and Web Application Servers can also support SOAP services, but not for the purposes of supporting transactions with customers using the application on the web.

**SOAP** Services expose method calls available to remote servers and respond with a SOAP response. SOAP responses have a (usually) larger payload, which is XML. By their nature SOAP-based services are more suited to handling internal server to server transactions of greater complexity. SOAP-based transactions have been designed to leverage additional infrastructure elements such as service busses, which can maintain service state and provide service orchestration.

**SOAP/XML**
• Larger message size
• Easier to consume for complex web services
• Service Orchestration (Service Bus)
• Stateful (via Service Bus)

### 15. Summary
This guideline presents an application architecture that enhances a software product’s sustainability and adaptability. The design philosophies also promote a web application’s ability to be useable on any web browser, and on multiple device form factors. In short, the guideline focuses on the strategy for AASHTOWare customers to use AASHTOWare web applications on whatever hardware and software that has been adopted in their respective organizations with the least technical issues.
16. Glossary

Application Architecture – Application architecture is the organizational design of a software application.


Database – A technology used to store, maintain, and manage data to support application transactions. Database Platforms use a common language, SQL, to support the actions of Create, Read, Update, and Delete.

Geographical Information System (GIS) – A type of application that specializes in spatial data management and spatial analysis. GIS products also generate and display maps via web browsers, and allow the interaction with GIS servers and databases via mapping interfaces.

GUI – Graphical User Interface.

Hosting Platform – Another name for a web application server.

HTML – Hypertext Markup Language. HTML5 is the most recent W3C HTML standard, and is the language used to render a web page for display by a web browser. HTML5 extend HTML significantly and supports many new capabilities and features.

HTTP – Hypertext Transfer Protocol. Common HTTP commands are GET and POST.

Hyperlink - A hyperlink is a reference to data that the reader can directly follow either by clicking or by hovering. A hyperlink points to a whole document or to a specific element within a document.

Hypertext - Hypertext is text with hyperlinks.

Information Model – An XML data model used to define and support data exchange between applications.

Model-View-Controller – A design pattern that separates the user interface from other functional elements of the application. See Figure 2. As an example: The controller translates the user’s interactions with the view into actions that the model will perform.

Persistence Layer – Data Access Layer (See Figure 1).

Responsive Design – The combined technologies of HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript are used to implement/create a responsive design. Responsive Design (RD) loosely means any web site or web application that adapts itself to the device form factor in which it appears. RD relies upon display rules established within style sheets, used to create display templates for web pages. The current version of Cascading Style Sheets is version 3, and is referred to as CSS3, which is a World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standard. Cascading style sheets (templates) are applied to HTML and when animated and enhanced with JavaScript methods become the responsive user interfaces seen in modern web applications.

Service Oriented Architecture - An architecture model that emphasizes and promotes interactions between applications and hosting platforms by web services.
SMTP – Simple Mail Transfer Protocol.

SQL – Structured Query Language. SQL consists of a data definition language, data manipulation language, and a data control language. SQL is an International Standards Organization (ISO) and an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.


Transaction State – Common transaction states are: Active, Partially Committed, Failed, Aborted, or Committed. A transaction is a unit of program execution that accesses and/or updates various data items. To maintain the integrity of an application’s data a transaction’s state must be maintained in certain execution circumstances.

Web Application – An application accessed and used via a web browser, and hosted on a Web Application Server.


Web Browser – A GUI web software client that is used to access internet-based resources (applications and web sites) using common protocols such as HTTP and TCP/IP. Examples of web browser are: Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Opera, and Mozilla.

Web Service – A web service is accessible via a web address, and provides a mechanism to share information to both internal and external applications and users. The web services most commonly implemented with web applications are REST (Representational State Transfer) services. REST services commonly communicate over HTTP.
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1. Introduction

The user of a web or mobile application expects (and requires) fast interactions between their apps/devices and all hosting platforms supporting them. Additionally, since contemporary mobile devices are architected to interact and rely on cloud based server resources, a common model has emerged to support interaction with those platforms. A mobile user doesn’t expect to manually create or initiate a data exchange; it occurs naturally w/o complex actions to manage the transaction.

In support of the above stated user expectations, this document is intended to promote approaches and practices for developing web and mobile device data exchanges for AASHTOWare. Similar themes are promoted within this guideline consistent with its sister (predecessor) document, the AASHTOWare Web Application Development Guideline and Architecture Goals. From this point forward this guideline will refer to the afore mentioned guideline as the WADG document.

This document is intended to be general in nature with light coverage of technical content in the context of information technology (IT) and software development. The guideline’s contents should be readable by task force members, committee members, project managers, other AASHTOWare stakeholders, as well as contractor staff.

2. Purpose

This guideline is intended to establish a high-level approach for contractors such that existing AASHTOWare software products evolve in a consistent and recognizable fashion. This will help promote sustainable data exchange models and methods for web and mobile applications within the product portfolio and also with non-AASHTOWare web or mobile products.

New products under consideration or just beginning development should adopt the strategies and recommendations of this guideline, the intent being to build and deliver new web and mobile products that have the ability to efficiently and effectively interact, and also embrace open standards.

3. Web Application Characteristics Redux

In the prior WADG, the following characteristics were presented. Given the focus of this guideline, the same listing is also worth presenting since they provide context for data exchange discussions:

- Web apps rely on a commonly available client that is available on both mobile devices and workstations, namely, a web browser;
- A web browser will commonly run on a variety of operating systems and devices, which makes a web app both device and operating system independent.
- Because devices are of all shapes and sizes, web apps must responsively adapt to the device form factor so that the applications are useable no matter which form factor is in front of a user.
- Web apps rely on a hosting platform for the client devices and browsers to interact with, and web apps typically interact with multiple hosting platforms and client devices simultaneously via web services.
• Web apps typically display data and also collect and store data, which may require a
database platform (database management system, or DBMS, may be used interchangeably
with database platform).
• Web apps may interact with multiple database platforms simultaneously.
• Web apps are commonly used anywhere and anytime.
• Web apps may need to be spatially aware and capable of displaying maps and spatially
related information.
• Web apps may interact with client device features, or devices attached to the client device.
• Web apps rely on web services to implement interfaces to other systems, and to support
transactions with platforms both inside and external to their hosting environment; REST
(Representational State Transfer) services are the preferred web service model used to
support web applications. SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) services can provide a
stateful interface between systems but are not typically used for web-based transactions.

4. Data Exchanges in a Web and Mobile World

Typical business data exchanges between a web application user and the web hosting
environment, or a mobile web user and a hosting environment, or between a mobile user on a
mobile device and a hosting environment, occurs via common protocols and relies entirely on
connectivity. Interactions by necessity need to be light-weight, and as fast as possible. The
common language for web and mobile data exchanges is HTTP. The preferred light-weight
data exchange mechanisms are REST web services and JSON (JavaScript Object Notation).

For the purposes of this guideline, peer to peer, or mobile device to mobile device data
exchanges that occur without the benefit of a TCP/IP connection will be omitted. Examples of
this type of exchange would be peer to peer exchanges via Bluetooth wireless connections.
This type of connection might occur between a laptop or mobile computing device and survey,
sample collection, or testing equipment.

4.1 Connectivity Expectations and Data Exchange Needs for Web and Mobile
Products

The mobile workforce supporting transportation related work depends on connectivity when
in the field. If connectivity is unavailable, the expectation is that the device and application
will allow work to proceed, and simply connect when possible and complete transactions
(data exchanges) without any extra effort and loss of productivity. Whether connectivity is
available or not, adopting Representational State Transfer (REST) Web Services and using
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) provides a lighter and faster data exchange mechanism
than SOAP, or bulk file load models.

4.2 SOAP Web Services & XML-Based Data Exchanges

T&AA promotes that both SOAP and REST web service models have a place in
AASHTOWare’s current web ecosystem: (1) REST services and JSON for user/application-
based transactions and mobile app/device interactions and (2) SOAP Services and XML for
“heavy lift” and back end processes between systems. Information models such as NIEM
(National Information Exchange Model) promote a common dialect and data structure.
Furthermore, SOAP-based data exchanges using NIEM’s XML definitions promote the
opportunity for disparate systems to interact and share data.
5. Web Services

Web services by their definition insulate a web application server and its hosted web applications from another system’s technical dependencies. Services are the preferred mechanism for system to system communication and provide maximum flexibility to both data providers and data consumers.

5.1 REST

Web applications are typically best served by light-weight REST-based services which do not interfere with a web application’s functioning and are less likely to diminish performance. REST services are simple to implement for interaction with other platforms and systems that do not require that a transaction state be maintained.

REST services were built on HTTP (and use HTTP constructs) from inception, with the intent that they would be used for the Web. As an example, a REST client sends an HTTP request such as GET, PUT, or POST to a URI to perform a simple action. Web browsers provide native support for HTTP, and are the ubiquitous client supporting REST-based transactions. Web apps and mobile apps relying on web browsers also use light weight JSON, which is native to JavaScript, making JSON the preferred "object" relied on to consume RESTful services through a browser.

REST/JSON: Smaller message size for improved mobile/web performance; easier to consume in web and mobile applications, and stateless

REST Service Summary:
- Contemporary web services rely primarily on RESTful modes of interoperability.
- REST services are frequently exposed through an open API model.
- REST services use HTTP methods explicitly, are stateless, expose URIs, and can transfer JSON, XHTML, XML, or other common MIME types.

A REST service is:
- Platform-independent,
- Language-independent, and
- Standards-based (relies on HTTP).

5.2 SOAP

Back-end processes, some of which will require that transaction state be maintained, are best served by a SOAP-based service. Web applications and Web application servers can also support SOAP services but not for the purposes of supporting transactions with customers using the application on the web.

SOAP services expose method calls available to remote servers and respond with a SOAP response. SOAP responses have a (usually) larger payload, which is XML. By their nature, SOAP-based services are more suited to handling internal server to server transactions of greater complexity. SOAP-based transactions have been designed to leverage additional infrastructure elements such as service busses, which can maintain service state and provide service orchestration.
SOAP/XML: Larger message size, may be a more robust alternative for complex web services supporting complex interfaces; service orchestration and statefullness via service bus.

A SOAP/XML service is also:
- Platform-independent,
- Language-independent, and
- Standards-based (relies on SOAP/XML).

6. Web Service Description

Web services have proven to be one of the most effective ways to support a web-based transaction between a web browser user and a web application. This guideline is promoting the REST services model. The following is a short summary of how a REST service is described/characterised versus how a SOAP service is described.

6.1 REST Web Service Description

REST services usually support one business function. Also, REST services rely on HTTP calls such as GET and POST. Therefore, REST services do not need a complex web service description language like SOAP services. Instead REST services have adopted a lighter model referred to Web Access Description Language, or WADL.

http://www.w3.org/Submission/wadl/

WADL is a machine-readable XML description of HTTP-based web services. WADL models the resources provided by a service and the relationships between them. WADL is intended to simplify the reuse of web services that are based on the existing HTTP architecture of the Web. WADL is platform and language independent and aims to promote reuse of applications beyond the basic use in a web browser.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Application_Description_Language

6.2 SOAP Web Service Description

SOAP services can and do support multiple business functions, or actions. By extension, SOAP services typically provide access to multiple methods and method calls per service. The Web Service Description Language, or WSDL, provides a specification to describe SOAP services. A WSDL is somewhat similar to a “method signature” in a programming language. SOAP services do not rely on web browsers or HTTP. SOAP services do require a web application server.

WSDLs are an XML-based interface definition language that is used for describing the functionality offered by a SOAP-based web service. The acronym is also used for any specific WSDL description of a web service (also referred to as a WSDL file), which provides a machine-readable description of how the service can be called, what parameters it expects, and what data structures it returns.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Services_Description_Language

6.3 REST API vs Universal Description and Discovery (UDDI)

REST APIs provide a model to publish, via the Web, how a web application (which has developed and published REST web services), or web client, can perform data exchanges using HTTP. APIs (application programming interfaces) have evolved with the growth of web applications. REST APIs may be published in a traditional API model or published
directly to the Web to promote easy communication between web applications and between web applications and web clients. Mobile computing and the explosion of social media, cloud-based applications and services, have elevated REST APIs to a higher significance than traditional APIs models or UDDI.

7. REST APIs

HTTP is not just for serving up HTML pages. It is also a powerful platform for building web APIs, using a handful of verbs (GET, POST, and so forth) plus a few simple concepts such as URIs and headers (https://www.asp.net/web-api/overview/older-versions/build-restful-apis-with-aspnet-web-api).

REST API Examples:

- Paypal - https://developer.paypal.com/docs/api/
- Gmail - https://developers.google.com/gmail/api/v1/reference/
- Google Maps - https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/

AASHTOWare contractors responsible for developing, enhancing, and maintaining AASHTOWare products will enhance the value of AASHTOWare web-based products to AASHTOWare and its consumers by implementing and publishing REST APIs. AASHTOWare web software could then more easily be supported within customer environments, integrated with third-party products, and integrated with other AASHTOWare (web) products deployed by any customer.

REST API examples:

7.1 Rest API Example (Google Maps Directions API)

Google Maps Directions API through an HTTP interface (https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/directions/start):

The following example requests the driving directions from Disneyland to Universal Studios Hollywood, in JSON format:


A sample response, in JSON:

```json
{
  "geocoded_waypoints": [
    {
      "geocoder_status": "OK",
      "place_id": "ChJRVY_etDX3IARGYLVpoq7f68",
```
"types": [
  "bus_station",
  "transit_station",
  "point_of_interest",
  "establishment"
],

"geocoder_status": "OK",
"partial_match": true,
"place_id": "ChIJp2Mn4E2-woARQS2FILxUzk",
"types": ["route"]

],

"routes": [

  
  "bounds": {
    "northeast": {
      "lat": 34.1330949,
      "lng": -117.9143879
    },
    "southwest": {
      "lat": 33.8068768,
      "lng": -118.3527671
    }
  },

  "copyrights": "Map data ©2016 Google",

  "legs": [

    
    "distance": {
      "text": "35.9 mi",
      "value": 57824
    },

    "duration": {
      "text": "51 mins",
      "value": 3062
    },

    "end_address": "Universal Studios Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90068, USA",

    "end_location": {
      "lat": 34.1330949,
      "lng": -118.3524442
    },

    "start_address": "Disneyland (Harbor Blvd.), S Harbor Blvd, Anaheim, CA 92802, USA",

    "start_location": {
      "lat": 33.8098177,
      "lng": -117.9154353
    }

  ],

  "summary": "I-5 N and US-101 N",

  "warnings": [],

  "waypoint_order": []

]}
7.2 Example REST API Specification Example Template


*Doc Template - https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HSQ3Fe77hnthw8hizgvXJU-gGEPHavMkctvCCadkVbY/edit?pli=1#.

API Specification Doc (simplified excerpt from above Specification Link*).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Index

`# get updates`

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Methods

`# get updates`

Get the new updates

Request

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POST</td>
<td>api/updates/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Params</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEAD</td>
<td>auth_key</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST</td>
<td>version</td>
<td>number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

auth_key

The auth_key that was given in response to /api/login
version
The current version of internal Recipe database. Each time when updates are pulled from the server through the web service, the internal database version is incremented.

**Response**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Response will be an object containing a list (array) as well as the updated database. Each item in the array has the following structure. (Example from a ‘Recipe’ datastore.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An example response is:-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>&quot;recipes&quot;: [</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;recipe_id&quot;: 10,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;title&quot;: &quot;Green Chilly Salad&quot;,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;category&quot;: 1,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;ingredients&quot;: {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Green Chilly&quot;: &quot;1 kg&quot;,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Salt&quot;: &quot;0.5 tbsp&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>},</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;steps&quot;: [</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;First clean and cut the chillies&quot;,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Now you can eat.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>],</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;remarks&quot;: &quot;serves 2 people&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>{&quot;error&quot;:&quot;Please specify database version.&quot;}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>{&quot;error&quot;:&quot;Invalid database version.&quot;}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401</td>
<td>{&quot;error&quot;:&quot;Invalid API key.&quot;}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8. Securing REST Services

OAuth has been the current defacto standard for authentication between web applications and web sites. Many large technology companies (e.g. Google, FaceBook, Twitter, etc.) rely on OAuth to authenticate against their APIs (https://oauth.net). The authentication this guideline is presenting is OAuth version 2. “The OAuth 2.0 authorization framework enables a third-party application to obtain limited access to an HTTP service. “

8.1 OAuth2

OAuth2 sounds like an evolution of OAuth1, but in reality, it is a completely different take on authentication that attempts to reduce complexity. OAuth2’s current specification removes signatures, so you no longer need to use cryptographic algorithms to create, generate, and validate signatures. All the encryption is now handled by TLS, which is required.

OAuth2 does have some detractors that promote a fall back to OAuth1 or alternative approaches. However, even detractors direct OAuth implementers to Facebook (https://developers.facebook.com/docs/facebook-login/security), Google, Twitter, and Amazon to see how OAuth2 should be implemented.
8.2 Examples from Google OAuth2 Processes

https://developers.google.com/identity/protocols/OAuth2

Google’s simple representation of the OAuth 2 sequence to access a Google REST API endpoint is below. For details, see Using OAuth 2.0 for Web Server Applications (https://developers.google.com/identity/protocols/OAuth2WebServer).

![Diagram of OAuth 2 sequence]

Figure 1 - Using OAuth 2.0 for Web Server Applications
8.3 Client-side (JavaScript) applications

“The Google OAuth 2.0 endpoint supports JavaScript applications that run in a browser. The authorization sequence begins when your application redirects a browser to a Google URL; the URL includes query parameters that indicate the type of access being requested. Google handles the user authentication, session selection, and user consent. The result is an access token, which the client should validate before including it in a Google API request. When the token expires, the application repeats the process.” For details, see Using OAuth 2.0 for Client-side Applications (https://developers.google.com/identity/protocols/OAuth2UserAgent).

Figure 2 - Using OAuth 2.0 for Client-side Applications.
8.3.1 Service accounts

Some APIs can act on behalf of an application without accessing information. In these situations, the application needs to prove its own identity to the API, but no user consent is necessary. Similarly, in enterprise scenarios, your application can request delegated access to some resources. For these types of server-to-server interactions a **service account** is required, which is an account that belongs to your application instead of to an individual end-user. Your application calls server APIs on behalf of the service account, and user consent is not required. For details, see the [service-account documentation](https://developers.google.com/identity/protocols/OAuth2ServiceAccount).

![Figure 3 - Using OAuth 2 for service-accounts.](image)

9. An Introduction to JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)

From json.org ([http://json.org/](http://json.org/)): “**JSON** (JavaScript Object Notation) is a lightweight data-interchange format. It is easy for humans to read and write. It is easy for machines to parse and generate. It is based on a subset of the *JavaScript Programming Language, Standard ECMA-262 3rd Edition - December 1999*. JSON is a text format that is completely language independent but uses conventions that are familiar to programmers of the C-family of languages, including C, C++, C#, Java, JavaScript, Perl, Python, and many others. **These properties make JSON an ideal data-interchange language.**

JSON objects can be a collection of name/value pairs, or an ordered list of values.

- Collections of name/value pairs are realized as objects, records, hash tables, keyed lists, or associative arrays.
- Ordered lists of values in most are realized as arrays, vectors, lists, or sequences.
Most modern programming languages support the above data structures in one form or another. JSON is simply a JavaScript manifestation of these universal data structures used to support data exchanges.

Responsive web applications that rely on JavaScript are better able to manipulate JSON objects for data exchanges than an XML payload within a SOAP envelope. Data formatted according to the JSON standard is easily and very quickly parsed, which is a requirement for mobile and web application users. JSON is platform independent which makes it an ideal data exchange medium for web and mobile applications.

Microsoft has been a proponent of JSON for web application data exchanges for the last decade. MSDN provided a primer on JSON in 2007 (https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb299886.aspx), and also a comparison between JSON and XML.

In summary, and paraphrasing from W3C (http://www.w3schools.com/js/js_json_intro.asp) JSON is:

- JSON is a lightweight data exchange format that is fast to execute;
- JSON is language independent (JSON uses JavaScript syntax, but the JSON format is text only; text can be read and used as a data format by any programming language.)
- JSON is “self-describing” and easy to understand.
- JSON is syntactically identical to the code for creating JavaScript objects. Therefore, a web application using JavaScript can convert JSON into native JavaScript objects.
- JSON is easier to use than XML for web-based (data exchanges) transactions.

From JSON.ORG - JSON objects take on these forms:

### 9.1 JSON Set of Name/Value Pairs

An object is an unordered set of name/value pairs. An object begins with (left brace) and ends with (right brace). Each name is followed by (colon) and the name/value pairs are separated by (comma).

![Figure 4 - JSON Set of Name/Value Pairs](image)

### 9.2 JSON Array

An array is an ordered collection of values. An array begins with [(left bracket) and ends with] (right bracket). Values are separated by (comma).
9.3 JSON Value

A value can be a string in double quotes, or a number, or true or false or null, or an object or an array. These structures can be nested.

9.4 JSON String

A string is a sequence of zero or more Unicode characters, wrapped in double quotes, using backslash escapes. A character is represented as a single character string. A string is very much like a C or Java string.
9.5 JSON Number

A number is very much like a C or Java number, except that the octal and hexadecimal formats are not used.

Figure 7 - JSON String

Figure 8 - JSON Number
10. Open Standards & Web/Mobile Interactions

This guideline promotes the adoption and use of open standards. Open standards should be supported to the greatest extent practicable and adopted widely for AASHTOWare web applications and other AASHTOWare products. Open standards are generally recognized as a key factor in a product’s ability to integrate efficiently, and interact easily, with other software products, software libraries (component libraries), and other specialized systems. Web applications are inherently flawed as built if they don’t support open standards, which limits their useful life, increases their cost for support, and makes them less likely to work on any device, operating system (OS), or browser.

10.1 Data, Interfaces, Services

Open standards help to support a product’s ability to communicate with other data consumers and data providers, and to support efficient development of interfaces with systems. Open standards provide the foundation for web services, and web service models such as SOAP and REST.

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) relies on a foundation established by open standards. Open standards provide the underlying mechanisms that allow dissimilar, heterogeneous IT environments to communicate with each other, effectively allowing transparent sharing of information and services.

Information models such as NIEM promote efficient exchange of data that reduces the need for data to be transformed or translated between business systems. Information models are based on open standards technologies, and they further extend and promote open standards related to data, interfaces, and services.

10.2 OS and Device Independence

Web apps that adopt open standards (such as HTML5) accommodate an application’s need to run on a variety of web browsers and on any device. Open standards support a web app’s ability to be substantially operating system and device independent.

10.3 Open Spatial Standards

Open standards such as the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) Standards support the definition and use of spatial web service models that allow a software product to readily interact with a spatial data service or GIS platform. It also supports application independence from a single vendor and cross-vendor communication. This allows customers to use one vendor’s solution while consuming data hosted by a different vendor.

10.4 Open Communication and Networking Standards

Open standards support the functional specialization of network and system platforms to support networking, security, application hosting, and virtually all functional elements that are the basis of web applications.

11. Web Browser Agnostic

Perhaps the greatest value of web applications is their ability to use a common client, a web browser, which resides on virtually every modern-day device used for business productivity or personal use. This includes modern smart phones, tablets, laptops, desktop computers, and even televisions, stereos, vehicles; the list goes on and on.
For a web application to be of greatest use it should be able to function on any of the web browsers commonly used by AASHTOWare customers. In other words, the application should be browser agnostic, and provide all its capabilities to the user whether that user prefers Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, or any future open standards based web browser.

Essentially, if a web application is web browser agnostic, it has also made itself device and operating system agnostic. A web application with this characteristic will work on a Windows desktop, a Linux server, an Apple laptop, an Android or Apple phone, and so on.

12. Spatial Integration

AASHTOWare designs delivers software products for transportation entities. As a matter necessity, most if not all web application software from AASHTOWare should have the capability to integrate with spatial systems in use by customers such as:

- Linear Referencing Systems,
- GIS platforms, and
- Spatial databases.

Additionally, AASHTOWare web applications must have the ability to implement a variety of mapping APIs such as Esri or Google JavaScript mapping APIs. AASHTOWare web applications must be able to perform the above independent of the technologies or platforms in use at a specific DOT.

12.1 Spatial Integrations

The web application architecture promoted by this guideline has the intrinsic capability to integrate and interact with spatial technologies, systems, and platforms.

- Service-level integration with a platform or GIS provider is accommodated by consuming or publishing services to interact with that given technology provider’s products. Services would allow data and information sharing, displaying a map within the application with data from a service, or completing a transaction as examples.
- Including a JavaScript library from a mapping API provider within the presentation layer of the application architecture supports a web application’s ability to present data and information via a mapping presentation.
- The persistence layer and object-relational mapping technology promoted by this guideline allows a web application to map to a spatial database (or multiple databases) and interact with the spatial objects within the application.

12.2 Vendor Agnostic Spatial Capabilities

Spatial and mapping capabilities must be flexible enough to be vendor agnostic within the web product, such that products from Google, Esri, Hexagon, and other technology vendors may be used that are unique to each AASHTO customer environment.

The application architecture model promoted by this guideline supports technology agnosticism and continues to promote the use of OGC standards and standards-based approaches to delivering spatial capabilities.
13. Web-Oriented Architecture

Web-oriented architecture (WOA) is a substyle of service-oriented architecture (SOA) that leverages web architecture. WOA focuses on web services models, primarily RESTful modes of interoperability. These services are frequently exposed through an open API model.

WOA has been heavily used by major web services providers such as Amazon and Google. WOA is actively being used by architects and developers for delivery of enterprise applications, although adopters do not readily identify the following interface elements as specific to just WOA. WOA currently emphasizes the following generic interface elements:

13.1 Universal Resource Identification (URI)
A common form of URI is the uniform resource locator or URL. URLs are referred to informally as an internet (web) address.

13.2 Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP).
HTTP is the common interaction mechanism or language between a web browser and a given web URL. Common HTTP commands are GET and POST.

13.3 Multipurpose Internet Messaging Extensions [MIME] types.
MIME is an Internet standard that extends the format of email to support:

- Text in character sets other than ASCII;
- Non-text attachments such as audio, video, images, etc;
- Message bodies with multiple parts; and
- Header information in non-ASCII character sets.

Virtually all human-written Internet email and a fairly large proportion of automated email are transmitted via SMTP in MIME format

13.4 Hypermedia as the engine of application state (Hyperlinks).
Hypermmedia, used as an extension of the term hypertext, is a medium of information which includes graphics, audio, video, plain text and hyperlinks.

13.5 Application Neutrality
Application neutrality, which refers to an application being web browser and device independent, requires the implementation and use of open standards-based technologies and architectures. In simple terms, a web application should not require a specific web browser or device manufacturer to be useable.

14. Summary

As presented previously, contemporary web services for modern web applications rely primarily on RESTful modes of interoperability. REST services are frequently exposed through an open API model.

A REST service is:

- Platform-independent,
- Language-independent, and
• Standards-based (relies on HTTP).

AASHTOWare web products should implement REST services, publish REST APIs, and prefer JSON over XML for web-based client transactions with web application servers and web-based platforms.
15. Glossary

Database – A technology used to store, maintain, and manage data to support application transactions. Database Platforms use a common language, SQL, to support the actions of Create, Read, Update, and Delete.

GIS - Geographic Information System. A type of application that specializes in spatial data management and spatial analysis. GIS products also generate and display maps via web browsers, and allow the interaction with GIS servers and databases via mapping interfaces.

GUI – Graphical User Interface. The GUI is the visualization that the user sees and interacts with on a computing device. It often contains windows, tools, buttons, menus, etc. that the user engages to navigate and focus on information the user wants to find and understand.

HMAC - Hash Message Authentication Code. HMAC is a specific type of message authentication code (MAC) involving a cryptographic hash function and a secret cryptographic key.

Hosting Platform – Another name for a web application server.

HTML – HyperText Markup Language. HTML5 is the most recent W3C HTML standard, and is the language used to render a web page for display by a web browser. HTML5 extends HTML significantly and supports many new capabilities and features, such as location awareness.

HTTP – Hyper Text Transfer Protocol. Common HTTP commands are GET and POST.

Hyperlink - A hyperlink is a reference to data that the reader can directly follow either by clicking or by hovering. A hyperlink points to a whole document or to a specific element within a document.

Hypertext - Hypertext is text with hyperlinks.

Information Model – An XML data model used to define and support data exchange between applications.


JWT – JSON Web Token. JSON Web Token is an open standard (RFC 7519) that defines a compact and self-contained way for securely transmitting information between parties as a JSON object. This information can be verified and trusted because it is digitally signed. JWTs can be signed using a secret (HMAC algorithm) or a public/private key pair using RSA.

MIME - MIME stands for Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions. MIME type examples - JSON, XHTML, XML.

OAuth – OAuth is an open standard for authorization. OAuth provides to clients a "secure delegated access" to server resources on behalf of a resource owner. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OAuth)
Responsive Design – The combined technologies of HTML5, CSS3, and Javascript are used to implement/create a responsive design. Responsive Design (RD) loosely means any web site or web application that adapts itself to the device form factor in which it appears. RD relies on display rules established within style sheets, used to create display templates for web pages. The current version of Cascading Style Sheets is version 3, and is referred to as CSS3, which is a World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standard. Cascading style sheets (templates) are applied to HTML and when animated and enhanced with JavaScript methods become the responsive user interfaces seen in modern web applications.

REST – Rest stands for representational state transfer and is a way to allow web applications and computer systems to interoperate over the Internet.

RSA – A cryptographic system developed by Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman. RSA is widely used for secure data transmission. In such a cryptosystem, the encryption key is public and differs from the decryption key which is kept secret. In RSA, this asymmetry is based on the practical difficulty of factoring the product of two large prime numbers, the factoring problem. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSA_(cryptosystem))

SOA – Service Oriented Architecture. An architecture model that emphasizes and promotes interactions between applications and hosting platforms by web services.

SOAP – Simple Object Access Protocol. SOAP is a protocol that supports exchanging information between web applications and web services.

SMTP – Simple Mail Transfer Protocol.

SQL – Structured Query Language. SQL consists of a data definition language, data manipulation language, and a data control language. SQL is an International Standards Organization (ISO) and an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.


TLS - Transport Layer Security and its predecessor, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), both frequently referred to as "SSL", are cryptographic protocols that provide communications security over a computer network, and/or over the internet. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_Layer_Security)

Stateful – A web service is defined as stateful if during execution its transaction state is maintained. REST services are typically not stateful. Stated another way, REST services are typically stateless.

Transaction State – Common transaction states are: Active, Partially Committed, Failed, Aborted, or Committed. A transaction is a unit of program execution that accesses and/or updates various data items. To maintain the integrity of an application’s data, a transaction’s state must be maintained in certain execution circumstances.

UDDI - Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration: An XML-based registry business and government entities publish and expose on the web. Its ultimate goal is to streamline online
transactions by enabling companies to find one another on the Web, support interoperability, and interface development.

**URI** – Universal Resource Identifier. A common type of URI is a universal resource locator (URL). URLs are referred to informally as internet (web) addresses.

**Web Application** – An application accessed and used via a web browser, and hosted on a Web Application Server.

**Web Application Server** – Web Application Servers host web applications. Examples of web application servers are: Internet Information Server (IIS), Tomcat, JBoss, WebLogic, WebSphere.

**Web Browser** – A GUI web software client that is used to access internet-based resources (applications and web sites) using common protocols such as HTTP and TCP/IP. Examples of web browser are: Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Opera, and Mozilla.

**Web Service** – A web service is accessible via a web address, and provides a mechanism to share information to both internal and external applications and users. The web services most commonly implemented with web applications are REST (Representational State Transfer) services. REST services commonly communicate over HTTP.

**WSDL** - Web Services Description Language: An XML-based *interface definition language* that is used for describing the functionality offered by a *web service*. The acronym is also used for any specific WSDL description of a web service (also referred to as a *WSDL file*), which provides a machine-readable description of how the service can be called, what parameters it expects, and what data structures it returns. Therefore, its purpose is roughly similar to that of a *method signature* in a programming language. (Ref: [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Services_Description_Language](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Services_Description_Language))
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1. Purpose
The purpose of this document is to provide details for Service Providers to deliver applications as a hosted service to Customers. This standard applies to any new and existing development, which has a contractor-provided hosting option.

For purposes of this standard, the following capitalized terms have the following definitions.

- **Service Provider** – The AASHTOWare contractor responsible for maintaining the AASHTOWare product(s) and ensuring services are available. This includes all subcontractors.
- **Customer** – The user of the application or services. Typically, this would be a state department of transportation.

All requirements for compliance with this standard are shown in red italicized text. New requirements that were not in the previous version of the Standards and Guidelines are shown in red bold italicized text.

2. Task Force/Contractor Responsibilities
The product task force and contractor responsibilities for the Hosted Services standard are summarized below:

- **Ensure business specific hosting requirements are defined and implemented.**
- **Ensure technical hosting requirements defined in this standard are implemented in the product when applicable.**
- **Ensure industry best hosting practices and emerging hosting trends are considered and implemented appropriately.**

3. Required (or Recommended) Deliverables and Artifacts
The following summarizes the required deliverables and artifacts that must be created and/or delivered in order to comply with the standard.

- **Technology Architecture:** See Section 2.4.5.3 in the Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard.
- **Service Level Agreement:** The Service Level Agreement (SLA) defines required service categories and related performance requirements between Service Provider and Customer.

4. Procedures

4.1 Establish Hosting Requirements
For each new development or major enhancement effort, the task force and/or contractor should:

- Analyze the business needs, expectations, and constraints that impact the data, application, and hosting architecture,

4.2 Include AASHTOWare Hosting Technical Requirements
*Where applicable, the task force and/or contractor shall ensure that the technical requirements listed below are included in the SRS.*

4.3 Review Impact to Existing Hosting Architecture
For each enhancement or modification to an existing application, the task force and/or contractor should ensure that there is no impact to the existing hosting or integration introduced by the implementation of the enhancement or modification.
4.4 Test and Implement the Hosting Requirements
The task force and contractor should ensure that all hosting requirements in the approved System Requirements Specification are tested and implemented.

5. Technical Requirements (or Technical Recommendations)
This section is not applicable.

6. Deliverable and Artifact Definitions

6.1 Technical Architecture

6.1.1 Description
See Section 2.4.5.3 in the Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard.

6.1.2 Content
See Section 2.4.5.3 in the Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard.

6.2 Service Level Agreement

6.2.1 Description
The Service Level Agreement (SLA) defines required service categories and related performance requirements between Service Provider and Customer. An SLA shall be executed for each hosted service or group of related services. At a minimum, the SLA shall define the basic computing environment, service availability, scheduled maintenance and upgrade times, backup and retention services, support and monitoring services and times, escalation paths, mean time to respond and mean time to repair, and minimum security standards.

6.2.2 Content
The SLA shall, at a minimum, address the following service categories.

6.2.2.1 Data Ownership
The Customer shall own all right, title and interest in its data that is related to the services provided. AASHTO retains all right, title, and interest in the application system related to the services provided. The service provider shall not access or make use of any customer account or data except when expressly required to provide services or at the customer’s written request.

6.2.2.2 Data Protection
Protection of personal privacy and sensitive data shall be an integral part of the business activities of the Service Provider to ensure that there is no inappropriate or unauthorized use of information at any time.

6.2.2.3 Data Encryption
Any data stored by a service provider shall be encrypted at rest and at transport.

6.2.2.4 Data Sovereignty
All services of a system provided by a Service Provider shall remain in the Customer’s country of origin, unless contractor and Customer otherwise explicitly agreed upon other terms. This includes backup data and disaster recovery locations. The Service Provider will not permit its personnel and contractors to access any system or data remotely except as required to provide support services.

6.2.2.5 Integration Availability
The Customer shall be provided a way to get live transactional data, through API interface or direct RDBMS connectivity. If a request is made, the Customer shall be provided with data extracts, at regular intervals; defined as at least once a day.
6.2.2.6  Availability and Performance

Applications and their dependencies in the hosted service model are expected to be hosted in a fault tolerant, highly available environment as agreed to by the Customer and Service Provider. Service Provider shall provide AASHTOWare and the Customer an on-demand, automated way of accessing availability and performance metrics.

6.2.2.7  Disaster Recovery

In the event of a data center outage or loss, the Service Provider shall be able to bring the hosted solution online in another physical location with minimal data loss. Minimal data loss must be defined by the customer. Service Provider should attempt to mitigate any data loss.

6.2.2.8  Backup and Recovery

Any data hosted by the service provider shall follow the following backup policies:

1. Daily backups shall be kept for a minimum of six months, unless otherwise defined by the customer.

2. Point in time recovery (down to the second) shall be kept for a minimum of 24 hours, unless otherwise defined by the customer.

3. Service Provider shall facilitate a way to bring a hosted system back to a specific date or point in time, as defined in Backup and Recovery items one and two.

6.2.2.9  Service Provider Compliance

Service Provider shall meet any applicable laws or rules established by the Customer.

6.2.2.10  Audit and Logging

Any system hosted by Service Provider shall record and retain audit-logging information sufficient to answer the following questions:

☐ What activity was performed?
☐ Who performed the activity?
☐ Where was the activity performed?
☐ When was the activity performed?
☐ What was the status, outcome, or result of the activity?

Logs shall be made available to Customer on-demand through a vendor and customer agreed upon method. Logs shall be kept for a minimum of six months.

6.2.2.11  Security Scanning

A security scan should be performed against the hosted service and its infrastructure with a security scanning service which scans against the following databases:

1. Mitre’s CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) list
2. The U.S. National Vulnerability Database

Remediation

Vulnerabilities found by the security scanning service should be scored utilizing the Common Vulnerability Scoring System Version 3 (CVSSv3.0).

1. Vulnerabilities scoring a 9.0-10.0 should be remediated within two weeks.
2. Vulnerabilities scoring a 7.0-8.9 should be remediated within one month.
3. Vulnerabilities scoring a 4.0-6.9 should be remediated within three months.
4. Vulnerabilities scoring a 1.0-3.9 should be remediated within a year.
5. Vulnerabilities scoring a 0 do not have a defined remediation timeline.

6.2.2.12 Security Incident Response

Service Providers hosting systems for Customers are required to:

1. Immediately report any breach of security, including but not limited to unlawful accesses, suspected intrusions, theft, or other actions that compromise the security of information technology resources owned or hosted by the service provider.

2. Cooperate with the Customer during investigations of suspected computer security incidences by providing all requested information to the Customer.

3. Establish any additional security controls that are deemed necessary by the Customer.

6.2.2.13 Change Control

The contractor must establish a change control process, which will notify the Customer of any changes that occur to the infrastructure or application code of a hosted service. At a minimum, the change control notification must include:

1. Description of the change.

2. Reason for the change.

3. Expected impacts.

4. Change date.
   a. If this is an emergency (less than 24-hour notice) change, the contractor must clearly indicate this change as an emergency change.

5. Date by which the Customer must notify the contractor of any concerns. (The amount of time allowed must be appropriate for the expected impact of the change.)

6.2.2.14 Termination and Suspension of Service

In the event of termination of the contract, the Service Provider shall implement an orderly return of all data in a mutually agreeable format. The Service Provider shall guarantee the subsequent secure disposal of all data upon confirmation by the Customer.

1. Suspension of services: During any period of suspension or contract negotiation or disputes, the Service Provider shall not take any action to intentionally erase any Customer data.

2. Termination of any services or agreement in entirety: In the event of termination of any services or agreement in entirety, the Service Provider shall not take any action to intentionally erase any Customer data for a period of 90 days after the effective date of the termination. After such 90-day period, the Service Provider shall have no obligation to maintain or provide any Customer data and shall thereafter, unless legally prohibited, dispose of all Customer data in its systems or otherwise in its possession or under its control as specified in section (4) below. Within this 90-day timeframe, Service Provider will continue to secure and back up Customer data covered under the contract.

3. Post-Termination Assistance: The Customer shall be entitled to any post-termination assistance generally made available with respect to the services unless a unique data retrieval arrangement has been established as part of the Service Level Agreement.
4. **Secure Data Disposal:** When requested by the Customer, the Service Provider shall destroy all requested data in all forms, for example: disk, CD/DVD, backup tape, and paper. Data shall be permanently deleted and shall not be recoverable, according to National Institute of Standards and Technology approved methods and certificates of destruction shall be provided to the Customer.
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1. Purpose

The AASHTOWare Standard and Guideline Definition (ASGD) Standard defines the process used to establish, maintain, and publish AASHTOWare standards and guidelines and the Standards and Guidelines (S&G) Notebook.

This standard establishes an internal management process with requirements that impact the Technical and Applications Architecture (T&AA) Task Force and the Special Committee on AASHTOWare (SCOA). The standard does not define requirements that need to be followed by project or product task forces and contractors.

2. Responsibilities

Where most of the AASHTOWare standards focus on the responsibilities of the project or product task force and contractor, this standard focuses more on the responsibilities of the Special Committee on AASHTOWare (SCOA) and the Technical and Application Architecture (T&AA) Task Force. SCOA and T&AA are responsible for the majority of the work associated with this standard, while the responsibilities of the task forces and contractors are limited.

The responsibilities of all AASHTOWare participants impacted by this standard are summarized below: Additional details on these responsibilities are provided in the Procedures section of this document.

- The Special Committee on AASHTOWare (SCOA) is responsible for:
  - Approving strategic and tactical plan goals and objectives that drive the need for new and revised standards and guidelines.
  - Approving new and revised standards and the deletion of existing standards.

- The Technical and Application Architecture (T&AA) Task Force is responsible for:
  - Planning, developing, reviewing, revising, deleting, and maintaining AASHTOWare standards, guidelines, and notebook reference documents; and for performing analysis and research associated with these activities.
  - Developing, updating, reviewing, and maintaining checklists, forms, templates, and training/support aids to be used in conjunction with the Standards and Guidelines Notebook.
  - Reviewing all existing standards, guidelines, notebook reference documents, checklists, forms, templates, and training/support aids to ensure that each document is correct, up-to-date, and relevant.
  - Communicating and coordinating with the other AASHTOWare stakeholders to report status, provide information, and resolve reported issues associated with the standards and guidelines, the S&G Notebook, and any of the other notebook-related documents.
  - Approving new, revised, and deleted standards and guidelines. As noted above, standards are also approved by SCOA.
  - Approving minor changes in standards that do not change the intent or the required components of the standard.
  - Preparing and approving new versions of the Standards and Guidelines Notebook.

- The T&AA contractor performs many of the above tasks for the T&AA Task Force.
- The AASHTO T&AA PM and SCOA liaison participates in some of the above T&AA tasks.
- The project/product task force members are responsible for:
- Reviewing and reporting issues with all new or revised standards, guidelines, and related documents.
- Reviewing the current version of each standard and guideline as each is used and applied, and reporting any issues resulting from the review or use of a standard or guideline.
- The task force may choose to appoint designees (Technical Advisory Group members, Technical Review Team members, or contractor personnel) to assist in these efforts.

- AASHTO Staff is responsible for:
  - Reviewing and reporting issues with all revised or new standards, guidelines, and related documents.
  - Periodically reviewing the current version of each standard and guideline, and reporting any issues resulting from these reviews.

3. Deliverables and Artifacts

The following list provides the required deliverables and artifacts that are planned and created or updated by the T&AA Task Force as a result of the Procedures in this document. Definitions and content requirements are provided in the Deliverable and Artifact Definitions section of this document.

- **Standard or Guideline**
- **S&G Notebook Reference Document**
- **Standards and Guidelines (S&G) Notebook**
- **AASHTOWare Standard Template**
- **Checklists, Forms, and Templates**
- **S&G Training and Support Aids**
- **T&AA - S&G Notebook Workspace**
- **Next Notebook Shared Folder**

4. Procedures

This section describes the procedures used to develop, revise, delete, maintain, store, and publish individual standards and guidelines and the complete AASHTOWare Standards and Guidelines (S&G) Notebook. Many of the procedures are broken down into activities and some activities may be further broken down into tasks.

4.1 Begin Update Cycle for Next Version of S&G Notebook

After a new version of the S&G Notebook is published (see Create and Publish the Standards and Guidelines Notebook), the next notebook update cycle begins. At this point, prior to any new development and revision activities, the T&AA contractor performs the activities described below.

- Creates a new Next Notebook shared folder, "Notebook FY YYYY," as described in the artifact Next Notebook Shared Folder definition.
- Copies the contents of the Notebook folder in the Current Notebook to the Unchanged Documents folder in the S&G Development library.
- Copies the contents of the Templates and Other Materials folder in the Current Notebook to the Templates and Other Materials folder in the S&G Development library.
- Copies the contents of the Reference folder in the Current Notebook to the Reference folder in the S&G Development library.
- Moves any files in the Pending folder needed for the next version of the notebook to the Changed Documents, Templates and Materials, or Reference folders.
- Copies all folders and content in the S&G Development library to the new Next Notebook shared folder.

The Notebook folder should be empty after the above are completed. The Changed Documents folder should also be empty except when files were moved there from the Pending folder.

### 4.2 Develop/Revise Standards and Guidelines

This procedure defines the activities that should be performed to develop a new standard or guideline; or to revise an existing standard or guideline. The T&AA chairperson assigns an analyst the responsibility to develop a new standard or guideline; or to revise an existing standard or guideline. This analyst is normally a T&AA Task Force member or the T&AA contractor.

The decision to develop or revise a standard or guideline is normally made to support an objective in the AASHTOWare Strategic Plan, support an objective or project in the T&AA Work Annual Plan, support a finding from the annual QA process, resolve an issue found during the annual review of standards and guidelines (refer to Maintain the Standards and Guidelines), and/or resolve an issue reported by a stakeholder.

The following summarizes the activities for creating and revising standards and guidelines. The administrative activities to store, revise, and delete files on the Next Notebook shared folder and S&G Development library are normally performed by the T&AA contractor.

- If an existing new standard or guideline is to be revised, the following updates are made to the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library.
  - The existing Word document for the standard or guideline is copied from the Unchanged Document folder to the Changed Documents folder. If any secondary content files used to create the existing Word file are stored with the standard or guideline, these are also copied to the Changed Documents folder.
  - The existing Word and PDF files for the standard or guideline, and any secondary content files, are deleted from the Unchanged Documents folder.
  - The Word version of the standard or guideline is provided to the assigned analyst as the starting document for revisions, along with the secondary content files, when applicable.

- If a new standard or guideline is to be created, the assigned analyst creates the initial Word document by copying the AASHTOWare Standard Template. Refer to the Standard or Guideline artifact definition for information on the specific content required in each standard or guideline, and for information regarding the location and use of the AASHTOWare Standard Template.

- If a new standard or guideline is developed to replace an existing standard or guideline, the Word and PDF files for the existing standard or guideline that will be replaced, and any secondary content files, are deleted from the Unchanged Documents folder of the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library.

- Throughout the development cycle, the assigned analyst should provide preliminary versions of the new/revised standard or guideline to the T&AA Contractor to store in the Changed Documents folder of the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library.

- When the standard or guideline is assigned to the T&AA contractor, all development and update activities should be made directly on the Next Notebook shared folder and routinely uploaded to the S&G Development library.
- Collect documentation from any prior analysis and documentation on best practices and recommended artifacts that are applicable to the objectives of the proposed new/revised standard or guideline.

- Perform the appropriate industry research required to develop or revise the standard or guideline.

- Review the applicable methods that are currently being used and artifacts being created by the project/product task forces, contractors, AASHTO staff, T&AA members, and/or stakeholder organizations.

- Use the objectives, best practices, methods, artifacts, and industry research, collected in the above steps, to define and/or revise the appropriate procedures needed for the new/revised standard or guideline.

- Develop each procedure with the appropriate level of detail needed to understand how to use the procedure. If needed for clarity or simplicity, divide the procedure into lower level activities and tasks.

- Develop/revise each standard so it is clear on what is expected or required from product/project task force members, contractor staff, SCOA, T&AA, and other stakeholders; and what elements of the standard are optional or may be customized.

- Include the definition and content of the required deliverables and artifacts that shall be produced to comply with each standard. Optional artifacts may also be included. Define these in the standard section defined by the standard template.

- Each standard should clearly describe the procedures and activities that shall be followed; the required major deliverables and artifacts; and the required submittals, approvals and review gates, including who is responsible for producing each deliverable/artifact and the type of review and approval required. The required elements of each standard should be clearly identified and should be summarized at the beginning of each standard. All new and revised standards will use red italicized text to identify the required elements. New requirements that were not in the prior version are shown in bold italicized text.

- The procedures, activities, deliverables, and artifacts for each standard that are not required are based on best practices and are recommended. These may be implemented or customized as seen appropriate by the project/product task force and contractor. Some standards may also provide additional details on what may be customized and the approach that may be used for customizing certain elements.

- In the case of guidelines, all procedures and artifacts should be defined as recommendations or best practices.

- Define the applicable technical specifications for the standard or guideline. For standards the technical specifications are required, and for guidelines the specifications are recommended.

- Document the purpose/objectives of the standard or guideline and the stakeholder responsibilities in the appropriate sections defined by the AASHTOWare Standard Template.

- When referencing another section within the standard or guideline being created or revised, insert a cross reference as a hyperlink to jump to the referenced location. This activity is normally performed as an edit by the T&AA contractor.

- When referring to another standard, guideline, or reference document outside of the standard or guideline being created or revised, insert a dummy hyperlink with the name of the external standard or guideline. Each dummy hyperlink should point to the top of the document. All dummy hyperlinks will be updated to point to the correct notebook page during the Create and Publish the Standards and Guidelines Notebook procedure. This activity is normally performed as an edit by the T&AA contractor.
When referencing checklists, forms, and templates, insert/revise hyperlinks that point to the existing location (URL) or planned location (URL) of the most recent document on the AASHTOWare web site. This activity is normally performed as an edit by the T&AA contractor.

When referencing external web sites, the URL should be verified by the assigned analyst. The T&AA contractor will verify the URL again during the creation of the notebook.

If revising an existing standard or guideline:

- Increment the version number part of S&G Number as described in the Standard or Guideline artifact.
- Update all references to the S&G Number and revision date.
- Prepare a change summary containing one or more sentence or bullet points that describe the revisions made.

For a new standard or guideline:

- Assign a new S&G Number and file name as described in the Standard or Guideline artifact. The T&AA contractor normally assigns new S&G Number.
- Add the name of the standard or guideline, S&G Number, and initial date in the document locations defined by the standard template.
- Create a new document summary (also referred to as a change summary) with several sentences or bullet points describing purpose/objectives of the new standard or guideline.

Complete/update the cover page including:

- Standard or guideline name
- S&G Number and version
- Effective date for standards and revision date for guidelines. The effective date for each new and revised standard should be the target effective date for the next version the notebook.
- Document history entry for the new/revised standard or guideline (revision date, summary, approval date, and approval party). The summary entry should include a shorter version of the information in the change summary. The approval date and party are entered after final approval. To keep the cover page to one page, previous document history entries may be removed as needed.

If a new standard or guideline is developed to replace an existing standard or guideline, the change summary for the new standard/guideline should identify the standard or guideline that will be eliminated and the standard or guideline that replaces it. Both should be identified by name and S&G number.

If a checklist, form, or template is created, replaced or revised in conjunction with a standard or guideline, the change summary information for the standard or guideline should address the changes checklist, form, or template.

Change summary information can be documented in any format with one file per change summary or as a combined file with other multiple sets of change summaries. All change summary files should be stored in the Changed Documents folder on both the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library.

The change summary file(s) are temporary and will be used to create the overall notebook change summary when the next version of the S&G Notebook is created. The change information is also used in correspondence when requesting review and approval of revised and new standards and guidelines.
4.3 Develop/Revise Checklists, Forms, Templates, and Training/Support Aids

In addition to developing and revising content for the S&G Notebook, the T&AA Task Force and/or the T&AA contractor prepares and updates checklists, forms, templates, and training/support aids that are used in conjunction with the S&G Notebook. Most checklists, forms, and templates are used to prepare artifacts and deliverables described in the notebook; where, training and support aids are used to assist stakeholders in using and understanding the S&G Notebook or specific standards/guidelines.

Examples of a checklist, form template and training/support aid are the Contractor Backup Checklist, Review Gate Approval Request Form, Project Work Plan Template, and Summary of S&G Notebook Requirements document.

The need to develop a new checklist, form, or template is normally defined while developing or revising a standard or guideline and a uniform approach to creating an artifact or deliverables is needed. Revisions to existing checklists, forms, and templates are identified in conjunction with revisions to the standard and guideline that references them.

The need to develop a new training or support aid is normally defined when a common compliance problem is identified for one of more standards or when a common usage or understanding issue for one or more standards and/or guidelines is identified. The need to revise an existing aid may be to align the aid with a new or revised standard/guideline, correct known problems/issues, and/or to address newly identified areas of compliance, usage or understanding.

In most cases the need to develop or revise a checklist, form, template, or training/support aid is defined as a result of the annual QA process, annual review of the existing standards and guidelines, T&AA liaison discussion with stakeholders, and/or stakeholder reviews of new/revised standards and guidelines.

All existing checklists, forms, templates, and training/support aids that are used with the current version of the S&G Notebook are stored in the Current Notebook library in the Templates and Other Materials folder. Most checklists, forms, templates, and training/support aids are also stored on the AASHTOWare web site and the AASHTOWare SharePoint workspace.

The following summarizes the activities for creating and updating checklists, forms, templates, and training/support aids.

- All existing checklists, forms, templates, and training/support aids that are referenced within the S&G Notebook, posted to the AASHTOWare web site or a SharePoint site, and/or those distributed to AASTHOWare stakeholders through other means shall be kept up to date with the current version of the S&G Notebook.

- As noted above, at the beginning of the update cycle for a new notebook, all existing checklists, forms, templates, and aids are copied to the Templates and Other Materials folder in both the S&G Development library and the Next Notebook shared folder.

- All new and revised checklists, forms, templates, and training/support aids are maintained in the Templates and Other Materials folder of the Next Notebook shared folder. Throughout the development cycle, the T&AA contractor should frequently upload preliminary versions to the Templates and Other Materials folder of the S&G Development library.

- Each new and revised document should include the revision date in the file name as described in the Checklists, Forms, and Templates and S&G Training and Support Aids artifact definitions.

- The revision date should be within the content of each document, where applicable, such as in the page footers.

- The content of each checklist, form, template, and training/support aid is unique and does not use a standard format. The content is normally based on the content of a
specific artifact or deliverable or on the requirements/use of one or more standards and guidelines.

- If a checklist, form, template, or training/support will not be used with the next version of the notebook, it should be deleted from Templates and Other Materials folder of the Next Notebook shared folder and the Templates and Other Materials folder of the S&G Development library.

- Normally, these documents are created, maintained, and revised using Microsoft Word. These could also be created in other formats, such as PowerPoint and Excel.

- Checklists, forms and templates are typically used by the task forces and contractors in the source format (normally Word); where training and support aids are typically used in PDF format.

- If multiple file types exist for a document (such as Word and PDF), all files types should be maintained on both the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library.

- In most cases, similar fonts and styles are used to those used in the S&G Notebook.

- As noted above, change summary information for a new, replaced, and revised checklist, form, or template should be prepared with the standard or guideline change summary that references the checklist, form or template.

- Training/support aids are not normally referenced in the S&G Notebook, so change summary information to include in the overall notebook change summary is not needed. However, some type of summary will typically be needed when distributing new and revised training/support aids. Change summary files for training/support aids should be stored on the Templates and Other Materials folder in both the S&G Development library and the Next Notebook shared folder.

### 4.4 Prepare Change Summary for Standard and Guidelines to be Deleted

If a standard or guideline will be deleted from the next version of the notebook, and will be not be replaced, a change summary should be prepared that identifies the standard or guideline by name, number, and version; and provides a brief description explaining why the standard or guideline is being deleted.

The change summary file for the deleted standard/guideline should be stored on the Changed Documents folder in both the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library.

As with those for new and revised standards and guidelines, deletion change summaries will be included in the overall change summary for the next notebook and with review/approval correspondence.

### 4.5 Review and Approve Standards, Guidelines, and Other Documents

#### 4.5.1 Obtain T&AA and Stakeholder Feedback

During the revision or development of a standard or guideline, the lead analyst should initiate reviews by T&AA and AASHTOWare stakeholders, obtain feedback, and make modifications, as required, to address the feedback. Checklists, forms, templates, and training/support aids should also be reviewed.

The following summarizes the activities for reviewing standards, guidelines, checklists, forms, templates, and training/support aids.

- Make presentations and communicate with T&AA Task Force members, T&AA contractor, AASHTO PM, and SCOA liaison, as required, to review new and revised standards and guidelines, provide status information, and collect comments and issues. The T&AA review of the standard or guideline should include review for gaps, overlaps, and proper integration with other standard and guidelines.
Checklists, forms, and templates that are referenced in a standard or guideline are normally reviewed by T&AA at the same time as the referencing standard or guideline.

Training and support aids are normally reviewed by T&AA in a similar manner to that of standards and guidelines. Training and support aids are normally reviewed separate from the review or standards and guidelines.

Address the issues and comments from the T&AA review and revise each standard, guideline, checklist, form, template, and training/support aid, as required. Several T&AA review iterations may be needed before stakeholder review is scheduled.

Provide heads-up information to SCOA regarding the purpose and status of new, revised, and deleted standards and guidelines and the projected timeline for requesting approval of standards. This information is normally provided at T&AA meetings where joint sessions are held with SCOA.

After T&AA review is completed, the T&AA Chairperson will distribute each new and revised standard or guideline to AASHTO Staff and the project/product task force chairpersons. Change summary information and any revised/new checklists, forms or templates that are referenced by the standards and guidelines should also be provided. Reviews should be requested from the task forces, contractors, and AASHTO staff; and comments and issues should be solicited for return to T&AA by a specific date. The distribution of the review documents and the return of comments and issues are normally accomplished by email.

As with T&AA review, training and support aids are normally provided to stakeholders for review independently of the standard and guideline reviews.

Prior to beginning the above stakeholder review, the T&AA contractor copies all standards, guidelines, checklists, forms, templates, and aids to be reviewed, plus the change summary information, to a folder on the “T&AA – Executive” workspace. The T&AA chairperson distributes the documents from this folder. Review copies are typically provided in PDF format.

The stakeholders should review each standard, guideline, checklist, form, template, and training/support aid for how it satisfies the purpose/objectives, use and understanding of the document, applicability to each task force, and applicability to the AASHTOWare organization. For a standard, the review should also determine if the standard introduces any problems or issues for the stakeholders.

The T&AA should communicate with the stakeholders, as required, to provide additional information and answer questions. If needed, presentations should be made to assist with communication and understanding.

When issues and comments are received from stakeholders, T&AA will review them and address those that are warranted. Stakeholder reviews may be repeated, as required, to address major issues.

During the above activities, T&AA should also advise the stakeholders of any existing standards or guidelines that will be replaced by a new or revised standard and those that will be deleted.

Any changes to standards, guidelines, change summaries, checklists, forms, templates, and training/support aids made during the review procedure should applied to the appropriate folder(s) (Changed Documents and/or Templates and Other Materials) on the Next Notebook shared folder and uploaded to the S&G Development library.

T&AA and stakeholder comments and feedback should be saved as deemed appropriate by the T&AA Task Force.
Note: Since guidelines do not require SCOA approval; SCOA should be provided an opportunity to review and comment on new and revised guidelines following the stakeholder review.

4.5.2 Obtain T&AA Approval of Standard or Guideline

After the above reviews are completed, and the appropriate revisions are made, each revised/new/deleted standard and guideline shall be approved by T&AA. Checklists, forms, templates, and training/support aids do not require T&AA approval. However, since checklists, forms, and templates are referenced by specific standards and guidelines, they can always be reviewed with approval requests.

The T&AA approval activities for standards and guidelines are summarized below.

- All new, revised, and deleted guidelines shall be approved by the T&AA Task Force. SOCA approval is not required for guidelines.
- Other than the minor revisions to standards, as defined below, all other revisions to standards, new standards, and deleted standards shall be approved first by T&AA and then submitted to SCOA for approval.
- Minor revisions to standards which only affect references, hyperlinks, spelling, grammar, format, or readability of the document, and do not change the meaning or the impact on stakeholders, may be approved by the T&AA without SCOA approval.
- The T&AA Task Force Chairperson, at his/her discretion, has the authority to act on behalf of the task force when it is not feasible for the task force to convene in a timely manner to act on S&G Notebook minor changes. This type of approval will only occur during the final preparation of the S&G Notebook.
- Minor revisions to both standards and guidelines will normally include a decimal update to the standard version number, such as “02.1”, instead of a full version number, as in “3.0”. Refer to the Standard or Guideline artifact definition.
- Any changes to standards, guidelines, change summaries, checklists, forms, and templates made as a result of the T&AA approval request should applied to the appropriate folder(s) (Changed Documents and/or Templates and Other Materials) on the Next Notebook shared folder and uploaded to the S&G Development library.
- If needed, the T&AA approval procedure is repeated, as required, to address major issues.
- T&AA comments and feedback should be saved as deemed appropriate by the T&AA Task Force.

4.5.3 Obtain SCOA Approval of Standard

After T&AA has approved a standard, with the exception of minor changes (as noted above), a request to approve each new, revised, or deleted standard shall be submitted to SCOA for final approval. The SCOA approval activities for standards are summarized below.

- The T&AA contractor copies each new or revised standard to be approved, plus the change summaries (including those to be deleted), to a folder on the “T&AA – Executive” workspace. New and revised checklists, forms, and templates referenced by the standards are also copied to this folder. The T&AA chairperson distributes the documents from this folder. Approval copies of standards and guidelines are typically provided in PDF format.
- The T&AA chairperson initiates the approval process by preparing a letter or email to the SCOA chairperson requesting SCOA approval of one or more new, revised or deleted standards. The letter/email shall include the change summary information for all revised and new standards to be approved. Standards that will be replaced
should be referenced with the standard that will replace them. If standards are to be deleted without replacement, the letter/email shall request approval for the deletion(s) and the reason for each deletion.

- The letter or email is sent to the SCOA chairperson and copied to the SCOA liaison to T&AA, AASHTO Staff, T&AA members, and the T&AA contractor.
- The T&AA AASHTO PM copies the letter/email and the standards to the appropriate location for SCOA balloting along with any referenced checklists, forms and templates.
- SCOA approves or rejects each standard and the SCOA chairperson notifies the T&AA chairperson of the approval decision. When rejected, the reason for rejection is included in the communication to the T&AA chairperson.
- If a standard is rejected, T&AA reviews the reason for rejection, makes the appropriate changes to the standard and change summary, and repeats the approval process.
- Any changes to standards, guidelines, change summaries, checklists, forms, and templates made as a result of the SCOA approval request should be applied to the appropriate folder(s) (Changed Documents and/or Templates and Other Materials) on the Next Notebook shared folder and uploaded to the S&G Development library.
- SCOA comments and feedback should be saved as deemed appropriate by the T&AA Task Force.

4.6 Prepare Approved Standards and Guidelines for Notebook Creation

The following activities are performed after new, revised, and deleted standards and guidelines are approved and updates are completed to checklists, forms and templates. The activities are normally performed by the T&AA contractor.

4.6.1 Update Standard and Guideline Cover Pages

After each standard or guideline is approved, the T&AA contractor should update the document history on the cover page with the approval date and approval body (SCOA or T&AA). The cover page updates should be applied to the Changed Documents folder on the Next Notebook shared folder and uploaded to the S&G Development library. At this point the revision date should be removed from the file name of each approved standard and guideline.

4.6.2 Remove/Save Prior Versions of Standard and Guidelines

All prior versions of each approved standard and guideline should be removed from the Changed Documents folders on both the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library. If prior versions need to be saved, they should be stored at alternate location.

Standards and guidelines that were approved for deletion should be removed from the Unchanged Documents folders on both the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library.

The most recent version of revised/new checklists, forms, and templates should be stored in the Templates and Other Materials folder on both the Next Notebook shared folder and S&G Development library with the revision date in the file name. Prior versions should be removed from this folder. If prior versions need to be saved, they should be stored at alternate location.

Any standard, guideline, and/or other document that is still undergoing development/update, and will be not be included in the next version of the notebook, should be moved to the Pending folder on both the Next Notebook shared folder and S&G Development library.
4.7 Review and Update S&G Notebook Reference Documents

S&G Notebook reference documents are created, maintained, and revised to create content for the S&G Notebook, in addition to that of standards and guidelines. Examples of reference documents include the notebook cover page, cover letter, summary of changes, table of contents, S&G overview, and the S&G Glossary. Most updates to notebook reference documents are made specifically for creating the next version of the S&G Notebook and do not require review or approval by T&AA prior to creating the notebook. These updates normally occur after the above procedures for revising, deleting, creating, reviewing, and approving standards and guidelines are completed.

Most of reference documents are created and updated by the T&AA contractor; however, some may be created/updated by a T&AA Task Force member. The administrative activities to store, revise, and delete files on the Next Notebook shared folder and S&G Development library are performed by the T&AA contractor.

4.7.1 Update Reference Documents

The following summarizes the update procedure for reference documents.

- As previously noted, all existing reference documents are copied from the Current Notebook library to the Unchanged Documents folder in both the S&G Development library and Next Notebook shared folder at the beginning of the notebook update cycle.

- There are some Standard Revisions to Reference Documents (next activity) that are made to specific reference documents with each new notebook; however, all existing reference documents should be reviewed to determine if any additional changes are needed.

- When an existing reference document is updated, it should be deleted from the Unchanged Documents folder of the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library. The revised document should be stored in the Changed Documents folder of the Next Notebook shared folder and uploaded to the S&G Development library.

- New reference documents are normally not created; however, if a new reference document is created, it should be stored in the Changed Documents folder of the Next Notebook shared folder and uploaded to the S&G Development library.

- As described in the S&G Notebook Reference Document artifact definition, reference documents are assigned a S&G Number and the S&G Number is included at the beginning of the file name.

- Each reference document is generally unique and does not include standard content or use a standard format.

- Most reference documents only undergo the minor revisions required for creating the next notebook. Some simple reference documents, such as section separator pages may never change.

- Where applicable, the steps from the Develop/Revise Standards and Guidelines procedure should be followed when creating and revising notebook reference documents. For example:

  □ If the assigned analyst is a T&AA member, preliminary versions of the new/revised reference document should be routinely provided to the T&AA Contractor to store in the Changed Documents folder of the Next Notebook shared folder and uploaded to the S&G Development library.

  □ When the reference document is assigned to the T&AA contractor, all development and update activities should be made directly on the Next Notebook shared folder and routinely uploaded to the S&G Development library.
Internal references in a reference document should be inserted as cross reference hyperlinks and external links to other standards, guidelines, and reference documents are inserted as dummy hyperlinks.

Change summary information should be created for all revised and new reference documents; but is typically very brief. Change summaries should also be created if a reference document will be deleted.

Cover pages like those used on standards and guidelines may be needed for some reference documents.

The version number part of the S&G Number is not normally incremented for reference documents except for those that include a cover page.

Revision dates should be inserted on the cover pages and page footers, where applicable.

As noted above, most updates to reference documents will not require T&AA review or approval. When approval is needed, cover pages should be updated with the approval date and approval party.

The more common, routine updates specifically made for notebook updates are normally reviewed by T&AA with the review of the next version of the notebook.

Given the current purpose and content of reference documents, separate stakeholder and SCOA review is not normally needed, nor is SCOA approval.

Reference documents do not require SCOA review or approval.

Reference documents do not typically include a revision date in the file name; however, if a date is included it should be removed prior to creating the notebook. Prior versions should be removed from the Changed Documents folder of both the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library. If prior versions need to be saved, they should be stored at alternate location.

The Word and PDF files for references files that will be deleted from the notebook, should be removed from the Unchanged Documents folder of both the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library.

### 4.7.2 Standard Revisions to Reference Documents

As noted above, each new version of S&G Notebook will include following standard revisions to reference documents.

- Update the effective date on the Notebook Cover Page and Cover Letter.
- Update the Summary of Changes document as follows.
  - Update the effective date.
  - Delete all bulleted change summary information from the previous notebook
  - Add new bullet points that summarizes the revisions made to existing standards and guidelines. Add bullet points to summarize new standards and guidelines and add bullet points to summarize standards and guidelines that have been replaced and deleted. This information should be based on the change summary information created in the above steps; however, some editing may be needed.
  - Insert dummy hyperlinks to each revised/new standard or guideline referenced in the Summary of Changes documents. Each dummy hyperlink should point to the top of the document. All dummy hyperlinks will be updated to point to the correct notebook page during the [Create and Publish the Standards and Guidelines Notebook](#) procedure.
Add bullet points to summarize the changes (revisions, deletions, additions) made to all reference documents. If needed, add dummy hyperlinks to each reference document (as described above).

The order of the Change Summary bullet points should match the order of the revised/new documents in the S&G Notebook.

Remove all temporary change summary information files from the Changed Documents folder of both the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library.

Add/revise entries to the Table of Contents, as required. Each table of contents entry should include a dummy hyperlink (as described above) to the referenced standard, guideline, or reference document. As noted below, all standards, guidelines, and reference documents are ordered by S&G Number.

Update the Standard and Guidelines Overview document, as required. This document provides an overview of the notebook content with a short summary of each standard, guideline, and reference document. Each standard, guideline, and reference document summarized in the overview includes a dummy hyperlink (as described above).

Update the Standards and Guidelines Glossary document, as required. The glossary includes definitions of terms used throughout the S&G Notebook.

4.8 Create and Publish the Standards and Guidelines Notebook

This procedure is initiated when a new version of the S&G Notebook is to be created. A new notebook may be published at any time; however, the current target date for annual updates to the notebook is September 1. All new and revised standard and guidelines approved during the current notebook update cycle will be included in the new notebook, along with updated reference documents, any new reference documents, and all unchanged standards, guidelines, and reference documents. Since standards shall be complied with by their effective date, the effective date of all new and revised standards approved for the next notebook must match the new notebook’s effective date. Where the effective date of a standard may require a new notebook to be published prior to annual update, guidelines are not binding and normally will not drive the publication of a new notebook.

4.8.1 Verify Documents for New Notebook are in Correct Location

The T&AA contractor verifies following:

- The Word (.docx) documents for all new and revised standards and guidelines approved for the next version of the notebook are stored in the Changed Documents folder of the Next Notebook share folder and S&G Development library. The Word documents for all updated reference documents should also be stored in the Changed Documents folder.

- The Word (.docx) documents for all existing standards, guidelines, and reference documents that were not revised, deleted or replaced are stored in the stored in the Unchanged Documents folder of the Next Notebook share folder and S&G Development library.

- A PDF document is created for each Word document in the Changed Documents and Unchanged Documents folders.

- Ensure there is no duplication of documents in the Changed Documents and Unchanged Documents folders.

- Ensure that the Word files (and other types used) for the latest version of each checklist, form, templates, and training and support aids used with the next version
Templates and Other Materials folder of the Next Notebook share folder and S&G Development library. Training and support aids should have both a Word and PDF file.

○ Ensure that any secondary content files used to create the Word files are in the folders with the Word document are in the Reference folder of the Next Notebook share folder and S&G Development library.

○ Ensure that only files needed for the next version of the notebook are included in the Reference folder of the Next Notebook share folder and S&G Development library.

○ All files are named as described in the Deliverable and Artifact Definitions section of this document.

If any Word, PDF, or other type of file are missing, in the wrong folder, or note named correctly, the T&AA contractor should resolve these issues before proceeding. Any files not needed for the next version of the notebook should be removed.

### 4.8.2 Create Next Version of Notebook

All Word and PDF files in the Changed Documents and Unchanged Documents folders are copied to the Notebook folder on the Next Notebook shared folder. This includes all new, revised, and unchanged standards and guidelines, except those being replaced or deleted, plus the cover page, cover letter, table of contents, overview, separator pages, glossary, and any new reference documents.

The new notebook is created by merging all PDF files in the Notebook folder into a single PDF document using a PDF editing tool defined in the Technical Requirements second of this standard. The notebook PDF is organized in sequential order of the PDF file names using the S&G Number. The PDF editing tool creates a bookmark in the notebook PDF file at the beginning page of each source PDF file.

After reviewing the notebook document and verifying that all content is correct and in the right order, the new notebook file shall be stored and named as described in the Standards and Guidelines (S&G) Notebook artifact definition. All dummy hyperlinks should be edited to point to the correct page in the notebook PDF file. After the dummy links are edited, all hyperlinks in the notebook PDF file should be checked and corrected as required. The new notebook PDF file is stored on the root/top level folder of the Next Notebook shared folder and uploaded to the S&G Development library.

Corrections for hyperlinks and other issues are normally made in the source Word documents and new PDF files are created for each updated Word document. The updated Word and PDF files are updated in Changed Documents, Unchanged Documents folders are copied to the Notebook folder. These updates are made to the Next Notebook shared folder and uploaded to the S&G Development library.

The activities to create, review, edit, and correct a new notebook PDF file are repeated until all issues are resolved.

The last step is to update the initial view under document properties in the notebook PDF. The initial view is typically set to:

○ Navigation: Bookmarks pane and page

○ Page View: Single Page

○ Zoom: Automatic or Fit Height

○ Always open document to page: 1

### 4.8.3 Move Current Notebook to History

On or before the effective date of the new notebook, the previous version of the notebook should be copied from the Current Notebook library to a folder in the S&G
History library. Refer to the S&G Notebook Workspace artifact for the naming convention for S&G History folders.

After verifying that all content was copied correctly the S&G History library, all subfolders and content is the Current S&G Notebook library should be deleted.

4.8.4 Move New Notebook to Current

After the copying the previous version to history, the following root folders plus the new notebook PDF file in the S&G Development library are copied to the Current Notebook library under the root folder. The new notebook should be in place by the effective date.

- **Notebook**
- **Templates and Other Materials**
- **Reference**
- **SG_Notebook_mmdyyyy.pdf** (current version of S&G Notebook)

After verifying that all content was copied correctly to the Current Notebook library, all subfolders and content in the S&G Development library should be deleted except for the Pending folder.

4.8.5 Update AASHTOWare Web Site and AASHTOWare Workspace

The new S&G Notebook and the current version of all checklists, forms, and templates that are referenced in the notebook are posted to the AASHTOWare web site and the Everyone SharePoint work space prior to the effective date.

4.8.6 Notify Stakeholders

After the new version of the notebook is approved and ready for use, the T&AA chairperson notifies SCOA, AASHTO staff, the project/product chairs, and the contractors that the new notebook is available and provides the URL.

4.9 Maintain the Standards and Guidelines

The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that each standard and guideline is correct, up-to-date, and relevant. The T&AA Task Force will perform annual reviews of all standards and guidelines in the current Standards and Guidelines Notebook. These reviews should include, but not be limited, to the following analysis:

- Determine if any hyperlinks embedded in the standards and guidelines are invalid.
- Determine if each standard and guideline is still relevant and up to date with industry directions.
- Determine if the standard is still needed.
- Determine if there are issues in consistency, readability, and/or format with specific standards or guidelines when compared to the majority of the existing standards and guideline.
- Determine if there are any issues like the above with informational or reference documentation included in the Standards and Guidelines Notebook.

T&AA may request assistance from the project/project task forces, contractors, and/or AASHTO staff in reviewing the standards and procedures or in validating issues. In addition, the users of the standards and guidelines should report any issues found while applying the standards and guidelines to ongoing development and maintenance efforts.

If any issues are found during the reviews or reported by stakeholders, T&AA will review these and determine which issues warrant corrective actions. For those issues requiring corrective actions, T&AA will create tasks for the current fiscal year or future work plans. These tasks will include one or more of the following:
5. Technical Requirements
The technologies associated with this standard are listed below.

- Microsoft Word is used as described below:
  - Prepare and update the source standard, guideline, and reference/informational documents (C.NNN.VVS filename.docx) that compose the content of the S&G Notebook.
  - Convert each notebook content source file (C.NNN.VVS filename.docx) to a content PDF file (C.NNN.VVS filename.pdf).
  - Prepare and update the AASHTOWare Standard Template.docx.

- Nitro Pro (Nitro Software, Inc.) is as described below:
  - Combine all notebook content PDF files (C.NNN.VVS filename.pdf) into a single notebook PDF file (SG_Notebook_mmddyyyy.pdf).
  - Bookmark the first page of each notebook content file in the combined notebook PDF file.
  - Create and update links in the notebook PDF file.
  - Establish document properties for the notebook PDF file.
  - Minor edits to the notebook PDF file.

- Adobe Acrobat Pro may also be used in lieu of Nitro Pro to perform the tasks listed above.

6. Deliverable and Artifact Definitions
This section describes the deliverables and artifacts that are prepared, reviewed, approved, and saved during the review, creation, and update of the AASHTOWare Standards and Guidelines.

6.1 Standard or Guideline

6.1.1 Description
This deliverable/artifact definition is used to define the required content, optional content, format, presentation, and structure for new standards and guidelines. The definition is also used when revising an existing standard or guideline and to bring an existing standard/guideline into compliance with the AASHTOWare Standards and Guidelines Definition Standard.

6.1.2 Content
The following describes the content required for each standard and recommended content for guidelines. Each standard and guideline is created and maintained in
Microsoft Word. A PDF file for each standard and guideline is created from the source Word file. The file name for each Word and PDF files uses the “C.NNN.VV.VS file name.ext” naming convention. This naming convention begins with a **S&G Number**, which is described below, followed by a descriptive file name and file extension, such as “2.020.01.5S Security Standard.docx” or “1.005.02.4S Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard.pdf”.

While in development/draft status, the revision date (mmddyyyy) should be appended to the file name as in “2.050.01.3S Spatial Standard 02012018.docx”. The revision date is removed when the standard or guideline is complete.

A Word template, **AASHTOWare Standard Template.docx**, is used to document the content in a consistent format, font, style, and structure. The template is stored in the S&G Development library in the **AASHTO Standard Template** folder.

The template defines a document with following sections. Each section is briefly described below. Also, the template includes instructions.

- **Cover Sheet** – The cover sheet includes the following content.
  - AASHTOWare Logo
  - Standard or Guideline Name
  - S&G Number – Each standard and guideline is assigned a S&G Number, which is the “C.NNN.VV.S” format; where:
    - C is the number 1-5 which represents the number of the category for the standard or guidelines. The current categories are defined below with the [Standards and Guidelines (S&G) Notebook](#) definition.
    - NNN is the number 001-099 which represents the standard or guideline number within the category. These are currently numbered in increments of 5 and 10.
    - VV.V is a number 01.0-99.9 which represents the version number of a standard or guideline.
      - For new standards and guidelines, the initial version number is “01.0”.
      - If making a significant change to an existing standard or guideline, increment the version number by 1.0.
      - If making a minor change to correct spelling, grammar, or format, increment the version number by a tenth (0.1), as in “02.1”. This type of change does not change the meaning or impact of a standard or guideline.
    - S is a suffix that indicates the document type, where:
      - S for Standard,
      - G for Guideline, and
      - R for **S&G Notebook Reference Document**
  - Effective Date of the Standard or Revision Date for the Guideline or Reference Document
  - Document History – includes entries for each new version
    - Version, Date, Revision Description, and Approval Date/Approval Party
- **Table of Contents**
○ **Purpose**

□ **Describe the purpose of the standard or guideline.**

□ **Lifecycle Phases** - If applicable, define the phases in the lifecycle model where the major deliverables and artifacts are produced and when the procedures in the standard are performed. This may include a diagram of the applicable lifecycle model(s) with review gates where deliverables and artifacts are approved.

□ **Applicability and Requirements** – Describe the type of projects and MSE efforts that the standard or guideline applies to and note the required components for standard. *Red italicized text should be used denote all requirements in a standard. Bold red italicized text is used to denote new requirements that were not in the previous version.*

○ **Task Force/Contractor Responsibilities** – Summarize the task force and contractor responsibilities regarding the standard. If needed, include the responsibilities of T&AA, SCOA, and AASHTO staff.

○ **Required/Recommended Deliverables and Artifacts** – Summarize the required deliverables and artifacts that shall be prepared and saved in order to comply with a standard, as well as any optional ones. In the case of a guideline, the artifacts and artifacts should all be designated as recommended.

○ **Procedures** – Define the procedures that shall be carried out to comply with a standard or to follow the intent of a guideline.

○ **Technical Requirements/Technical Recommendations** - Define the technical requirements that shall be met to comply with a standard, or technical recommendations for a guideline.

○ **Deliverable and Artifact Definitions**

□ **Description** – Provide a brief description of each deliverable and artifact that is a result of the procedures in the standard or guideline.

□ **Content** - Define the required or recommended content for each deliverable and artifact.

○ **Appendices** – This is an optional section that should be used when one or more appendices are needed to document any information that is supplementary to the primary content of the standard or guideline.

○ **Document Header and Footers** – The header of each standard and guideline normally includes the standard/guideline name and version. Where the footer contains the page number and revision date.

The author of each new standard and guideline uses the “AASHTOWare Standard Template.docx” as the starting point to ensure that the format, fonts, styles, and basic structure (sections and subsections) is similar to other notebook documents and add the applicable content to each section. Except for the Appendices, if one of the standard document sections is not applicable, it is recommended to retain the section heading and note “Note Applicable” or provide an explanation why the section is not used. The Appendices section is normally removed when not used. Other sections may be removed in those cases where the content of the new standard or guideline is unique and doesn’t align with the standard content definition. Also, additional sections may be added, when needed.

The source Word (.docx) document for each new or revised standard and guideline is stored in the *Changed Documents* folder of the Next Notebook shared folder and the *S&G Development* library during the update cycle for the next version of the notebook. A PDF file is created for each primary Word document are stored in the same folder. Any secondary files used to create the Word documents, such as inserted images,
charts or drawings, are stored normally the same folder as the Word primary file or in the Reference folder of the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library.

After a standard or guideline is approved and included in the current version of the notebook, the Word, PDF, and secondary files are stored in the Current Notebook Library.

6.2 S&G Notebook Reference Document

6.2.1 Description

In addition to standards and guidelines, the notebook includes content from other documents, which are referred to as S&G Notebook reference documents or more commonly as reference documents. These documents include the Notebook Cover Page, Cover Letter, Summary of Changes, Table of Contents, Notebook Overview, and Standards and Guidelines Glossary.

6.2.2 Content

Each reference document includes content which, other than the section separator pages, is unique to that document. As with a Standard or Guideline, each of reference document is created and maintained with Microsoft Word and, where applicable, the same fonts, styles, and document format/structure as the standards and guidelines are used. A PDF file for each reference document is created from the source Word file.

Each reference document has an S&G Number and both the Word and PDF files use the “C.NNN.VV.VS file name.ext” naming convention, as in “0.005.01.0R Cover Letter.docx” and 0.010.01.0R Summary of Changes.pdf”. As shown in these examples, the S&G Number for reference documents ends with a “R” suffix and the version number part of the S&G Number does not normally increment for most reference documents.

The exception for incrementing the version number is for reference documents with cover pages. These reference documents increment the version number the same as standards and guidelines and include a cover page with a document history table.

Reference documents that change will normally include the notebook effective date in the cover page, document footers, and other applicable locations.

As with standards and guidelines, during development and revision, the source Word document and PDF file for each new/revised reference document is stored in the Next Notebook shared folder and the S&G Development library along with any secondary content files. All reference document files used to create the current notebook are stored in the Current Notebook library.

6.3 Standards and Guidelines (S&G) Notebook

6.3.1 Description

The Standards and Guidelines (S&G) Notebook is the official published document that contains all AASHTOWare standards and guidelines. The current version of the notebook is published on the AASHTOWare web site at https://www.aashtoware.org/about/standards-and-guidelines/ and is also available on the AASHTOWare SharePoint workspace.

Each version of the notebook is created as a single PDF format document. The standard naming convention for the notebook PDF file is “SG_Notebook_mmdyyyy.pdf”, where “mmdyyyy” is the effective date of the notebook.

6.3.2 Content

The notebook PDF document is created by combining the PDF files for all current and approved standards, guidelines, and notebook reference. The PDF documents are
combined in sequential order of their file name, as shown below for the September 1, 2017 version of the notebook (SG_Notebook_09012017.pdf).

Files used to Create the September 1, 2017 S&G Notebook

- 0.000.01.0R Notebook Cover Page.pdf
- 0.005.01.0R Cover Letter.pdf
- 0.010.01.0R Summary of Changes.pdf
- 0.015.01.0R S&G Table of Contents.pdf
- 0.020.01.0R S&G Notebook Overview.pdf
- 1.001R Project Management and Software Engineering.pdf (Section 1 cover page)
- 1.005.02.4S Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard.pdf
- 1.010.03.4S Quality Assurance Standard.pdf
- 2.001.01.0R Technical Standards and Guidelines.pdf (Section 2 cover page)
- 2.020.01.5S Security Standard.pdf
- 2.030.03.1S Critical Application Infrastructure Currency Standard.pdf
- 2.040.04.0S Database Selection and Use Standard.pdf
- 2.050.01.3S Spatial Standard.pdf
- 2.060.05.3S Product Naming Conventions Standard.pdf
- 2.070.04.1S Backup and Disaster Recovery Standard.pdf
- 2.080.01.4G Mobile Application Development Guideline.pdf
- 2.085.01.4G Web Application Development Guideline & Architectural Goals.pdf
- 2.090.01.2G Web & Mobile Data Exchange Guideline.pdf
- 3.001.01.0R - Appendices.pdf (Section 3 cover page)
- 3.010.02.3R AASHTOWare Life Cycle Framework.pdf
- 3.015.02.4S AASHTOWare Standards and Guidelines Definition Standard.pdf
- 3.020.01.0R Standards and Guidelines Glossary.pdf

When combining the PDF documents, the first page of each document is bookmarked with the above names and can be referenced by hyperlink. The software tools used for preparing the notebook PDF document, including combining PDF documents, bookmarks, and creating and updating hyperlinks, are listed in the Technical Requirements section.

As shown in the content files listed above, after the S&G Notebook Overview, the notebook is divided into three sections based on the category, which is the first number of each document’s S&G Number and file name. Each section begins with a cover page. The sections/categories are briefly described below.

Notebook Sections/Categories

- 1 - Project Management and Software Engineering
  This section includes category 1 standards. These are process oriented standards that address project management, software development, and quality assurance practices. There are no current guidelines in this section; however, a guideline may be included in this section with a recommended set of practices.

- 2 – Technical Standards and Guidelines
This section includes category 2 standards and guidelines. The standards in this section are less process-oriented and include required methods, technologies, deliverables, and artifacts for specific technical topics. The guidelines in this section are similar; however, the methods, technologies, and artifacts are recommended in lieu of being required.

3 – Appendices

This section includes category 3 documents that support the standards and guidelines included in sections 2 and 3. These include the Standards and Guidelines Glossary document and this standard (AASHTOWare Standards and Guidelines Definition Standard). This standard is included in this section to separate it from the standards and guidelines that impact the project/product task force tasks forces and their contractors.

Note: The notebook structure has changed several times with the last major change occurring with the April 2016 version of the notebook. Therefore, most of the prior notebook PDF files in the S&G History library will be different from that described above.

6.4 AASHTOWare Standard Template

6.4.1 Description

The “AASHTOWare Standard Template.docx” is a Microsoft Word document that is used to create the content for new standards and guidelines in a consistent format, font, style, and structure (sections and subsections). The template may also be used to update an existing standard or guideline that did not initially use the template. The template is stored in the S&G Development library.

6.4.2 Content

Refer to the Standard or Guideline artifact definition, for descriptions of the standard sections and content and for how the template is used. The template also includes embedded instructions for most sections.

6.5 Checklists, Forms, and Templates

6.5.1 Description

Checklists, forms, and templates are documents and files that are used to assist with the preparation of deliverables and artifacts described in the notebook.

Examples of these documents are listed below:

- AASHTOWare Compliancy Backup Checklist
- AASHTOWare Review Gate Approval Request Form
- AASHTOWare Project Work Plan Template

Each checklist, form, and template used with the current notebook is stored in Templates and Other Materials folder in the Current Notebook library. They are also stored on the AASHTOWare web site, www.aashtoware.org, and on the AASHTOWare workspace. The current notebook includes a hyperlink that points to the web site location of each checklist, form, and template in the current notebook.

New and revised checklists, forms, and templates are stored in the S&G Development library during the notebook update cycle.

6.5.2 Content

The content for each checklist, form, and template is unique and is based on the content requirements of a specific deliverable or artifact. Currently, these are all Word (.docx) documents; however, another type of file could be used when applicable for creating a specific deliverable or artifact.
Most checklist, form, and template Word documents use similar fonts and styles as those used for standards and guidelines.

The naming convention for these documents is “Filename_mmmddyyyy.ext”, where “mmddyyyy” is the revision date of the document. The filename should be descriptive with no spaces. The revision date should also be included on page footers and/or other applicable locations.

### 6.6 S&G Training and Support Aids

#### 6.6.1 Description

Training and support Aids are documents and files are used in conjunction with the current version of the notebook to assist with the use and understanding of the notebook and/or specific standards or guidelines. Currently, these documents are prepared in Word and are distributed to stakeholders in PDF format. Other types of documents such as presentations and spreadsheets could also be created.

An example of a training/support aid is the “Summary of S&G Notebook Requirements” document.

Each training and support aid is stored in Templates and Other Materials folder in the Current Notebook library. They may also be stored on the AASHTOWare web site, www.aashtoware.org, and on the AASHTOWare workspace.

New and revised training and support aids are stored in the S&G Development library during the notebook update cycle.

#### 6.6.2 Content

There is no specific content for training and support aids; however, the content of each aid should summarize and explain aspects of the current notebook or a specific standard or guideline. Most training and support aid Word documents use similar fonts and styles as those used for standards and guidelines.

The naming convention for these documents is “Filename_mmmddyyyy.ext”, where “mmddyyyy” is the revision date of the document. The filename should be descriptive and, if posted to the web site, should include no spaces. The revision date should also be included on page footers and/or other applicable locations.

### 6.7 T&AA - S&G Notebook Workspace

#### 6.7.1 Description

The “T&AA - S&G Notebook” workspace is a repository used to store and access the current version of the S&G Notebook; previous versions of the notebook; all files and documents needed to create the current and previous versions of the notebook; the next version of the notebook; and all new, revised, and existing documents to be included in the next version of the notebook. Checklists, forms, templates, training and support aids, and other reference materials used in conjunction with the current, prior, and next versions of S&G Notebook are also stored in this workspace.

The repository is a workspace on the AASHTOWare SharePoint portal, named “T&AA - S&G Notebook”. The URL for the workspace is http://portal.aashtoware.org/taa/taa_sg_notebook.

This workspace and its libraries are created by the workspace administrators, which are the T&AA AASHTO Project Manager (PM) or T&AA Contractor. Workspace and library creation is normally performed by the T&AA AASHTO PM, where creating, updating, and maintaining folders and content in the libraries are normally performed by the T&AA Contractor. With these duties, the T&AA AASHTO PM and T&AA Contractor both require read/write access to the workspace. The T&AA Chair should also have read/write access.
All other T&AA members, AASHTO Staff members, and the SCOA T&AA liaison should be provided with read access to this workspace. Additional access rights and access to others should be granted as needed.

6.7.2 Content

The content of the “T&AA - S&G Notebook” workspace is included the three libraries listed below, each of which is described in the following sub-sections. When displayed in a file explorer view, the libraries are the top-level folders of the workspace.

**T&AA - S&G Notebook Workspace Root/Top Level Libraries**

- **Current Notebook**
- **S&G History**
- **S&G Development**

6.7.2.1 Current Notebook

The **Current Notebook** library is used to store the complete S&G Notebook document for the current version of the notebook, all source documents and files used to create the current notebook, and checklists, forms, templates, training and support aids, and other reference materials used in conjunction documents with the notebook.

The root/top level of the library contains the complete notebook PDF file and the following folders. Additional folders and subfolders may be created, if needed.

**Current Notebook Library Root/Top Level Folders and Files**

- **Notebook**
- **Templates and Other Materials**
- **Reference**
- **SG_Notebook_mmddyyyy.pdf** (current version of S&G Notebook)

Each folder and the content within each folder are described below. The content of the current notebook (**SG_Notebook_mmddyyyy.pdf**) is described in the **Standards and Guidelines (S&G) Notebook** definition section.

**6.7.2.1.1 Notebook**

This folder contains the source Word (.docx) and PDF files for all standards, guidelines, and reference documents included in the current version of the S&G Notebook PDF file. The PDF files are combined for to create the notebook, as shown above in the **Standards and Guidelines (S&G) Notebook** artifact definition. Refer to the **Standard or Guideline** and **S&G Notebook Reference Document** artifact definitions for details on standards, guideline and reference document files.

The Word files for some standards and guidelines include inserted copies of checklists, forms, and/or templates that are stored in the **Templates and Other Materials** folder. Other Word files may include insert files, such as logos, images, charts, or drawings, that are stored in the **Reference** folder.

**6.7.2.1.2 Templates and Other Materials**

This folder contains document and files used in conjunction with the current version of the S&G Notebook. These are described below:

- Checklists, forms, and templates - These are documents and files that are used to assist with the preparation artifacts and deliverables described in the notebook. Refer to the **Checklists, Forms, and Templates** artifact definition for examples and additional details.
Training and Support Aids – These are documents and files used in conjunction with current version of the notebook to assist with the use and understanding on the notebook and/or specific standards. Refer to the S&G Training and Support Aids artifact definition for examples and additional details.

6.7.2.1.3 Reference
This folder contains any other files, that don’t fit in the above folders, that needs to be saved with the current version of the notebook. These could include general files such as the AASHTOWare and product logos or presentations and research pertaining to the current notebook. There are no format, content, or file naming specifications for the files in this folder.

6.7.2.2 S&G History
The S&G History library is used to store previous versions of the notebook PDF file and all source files used to create the notebook. The files for each version of the notebook are stored under a root level folder using the “SG YYYY MMM” naming convention, where “YYYY” is the year of the notebook’s effective date and “ MMM” is a three-character abbreviation of the month. For example, the April 15, 2016 version of the notebook is stored in folder named “SG 2016 Apr” and the July 1, 2012 version of the notebook is stored in a folder named “SG 2012 Jul”.

The root level folders in the library, as of September 1, 2017, are shown below. Although, there are older versions of the notebook, the oldest notebook folder stored in the S&G History library is for the April 2004 version.

S&G History Library Root Level Folders (as of 09/01/2017)
- SG 2004 Apr
- SG 2006 Feb
- SG 2006 Oct
- SG 2009 Jul
- SG 2010 Jul
- SG 2011 Jul
- SG 2012 Jul
- SG 2013 Jul
- SG 2014 Jul
- SG 2015 Feb
- SG 2016 Apr

The notebook folder structure has changed several times since 2004 with the last major change occurring with the April 2016 version of the notebook. With the changes in the notebook structure, there have also been changes in the structure of the Current Notebook library. Therefore, the notebook PDF file and most of the history folders will be different from that used for the current version of the S&G Notebook.

The S&G History library is updated each time a new S&G Notebook is published. Prior to updating the Current Notebook library with the folders and files for the new notebook:
- A new root level folder, such as “SG 2017 Sep,” is created in the S&G History library for the existing current notebook’s effective date.
The complete file structure of the Current Notebook library is copied to the new history folder.

6.7.2.3 S&G Development

The primary purpose of the S&G Development library is to store standards, guidelines, reference documents that are being created or revised for inclusion in the next version of the S&G Notebook. The library contains also contains the existing (unchanged) standards, guidelines, and reference documents from the current S&G Notebook. The next version of the S&G Notebook is created by combining the PDF files for all new, revised and existing (unchanged) standards, guidelines, and reference documents. Also, some existing files may be targeted for deletion or replacement and will not be included in the next notebook.

The root/top level of the library contains folders shown below plus the next version of the notebook. The first three folders (Notebook, Templates and Other Materials, and Reference) are equivalent to those in the Current Notebook library and are used to replace content in the Current Notebook library when a new version of the notebook is created. The other root/top level folders are specific to the S&G Development library. Additional folders and subfolders may be created, if needed.

S&G Development Root/Top Level Library Folders and Files

- Notebook
- Templates and Other Materials
- Reference
- Unchanged Documents
- Changed Documents
- Pending
- AASHTO Standard Template
- SG_Notebook_mmddyyyy.pdf (next version of S&G Notebook)

Each of the above folders and their content are described below.

The content of the next version of the S&G Notebook (SG_Notebook_mmddyyyy.pdf) is the same as the current version, which is described in the Standards and Guidelines (S&G) Notebook definition section.

6.7.2.3.1 Notebook

This folder contains the Word and PDF files for all standards, guidelines, and reference documents that are used to create the next version of the S&G Notebook. At the beginning of the notebook development cycle, this folder should be empty.

The folder is populated with the most recent files from the Unchanged Documents and Changed Documents folder when the next version of the notebook is created. The PDF files for all standards, guidelines, and reference documents in the Notebook folder are combined to create the next notebook PDF file.

At the end of the notebook development cycle, when the next version is published, the content of this folder is used to replace the content in the Notebook folder in the Current Notebook library.

6.7.2.3.2 Templates and Other Materials

This folder contains all files (Word, PDF, and other) for the templates, checklists, forms, and training/support aids that are used in conjunction with the next version
of the S&G Notebook. At the beginning of the notebook development cycle, this folder is populated with the existing files in the *Templates and Other Materials* folder in the *Current Notebook* library.

New, revised, and existing files are stored in this folder during the notebook development cycle. In order to track new and revised files, all files names shall include the revision date as described in the *Checklists, Forms, and Templates* and *S&G Training and Support Aids* artifact definitions. Files that will be not be used with the next notebook should be deleted.

At the end of the notebook development cycle, only one copy of each file should be maintained in this folder. When the next version of the notebook is published, the content of this folder is used to replace the content in the *Templates and Other Materials* folder in the *Current Notebook* library.

### 6.7.2.3.3 Reference

This folder contains any other files, that don’t fit in the above folders, that need to be saved with the next version of the notebook. These could include general files such as the AASHTOWare and product logos or presentations and research pertaining to the next notebook.

At the beginning of the notebook development cycle this folder is populated with the existing files in the *Reference* folder in the *Current Notebook* library. These New, revised, and existing files should be maintained in this folder, as needed for the next notebook. Existing files that will not be relevant to the next notebook should be deleted. There are no format, content, or file naming specifications for the files in this folder.

When the next version of the notebook is published, the content of this folder is used to replace the content in the *Reference* folder in the *Current Notebook* library.

### 6.7.2.3.4 Unchanged Documents

This folder contains the Word and PDF files for the standards, guidelines, notebook reference that have not changed since this last published version of the S&G Notebook. At the beginning of the notebook development cycle, this folder is populated with all files from the *Notebook* folder of the *Current Notebook* library.

When an existing file is revised for the next version of the notebook, it should be copied to the *Changed Documents* folder and deleted from this folder. Existing files that will be deleted or replaced in the next notebook are also deleted from this folder.

At the end of the notebook development cycle, this folder should only contain the files from the current notebook that have not changed and have not been deleted or replaced. The content of this folder is copied to the *Notebook* folder when the next version of the notebook is created.

### 6.7.2.3.5 Changed Documents

This folder contains the Word and PDF files for the standards, guidelines and notebook reference documents that have been revised and created (added) since this last published version of the S&G Notebook. At the beginning of the notebook development cycle, this folder should be empty.

The content of this folder is updated as new standards, guidelines, and reference document are created and existing ones are revised. Revised files originate from the Unchanged Documents folder, as noted above. Word and PDF file are stored in this folder for each revised and new standard, guideline, and reference
document. Change summary files are created and stored in the folder that document the changes and additions made since the last published version of the notebook.

Refer to the Standard or Guideline and S&G Notebook Reference Document artifact definitions for content, format and naming convention details for new and revised standards, guideline and reference document files. As discussed here, standards and guideline in development/draft status, should have the revision date appended to the file name. Draft reference files that undergo T&AA review should also append the revision date to the file name.

At the end of the notebook development cycle, the revision date is removed from the file name of all completed and approved standard, guidelines, and reference documents (Word and PDF). At this point only one version should exist for each standard, guideline, and reference document, and all files are copied to the Notebook folder for inclusion in the next version of the notebook.

6.7.2.3.6 Pending
This folder is used to store standards, guidelines, reference documents and other types of document and files that are still undergoing development/update, and will be not be included in the next version of the notebook.

This folder is populated for documents and files in other folders and is not emptied at the end of notebook update cycle. At the beginning of the next update cycle the files are moved back to their orginal location.

6.7.2.3.7 AASHTO Standard Template
This folder contains the AASHTOWare Standard Template which is used for creating new standards and guidelines. The template is a Word template that is used to document the content in a consistent format, font, style, and structure. This folder and file are not moved to the Current Notebook library with a new version of the notebook.

6.8 Next Notebook Shared Folder

6.8.1 Description
The Next Notebook shared folder is a shared folder created, updated, and maintained by the T&AA Contractor on a workstation that is maintained outside of SharePoint and is the primary where location all S&G development, update, and delete activities are performed.

This folder is named “Notebook FY YYYY” and is shared with the T&AA AASHTO PM. A new shared folder is created at the beginning of each notebook development cycle. The new shared folder created for the next version of the notebook is referred to in this standard as the Next Notebook shared folder. Prior versions of the shared folder are not addressed by this standard.

6.8.2 Content
After a new Next Notebook share folder is created it is initially populated with content from the Current Notebook library as defined in the Begin Update Cycle for Next Version of S&G Notebook procedure. During the notebook development cycle all documents and files used to create the next version of the notebook are maintained in this folder. New and revised documents and files are uploaded to S&G Development library as changes are made and as documents/files are finalized. Also, the notebook PDF file is compiled and edited on the shared folder and uploaded to S&G Development library. In addition, all files needed to update Current Notebook library are maintained on the shared folder. Additional folders, subfolder and files may also be maintained on the shared folder, as needed.
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Standards and Guidelines Glossary

This document is a glossary of all key terms used throughout the Standards and Guidelines Notebook. Some sections contain definitions that are general and apply to many standards and guidelines, and other sections contain definitions that are primarily used in a single standard.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AASHTO Staff</td>
<td>AASHTO staff members are responsible for the day-to-day business operations of the AASHTOWare joint development program. An AASHTO staff member serves as a liaison to each project and product task force as well as to SCOA and the T&amp;AA task force. In regards to the Standards and Guidelines, the AASHTO staff liaison to each project and product task force serves as a project manager assisting the task forces in the application of the standards and guidelines, and in the review of new and revised standards and guidelines. The liaisons to SCOA and T&amp;AA also assist with the development, revision, review, and approval of new and revised standards and guidelines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Test Plan</td>
<td>The Alpha Test Plan includes all of the documentation needed to plan and perform alpha testing and to document the results of alpha testing. The plan identifies the system and system components that will be tested; include the requirements that will be tested; and the test procedures and expected results used to perform and measure the test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Test Results Report</td>
<td>The Alpha Test Results Report is a required major deliverable that documents the results from Alpha Testing (what was tested, results, problems found, corrections made, outstanding issues, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Testing</td>
<td>The purpose of alpha testing is to test the whole system with an emphasis on breaking the system, checking the user requirements, and reviewing all documentation for completeness by using the application as if it were in production. Alpha testing is performed after the contractor completes all development testing (unit, build, and system testing).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifact or Work Product</td>
<td>An artifact is defined as a tangible result (by-product or work product) of a software development, maintenance, or project management activity. Artifacts may be the form of a document, spreadsheet, presentation, data model, installation package, and/or various other types of documentation and software development work products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta Test Materials (Beta Test Plan and Beta Test Installation Package)</td>
<td>The Beta Test Materials contains all of the materials needed to release a product for beta testing, including the product, installation procedures, user and system documentation, test instructions, test procedures, and methods to record testing results and report problems. The two primary components of the Beta Test Materials are referred to as the Beta Test Plan and Beta Test Installation Package.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta Test Results Report</td>
<td>The Beta Test Results Report is a required major deliverable that documents the combined beta testing results of all beta testing agencies, exceptions discovered, and resolutions to the exceptions. The report is submitted as part of the final acceptance of the new or revised product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta Testing</td>
<td>The purpose of beta testing is to confirm to the user/tester that all functionality and operability requirements are satisfied, the system will operate correctly in the user’s environment, and the system is ready for delivery and implementation. Beta testing also includes the review and validation of all documentation and procedures. Beta testing is performed after alpha testing has been accepted and prior to implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents List</td>
<td>A contents list must be included with the installation package showing what content is being shipped. The content list should clearly state what platform (computing environment) the installation package was prepared for.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover letter</td>
<td>The cover letter is sent with the Product Installation Package and includes information like: whom the installation package is being sent to, who is sending the package, what is included in the package, and for what reason.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliverable</td>
<td>A deliverable is an artifact produced during a project or MSE effort that is required by a AASHTOWare standard (in the S&amp;G Notebook); and shall be planned, reviewed by stakeholders, submitted to the task force, and approved by the task force. A deliverable may be a single document/artifact or may be comprised other multiple documents/artifacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliverable Approval Procedure</td>
<td>This procedure defines the process used by the contractor and task force during a project or product MSE work to submit, approve, and reject deliverables prior to their designated review gates; and to document the approval decision. This is also referred as the procedure for approving deliverables independent of the review gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliverable or Artifact Definition</td>
<td>A deliverable or artifact definition is used to define the purpose, format, content, usage, and responsibilities of a deliverable or artifact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and Maintenance Document</td>
<td>The Development and Maintenance Documentation is a required artifact for development projects. This documentation, supplemented by the Technical Design Specification, represents the internal documentation for the product, and should describe the logic used in developing the product and the system flow to help the development and maintenance staffs understand how the programs fit together. The documentation should provide instructions for establishing the development environment, and should enable a developer to determine which programs or data may need to be modified to change a system function or to fix an error. The Development and Maintenance Documentation is not required for product MSE work efforts unless an existing version of the document exists. In this case, the documentation must be updated to stay current with the product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Template</td>
<td>A document template is Microsoft Word template used to ensure consistency in certain deliverables and artifacts such as work plans, checklists, and forms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement</td>
<td>An enhancement is a development effort to add new features to an existing AASHTOWare product that is licensed annually; or an effort to modify an existing product. Enhancements are classified as small, medium and larger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement FDS or SRDS</td>
<td>This deliverable includes the functional design specifications for one or more enhancements. In most cases, the enhancement system requirements are included in the enhancement FDS, and in this case, is frequently referred to as a System Requirements and Design Specification (SRDS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement System Requirements</td>
<td>Enhancement system requirements are created for each medium and large enhancement and are documented in one or more SRS deliverables. Each enhancement SRS may also be combined with the appropriate functional design specifications to create an enhancement Functional Design Specification (FDS) or System Requirements and Design Specification (SRDS) deliverable. A SRS,FDS or SRDS deliverable is not required for small enhancements and maintenance activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception to Standards</td>
<td>A product or project task force chair may request an exception from following a standard by including the request in the appropriate work plan or by sending a letter to the SCOA chairperson. The request should include all proposed changes and/or exclusions to one or more standards along with the documentation that describes or justifies the reasons for the reason exception(s) and any additional documentation for SCOA consideration. If submitted by letter, the exception request must be submitted to SCOA prior to beginning the phase of the project where the applicable standards are to be used. SCOA will make an approval decision on the exception request and notify the task force chair of the decision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Design Specification (FDS)</td>
<td>The Functional Design Specification (FDS) is a required major deliverable that documents the design of the proposed product using terminology that can be readily reviewed and understood by the task force, technical review teams (TRTs), technical advisory groups (TAGs), and other stakeholders involved in the development process. The FDS translates the requirements in the URS and SRS into design specifications that define how the system requirements will be implemented from a user or business perspective. For developments projects using a waterfall development methodology, the FDS is created as a detailed specification addressing the full scope of the project and all user and system requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guideline</td>
<td>A guideline describes procedures, results, technical specifications and/or technologies that are considered good practices to follow, produce, or use; however, these are not required. A proposed standard or standard process may be initially implemented as a guideline with future plans to implement it as a requirement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation Package Checklist</td>
<td>The Installation Package Checklist is used to assist in preparing the Product Installation Package and the completed checklist must be included with the package.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration FDS i</td>
<td>The iteration FDS is created for each iteration in an iterative development project. Each iteration FDS includes the system requirements and the functional design specifications for the iteration. As with the iteration system requirements, the iteration functional design focuses the specific scope, objectives, and user requirements of the proposed iteration. The level of detail must be appropriate to proceed with the technical design and construction of the iteration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration System Requirements</td>
<td>Iteration system requirements are created for each development iteration and are documented in the Iteration Functional Design Specification (FDS). Each set of system requirements focuses on the specific scope, objectives, and user requirements of the proposed iteration. The iteration system requirements are developed with the same level of detail as the full scope SRS. Refer to the next section for more information on the Iteration FDS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative Development Methodology</td>
<td>An iterative development methodology is a software development process where the overall functionality to be delivered by a development project is sliced into segments or iterations. A typical iterative process would include a planning phase and high level requirements and design phase, prior to a detailed design, construction, and testing phase for each iteration. After all iterations are completed the process would then conclude with acceptance testing and implementation phases for the composite of all iterations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Enhancement</td>
<td>A large enhancement is complex; requires significant funding, effort and/or resources to implement; and requires significant planning, analysis, and design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>Maintenance is the technical activity to correct errors and other problems that cause an existing product to operate incorrectly. Maintenance is performed under a product work plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance, Support, and Enhancement (MSE) Work Effort</td>
<td>A Maintenance, Support, and Enhancement (MSE) Work Effort refers to the annual maintenance, support, and enhancement work performed for an existing AASHTOWare product. A MSE work effort is performed under a product work plan. As noted above, some large and complex enhancements are developed under a project plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management, Monitoring, and Control Procedures</td>
<td>• Management, Monitoring, and Control procedures include procedures for issue management, change management, status reporting, quality management, communication management, configuration management, risk management, and backup and disaster recovery. These procedures are defined in the work plan and are executed throughout the lifecycle of the work plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Enhancement</td>
<td>A medium enhancement is more complex than a small enhancement; requires a moderate amount of funding, effort and/or resources; and requires more planning, analysis and design than a small enhancement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft SharePoint</td>
<td>Microsoft SharePoint is a web application used by AASHTOWare for document management and collaboration. SharePoint is the primary tool used by task forces and contractors to create and maintain product and project document repositories. Task forces, SCOA, T&amp;AA, AASHTO Staff, and contractors also use SharePoint for balloting, meeting scheduling, discussions, and various other sharing and collaboration uses. All AASHTOWare content on SharePoint may be accessed by browser at the AASHTOWare Portal site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft SharePoint Workspace</td>
<td>Microsoft SharePoint Workspace is desktop application used to access and manage a SharePoint workspace. The data is stored locally and synced with the web version of the workspace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Maintenance</td>
<td>An effort to provide a temporary fix or repair of an existing product module. The temporary fix or repair results must not add to, change nor delete from the functionality of a product module.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary FDS</td>
<td>The preliminary FDS is created for iterative development projects prior to the design and construction of the development iterations. The preliminary FDS is created in lieu of the detailed, full scope FDS listed above; and primarily focuses on design specifications that apply to the system requirements in the preliminary SRS. The preliminary FDS addresses the overall proposed product and only provides limited details on areas of the design that are specific to a single iteration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary SRS</td>
<td>The preliminary SRS is created for iterative development projects prior to the design and construction of the development iterations. The preliminary SRS is created in lieu of the detailed, full scope SRS listed above; and primarily focuses on high level functionality and on requirements that apply to the overall proposed product, such as user interface, security, accessibility, technical architecture, and internal/external software interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Installation Package</td>
<td>The Product Installation Package contains all procedures, executables, and documentation needed to implement and operate an AASHTOWare product at the customer agency sites. The installation package is distributed to all licensees. The product installation package may include components (if not all) that may be sent electronically. The fact that an item has been electronically sent should be noted on the checklist that is sent with the package. If the entire package is electronically sent, it must still include all items (electronic checklist, contents list ...).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project</td>
<td>An AASHTOWare project refers to work that is performed outside of an annual MSE effect to develop a new product, redevelop/rearchitect an existing product, enhance an existing module, develop specifications, or perform research. Many projects are performed under the auspice of a solicitation with funds collected one-time up-front.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project and Product Contractors</td>
<td>A contract software development firm is hired to develop each AASHTOWare software product and is referred to as a project contractor. A product contractor is hired to maintain, support and enhance an existing AASHTOWare product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project and Product Task Forces</td>
<td>Project and product task forces are made up of business area representatives from the member departments. A project task force manages and oversees the development of an AASHTOWare product; and product task forces manage and oversee the maintenance, support, and enhancement of existing AASHTOWare products. In regards to the Standards and Guidelines, the each task force has the responsibility of: Ensuring that the requirements defined in each standard are complied with. Requesting exceptions to standards (see below). Reviewing and providing comments and problems encountered regarding existing and new standards and guidelines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Lifecycle and MSE Lifecycle</td>
<td>An AASHTOWare project refers to work that is performed outside of an annual MSE effort to develop a new product, redevelop/rearchitect an existing product, enhance an existing module, develop specifications, or perform research. Many projects are performed under the auspice of a solicitation with funds collected one-time up-front Refer to the Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard for details on the project and MSE lifecycles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project or Product Work Plan</td>
<td>A work plan is the formal document that describes the scope and objectives of the work to be performed by the contractor during a specific contract period, requirements or specifications to be met, tasks to be performed, deliverables to be produced, schedule to be met, cost of the effort, required staffing and resources, the technical approach for accomplishing the work, and the approach for managing, monitoring, and controlling the work. A project work plan is created for each AASHTOWare project and a product work plan (or MSE work plan) is created for each annual MSE work effort. The term “work plan” may be used to mean either a project work plan or product work plan. The completed work plan is included in the contract agreement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project/MSE</td>
<td>Project/MSE refers to both a project and a MSE work effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project/MSE Archive Package</td>
<td>The Project/MSE Archive Package is an archive of the final product, project materials, and development artifacts. This package includes the Product Installation Package, all approved deliverables and review gate approval requests, Technical Design Documentation (TDS), Development and Maintenance Document, other artifacts created, source code, build procedures, and any other information needed to setup, configure, change, and rebuild the final product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project/MSE Closeout</td>
<td>Project closeout is the formal completion of all activities associated with the project work plan. MSE closeout is the formal completion of all activities associated with the product work plan. In both cases, closeout requires approval by the task force.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project/MSE Repository</td>
<td>The project/MSE repository is an online storage area where all project/MSE artifacts, major deliverables, review gate and deliverable approval documentation, and any project/MSE related documentation is stored. The repository must be accessible to the contractor, task force, AASHTO Project Manager, SCOA and T&amp;AA liaisons, and other stakeholders designated by the task force. A SharePoint workspace or a folder in a SharePoint workspace is commonly used as the project repository; however, other technologies may also be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project/Product</td>
<td>Project/product is used as a prefix with work plan, task force and contractor and applies to both projects and MSE work efforts. For example, “product/product task force” applies to both product task forces and project task forces. As noted above, without the prefix these also mean either project or product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Document</td>
<td>A reference document is an S&amp;G document that is not a standard or guideline, but is included in the notebook for informational purposes, such as the cover page, cover letter, summary of changes, table of contents, introduction, and glossary. Also reference documents such as forms, diagrams, and presentations may be stored in either of the above workspaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)</td>
<td>The RTM is a required deliverable that describes the backward traceability and forward traceability of the requirements in the URS. The RTM documents that system requirements are be traced to source user requirements. The RTM also documents that each requirement is traced to a design object and a testing procedure. The RTM is referred to as a Preliminary RTM until it is finalized. A RTM is required for projects but is not required for MSE work efforts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Gate</td>
<td>Review gates are specific milestones in the lifecycle of both projects and MSE work where the task force shall approve the current status and results of the project or MSE work effort and authorize the project to continue with the next phase or sub-phase of the project life cycle. A standard set of review gates are required for projects and MSE work. One or more deliverables and/or artifacts are submitted with each review gate. The review gates for each project and MSE work effort are defined in the work plan. Standard review gates are defined in the <a href="#">Software Development and Maintenance Process Standard</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Gate Approval Request</td>
<td>A review gate approval request is a required artifact that the contractor project manager submits to the task force chair at the conclusion of each review gate period. Any unapproved major deliverables associated with the review gate must also be submitted with the request. The request form (see below) is also used to document and communicate the task force decision regarding the approval or denial of a review gate approval request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Gate Approval Procedure</td>
<td>This procedure defines the process used by the contractor and task force during a project or product MSE work to submit, approve, and reject review gates and deliverables submitted with the review gates, and to document the approval decision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Gate Approval Request Form</td>
<td>The review gate approval request form is a standard form used for submitting review gate approval requests and for documenting the task force approval decision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SharePoint Workspace</td>
<td>A SharePoint workspace is a shared storage area which consists of a set of files to be shared plus other tools (such as calendars, meetings, pictures, forms, and discussions) used for group collaboration. A workspace may be accessed by browser or the SharePoint workspace client. The S&amp;G Notebook workspace is used to store and share the current on the notebook, prior versions, and versions currently being revised. The complete notebooks, as well as the individual standards, guidelines, reference documents, and other files used to compose each version of the notebook are stored in the S&amp;G Notebook workspace. Each task force also uses workspaces for project/MSE repositories and other uses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Enhancement</td>
<td>A small enhancement is not complex; requires minimum funding, effort and/or resources to implement; and requires minimum planning, analysis and design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Development Methodology</td>
<td>A software development methodology or system development methodology is a framework that is used to structure, plan, and control the process of developing an application or other information system. Several different types of methodologies are used for development including waterfall, iterative or incremental, spiral and RAD (Rapid Application Development). Although any type of methodology may be used if planned and approved in the work plan, the S&amp;G Notebook focuses on methodologies based on the waterfall and iterative methodologies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Special Committee on AASHTOWare (SCOA)   | SCOA is the management committee made up of member department representatives that oversees the AASHTOWare joint development program. In regards to the Standards and Guidelines, SCOA is responsible for:  
  • Defining the needs and setting the objectives for AASHTOWare process improvement, and for new or revised standards and guidelines.  
  • Approving all new and revised standards and the deletion of existing standards. |
<p>| Spreadsheet Template                     | In addition to document templates, some deliverables and artifacts are created with standard Microsoft Excel spreadsheets.                                                                                   |
| Standard                                 | A standard describes mandatory procedures that must be followed, results that must be produced, and technologies and technical specifications that must be used or adhered to during the development, enhancement, and maintenance of AASHTOWare products. AASHTOWare standards are created and implemented in order to ensure a consistent approach is used to develop, change, maintain and deliver software products. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Template</td>
<td>This is a document template that is used to ensure consistency in creating standards and guidelines. The template is used to define a standard look and feel across all standards and guidelines including standard cover pages, sections and fonts. This template is stored in the S&amp;G Development workspace.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Standard/Guideline Category | A category is assigned to each standard, guideline, and reference document in the S&G Notebook and S&G workspaces to group common documents. The current categories are listed below:  
  - 1 - Project Management and Software Engineering  
  - 2 – Technical Standards and Guidelines  
  - 3 - Appendices |
| Standard/Guideline Number | A number is assigned to each standard, guideline, and reference document in the S&G Notebook and S&G workspaces with the “C.NNN.VV.VS format, where:  
  - C is number 1-5 which represents category of the document (see below)  
  - NNN is the number 001-099 which represents the standard, guideline, or reference document number within the category. These are currently numbered in increments of 5 and 10.  
  - VV.V is a number 01.0-99.9 which represents the version number of a standard, guideline, reference document. Minor changes increment the version number by a tenth, such as “02.1”.  
  - S is a suffix that indicates the document type, where  
    - S is for standard  
    - G is for guideline, and  
    - R is for reference document  
    - T is for Template |
<p>| System Requirement | A system requirement describes what the proposed product must do in order to fulfill one or more user requirements (how the product will do it). These may describe functionality or impose constraints on the design or implementation (such as performance requirements, security, or reliability). System requirements are documented in the appropriate technical detail for a software developer or integrator to design the proposed product or enhancement. System requirements should also be written where they can be understood by the task force and other stakeholders involved in the development process. |
| System Requirements Specification (SRS) | The SRS is a required deliverable which contains all of the system requirements. The SRS should describe all functional, non-functional, technical, role, and data requirements of the proposed system in sufficient detail to support system design. For developments projects using a waterfall development methodology, the SRS is created as a detailed specification addressing the full scope of the project and all user requirements. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical and Application Architecture (T&amp;AA) Task Force</td>
<td>The T&amp;AA Task Force is a technical group made up of member department representatives that reports to SCOA. The T&amp;AA task force develops the Standards and Guidelines for AASHTOWare and provides technical assistance to the product and project task forces and contractors in the understanding and application of the standards and guidelines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Design Specification (TDS)</td>
<td>The Technical Design Specification (TDS) translates the system requirements and functional design into precise descriptions of the components, interfaces, and data necessary before coding and testing can begin. The TDS must describe and document the design in the adequate level of detail and terminology to code, configure, build, integrate, and test the proposed product and all components, programs, databases, files, interfaces, security controls, screens, and reports. The TDS must be created for all development projects, but is not required for product MSE work efforts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Plan</td>
<td>The test plan is a required major deliverable that describes the testing methodology, what will be tested, testing schedule, and testing deliverables. The test plan may be included or referenced in the project/product work plan or submitted as separate deliverable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Standards and Guidelines Notebook (S&amp;G Notebook)</td>
<td>The Standards and Guidelines Notebook, also referred to as the S&amp;G Notebook, is the published document and electronic repository of all approved AASHTOWare standards and guidelines. The notebook is available on the <a href="https://aashtoware.org">AASHTOWare web site</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Requirement</td>
<td>A user requirement describes what a user or business stakeholder expects from a proposed product (what the user wants to product to do).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Requirements Specification (URS)</td>
<td>The URS is a required deliverable which contains all of the approved user requirements that are to be accomplished in a specified contract period for a specified project or product MSE work effort. The URS is normally incorporated in or referenced by the project/product work plan; however, in some cases, a separate document is created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT)</td>
<td>The Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT) details how the AASHTOWare product complies with the federal Section 508 standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterfall Development Methodology</td>
<td>A waterfall development methodology is a sequential development process where each phase of development (planning, requirements and analysis, design construction, testing, implementation, etc.) is performed sequentially.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>